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EDVABD MARTYN; DREAMER AND REFORMER BY J.C.M. JTOLAIT

A SUMMARY(ABSTRACT)

This thesis is a comp rehensive study of Edwa rd Ma rtyn<1859-1923)  

which takes into account the full range of his cultural activities as  

patron, writerr politician and theatre director.

The constituent parts of Denis Gwynn's memoir of Martyn in 1930  

are subjected to close scrutiny. His sources are identified. The gaps in  

Gwynn's work as editor are clarified. The p roblems which Martyn's lost  

pa pe rs and neglected work pose for the modern scholar are faced.

There is an analysis of the persona of Martyn to be found in the  

memoirs and letters of V.B.Yeats, in the memoirs and fiction of George  

Moore and in the journals of Lady Gregory. Martyn's own litera ry versions  

of self-inter p retation in the satiric romance Morgante the Lesser (1890)  

and later in five of his plays The Heather Field (1899), IJafim (1900),

An Spclianted Sea (1902), Grangecolman <1912) and Regina Eyre <1919) are  

discussed in detail. A consideration of the Influence of Rabelais,  

Vinckelmann, Palestrina and Ibsen on Martyn's aesthetic development  

suggests new ways of looking at the origins of his cultural dreams.

The battles of Martyn as a patron for the refo rm of Irish church  

art and the Irish literary theatre are documented and inter p reted in  

relation to the standard accounts of these events which often distort  

Martyn's role.

Martyn's activities as a nationalist journalist, especially in  

D.P. Moran's The Leade r, are documented and set in the wider context of



the complex unfolding of Irish cultural nationalism when the Gaelic 

League was a strong influence. Martyn's form of cultural nationalism is 

contrasted with the work of fellow-idealists who also experienced 

misunderstanding and frustration.

Martyn's symbolical role as the first president of Sinn Fein 

is fully investigated in relation to the brief period when that organis

ation was primarily an educational enterprise. The symbolical significance 

of Martyn's resignation from Sinn Fein and retirement from nationalist 

politics is explored.

The explanation of Martyn's final failure as a reformer extends 

beyond a probing of his own intense form of cultural idealism to include an 

analysis of the reasons for Ireland's failure to achieve a cultural  

independence in the 1920s and for the drift into the kind of provincialism  

in the 1930s which Mart̂rn's reforms had sought to prevent.

The findings of scholars who have researched into the areas  

of late nineteenth century European aestheticism and of Irish cultural 

nationalism have been used in the discussion of Martyn as aesthete and  

cultural nationalist.



CHAPTER OIE

SIGHTIITGS, MYTHS, IDEAS, EESEABCH, VIEV

Martyn was not an important writer, but he was an interesting  
and influential person: it would be possible to say many things  
about modern Ireland by means of a penetrating account of  
Kartyn's involvement in Irish affairs.

Denis Donoghue

The figure of Edward Martyn <1859-1923) barely survives in the  

memoirs, Journals, dairies, letters and the many literary histories which  

mention the foundation of the Irish Literary Theatre in which Kartyn took  

a leading part as one of the founders, during 1899 and 1900.

One of the most memorable sightings of Hartyn occurs in Yeats's

account of his first visit to Tulira, Martyn's country house in County

Galway, during the Summer of 1896. Yeats's companion on the Journey by

train and boat from London was Arthur Symons. Almost fifty years after

that holiday, Teats remembered how he had been touched by a certain romance

in Tulira as he recalled the many rookeries, the square old tower and the

great yard where medieval soldiers had exercised. Teats remembered, also

with pleasure, how the host at Tulira had filled him with feelings of

irrevence at the same time as the place was stimulating him towards the

invocation of lunar power:

Symons lectured me on my bad manners, because when Martyn  
showed us two rooms and said we had to choose, I proposed tossing  
a halfpenny...Night after night after night Just before I went  
to bed, and after many nights - eight or nine, perhaps - I saw  
between sleeping and waking, as in a kinematograph, a galloping  
centaur, and a moment later a naked woman of incredible beauty, 
standing upon a pedestal and shooting an arrow at a star. I still  
remember the tint of that marvellous flesh which makes all human  
flesh seem unhealthy.
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Teats remenbered having talked about his dreams to con^anlons, 

whereupon Symons had admitted to having had a dream about a clothed woman 

of great beauty and even the Conte de Basterot, Martyn's elderly Catholic 

neighbour, was supposed to have confessed to a vivid dream of ITeptune which 

had compelled him to get up and lock his door. Martyn's rejection of these  

dreams which Included rejection of any conversation about the desirabil

ity of such dreams rankled long in Yeats's memory:

Martyn was really angry...I had not known that a room over a
chapel must be left empty, and that an action such as mine might
be considered to obstruct the passage of prayer. I was forbidden  
even to speak of invocation. I was sorry, for I knew I must have  
much in common with Martyn who spent hours after we had all gone 
to bed reading St.Chrysostom. <1)

This Kartyn sighting by Teats, with its noctural contrast between the host

reading St.John Chrysostom and the guest invoking the moon, suggests a

powerful image of the forms of religion which divided the two.

Symons published an account of the holiday at Tullra within a few

months. Like Teats, he experienced Tullra as "a castle of dreams":

In the morning, I climb the winding staircase in the tower, creep
through the secret passage, and find inyself in a vast deserted
room for meditation:or following the winding staircase, come out 
on the battlements, where I can look widely across Galway, to the 
hills.

Symons went on to describe Martjm playing pol 3rphonlc music by Vittoria and 

Palestrina on the small organ in the half-darkened Gothic Hall of the nine

teenth century extension to Tullra. Symons did not mention lunar invocat

ion but expressed much enthusiasm for the life of the peasants in the Vest 

of Ireland. On a day's tour in Sligo at Bosses Point and Glencar, Symons  

invoked "the world of embodied dreams in which fairies dance...in their

forts, or beat at the cabin doors, or chuckle among the reeds." During the

three days' touring of Aran, Symons felt exhilarated by being far from
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civilisation, and was happy "to wash off the dust of cities, the dust of 

beliefs, the dust of incredulities...." Symons' dream on holiday was a 

vision of a peasant life with all the harshness stripped away or Ignored, 

and with only the hidden magic of peasant life palpable. Symons viewed 

the world of Tulira as solid and safe after his touring. <2)

George Koore, Mart 3m's oldest and closest friend, has provided in

his memoirs a substantial sighting of Martyn in the Irish Literary Revival

as "dear Edward". The extraordinarily complex relationship between Martyn

and Moore will be explored later in this study. Let it suffice at this

stage to note how Moore complements Yeats in the sighting of the Catholic

Martyn in his country house. One of Yeats's impressions was that while

Martyn loved his study in the ancient tower, Martyn actually hated the

Ashlin neo-Gothic mansion which his mother had built in the early 1880s

for some £20,000. Moore recalled how he had warned Martyn against the whole

idea of the extension:

Valking on the lawn, I remember trying to persuade him that the 
eighteenth century house which one of his ancestors had built 
alongside the olde castle, on the decline of brigandage, would 
be sufficient for his wants.

Moore was never in any doubt about Mrs. Martyn's great ambition to replace

the eighteenth century house with a Victorian mansion:"Edward must build a

large and substantial house of family In^ortance, and when the house wss

finished, he could not do otherwise than marry". Moore testified to the

gulf between Martyn's dream of a celibate life in the ancient tower "with

the bed as narrow as a monk's and the walls whitewashed like a cell and

nothing upon them but a crucifix" and Mrs.Martyn's dream of becoming a

grandmother. (3) Martyn had no interest in begetting children, but began

collecting pictures for Tulira. Yeats noted the collection's beginning.
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Yeats disapproved of Martyn's first purchased picture, a large

coffee-coloured sea-plcture by Edwin Ellis, but very much approved of the

pictures by Utamaro,Degas,Corot and Monet which he viewed during his visit.

Yeats claimed to have adalred Martyn as a collector of fine pictures about

which he could t a l k ^  with much Intelligence. Martyn* s literary ambitions

had not not convinced Yeats:

Vhen Symons and I paid our visit, Martyn had Just finished The  
Heather Field.■.he talked of having It produced In Germany. He  
sat down dally to some task, perhaps Maeve. but I was certain-  
even then, I think - that he would never learn to write: his  
mind was a fleshless skeleton. (4>

Did the abiding Impression of the celibate Catholic searching for words

prompt Yeats's mature decision to exclude Martyn as a significant figure

<who provided financial patronage) from his select group of friends who

have become the myth of the Irish Literary Revival? It seems to be so.

Itoore shared Martyn's passion for the French Impressionists - 

indeed,the French In̂jressionist pictures viewed by Yeats in Tullra had been  

bought some ten years earlier under the Influence of Moore during a visit 

to Paris. Moore was impressed by Martyn's play The Heather Field and made  

known that he had championed its merits in the face of William Archer's  

disinterest. On its publication in 1899, Moore hailed the central character  

as the first appearance of humanity in the English prose drama of the late 

Victorian period, and went on to acclaim The Heather Field as a great play  

about the tragedy of an aesthetic landowner Tyrrell who had been forced by  

convention to marry a narrow-minded woman of the world - in fact, Tyrrell's  

predicament was what Martyn himself had declined when he defied his mother, 

Moore's praise for Maeve concentrated on the quality of Martyn's imaginat

ion in his depletion of a Celtic dream world:
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Itaeve is made af moonlight and hoar frost and light of morning. . . 
she is made of the light of the keen bright Irish spring water 
and the loveliness of the Clare mountains which surround her 
home, of the round tower...on the legend of the ancient Irish
gods, of the beauty of the Irish rojnanesque ornament, those
exquisitive traceries which are a reflection of the Byzantine, but 
more refined....(5)

During the brief life of the Irish Literary Theatre, Martjrn's two 

plays were appreciated in Dublin, as contemporary accounts reveal. But 

Martyn's achievements were to be for ever clouded by the accounts which 

Yeats and Moore have left concerning Martyn's involvement in the bitter  

controversies concerning Yeats's The Countess Cathleen and later his own  

play The Tale of a Town. Yeats remembered Martyn's momentary hesitations  

about the production of The Countess Cathleen in the wake of Cardinal 

Logue's belated condemnation without having read it: "He withdrew 

permanently after a few months, forseeing further peril to his soul".(6)

Both Yeats and Moore failed to grasp the political satire in The Tale of a  

Town. During the re-writing, Moore took the main responsibility for 

revising the text but enjoyed some help from Yeats who behaved on this  

occasion "like a real man of letters, with an intelligence as keen as a 

knife, and knife was required to cut the knots into which Edward had tied 

his play, for very few could be loosened." <7)

These Martyn quarrels with Yeats and Moore about religion and

political drama have prompted scholars to conclude that Martyn was wholly 

in the wrong. Yet few scholars have attempted to examine these notorious  

sightings in any depth and have been content to subscribe to Yeats's  

interpretation of Martyn as the unhappy, childless and unfinished man who 

was chosen to represent an Ireland that was passing away. Vhat Yeats longed  

to see was the passing away of the whole system of Catholicism:
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The whole system of Irish Catholicism pulls down the able if it 
pulls up the peasant, as I think it does. A long continuity of 
culture like that of Coole could not have arisen in a single 
Catholic family in Ireland since the Middle Ages. <8)

An important part of Teat’s somewhat tortuous argument was that the  

Catholic peasant strain from his mother's family had "pulled down" the 

education, power and old descent associated with his father's family. 

Martyn became Yeats's notorious example of "an union of incompatibles and 

consequent sterility". (9) In addition to adopting this strange theory  

to explain the degeneration of a Catholic gentry family, Yeats produced an 

outline psychological analysis of Martyn's personality seemingly construc

ted as a result of conversations with Koore:

Jtartyn has a good intellect, moderate and sensible, but it seems 
to me that that this intellect has been always thwarted by its 
lack of interest in life, religious caution having kept him 
always on the brink of the world in a half-unwilling virginity 
of the feelings imaging the virginity of his body. He had no 
interest in women, and Moore would accuse him of a frustrated 
passion for his own sex...as Moore thought...an always resisted 
homo-sexuality. <10)

Yeats's myth about Martyn was and is the challenging amalgam of a mongrel

breed of gentry and peasantry, a cautious Catholic morality and an always

supressed homosexuality. Vithout Martyn's collected papers(lost or mislaid

or destroyed while in the safe keeping of the Carmelite Fathers of St.

Teresa's Church, ClEU~endon Street, Dublin), the scholarly task of testing

the Yeatsian hypothesis has become a difficult and even a daunting one.

Ho wonder it is common scholarly practice to repeat these assertions,

perhaps in less strident form, as if they had been proved to be true.

The unique opportunity to examine the Martyn papers was given to 

Denis Gwynn when Father Cyril Ryan, the Carmelite Provincial who had been 

Martyn's confessor and to whom papers and books had been bequeathed, asked 

Gwynn to write a book about Martyn. Gwynn removed the papers to Windsor.
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Gwynn claimed to have returned the Martyn papers to the Carmelites after 

he had studied them. There Is no existing record of any scholar having ever 

seen them again. Because Gwynn was the last person to have access to the 

Martyn papers, his book has remained the only source of selected Martyn 

writings, and scholars have been quite content to draw on the book as Utjfi.  

reliable source on Martyn.(11) Virtually nothing has been written about the 

nature and methodology of Gwynn's work. To examine the unscholarly process 

of Gwynn's whole enterprise undertaken at the request of Father Ryan, it is  

necessary to clarify the state of the papers as Martyn left them.

As a recluse in Tullra during the years of final Illness, Martyn

made one last great effort to bring into a coherent focus the wide range of

his ambitions as dreamer and reformer. On an advertisement leaf at the end

of Hunger by James Stephens in 1919, there appeared an advertisement for a

future volume in preparation: Papers for the Perverse by Edward Martyn(Cap.

8vo. 48pp Is net) with the following blurb:

There is, perhaps no personality better known in connection with 
the Irish revival, since the Gaelic League gave its first 
impulse to modern literature in Ireland, than that of Edward 
Martyn; and those who know his plays and reviews will welcome 
this book wherein he states his views on many matters of the 
first Importance to Irishmen. (12)

That Martyn book was never published. Vhat Gwynn found was a collection of

revised writings that Martyn had contributed for over thirty years as an

occasional Journalist. Gwynn grasped the importance of the unique record

but stopped short of tackling the editorial task in a scholeurly manner and

settled for a perfunctory view of the material:

He gave the projected volume the title Paragraphs for the 
Perverse. and he wrote an introduction for it, summarising his 
own reflections upon what he had seen and done and attempted.
The essays are too laboured to be suitable for publication as he 
left them, and only ejrtracts from them have been included in this 
memoir. (13)
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Gwynn did not bother to track down the original sources of Martyn's

published writings; nor did Gwynn set out any bibliographical system for

his selection and use of various letters which he found among the papers.

In a letter to Vincent O'Brien requesting access to possible Martyn letters

in his possession, Gwynn put the best gloss on how he saw his task:

I want to spare no pains to get it done well. The general idea 
is that it should tell the whole story of the Irish Revival - 
from the nineties to his death - as he saw it rather than to 
write an ordinary biography. <14)

The crux of the Gwynn selection and conment was that he never 

put himself in a position to explore how Martyn saw things: for that he 

would have had to do much research beyond the papers. Vhat guided Gwynn was 

a very narrow view of the personality of Martyn. Perhaps Gwynn and Ryan saw 

in Martyn only natural shyness, eccentricity, prolonged infirmity, loneli

ness and a safe Catholic figure:

Always a lonely man, it was Edward Martyn's tragedy that his
whole ambitions were concerned with public life, yet his natural
shyness and his eccentricity made him unfitted for it...In each 
of his Important ventures he dropped out, after the movement  
that he had originated had gathered momentum. Prolonged infirmity 
and the loneliness of his later years had made his attitudes more 
bitter and his style more crabbed. <15>

Gwynn had good intentions in that he wanted to say kind things about Martyn

as a patriot but settled for a sentimental view of Martyn as a kind of

"connecting link" between the various aspects of the Irish Revival. At no

point did Gwynn put himself in a position to answer fundamental questions

like; why did Martyn accomplish little and why was Martyn misunderstood?

Only once in his memoir did Gwynn edge close to Martyn's inner

world of dream: in his interpretation of the provision in Martyn's will for

the donation of his body for dissection at St.Cecilia's Hospital and for 

his subsequent burial, not in Loughrea Abbey but in a pauper's grave.
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Gwynn suggested that Martyn's grave among paupers was the last supreme

gesture of indifference to the vanities of life and the last act of

relentless discipline over his body which he regularly controlled. <16)

In Mbrgante (Martyn's prose satire of 1890) that form of funeral was

compulsory as the last act of asceticism demanded of the uncloistered monks

on Agathopolis.(17) The cursory interest which Gwynn showed in Morgante was

indicated by one lengthy quotation from the Birth of Morgante Section which

featured the dreams of Morgante’s mother, Amentia. (18) Ifowhere in his

memoir did Gwynn grasp the central importance of Hellenism to Morgante

and to Mart3m's imagination. Ifowhere in his memoir did Gwynn mention the

fact that the aesthetic ideals of J. J.Vinckelmann, the eighteenth century

art historian, were central to Martyn's dream of reform of the arts.

Gwynn ignored Martyn's one poem on the subject in "The Genius of the Villa

Albani; A Memory of Some, 1881":

Immortal form and youth thy haven of peace,
Great Father of us all who love old Greece. (19)

A close reading of the Agathopolis Section of Morgante would have revealed

to Gwynn the extent to which Martyn was inspired by Valter Pater's essay

"Vinckelmann" in The Renaissance. <20) Even a minimum of attention to

Martyn's play An Enchanted Sea would have suggested the type of Irish

Revival envisaged by Martyn as he sought to transform his Hellenism

into Irish cultural nationalism and used the character of Lord Mask as his

mouthpiece:

I went to Greece from the Greek Movement in Oxford, where the 
luminous pages of Vinckelmann opened to us a vision of antique 
life... Here in the Insula Sacra - the Oxygia of Homer and our 
Hellenic ancestors - the genius is here and will soon awaken 
and he will revive arts and trades, and letters in our ancient 
tongue which all will speak again. Let us be ready to 
minister. <21)
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The uniqueness of Gwynn's book Is the vrealth of detail which he

drew from the papers to docuinent the many examples of Jtartyn's activities

as philanthropist and patron of the arts. Gwynn assumed a link between

Martyn’s work and the Ideals of Agathopolls but avoided any exploration of

the links in Kartyn's mind between Greece and Ireland, except in the case

of one episode from the 1880s. Gwynn did quote at length from a letter from

Sir VIIlian Geary, a friend from Oxford days at Christ Church, about

Kartyn's Christian scruples after having written some poems about Pheidas

and Pericles.(22) The same association of Hellenism and crisis was used by

Mooore in Mike Fletcher wherein John fforton<or Edward Martyn) burnt his

poems in Pump Court in London's Temple where Nartyn and Geary were sharing

rooms In the 1880s:

A great battle raged; and growing at every moment less conscious  
of all save his soul’s salvation, he walked through the  
streets...Decision came upon him like the surgeon’s knife. It was
in the cold deu-kness of his rooms at Puop Court... taking his
manuscript, he lighted it in the gas. <23)

One of the principal aims of this study is to discuss Martyn's 

Hellenism not merely as an minor aspect of his religious scruples but as a  

dimension of his thinking about culture under the influence of Vlnckelmann.  

Recent scholars have scrutinised the implications of the Ideology of  

ancient Greece as an utopian society in the work of J. J. Vlnckelmann. (24)

Leppmann has described Vlnckelmann's Greece as a society "which  

enjoyed a sufficient measure of freedom, order and wealth to enable its  

citizens to express to the fullest the artistic gifts that waxed and waned  

with the unfolding of their national life.” (25) Leppmann establishes, by  

means of text and photographs, Vlnckelmann as art historian of ancient  

Greece and curator of Cardinal Albanl’s vast classical collection.
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Martyn's poem about his visit to the fully preserved Villa Albani in 1681 

can now be given a rich cultural context from the pages of Leppmann.

Chytry defines Vinckelmann's form of utopia as "a social and  

political community that accords prijsacy, though not exclusiveness, to 

the aesthetic dimension to human consciousness and activity." (26) The  

thrust of Keirtyn's Agathopolis was the utopian message that aesthetic 

ideals can be achieved by a state only if it looks beyond a mere merchant  

economy and strives for a communal educational programme of high culture 

in all the arts. According to Chytry, "the aesthetic state" by which all  

Athenians peurtlclpated in civilisation's greatest achievement achieved the 

acme of Greek enlightenment during the eige of Pheidas. Chytry argues that  

the central importance assigned to the symbolism of sculpture as the 

measure of beauty in civic society p>olnts to the strong political under

currents in Vinckelmann's idea of culture:

A people who master sculpture, the goal of formal artistic 
practice, are on their way towards realizing something political 
as well. For Vinckelmann, of course, this art standard had been  
met only once, by the Greeks. The ultimate proof of their  
superiority is their creation of an aesthetic state. (27)

The admiration for the age of Pheidas and for the public art of sculpture

prevalent In Agathopolis likewise suggests a strong underlying political

passion for reform in Kartyn's aesthetic dream.

Yet within Vinckelmann's sublime vision of the white purity of

Greek sculpture, there lurked an emotional eonbiguity which has been well

analysed by Potts in cultural terms;

'Foble simplicity' represents the inheritance of aristocratic 
norms of decorum, connoting a world of patrician self-possession 
and calm. . .also.. .a...subjectivity that was at odds with the 
affectations...of high society. C28)
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Given the fact that VlDckelmann was probably a practicing hoaiosexual, Potts 

searches for elements of homoerotlc desire In Vlnckelmann's Greece and 

concludes that his aesthetic world was a cultural construct with an inner 

logic of dominant paradigns of masculinity which at some level marginalised 

yet expressed sexual desire. Potts has concluded that Vlnckelmann's 

conscious suppression of the feminine in his version of Greece was "a  

psychic syndrome, a male disavowal of femininity, or a fear of castration 

as Freud would have had it, operating within male subjectivity in the  

dominantly heterosexual culture of his period."<29)In Martyn's Agathopolis  

there was a transformation of Vlnckelmann's cult of ideal manhood into a 

community of celibate Christian believers who also follow the Byzantine 

tradition of St.John Chrysostom. <30) Vhy JIartyn tempered Vlnckelmann's 

aesthetlclsm with John Chrysostom's asceticism will raise the real 

questions about the levels of Xartyn's religious beliefs.

In recent studies of the Hellenism which grew out of Valter 

Pater's cult of Vlnckelmann, the whole Greek Movement at Oxford has been 

analysed as a code for nascullne desire and as a screen for misogyny. Again  

Martyn's Morgante should now be discussed in the light of these interesting 

scholarly explorations. <31)

Recent developments in the field of Irish art history have opened 

up wide-ranging questions about the Irish Arts and Crafts Movement in the  

context of the European Arts and Crafts Movement. <32) A fresh sighting of  

Martyn emerges from these scholsurly studies. Ve see Martyn the Patron who 

declared himself after his mother's death as a cultural nationalist and 

dedicated himself to be a Maecenas of considerable means and Influence in 

the cultural transformation of Ireland at the fIn-de-slecle.
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The current exchange of scholaurly Ideas about Vlnckelmann, 

Victorian Oxford Hellenism and Arts and Crafts Movenients as forms of cult

ural nationalism are all relevant to a re-interpretatlon of Martyn. How the  

challenge of breaking the deadlock of post-Gwynn scholarship must be met.  

That protracted deadlock has been compounded by a number of historical non-  

events: Gwynn’s unscholarly memoir, the missing Martyn papers, the total  

neglect of Mnrgante.the non-production of the plays for over seventy years,  

the conventional view of Kartyn as an amateur dramatist who could not write^  

the lack of willingness among many scholars to undertake further research.

In three of the major academic studies of Kartyn (conducted in the shadow 

of Gwynn) by Sister Marie-Therese Courtney, Stephen P.Ryan and Jan Setter-  

quist, the main emphasis was on Martyn the dramatist. <33> Certainly these  

scholars attempted to write about the plays in a positive way, and their  

contribution towards the understanding of Martyn's plays will be acknow

ledged in future discussion. However the absence of an awareness and under

standing of Martyn*s Hellenism severely limited these studies in the 

interpretation of plays which contain a subtle inter-weaving of elements of  

Hellenism, Ibsenism and Nationalism, all of which need to be disentangled 

for a grasp of what these plays are really about.

A high standard was set for Martyn scholarship by Dr.V.J.Feeney  

who(when he was Professor of English at De Paul University, Chicago)devoted 

much enthusiasm and energy to reprinting Martyn plays with introductions  

as part of De Paul University Drama Series. Dr.Feeney brought his Martyn  

scholarship to a fitting climax when, in his well researched book Drama in 

Hardwlcke Street, he scavenged in Dublin for fugitive details of Martyn's 

Irish Theatre, especially during the years which followed the executions in  

1916 of Martyn's fellow directors,Thomas MacDonagh and J. M. Plunkett.(34)
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The Feeney spirit of research has inspired this scholarly study to set 

about recovering burled evidence from newspapers,journals,letters, reports, 

unpublished ass. , etc. Only on such a basis can a review of Martjrn be 

re-constructed which can portray the patron, the Catholic landlord, the 

Journalist, the dramatist, the political figure in his own time.Discussion  

can then take place in the light of a modern scholarly understanding of  

Martyn's cultural period during which his inagination was formed,

I now conclude this introduction with an outline of the structure 

and concerns of this study of EDVABD KARTYI:DREAMER AID REFORMER which alms  

to present for the first time a conprehensive view of the man in his times.

In 2 MOff AMI MDORE, MON AMI MOOIT, there will be an exploration of  

the Irish social backgrounds of Martyn and Moore which drew them together  

as friends. It will be established that Moore the professional writer 

inspired Martyn the patron of the arts to become a vnrlter. The different 

versions of Irish cultural nationalism which divided the friends will be 

discussed in accounts of controversies in the Irish Literary Theatre and in 

the Gaelic League. A study of their literary portraits of each other - 

Martyn's Moon in The Dream Physician and Moore's dear Edward in Hall and  

Farewell - will further expose the very different personalities. The 

relevance of Moore's final theory about Martyn's suppressed homosexuality 

as the source of his failure will be considered. The chapter will end with 

a comment on what brought them together and still divided them in the 

circumstances of their Irish funerals.

In 3 TESTAMEIT OF AIT UMCLOISTERED MOIK, there will be a detailed  

analysis of Morgante as a satiric romance. The chapter will note the extent 

of the limited critical response and identify the various literary Influen-
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ces. It will consider the allegorical representation of the battle between 

naterlalism associated vd.th the aeteoric rise of Morgante’s Enterlstlc 

cult and Idealism associated with the holy Isle of Agathopolls as the 

educational Ideal of high culture for Informed Individuals. The chapter 

will conclude with a brief reflective study of Morgante as an essay In 

self-lnterpretatlon In a tradition of Victorian autobiography.

In 4 RE LIGIOUS AESTHETICISM AHD THE IRISH CHURCH, there will be  

an objective description of Martyn's Involvement In the foundation of the 

Palestrina Choir and In the work of An Tur Glolne. There will be a thorough 

examination of Martyn's letters to Archbishop Valsh about the foundation of 

the Palestrina Choir as an unusual Irish example of a Catholic layman's 

Independence of cultural thought. The chapter will examine the widespread 

reaction,both favourable and hostile,to Martyn's view of Irish church art. 

The chapter will conclude with an analysis of why and how Martyn as 

church eurt reformer retreated Into disillusionment and dreams of liturgical 

aesthetlclsm before the apathy of the vast majority of the Irish clergy.

In 5 D RAMA OF IRELAND'S D REAMIHG IRISH GEFTRT, there will be a  

study of how Ibsenlsm replaced Hellenism In Martyn's affections. Martyn's 

five lyrical plays about the fate of the Irish gentry will be discussed as 

an extension of the self-lnterpretatlon which he had begun In Morgante. 

Martyn's evolving views of the cultural role of the Irish gentry and of 

the role of women will be highlighted In the discussion. The five plays 

under scrutiny In this chapter will be: The Heather Field. Mae2£.

An Eaoheui'ted Sea. Qrangecolnan and Regina Eyre.

In 6 BATTLE FOR AIT IRISH LITERA RY THEATRE, there will be a  

balanced account of Martyn's long and frustrating campaign for a place for
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non-peasant forms of Irish literary drama in an National Theatre. The 

problems of "Irish peasant plays", "Irish non-peasant plays", "Continental 

plays" and "plays in the Irish language" will be discussed in historical 

and literary context. Xartyn's plays Romulus and Remus and The Dream  

Physician will be analysed as exercises in literary politics. The 

s3nnbolical significance of Martyn's Irish Theatre in Hardwicke Street as a 

fringe European theatre in revolutionary Dublin will be focused. The  

chapter will conclude with an examination of the cultural implications of 

the collapse of the Martyn's Irish Theatre and the paradoxes of the nation

alist triumph of the Abbey Theatre with Synge,not Yeats,as pyrrhlc victor.

In 7 THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF SIIJ FBII, there will be a full  

analysis of the complex reasons why Martyn decided to function as the 

first President of Sinn Fein for about three years. Martyn's four propa

ganda plays about Irish nationalist politics - The Tale of a Town. The 

Flace-Hunters, The Playboy of the Eastern Vorld and The Privilege Qf Place- 

wlll be related to the historical context. Martjm's sustained role as an 

advocate of Irish cultural nationalism in D.P.Moran's The Leader will be  

documented and considered. The public and private tensions Involved in  

Martyn's.dual role as President of Sinn Fein and member of the Kildeu-e 

Street Club will be revealed. The chapter will conclude with an explanation  

of Miartyn's disillusioned retreat from Irish nationalist politics.

In 8 BEY05D PARAGRAPHS FOR THE PERVERSE, there will be a summary  

of reasons for Miartjm's cultural failure in the face of national realities. 

An attempt will be made to set Martyn's final politics of aesthetic despair 

in the context of the wider debate about the direction of Irish cultural 

nationalism during the years Immediately before and after his death.
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CHAPTER TWO

MDF AMI MDOEE, HOH AMI M005

As you well know, my Interests are In publi c life. I have  
no private life. Oh yes, you have, Edward. I'm your private  
life.

George Moore: Salve IX

Don't, don't. Oh, non ami Moon! as anc ient Paris called you,  
there is something so engaging and comi c about you in spite  
of everything, that it makes us call you only mon ami Moon,  
for what gambols any other would surely be called a cad.

Edward Martyn: The Dream Physi c ian Act IV

The biographer, Joseph Hone, and the criti c, Ian Fletcher,

have written of the c ir cumstances of the valedi ctory thoughts of Yeats

about the friendship of Edward Martyn and George Moore. Hone has described

the scene in London when the thoughts were penned:

An upstairs writing room was improvised, lit by two candles  
in great sconces whi chChe told a visitor) had once stood  
beside a bier. Here he sat with the proofs of his scornful  
analysis of George Moore and Martyn (1)

Fletcher has commented on the venom of the Yeatsian comparisons

of Moore's face to a turnip and of Martyn to a mule

The judgements on Moore and Martyn are full of mali c ious  
insight...A mutual contempt binds Moore and Martyn and a  
common self-esteem. Martyn, the saint, warms himself with  
his own sanctity in the presence of the sinner, Moore, and
the sinner feels more self-Importantly wi cked in the
presence of the saint...both Moore and Martyn reduce themselves  
to the peasant (2)

Fletcher's understanding of "peasantry" as a moralisti c obsession with  

saints and s inners( sheep and goats)seems far removed from Yeats' sectarian  

division of Protestants and Catholi cs in Ireland, with the latter singular

ly lacking In the refinement of c ivilisation, when compared to a tradition

like Code's. Yet both Ifertyn and Moore were the offspring of an Irish
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Catholic civilisation which, when closely studied turns out unexpectedly 

to show how varied Irish Catholic traditions were in the Vest of Ireland.

The Xartyn tradition at Tulira began when one of the Galway 

Martyns<one of the successful and prominent families of Galway City who  

had been designated as "tribes”) becaste the owners of the Burgo Castle in  

Tulira around 1598. The armorial bearings of the Martyn family were believ

ed to have been given by Richard 1 of England to Oliver Hartyn for having 

accompanied Eichard the Lion-Heart on his celebrated crusade to the  

Holy Land. In the early eighteenth century, the Queen Ann Act(1709) was 

momentous in the history of the JIartjnas at Tulira. The Act itself was  

passed to prevent the growth of Popery but in the Act there was a referen

ce to an Oliver Martyn, a person who "during the late rebellion, was  

remarkably kind to numbers of Protestants in distress, many of which he  

supported in his family,and of his charity and goodness saved their lives."  

The earthly reward for such Christian charity was the Crown's confirmation  

of the Martyn's very extensive rights as proprietors and Catholics on the 

Tulira estates. (3)

Edward Martyn's father, John Martyn<1801-1860), was married  

as late as 1857 to Annie Josephine Smyth daughter of another local land

lord, James S myth(1791-1868). On the death of her husband in 1860, Mrs.  

Martyn, with her infant sons (both of whom had been born at her father's  

house at Masonbrook), assumed the direction of Tulira in the place of her  

first son, Edward. Doubtless in those first few years of widowhood, Mrs.  

Martyn was under the strong influence of her father. Smyth had established  

Masonbrook as the feimily seat of one of the new gentry families who, often  

in County Galway, quickly jumped from an obscure ancestry to widespread
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acceptance of their leading role In local affairs. The account of James 

Smyth's funeral in T]ie luaa Herald <2 May, 1868) spoke of him as "a good  

landlord and an upright magistrate": here is primary evidence which

confirms that Snryth of Masonbrook was a fully accepted member of the landed  

gentry of Galway. Usually it is assumed (on the grounds of Gwynn's 

assertIon)that Smyth had acquired his prominent financial status through 

the Encumbered Estates Court which did not come Into being until 1848. The  

reality is that Smyth acquired Masonbrook for family purposes in 1834 when  

he bought it in Chancery for Jtl2,000. The marriage of John Martyn and Annie  

Josephine Smyth was all part of the network of inter-marriage which was the 

common way for new gentry to be grafted onto the old gentry families. (4)  

)fars. Martyn's next step towards family integration would be to ensure  

grandchildren for the new Tullra. The whole question of the unification of 

Catholic Tullra and Catholic Hasonbrook should be understood in the  

context of the wider phenomenon of how attractive an alliance with the old 

surviving Catholic families would appear to the newcomers. There were 

various methods of survival of the Catholic gentry during the Penal laws: 

holding estates in trust to Protestant relations or neighbours; a Catholic  

outwardly conforming to Protestantism while secretly remaining a Catholic. 

But the Martyn family survival at Tullra was by virtue of the Queen Act and  

a strong belief in loyalty to the British Government as the only way of  

furthering their wealth and power as landlords. (5)

The Moore family were Protestant English who settled in Ashbrook  

House, near Strald during the reign of Villlam III, An early George Moore 

married Sareih Price,a clergyman's daughter;their son married a Roman 

Cathalic,Jane Athy of Galway from "the tribes".(6) One of Jane Athy's five  

children was her second son, another George, who emigrated to Spain, <7)
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In 1765 at Bilbao, this George Koore(1729-1799) married a

Catherine Klllkelly from Castle Lyndlcan, County Galvfay. In order to be

accepted at the Spanish Court, Mbore registered a pedigree which claimed

descent from St.Thomas More, Henry VIII's Chancellor. The Spanish Court's

acceptance of the pedigree and Moore's conversion to Catholicism amounted

to a good foundation for the fortune which Moore then amassed In Spain.(8)

The Moore family returned to County Mayo with the Spanish fortune. Moore

left the former home at Ashbrook In favour of an estate of 800 acres near

Lough Carra, Muckloon and went on to purchase more estates in the region of

Ballintubber from the Blakes of Galway. Moore Hall was built In 1792 as

a square Georgian mansion In a clearing of great woods near Lough Carra.

Hone has evoked vividly the Catholic Big House of Moore Hall:

Moore Hall embodied a fine gesture on the part of its unknown  
architect. It was a solid house of three stories..Three  
flights of limestone steps led up to a high-pillared portico,
where a massive oak door opened into a hall with a pretty Adam
celling. Above it was the summer house with its balcony and
the best view of the lake..At the top of the house the suite  
Included a private chapel, with mass books, vestments 
and a silver chalice of 1600, all brought from Spain <9)

Very soon after the Moore family were settled at Moore Hall, they began to

share with all Catholic and Protestant landlords the fear of revolution in

the wake of the French Revolution,Yet Moore's first son, John, was a rebel.

He appeared at the head of General Humbert's proclamation as Citizen John

Moore, President of the Republic of Connaught on Humbert's arrival with

the French force at Zlllala in 1798. The defeat of the French force at

Balllnamuck meant that John Moore the rebel was arrested and after a period

of inprisonment In Dublin died in 1798, (10)

In 1799 another George Moore who was a second son succeeded his  

father. This George Moore became something of a reclusive writer whose
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major work about the British Revolution of 1688, was published in 1817. He

beceuae a good friend of Maria Edgeworth of Edgeworthstown,the writer.

The historian Moore was a supporter of the Act of Union in 1800 as an

essential step towards preserving the benefits of civilisation for Ireland.

Another Moore belief was that Irish landlords should live on their estates

in order to win the support of their teanants. The historian's first son

was born in 1810 and later sent to St.Mary's College, Oscott which had

been founded in 1794 by a group of Catholic gentry. Hone has noted the

decision to send the boy to Oscott was "to make sure that the religion of

the family should not be discredited with dirt and brogue". Cll) Hone has

reported that the boy made a considerable inq>act on Oscott:

He showed his love of hone by invoking his muse to celebrate 
a romantic history which he imagined for the churches and 
castles of Lough Carra at the time of Cromwell's invasions. In
the school debates he upheld Daniel O'Connell and the Irish
cause <12)

At Cambridge George Moore the future politician grew bored with  

academic studies and turned with enthusiasm to racing and gambling. On his 

return to Ireland, "he rode madly, violently and his mother was always in 

terror that he would be brought home dead". (13) There followed a period 

of travelling in the Middle East during which he wrote home letters which  

had pen and pencil sketches(much admired by Maria Edgeworth) and kept  

well written travel diaries. (14) But on his return to Ireland, the great 

passion for horses returned; yet this did not exclude the building up of 

a great library in Moore Hall. When Moore succeeded in 1840, his schoolboy  

interest in Irish politics prompted him to decide to fight for a parliam-  

enteu'y seat in the election in 1846. He was supported by the great Miayo  

landlords who were Sligo, Oranmore, Lucan and Dillon. The seat was won  

by O'Connell's Repeal candidate for Mayo, Joe MacDonnell. In 1847 there
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was another election. In his can^algn Xoore stressed the failure of 

British policy during the Famine and he was duly elected. (15) Moore was 

married in 1851 to Mary Blake of Ballinafad House, Balia, County Mayo.

While the M.P. for Mayo was away in London, his new wife lived in Moore 

Hall with her mother-in-law Mrs. Louisa Moore, then aged about sixty.

The two women became firm friends and read to each other from the 

Waverley novels. (16) George Moore the future novelist was born in 1852.

In the same year landlords of Mayo withdrew support from their M.P. <17) 

Moore's growing sympathy for his tenants made him unpopular and he found 

himself being opposed by the Irish Churchman Paul Cullen whom he considered 

as a very harmful influence on Irish politics. He lost the election in 1857  

and returned to training horses.

The first son George was sent to Oscott. As a schoolboy the 

future novelist did not show the academic brilliance of his father or the 

literary talents of his grandfather. The President of Oscott, Dr.

Horthcote(1821-1901) wrote in a letter dated September, 1866: "George is  

deplorably deficient, and it is by no means easy to see how M s  defects are 

to be supplied."<18) George was withdrawn from Oscott when he was about 

sixteen; and back in Moore Hall, he wanted to win in the Grand National but  

lacked his father's skill in horsemanship. <19)

In 1868 Moore's father suddenly and recklessly decided to close  

down the stables and returned to politics by showing great sympathy for 

the Fenian cause and in particular, for O'Donovan Rossa whom he knew.

Lord Sligo was prompted to conclude that Moore's attitude was now indistin-  

guisable from an agrarian's agitator in the election campaign. <20) When 

Moore was elected, he shut up Moore Hall and moved to 39, Alfred Place
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West, London, to be close to M s  parliamentary duties. The new M.P. saw 

himself Increasingly as a Catholic Gentleman with a special mission to 

maintain independence in the British Parliament by putting Irish Interests 

always first. (21)

Soon after his arrival in London, Moore was pleading with 

Gladstone for lenient treatment of the Fenian prisoners and for a form of 

federal Home Rule for Ireland. On the hone front, he was eager that his  

first son George whom he regarded as a backward and idle son should Join 

the British Army. <22) While the K. P. was raising the question of Irish  

agrarian reform, some of his own tenants refused to pay rents. Moore 

wrote to Father Lavelle.in Mayo ,in a letter dated February, 4, 1870: "If 

it is supposed that because I advocate the rights of tenants, I am to 

surrender my own rights as a landlord...the people who count upon tsiking 

advantage of my political position ... have mistaken their man." (23)

On his return to Ireland, Moore found hlnself being opposed fiercely by 

landlords and tenants, and died of a stroke a few days after Easter in 

1870. <24)

After the death of his father, the failing first son ignored 

politics and the British Arn^. He had developed a new vision of himself as 

a painter probably under the influence of Jim Browne, an Irish 

dandaical painter in London. In 1873, when he came of age, Moore 

went to paint in Paris. It was about this time that George Moore first met 

one of his future best friends: Edwgo'd Martyn, the friend of his brother 

Augustus at Beaumont College and some seven years younger. <25) At the time  

the widow Mrs. Martyn was living at 8, Onslow Square, South Kengsinton, 

close to Alfred Place where the widow Mrs. Moore lived. Both widows were in
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London until her children had completed their education in English Catholic 

schools. Xoore and Hartyn must have found common ground in a destestation 

of such schools. Koore had been a failure at Oscott and Hartyn was failing 

at Beaumont.Moore wanted to look away from a worsening Land Var in Ireland,  

preferring artistic interests in Paris.The rebellious young Jfeirtyn with 

an eye to escape from the world of his mother would have been inqsressed. 

Perhaps Hartyn and Hoore first became friends out of a feeling of shared 

rebellion against a mother's dream about the first son In gentry families.

In 1875, Mrs. Moore gave up the house in London. She returned 

to Moore Hall and must have hoped,according to the conventions of the tiiae, 

for a msurriage for her first son. <26) But George was never to allow his 

life to be circumscribed by the responsibilities of an Irish Catholic 

family gentleman, as his father had done. In a series of letters in 1876, 

Moore begged his mother for advice and assistance with the courtship 

of an Anglo-Irish heiress, Mary de Ross Rose, in Paris. In one letter when 

It was clear that the affair was at an end, Moore wrote: "I thought I was 

sick of everjrthlng, but no. I dread marriage. Vhat will I be when married  

- nothing?" (27) Moore's rebellion against family life at Moore Hall was  

accepted by his devoted mother in the same way as she accepted other 

aspects of his rejection of Ireland and Catholicism. Could the failure 

of Mrs.Moore's restrained attitude towards her recalcitrant first son have  

been a factor in strengthening Mrs.Martyn's determination to Impose a  

stricter discipline on her first son? In due course, Martyn did live at 

Tullra, unlike Moore who could never bring himself to live at Moore Hall.  

Martyn had to wait for his mother's death to live there on his own terms.  

The friends shared in a life-long rebellion: their rejection of marriage 

among the gentry when there was art to be appreciated and created. (28)
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As the self-exiled Master of Moore Hall in Paris, Moore fell 

under the influence of Lewis Veldon Hawkins whom he net at the Salon 

JuIlian; and with Hawkins as adviser, Moore acted out the part of the  

Parisian dandy with much time devoted to life in the boulevards, cafes and  

salons. <29) Moore revelled in the bohemian role: "I go to a low artists'  

cafe...I scream the beastliest and slangiest French to groups of  

Bohemians." (30) By 1876, Moore had discovered that he had no talent for  

painting and wrote a play Martin Luther with rambling Prefaces dealing with  

the problems of the dramatic form. (31) The work was never performed and  

its sole interest now is the sympathy shown for the Protestant Reformer.

Moore's Parisian existence as an artist was brought to an end by

the sequence of events set in motion by the rent strike organised by the

Land League in 1879 . The absentee landlord of Moore Hall could no longer

depend on an assured source of income from rents. Later Moore deeribed

how he returned to Moore Hall to deal with his ecomomic crisis and it was

during this visit that a bitter loathing for the rebellious tenants became

a subject of writing. Pessimism about the future of landlordism in Ireland

surfaced in the new writing:

I see the square white houses of the landlords gleaming at the 
end of vistas - handsome square white houses -each is surround
ed with a hundred or so of filthy tenements that Providence and  
God have decreed shall write to keep the master in affluence and  
ease <32)

The contrast between Miayo and Montmarte was so extreme that he

did not detect in the Mayo tenants the slightest aesthetic inclination. <33)

It was in a view of the 45-year-old Mayo peasant, Mickey Moran, that

Moore began to handle his Irish subject with some satirical ferocity:

He reminds me of some low-earth animal,whose nature has 
not yet risen from the soil. He is evidently of a degenerate
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race - a race that has been left behind - and should perish 
like the black rat perished before the brovm and more 
ferocious species. <34)

Moore sensed collusion between the Catholic Church and the Irish peasant: 

"the two forming in his mind an image of ignorance wedded to filth." (35)  

Moore's hostility to Cathollcisin was world-wide: "Cathollcisn is eunuch

like, dirty, and oriental... Look at the nations that have clung to Cathol

icism, starving moon-lighters and starving brigands". <36) Only in Lord  

Ardllaun's Victorian-Gothic,"strangely beautiful",castle at Cong did Moore  

find aesthetic connection in County Mayo during the Land Var:

To awake in the cool spaces of a bedroom, beautiful and 
bright with Indian curtains, and musical with the lake's  
billow,..almost shut out of the storm and gloom of crime  
and poverty that enfolds the land <37)

Vhile Moore was suffering from the great disappointment of having  

to leave Paris, Edward Martyn was leaving Beaumont College with scant  

achievement in 1876 and going on to Christ Church, Oxford in 1877 where he  

made one aristocratic friend in his College<Wi11lam Geary) and failed in  

Moderations in 1879. <38) Martyn's rebellion against academic 03£ford<so  

powerfully expressed in Morgante ) never required Moore-style rejection  

of the Catholic Church. There is evidence that he knew Monslgnor Parkinson  

of St.Aloyslus' Church, Oxford whom he promised ten pounds on the install

ation of an organ in the church; in his letter of thanks some years later  

for Martyn's contribution, Parkinson wrote, obviously with the Land Var in 

nlnd; "Wishing you well through the storms,and do not forget that kindness  

is the impenetrable shield with your countrymen." <39) The principle of 

kindliness was often to prompt Edward Martyn to generous support of church  

music and church art. In very sharp contrast to his friend Moore, Martyn 

was ever ready to detect aesthetic possibility within the liturgy of the
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Irish Catholic Church and to dream of the association of priest and 

worshipper-the two forming,in dreams of reform, an image of the glory of God 

in Irish churches. It was during his years at Oxford that Ashlin began work 

on the Its.Martyn's neo-Gothlc mansion at Tullra: his mother's ultimate  

dream of their great family house built at a time when the whole system of 

great landlord houses was under severest threat. Kartyn's early experiences  

as resident landlord c.1880 made him very hostile to the Land League and  

his strongly anti-democratic instincts made him regard Gladstone as a 

dangerous demagogue. (40) Martyn felt happy with the practice in his 

mother's family of giving patronage for the restoration and improvement of  

Ardrahan Church. <41) Even at this very early stage of his mastership of 

Tullra,Martyn had an Inkling that he could change Tullra by associating the  

place not with landlordism but as a centre for the patronage of the arts. 

Moore never managed to think of Xoore Hall along the sane lines.

The only indication of Martyn*s early attitudes can be found in

private Jottings. There was the story about Crofton Hall which Gwynn

found among the Collected Papers. Martyn put much en^jhasls on the library

in Crofton Hall, a country house like Tullra. The books reveal a strong

Interest in the subjects of Christian religion and in aestheticism:

The works of St. Augustine, the sermons of St.John Chrysostom,
St.Basil's Homiles, and a liturgy of the Greek Church. ..among the  
Germans Vinckelmann and Goethe were conspicuous...portfolios.. . 
filled with photographs direct from the originals, of the great 
pictures and statuary in every gallery In Europe..a superb volume 
with coloured plates Illustrating Byzantine Architecture <42)

There is evidence,too,in one of Martyn's early attempts to write about the

Irish land situation. His view echoed the wisdom of <}eorge Moore the

historian and implied criticism of the practice of his friend George Moore:

'I always have had the greatest dislike and contempt for  
absentees,' declares (Jerald Crofton. 'The absentee landlord
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has the soul of a flunkey. Dissatisfied with the country that 
produced him, and from which he draws his sustenance, he seeks 
the society of English folk, who in turn despise him, and whose 
Insolence only seems to attach him to them all the more <43)

In 1880, ](oore moved to London in the hope that he could make a

living out his writing, and Mrs. Moore moved to Dublin as it was not thought

safe for her to spend the winter at Moore Hall.(44) In England, Moore set

about training himself as a professional writer. In Ireland, Martyn was

beginning to assume the local responsibilities of a landlord. The usual

meeting place for the friends may well have been London where Martyn had

Joined the Reform Club in 1879. The friendship continued in spite of the

differences in personality. Martyn was totally uninterested in challenging

the moral teaching of the Church, and quite happy to enjoy his ready supply

of money and to be evasive about his mother's plans for grandchildren.

Moore was in moral and social revolt against the Church and had to rely on

his literary wits to achieve income and recognition. Love of art united

them as they travelled together to Europe. Martyn had the money and Moore

had the taste, especially for French Impressionists which Martyn bought

during a visit to Paris which Hone has decribed through Moore's eyes:

"They went to Paris together in January, 1886. Moore was educating Martjm

in art..Martyn brought back a Degas and a Monet to his newly built Gothic

Castle in Galway." (45) Miartyn was happy to buy such pictures before he had

developed his own taste for the work of living Irish artists.In the 1880s

Martyn ao-ranged to acquire rooms in London at Pump Court In the Temple

which he shared with Vllliam Qeary , by now a young barrister. Moore was

living close by at Dane's Inn and often Joined Miartyn and Geary for a meal

and conversation in the cafes. <46)

In 1885, Moore read Valter Pater's Marius the Epicurean. Pater's
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prose appealed greatly to Moore. (47) Pater's character of Marius Inspired 

Moore to write a novel A Mere Accident (1887). Moore's Marius turned out 

to be a John ITorton, an aesthete who Is the heir to a shabby and decaying  

country house in Sussex and who behaves like a timid and compromising  

Des Bsselntes under the eye of a mother who wants to arrange his marri

age. Moore climaxed the story of the religious lay celibate with the rape  

of Horton's fiancee on the moor,the suicide of the girl and Horton's 

total retreat into a cloistered aestheticism when he finds that he cannot 

grieve over his fiancee's death.<48> Pater's response to his presentation 

copy was to praise Moore's evocation of Horton's aestheticism - "a delicl- 

cious fragrance blown back to us from the antique world"- but to suggest  

tactful disapproval of all the lurid violence in its closing stages. (49)

Moore's fascination with the aesthete Horton continued in 

Celibates where Horton's interests were extended to include appreciation of  

"Parsifal" at Bayreuth and Palestrina's Mass of Pope Marcellus. The new 

story climaxed in Horton's decision to turn Thornby Place into an  

Ab bey.(50)

Moore's attempts to recreate Martyn as John Horton is most  

convincing in the relationship between Horton and his mother. The son  

finds the mother's county values too restricting and the mother finds 

the son's aesthetlc/ascetlc Ideals immature. The depiction of Horton's 

aestheticism as self-repression is mechanical and far removed from the 

region of the psyche where Horton's dreams of self are located. (51) In the 

case of Martyn, the scant surviving evidence suggests that Moore was 

an external observer of Martyn's crisis in the 1880s experienced in  

connection with the composition of his Greek poems. (52)
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During the 1880s there was great inequality between Kartyn and

Moore as writers. Martyn, based at Tulira but a frequent visitor to London,

was writing autobiographical poems and stories without any need to derive

incone from writing. Koore, based in London but a frequent visitor to Moore

Hall,was growing in confidence as a writer of fiction and was determined to

live off payments for his writing. The highpoint of their relationship

during this period from Moore’s viewpoint must have been the joint visit to

Paris in 1886 about which Moore wrote in a letter to his mother:

I have just returned from Paris where I spent a very pleasant  
fortnight with Edward.Ve saw a great many painters and pictures,  
writers and books. I persuaded Edward to buy two pictures. (53)

There is little surviving evidence to suggest that Moore ever had 

much Interest in Martyn's Morgante. One suspects that Moore must have been  

involved in arranging for Swan Sonnenschien to publish it at time when  

the same publisher was bringing out his two book of autobiographical  

writing; Parnell and His Island(1887) and Confessions of a Young Man(1888).

After 1890, there began a new phase of the Moore/Martyn friend

ship. There were the first stirrings of their Cultural Mission to Ireland. 

Hone has suggested that the new developments began in 1894, the year of the  

publication of Moore's novel Esther Vaters;

One night Martyn, who had just come back from Ireland,spoke of  
the Gaelic League and of his dear wish to write plays in 
Irish. Moore was in receptive mood-"A new language to enwomb  
new thought": and he could not sleep that night for the  
thinking of the great novel that he might have written if he  
had followed a child's impulse(the memory of it floated up  
like a wraith from Lough Carra) to learn Irish from the  
boatmen at Moore Hall (54)

Moore's failed "Mission to Ireland" has been written about by  

many, often in the context of reaction to and com ment on the trilogy Hail  

and Farewell. Moore himself reme mbered his decision to return in the
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context of the visit from Yeats and Kartyn who announced that they had

arranged to start a literary theatre In Ireland. In 1933, Moore looked back

at his total disillusionment with England in the 1890s:.

I hated the war that England was engaged in with the  
Boers..And it was perhaps the belief that England was no  
more susceptible to art than France that inclined me to 
lend a willing ear to Mr. Yeats and Xr.Martyn. "Ve shall  
meet with no prejudices with Dublin" <55)

Helmut E. Gerber,has encapsulated the Moore return to Ireland:

GM's mission to Ireland began about mid-1899, two years  
before he actually took up residence at 4, Ely Place.
Between 1899 and 1901 he made frequent visits to Ireland
to give talks, to visit boyhood haunts and Druid crypts,
and to take part in the productions of plays in English  
and Gaelic by Yeats, George Sussell, Douglas Hyde, Lady 
Gregory, and Edward Martyn.He approached the Irish  
adventure with something like messianic zeal. England  
was beyond saving, he persuaded himself, but Ireland was 
an untllled field...He was to be the emblem of Ireland's 
renaissance.(56))

How Important was Martyn's influence on Moore’s unlikely decision 

to return to Ireland In the hope of literary revival? Certainly Moore's  

hopes for M^tyn's future as an Irish writer played a significant part. 

Moore's great enthusiasm for The Heather Field as new Irish drama was 

an immediate cause of the return. Moore's special praise for the way In 

which the relationship between Carden Tyrell and his brother Miles is

handled is worthy of note, Moore singles out the scene when Carden and 

Miles remember their holidays on the Rhine as ”a beautiful and pathetic 

expression of that passionate wistfulness which rises up in the heart and 

brain when we look back on the days of our early youth." <57> The evocat

ion of happy days of Martyn and Moore, like brothers on their pilgrimages 

to Bayreuth, is suggested. In Martyn's play, the brothers no longer travel 

together as Carden, the married landlord and father of heir Kit, struggles 

unsuccessfully with the responsibilities of encumbered estates. The play
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was successfully published and performed In Dublin In 1899.

The friendship was put under great strain by two famous contro

versies which upset the Irish Literary Theatre:the scandal of The Countess  

Cathleen and the rewriting of Kartyn’s play The Tale of a Town. Issues like  

Catholic morality and playwrltlng methods came to the fore. In both  

controversies, the dominant personality of Yeats Influenced and recorded 

events. Yeats's versions of the controversies have been regarded as defini

tive In the many accounts of the beginnings of the Irish Literary Theatre. 

In this study the focus will be on the controversies as a decisive phase in 

relations between Meo-tyn and Moore. <58>

Yeats's masterly setting of the scene for The Countess Cathleen

Controversy cannot be bettered:

Suddenly all our plans threatened to come to nothing. A 
rumour against the orthodoxoy of The Countess Cathleen was  
spreading and a priest had pronounced it heretical, and 
Meo'tyn, who was paying the preliminary expenses<he ultimately 
paid all)withdrew. <59)

The controversy provoked an Immense anger in Martyn towards Moore. The

evidence for Martyn's anger lies in what renalns of his correspondence with

Yeats. <60) In the letter from the Kildare Street Club dated March 28,1899,

Martyn assured Yeats that he was not concerned with the central idea of

the Countess' Faustian pact with the demons for the good of her tenants but

referred to passages of "an uncathollc and heretical nature that would

have created a scandal especially if the work was promoted and championed

by a person like myself who everyone knows to be a Catholic...It is njL

difficulty and not jtouilS.." From Martyn's point of view, then, the problem

was one bound up with his public position as a <^tholic patron of the arts,

at the very time when he was dealing directly with Bishop Healy of Clonfert
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about stained-glass comnlsslons for Loughrea Cathedral and with Archbishop

Walsh of Dublin about the installation of a polyphonic choir in the Pro-

Cathedral, Dublin. After Martyn had been reassured by a routine clerical

scrutiny of The Countess Cathleen by priests who (unlike Cardinal Logue)

had read the play, the patron of Tulira reassured Teats about the future

of the Irish Literary Theatre in a letter from the Kildare Street Club,

dated March 29, 1899:

I am very sorry to have given all this trouble but it was 
necessary...lor in looking back can I pretend to think that  
I ought to have acted otherwise than I did.

In the letter from the Kildare Club Street Club dated March 31, 1899,

Martyn exploded in a great anger not against Yeats but against Moore:

I received this morning from Moore a most offensive letter 
which I will not stand. He attacks my valued friend Dr.Healy  
in a manner that disgusts me..He knows nothing whatever  
about this now. .. How as to myself after Moore's words, I 
shall pay either to you, him, or Lady Gregory the sum JE130
in aid of the Irish Literary Theatre(£100 my guarantee and
£30 that of my late mother), withdraw my play and leave the
Irish Literary Theatre.I do not wish to be mixed up in the 
concern any more.

This angry letter did not destroy the Irish Literary Theatre(and the

Dublin production of The Heather Field for which Martyn and Moore had

battled so long and hard). So one must conclude that Moore withdrew his

anti-clerical jibes against Bishop Healy, although no evidence has survived

to reveal the terms of his capitulation before Martyn*s anger. Moore's

anger with Martyn stemmed from the conviction that once more his friend was

allowing the morality of Irish (^tholic bishops to undermine "Edward who

preferred his soul to his art." The ecclesiastical shadow over the

company's work seemed intolerable to Moore:

He had seen The Countess Cathleen day after day, and to 
consult a friar about a play was not worthy of a man of 
letters.But he was not a man of letters, only an amateur, 
and he would remain one....(61)
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Moore believed that Martyn's Catholic siorallty was endangering both the

running of the Irish Literary Theatre and the future of their friendship.

Moore's Impatience grew vdth the details of Catholic morality which for

Martyn were little more than routine and good manners:

He is obsessed by a certain part of his person which he 
speaks of as his soul:It demands Mass In the morning,
Vespers in the afternoon.. It forbids him to sit at dinner  
with me If I do not agree to abstain from flesh meat on 
Fridays, and from remarks regarding my feelings towards  
the ladies we meet in the rallway-tralns and hotels when we 
go abroad(62)

When the friendship survived, Koore blamed Martyn's mother for the  

morality:

A good fellow, an excellent fellow and a man who would have  
written well if his mother hadn't put into his head that he 
had a soul (63))

During The Countess Cathleen controversy, Moore began to see Martyn as

a hopelessly amateur writer. This dismissive view of Martyn's writing was

strengthened in the second Controversy which centred around the need to

revise Martyn's The Tale of a Town. Again Yeats sets the scene for the

second great emotional confrontation between the friends:

I was at Coole with Lady Gregory when the manuscript came.
It was very like the work of a child - not even a clever 
child - crude and violent. It could not be produced, and while we  
were wandering what to do Moore wrote asking us not to condemn 
it. He would get Martyn to revise it...'He can't write a play,'  
said Moore, 'he can find subjects, which I can't do, but he will  
never write. I constructed The Heather Field for him, and I am  
ready to write a lot of plays for him and tell nobody. Come over 
and try and persuade him or he Is ruined.(64)

The evidence of this cotroversy lies In the two plays which were published

and performed: Martyn's The Tale of a Town and Moore's The Bending of the

Eoilgll.. One question needs to be addressed at this stage. What happened to

the friendship when Moore changed Martyn's play? But first one needs to

note briefly what happened to Martyn*s play in Moore's revision.
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The Swedish scholar Jan Setterquist and the American scholar 

William J. Feeney have conducted detailed dramatic analysis of The Tale of 

a Town. Setterquist established Martyn's play as the first Irish attempt at 

political satire with Its presentation of a gallery of chattering busy-  

bodies and perpetual turncoats In a small town atmosphere reminiscent of 

Ibsen. Setterquist concluded that Moore's rewriting of It amounted to a  

disregarding of its original intention. <65) Feeney has analysed both  

versions as attempts to work out a typical story about the political battle 

between Ireland and England, even though Moore substituted the word  

"Scotland" for "Ireland". Feeny's main conclusion was that Moore simply 

lacked Martyn's local knowledge of Parnelllsm, imperial trading economics,  

venal Irish Journalism and cynical Irish municipal politics. Consequently,  

Moore converted the play from lampooning satire to a balanced dramatic  

interpretation of the predicament of the hero Jasper Dean who betrays his 

town for the love of the English girl Mellicent Fell. (66)

Vhat Moore elindnated from The Tale of A Town was the scorn and 

contempt of Martyn's topical satire.In The Bending of the Bough ,Moore  

ignored the politics and evoked only sympathy for the love-torn hero. The  

vast difference between Moore's compassion and Martyn's scorn can best be 

glimpsed In the ending of each play. In The Bending of the Bough, the  

ending softens any blow directed against Dean:

DEAI; But the cause I have abandoned, is it lost for ever?
Can I not return?

ZIBVAN: The cause is not lost...For the moment our hopes are
ended..I will go home and write a violent attack on
some personal friend.

DEAf: On me?

KIEVAN: Oh, no, not on you; nor does it matter on whom, so long
as the attack be bitter. (67)
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In Martyn*s The Tale of a Tovm.the ending exposes Dean's treason;

LAVREHCE: Come, my dear Mayor, cone, let us stand at the open  
window and enjoy our popularity.

MRS. COSTIGAI: Let the people see their benefactors. Hooray-

LAWREirCE: ( throws open the window, and is greeted with loud  
cheers from outside) Come, my dear Mayor.

(Hardman joins him at the window. The cheers now  
Increase.The English National Anthem is heard on a 
band outside. Hardman and Lawrence grasp each others  
hands and bow their thanks. The ladles wave their 
handkerchiefs. Mrs. Costlgan cheers and waves her  
Union Jack...)

KIEVAN: (comes to the footlights) For us this is always The
Tale of A Town. (68)

Moore's sympathy for Jasper the man was matched by Moore's lack 

of sympathy for Martyn the politician. Moore featured the whole episode of 

the revision of the offending play in Hail and Farewell. In Moore's account  

there is no room for politics and a continual harping on Martyn's literary 

limitations. The episode establishes the striking contrast between Moore's 

amused affection for Martyn the friend as "dear Edward" and Martyn's 

stubborn Independence of Moore the friend as "men ami".

In his account Moore first refers to the letter which he wrote to

Martyn about the play:

There is not one act in five which..could Interest any 
possible audience-Irish, English,or Esquimaux..Perhaps we 
shall be able to straighten it out on our way to Bayreuth, and 
on our way home

Moore goes on to register an odd mixture of shock,anger and relief at

Martyn's first reaction to this letter:

I had expected a note of agony in his voice, and was shocked 
to find that he could enjoy a cigar while I gave him some of 
my reasons for thinking his play unpresentable. If he were 
a real man of letters, it would be otherwise - so why should I 
pity him? ..Suddenly I found myself angry with him. (69)
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The prospect of beginning the act of collaboration overshadows the trip to 

Bayreuth for a cycle of Vagner's Ring and "as m n y  Parsifals as we have 

appetite for", Moore continues to feel frustrated about the revision of 

the script but remains much amused by the situation as is revealed in his 

whimsical description of an encounter with a mighty lion in the Zoo at 

Munster;

He seemed as lonely as n^^self, and I often imagined us twain,  
side by side, The Tale of a Town in my left hand, while with 
the right I combed his great brown mane for him (70)

Abroad Martyn ignores Moore's interference with the play. Back

in Tulira, Martyn offers to help an unwilling Moore with religious

practice on Fridays and Sundays. (71> Beneath his bluster at the chaffing

Moore feels kindly towards his tormentor by reminding himself of the length

of their friendship and their shared interest in the aesthetic. Only loud

Martyn laughter greets Moore's often-repeated remark that no Catholic had

written a book since the Eeformation,(72) Moore gave Martyn a last word:

My dear George, all my life, I have lived with people whose
moralities I do not approve of. You don't think I approve of
yours, do you? ..I never believed that your life is anything 
but pure; it is only your mind is indecent and Edward laughed,  
enjoying himself hugely(73)

Moore finds dear Edward's laughter both anusing and annoying. 

Moore traces the rather complicated origin of Martyn's joke about "non 

ami Moore" to a conversation which he had once in a solemn salon in the

Faubourg St.Germain with a very dignified old lady and confesses that

"the story has no other point except that it has tickled Edward in all his 

fat for twenty years". Moore's usual protest to Martyn was:"You'11 drive 

me mad if you continue that idiotic Joke any longer." Martyn was to develop 

the Joke in his play The Dream Physician into "mon ami Moon".
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Martyn's letter to Koore dated 28 Sep,1900 was a review of the

friendship’s tensions. The refusal to sign The Bending of the Bough was

fully clarified;

In the Reform Club you said you had changed it all, that  
it was no longer my play except the subject,and that It would  
not be fair to ask me to sign. This I considered release from ny  
promise, which I was only too glad to avail myself of. <74)

Martyn's connnents in the letter put Into realistic perspective Yeats's

report of Moore's claim to authorship of The Heather Field.(75) Moore did

not claim this in Hall and Farewell. Martyn acknowledged help but noted

that he accepted things which he did not like. On the point of literary

Judgement, Martyn recalled Moore's strong suggestion for Act 2 that the

wife should try to shut her husband in a madhouse which gave the episode

too close a resemblance to Strindberg's The Father: "a play I have never

read." The letter referred to Moore's demand for a share of receipts, if

there were any,and to the fact that he had written letters to the Chronicle

in Martyn's name on his own initiative. But the sheer strength of Martyn's

feelingsCnot Just arising out from conscience or soul) about The Countess

Cathleen controversy arose from the Insult to Martyn's friend,Bishop Healy:

On that occasion you wrote me a most insulting letter but as  
you have expressed regret for having done so, I will let that  
pass

Martyn's keenly felt lack of a patron's control of the Irish Literary  

Theatre's direction led to the conclusion that somebody else should now do  

the spending and that this would free him as a writer from any responsibil

ity "for any work except my own".By September, 1900,then, Martyn had all  

but decided to withdraw from the Irish Literary Theatre, although he  

stopped short of total withdrawal in the hope of having his own plays done:

If my play is accepted, separate accounts must be kept as to  
the expenses of the production. I will then see that the  
Theatre is at no loss by that production, but I will in no
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wise be mixed up with or be responsible for the production of 
any other plays which possibly I could not approve of.

The letter ended: "Thanking you for former help and hoping we always will

be friends."

Kartyn and Moore remained friends for some years yet. In contrast

to the dismissal of The Tale of a Town.Xoore stated in a newspaper interview

in 1901 his enthusiastic approval of The Enchanted Sea which marked

Martyn's return to a symbolist, non-political, play:

Hr. Kartyn has written a new play The Bnehanted Sea. I think  
this should be performed, we were all agreed that the play 
should be performed. I should like to see The Heather Field,  
performed for three nights, and The Enchanted Sea for three 
nights (76)

Yeats noted the return of the duo's collaboration at the Queen's

Theatre, Dublin when the Playgoers' Club presented Martyn's The Heather

Field and Ibsen's A Doll's House . Yeats wrote to John Quinn in 1903:

George Moore did the stage management.,Neither Martyn nor 
Moore would ever have been satisfied with our methods..Our 
people have neither the accents nor the knowledge nor the 
desire to play typical modern drama (77)

In a much neglected passage in Hall and Farewell Moore revealed why

Martyn's lyrical plays appealed so much to a pagan craving within himself:

This craving finds beautiful expression in the scene between
Carden Tyrrell and his brother, and the same craving for some
beauty, half lisaglned, something which the world has lost, Is 
the theme of Maeve.. . Edward's paganism finds fuller expression 
in The Enchanted Sea than in any other play.,.More in this 
play...do we catch a glln^se of the author's earlier soul,for 
every soul proceeds out of paganism, only in Edward the twain 
are more distinct; neither has absorbed the other, both exist 
contemporaneously and side by side - a Greek marble may be 
enfolded in a friar's frock (78)

In this passage, Moore claimed to have discovered the pagan origin of

Martyn's aestheticism. Vhat Moore failed to grasp and accept was how Martyn

could continue to find beauty in Christian forms.
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Serious differences divided the friends in their shared enthus

iasm for the Gaelic League's plans to revive the Irish language. By 1900, 

dreams of the revived Irish language had progressed well beyond the stage  

of Martyn's remark about writing plays in Irish and Moore's suprise that  

anybody "did anjrthing in Irish except bring turf from the bog and say  

prayers". (79) Moore began to use his newly acquired Dublin residence in  

Ely Place to support the work of the Gaelic League. He preferred to use  

a fashionable Dublin base rather than to return to Moore Hall which stood  

as a landlord residence in a district where Irish was still spoken. <80)

In 1902 Moore had a Gaelic Lawn party which involved a presentation of  

Douglas Hyde's The Tinker and the Fairy. Declan Klberd has described the  

audience in Moore's garden as "a motley collection of people, those 

shopgirls and office clerks, mingling in Ely Place with professors and  

portrait painters, under the disapproving gaze of Moore's neighbours who  

looked down in derision from their high windows." <81) According to a  

report in The Irish Daily Independent. Martyn and Yeats were present.(82)

At this stage Moore was expressing regret for the gentry's neglect of the  

Irish language;

In my youth Irish was still spoken everywhere; but the gentry  
took pride in not understanding their own language..Our desire  
is to make Ireland a bi-lingual country - to use English as a  
universal language, and to save our own as a medium for some  
future literature...It will be our fault if our children do not  
learn their own language. I have no children and am too old to  
learn a language but I shall at once arrange that my brother's  
children shall learn Irish (83)

Unlike Moore, Martyn did not feel too old to try to learn the 

language.He bought and studied the text books issued by Father O'Growney,  

and before long he was elected to the Executive Committee, or Coisde Gnotha,  

of the Gaelic League. (84) Miartyn never could write in Irish, but he could
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read It in modern form. He adopted the practice of signing his letters in

Irish and of having his book-plate printed with his name and the house

name Tulira in Irish. He wrote in English for the Gaelic League official

organ An ClaldhAaTnh Soluis <at the time, being edited by Patrick H.Pearse).

As a cultural nationalist, Martyn sought to fuse Hellenism and patriotism.

He saw his Greek aestheticism as Instrumental in his conversion: "It was

indeed my Hellenism that first lead me to the Irish language through the

subtle Greek refinements I found in Irish ornamental art <85) Even in a

popular pamphlet of 1900, Martyn could not resist expressing his dream of

Irish becoming a language with the potential for a great literature:

At length by an unerring law of nature these writers of Irish 
must culminate in some supreme genius like Goethe or an Ibsen who 
will give to our ancient language a modern literature of 
European fame. (86)

Moore did not share Martyn's passion for forms of Celtic 

Hellenism or Hellenistic Celticism. Moore's version of the Hellenist John 

Horton was set in an English country house. Why did Moore never deal 

directly with an Irish Hellenist in his fictional versions of Martyn?

Was the English setting for the conflict between dominerering mother and 

celibate son a discreet mask? One of the conclusions of this study will be 

that there was an imaginative failure on the part of Moore to understand 

adequately the unique blending of Hellenism and Celticism in Martyn's 

dream of the Irish Revival which he expressed when he wrote about the 

cultural importance of the Irish language. A clash of Irish priorities 

was evident,too. Martyn's personal priority was for the role of a patron 

of Irish church art. Moore's personal priority was for the writer's 

art of expressing in fiction strong feelings of moral rebellion against 

those Irish priests who favoured Irish because it was without heresy.(87)
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Koore decided to use the Irish language as part of his battle 

against the pernicious influence of the Catholic church on the lives of 

ordinary people. Moore admitted to knowing no Irish. The plan was to write 

stories about Irish life which would be translated into Irish by T. 

O'Donoghue for publication in Jew Ireland Review whose editor was a priest  

Father Tom Finlay. Moore's ambition was that eventually a text book for the 

Intermediate could be compiled for reading in schools. Inevitably a degree 

of bitter anti-clericalism arose in Moore's stories. The editor decided 

that the Irish versions of stories such as "Homesickness" and "The Exile" 

could not be included in any text book for school children. These Irish 

stories of Moore,which often featured the lives of priests and nuns, showed  

people's Impulses were constantly escaping, often going into exile from,  

the constraints of Catholic moral orthodoxy. (88) Liberation for the priest 

himself became the central preoccupation of Moore's novel The Lake.

In The Lake (1905) Moore imagined a link between the rebel priest 

Gogarty and the landscape around Lough Carra, near Moore Hall. Moore  

suggested that the changing colours and shifting moods of the landscape 

becaune the pattern of inner self-knowledge and growth for the priest caught 

up in a daily round of timidity, remorse and frustration. The priest's real  

sin Is his casting out of the young schoolmistress with child, Nora Glynn.  

On his own way into exile,Gogarty strips naked and swims across the lake to  

freedom. The liberated priest reflects on what has happened to him:

'I shall never see that lake again, but I shall never forget  
it'...'There is a lake in every nan's heart,' he said, 'and  
he listens to Its monotonous whisper year by year, more and more  
attentive till at last he ungirds'. <89)

The way in which Moore used the landscape of Lough Carra as a priest's

object of pagan desire was very far removed imglnatlvely from Martyn's
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view of the Irish landscape in his lyrical plays which provided a sense of 

mystical beauty divorced from any institutional church relevance.

Deeper Insights into the clash of aestheticisms, in the case of 

Martyn and Moore, can be afforded from a consideration of the contrast 

between Moore's autobiographical portrait of "dear Edward" in Hall and 

Farewell and Martyn's theatrical caricature of "mon ami Moon" in The Dream  

Physician.

In Hail and Farewell. Moore indulged in Jokes and banter about 

"dear Edward" in order to cut down to a small size Martyn’s aspirations to 

become patron, patriot and writer. Yet Moore's feeling of affection for 

his oldest friend remained. Even in the act of creating "dear Edward",Moore

felt a sense of exile from Martyn. He liked to think of Martyn as leaving

his friend;"Edward wouldn't open to me the other night, he preferred his  

book to talk. <90) Jealousy of Bishop Healy's place in Martyn's affections 

surfaced:"If we lived in a world where aesthetics ruled: I should be where 

Bishop Healy is." <91) Moore confessed to a great urge to confer the gift 

of immortality in literature to "dear Edwaird" and regretted his inability 

to do so: "For lack of a story, I shall not be able to give him the immort

ality in literature which he seeks in the sacraments". <92) In one passage 

in Hail and Farewell. Moore did manage to express a full gamut of a close 

friend's emotions in terms of physical intimacy, fascination, total accept

ance and playfulness:

I fell to admiring his appearance more carefully than perhaps I 
had ever done before...his great square hands with strong fingers 
and square nails pared closely away;... I admired the curve of the  
great belly, the thickness of the thighs, the length and breadth
and the width of his foot hanging over the edge of the sofa, the
apoplectic neck falling into great rolls of flesh,the humid eyes, 
the skull covered with short stubbly hair. I looked round the 
room and they seemed part of himself. <93)
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Martyn used to claim that he had never read Hail and Farewell.

It seeais likely that he did read it and was totally incapable of recognis

ing Moore's brand of rough affection. Martyn reacted by producing his own 

extremely rough brand of satirical mockery in the character of Moon in 

The Dream Physician. A comparison of Moon with Romulus Malone, the parody  

of Mbore as reviser of The Tale of a Town, shows how Martyn's bitterness 

against Moore had increased between 1907 and 1914.(94) There was no  

affection in the way in which Martyn reduced Moore to George Augustus Moon, 

the old Mayo Journalist who has an absurd physical appearance and even more 

absurd aesthetic pretensions. The description of Moon in the playscript 

showed no mercy:

A little old man, with a plump body, short, thick legs, very 
broad lips, very sloping shoulders, a long neck, and a pasty 
almost featureless face, surrounded by what was once very red, 
but is now sandy hair, streaked with grey...dark clothes... 
trousers baggy at the knees..a look of absent-mindedness and 
vacuity. (95)

Moon's room or boudoir was described as an example of the degenerate taste

of a sensational publicity-seeking Journalist:

A chimneyplace draped, a sofa, some small rickety chairs,
and table with books etc. A chair...on which is a typewriter.
Female fashion prints coloured and plain pinned to the walls.. . 
little bows of ribbon on the furniture, the whole giving the 
effect of a cheap boudoir.

In this boudoir, Moon in a Japanese robe paid much attention to the mirror

and to his secretary who was an old wild-looking woman by the name of

Bridie Whelan. The character of Brummell, a parody of Yeats, quoted from

Martyn's Morgante to pigeon-hole the appallingly behaved Moon:

Moon, you are like the infant hero in Morgante the Lesser who 
soils those nicest and kindest to him - Just because he knows 
it annoys them. <96)

For the hearers who could hear, Martyn's grievances against Moore's part In

the Irish Revival were being vociferously aired: Moon hearing silly voices
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in Brizton calliBg him back to Ireland; Noon as a Donnybrook Fair Irishman, 

mean and facetiousi Moon's chronic obsession about being chased by Irish 

priests; Moon’s outstanding gift for caddishness and infantile behaviour.

The association of Moore and Morgante has led Patricia McFate to 

assert that the character of Morgante was a retaliation for Moore's John 

Morton. The idea of Morgante as a version of Moore in 1890 is unconvincing  

in the light of that book's purpose as an universal satiric romance. (97)  

However there is no doubt about Martyn's appalling discovery that he had in  

the character of Morgante anticipated the degeneration of his best friend 

who had helped him to have Morgante published. But what greatly amused  

Dublin audiences at the first performances of The Dream Physician was the 

lampooning of an unpopular figure who had ridiculed many of his Dublin 

friends. Martjrn collaborated with the young actor, writer and director of  

the Irish Theatre John MacDonagh to make sure that Moore was recognised.  

MacDonagh modeled his costume and make-up on Sir Villlam Orpen's portrait 

of Moore. A few days after the first performance, MacDonagh called on  

Martyn in his Dublin rooms and met for the first time the real-life Moon.  

According to MacDonagh's account, Martyn introduced the impersonator to 

Moore: "Now George, here is the man who has all Dublin laughing at you."  

MacDonagh remembered Moore's rely as a terse "Indeed!"

MacDonagh recalled the public impact of Moon on Dublin:

The play missed success but the Moore scenes greatly amused 
audiences to the delight of Martyn. People crowded round him  
with congratulations and I remember Count Plunkett saying to 
him that he had done a public service. (98)

Probably Moore who was in Dublin during the run did not go to witness his

public caning at the hands of Martyn, as his presence there would have been

noted by Holloway who reported that Yeats attended on the 6 Hovember, 1914,
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Koore vras patient vdth hlB offended and Irate friend. Some six 

months later, Moore visited Martyn once more In his Dublin rooms. In the 

course of a characteristic letter to The Irish Times to announce his 

presence In the city, he referred to Martyn's forthcoming production of 

Uncle Vanya;

My morning was spent with old friend, Edward Martyn, whom I 
found in distressful conditions suffering from rheumatic gout.
But despite his swoolen foot, he seemed as glad as ever to talk 
art and ...we fell to talking of masterpieces. ..Dear Edward 
admires Tchekoff.(99)

Obviously an old-style conversation between the friends about the state of 

the arts was still possible in 1915. In 1916 Moore visited Moore Hall. The 

main purpose of the visit was to collect Irish folklore for his projected 

book A Story Teller’s Holiday.(100) On the train back to Dublin, Moore  

wondered about the future of Moore Hall as a hostel for parsons and 

curates:" Moore Hall might serve as a token of my admiration of a Protest

antism that has given Ireland all our great men and our Anglo-Irish liter

ature." Moore arrived in Dublin after the 1916 Rising. He felt only indign

ation at the stab in England's back during her hour of need. He was out

raged at the Colonel's protests against the round-up of the rebels and of 

the execution of the leaders. He ordered that his brother should never be 

admitted within the gates of Moore House again. Susan Mitchell's book about 

him was the talk of Dublin, and this annoyed him intensely.(101) Martyn  

was mourning the deaths of his two executed fellow-directors of the Irish 

Theatre, Thomas MacDonagh and Joseph Plunkett and would have had no 

sympathy with Moore's views and emotions if they had met as usual. Probably 

they did meet in 1916. Their last meeting has been described by Owen 

Linnane, Martyn's devoted chauffeur.:

I let Moore into the room. ..he stood there in the middle of the 
floor, and he said 'Good morning, Edward'... Mr. Martyn did not
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answer him in his usual friendly way. He was silent for a minute 
...and he said 'Vhat kind of tomfoolery are you going on with 
now, Moore?'...Vith that he turned his back, and picked up his 
book and went on reading...he knew Mr.Martyn too well to have 
any hope of making him change his mind. So he turned round, and 
went his way. <102)

In Yeats's account of The Countess Cathleen. Moore has been

reported as having declared:

'0 Yeats,' he said, 'what an opportunity I have lost! I had  
almost finished my article for the ffineteenth Century. I called 
it The Soul of Edward Martyn. It would have been a sensation all 
over Europe. Mobody has ever written so about his most Intimate 
friend. Vhat an opportunity!'<103)

Still in search of the story for Martyn, Moore worked on Hugh Monfert which

might well have been entitled "The Soul of Hugh Monfert". In this story can

be found Moore's last and most complex portrait of his most intimate

friend. <104)

In Hugh Monfert the air of arrested understanding of Morton's 

aestheticism has been replaced by a delicate exposure of Montfert whose 

suppressed homosexual desire empowers his religious aestheticism and brings 

about his ultimate personal failure. Mrs. Monfert .deeply absorbed in 

dreams of her grandchildren, is planning the rebuilding of the Hall and 

rejoicing in the ancestry of the Monfert tradition which began when Hugues 

de Montferrat came over with the Conqueror. Monfert escapes from the 

matriarch by retreating to a great unceilinged room called the Barn.

Mrs.Monfert is haunted by the fear that the family will die out with 

him. <105) Early in the story there is a strong emphasis on Monfert's  

friendship with Percy Knight, son of the Vice-President of St.Stanislaus 

College. The friendship is aesthetic in that Montfert is writing poems 

about Greek art and commissions Knight to illustrate a poem about Phidias 

and Pericles ascending the Parthenon and explaining the sculptures.
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Mrs.Monfert's priorities are unequivocally expressed to the friends while

Knight Is staying as a guest;

I hope...that you will not shut yourselves up In the Barn, 
talking of Greek sculpture and inedlevallsm all the tine. I  
shall expect you to entertain the visitors that are coming  
for the weekend. <106)

At this point in the unfolding tale, Moore moves considerably

beyond the plot-llnes of the Iforton stories. There is an exploration of

the meaning of aesthetlcism, religion and personal loneliness in the life

of the Monfert/Martyn character. Pater is revealed as the dominant

Influence on Monfert's love of aestheticlsm in religious form:

Valter Pater who has shown that the genius of the cloister did 
not consist in renunciation but in the transference of love from  
earth to heaven, getting thereby an exaltation greater than the 
senses could produce. (107)

Monfert's preferred form of religion is "medieval", or a retreat into a

past where he "might live again as a Knight, riding in the lists...all

praticising chastity." (108) Monfert’s loneliness is directly linked to

the failure to meet his mother's expectation of heirs:

Loneliness perhaps tells the story of my life better than any  
other word, how it passes from day to day, two human beings,  
my mother and I, divided as no two are. Any other son would  
have suited her better than I. Any other mother would have  
suited me better than she. . . I do all I can to please my mother,  
for I know how much I owe to her...but what I do is as nothing,  
for I have disappointed her in the essential. (109)

Unlike Martyn, Monfert marries Knight's sister Beatrice only to discover

on his wedding night that he is impotent with his bride when he discovers

that he really loves and desires her brother. His refusal to declare his

love of Knight means that his chastity must find consolation in building

a church with stained glass and in reviving polyphonic music. After

premature Knight's death, Monfert cultivates a chaste love of his friend

in the tragic knowledge that the spring of life has gone out of him. (110)
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The Idealised homosexuality of Konfert inspired admiration in the 

vnriter Charles Morgan;

He is free of rebellion, unmarred by any colour of corruption, 
arousing none of the revulsion which is commonly provoked by 
those subject to his temptation, because he appears, not as a  
social pariah whose mind is twisted by physical Influences, but 
as a man spiritually exiled from his age. <111)

Moore omitted Hugh Monfert from the canon of his writings within a short 

time of its first publication. In a letter to Edmund Gosse, he wrote that  

"in the actual text the man melted Into nothingness, an unpermissable 

nothingness, a nothingness that his cathollcism cannot condone.” (112)

There is much of Martyn in Monfert. What is missing in Monfert is Martyn's  

"soul". Moore mocked "dear Edward" as a patron, writer and politician.  

Monfert's patronage is reduced simply to psychological compulsion.Monfert's  

writing can never escape from an obesslon with Greek art as a subject.

There is nothing of the reformer In Monfert who simply seeks to escape 

from the present into the medieval past and whose schemes for stained glass 

and polyphonic music lack any wider cultural context, beyond the world of 

dilettante taste.

is limited understanding of the real Martyn In Moore's writings, Just as 

there is little understanding of the real Moore in Martyn's writings. Far  

too many scholars have been relying on Moore's conclusions about Martyn.

were deeply involved in understanding his enigmatic friend with whom he 

had shared a devotion to the arts. Perhaps Moore's conclusion about the  

"nothingness" of Monfert's character suggests that Moore himself became 

aware that he had omitted too much of the reality of the character and 

could not continue to condone his last story about Edward Martyn.

One of the main objectives of this study is to show that there

What Moore has invaluably provided Moore's emotions
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Aesthetlcism bound the friends together in life. In death, their 

funeral arrangements can be seen to reveal a difference of viewpoint in 

their aestheticisns. Vhen Martyn died in 1923, the direction in his will 

for medical dissection of his body and subsequent burial in a pauper's  

grave was strictly fallowed. For some nine years before his death, Moore 

had turned against ever returning to Ireland as a result of the burning of 

Moore Hall in 1923. Much earlier, Moore had expressed a wish to be returned 

and buried on one of the islands on Lough Carra near Moore Hall. After 

his death, his brother Maurice arranged for the burial of the urn with his 

ashes as he had wished. Martyn's funeral arrangements involved medical dis

section of his body.He described this as an ascetic rite of Christian 

Hellenism in Morgante. He practised the rite to distance himself from 

Tulira. Moore's final resting place was a return to landscape which he had  

loved and often celebrated in his writing for its pagan beauty.(113)

The roots of Martyn's Christian Hellenism must now be explored.  

Morgante will be seen to contain the keys to an understanding of Martyn the 

aesthete. Moore chose to ignore the work in his own approach to writing 

about Martyn as aesthete; John Norton, "dear Edward", Hugh Monfert. Hope

fully, Moore's "portraits" will be viewed in a different light, after the  

following couqjrehensive analysis of Martyn's first and only work of prose  

fiction - a underservedly ignored book.
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FOTES: CHAPTER TWO

<1> Joseph Hone, V.B. Yeats (London: Macmillan, 1942) p.440.Hone shows some  
suprlse at Yeats' Ill-treatment of Martyn in Dranatls Personae as  
Martyn had been a friendly and appreciated neighbour during Yeats's  
residence at Ballylee. Hone suggests that the Yeatsian resentment may  
have been aroused by Martyn’s jocular account of the early years of the  
Abbey Theatre which was published in Denis Gwynn's Memoir in 1930.  
However it is clear from Memoirs that Yeats was thinking harshly of  
Martyn in 1914 while he was still enjoying hospitality at Tulira. The  
Dream Physician, performed in 1914 had a parody of Yeatsian views of  
Irish drama. The very existence of the Irish Theatre in Hardwlcke  
Street was a gauntlet thrown down by Martyn to the Abbey Theatre.

(2) Ian Fletcher, V.B. Yeats and His Contemporaries (Brighton; The  
Harvester Press, 1987) p. 148. Fletcher examines DraTnatls Personae as
"Yeats's version of history, the game or play which every literary 
achievement Imposes more firmly on the past, even if it is a past that 
has now a splendid irrelevance." Fletcher suggests quite a perceptive  
explanation of the "queerly harsh" presentation of Mart 3m: "Differences 
in politics and the schism of the Theatre of Ireland in 1907 may have  
rankled, and Martyn's rather public conscience irritated Yeats as it  
had irritated Moore." ibid. p.149.

(3) For information about the Meirtyns of Tulira as Catholic Landlord, vide  
Rev. J. Fahey, The History and Antiquities of the Diocese of Kilnac-  
uagh(Dublin: Gill, 1893) 248-249 and Gwynn Ibid. 41-42. For the Martyn  
section of the Queen Anne Act, vide Marie-Therese Courtney, Edward  
Martyn and the Irish Theatre(Jew York: Vantage, 1956) Appendix B 168

(4) The story of the young bride's so'rlval at Tulira is described by  
Courtney^ op.clt. as "an arrangement that afforded her father such  
intense satisfaction that he gave her, as a personal gift on her wedd
ing day, her weight in gold. Vhen the young bride arrived in Tulira,  
Johm(sic)Smyth placed his daughter in a sitting position in the bucket  
of the farmyard scales, and then, for weights, poured sovereigns into  
the pan until the beam balanced.." p.11 If this actually happened - and  
Courtney cites as source a story which Edward Martyn told to the  
young dramatist of the Irish Theatre Henry B. O'Hanlon -then it might  
well have been a vulgar display display of wealth by the Smyths.
Mrs.Martyn must have struck her two young sons in all conquering  
progression through Dublin to London from where she sent the boys to  
Beaumont College, Vindsor. The story of his mother sitting in the  
farnyard scales suggests that Martyn was prepared to mock, at least in  
conversation with a friend these calculating gentry marriages.

(5) I have learnt much from the study of Dr.Patrick Melvin's The Land  
Gentry of Galway 1820-1880 (TCD Thesis, 1991, unpublished). Dr.
Melvin deals with the total cultural context of the Galway gentry  
in which Martyn would have found himself in 1879 when he came down  
from Oxford to begin to take up his rightful place in the county.
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I have also greatly benefitted from discussion with Dr. Melvin, 
who has convincingly moved away from the one-dimensional studies of 
the opposition of landlord and tenant in the Land Var to be found in 
Michael Davltt, The Fall of Feudalism in Ireland (London and 5ew York:  
Harper Bros.,1904). Dr. Melvin has managed to study in outline the  
Galway gentry (especially the Catholic gentry) in the light of their  
education, cultural interests and humanitarian concerns.Their consider
able European links Involved travel and aesthetic appreciation. Martyn 
can now be seen as developing these cultural Interests of many of the 
landed gentry of Galway but to an outstanding degree.

(6) Vide Joseph Hone, The Moores of Moore Hall. (London; Cape, 1939) p.20:  
"The tribes were enumerated in the mnemonic: 'Athy, Blake, Bodkin, 
Brown, Deane, Darcy, Lynch.,Joyce, Klrwln, Martin, Morris, Skerrett, 
French.*

(7) In Hone^ ibid. the social and background of first known (Jeorge Moore is  
sketched in Chapter One: pp. 15-26

(8) Vide Hone, ibid. "George Moore's C^athollc mother must have taken  
the chief responsibility for him, and it was through her he was able 
to gain a footing in Spain. Some of Mrs. Moore's relations were al
ready established there: the Wild Geese...many of them were doing well 
in a trade in wine with Ireland, chiefly through the town of Galway."
p. 21.

(9) Ibid. pp.30-31

(10) Ibid. pp. 42-45

(11) Ibid. p.50. The strong connection between the Moores of Moore Hall  
and English Catholics is underlined by the fact that during Vlseman's 
visit to Ireland in 1836 to raise funds with O'Connell's help for The  
Irish Review, the future Cardinal-Archbishop visited Moore Hall. p.78. 
Gwynn describes Mrs.Martyn's preference for Beaumont College in the 
context of how the Catholic gentry looked favourably on English 
Catholic schools in the nineteenth century: "Fo Catholic school in 
Ireland...was in those days regarded as offering suitable social 
conditions for the education of a wealthy landowner; and Edward 
Martyn's mother had decided that he should follow the same road as 
nearly every other family of the Catholic aristocracy, and receive his 
serious schooling in England." Gwynn, op.cit. pp. 44-5.

(12) Hone, The Moores of Moore Hall, p. 54

(13) Ibid. p. 59

(14) Vide ibid. Chapter Seven; "Storms Over Mayo" pp. 85-100.

(15) lids. ibid. Chapter Twelve "George Moore the Third Enters 
Parliament" pp.142-9. In 1847, Moore Just missed winning the  
Metropolitan Stakes at Epsom; his horse Volf-Dog ridden by Frank 
Butler was beaten by Sir Villiam Gregory's Clermont, p.149.
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<16) Ibid. pp 151-2. Early in her marriage Louisa Moore<nee Browne from 
Mount Hazel vnrote a "Life of Christ" for the use of the young,  
anticipating a tendency which was repeated in her grandson's The  
Brook Kerlth <Edinburgh, Riverside Press, 1916). Perhaps it may be  
noted here that Moore and Martyn were cousins by virtue of a  
connection with the Brownes of Mount Hazel. Moore's grandmother on  
his mother's side was married to Andrew Browne, the brother of Mary  
Browne who was Martyn's grandmother on his father's side.

<17) Ibid. pp. 156-161

<18) Ibid. quoted on p. 174. Vide Gwynn, op.clt. for a reference to
Martyn's rebellion at Beaumont College, Vindsor. One assumes Gwynn's  
source was the lost Martyn Papers, Gwynn refers to protests among the  
Irish boys at Beaumont College against Jesuit regimentation: "the Duke  
of Stackpoole and Mrs. Martyn were both requested to remove their  
sons. The expulsion was not carried out, in deference to the parents'  
entreaties." Did Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Martyn ever compare notes in  
West Kensington on the failure of English Catholic schools to teach  
very much to their spirited sons?

<19) Hone, ibid. pp. 175-176

<20) Ibid. p. 176

<21) Vide Elizabeth Harris' essay "George Moore: That Little Catholic
Boy of That ITame" in Eire-Ire land < Spring 1980) pp. 64-85. There is  
a stimulating discussion of the politics of Moore's father, who was  
elected at different times as Independent and a Liberal. Harris  
concludes that he was "by conviction, a Disraeli conservative who  
saw his Catholicism as a special source of responsibility to lead  
Ireland." p.70.

<22) Hone, ibid. p. 178

<23) HLI Ms. 895< part of IfLI material on George Henry Moore).

<24) Moore must have realised that he had inherited many of his personal  
qualities and gifts from his father. Vhat Moore did not share with  
his father was an interest and involvement in Irish politics. He  
expressed strong views about his father's death when asked to write a  
Preface to Colonel Maurice Moore's biography of their father: "He died  
killed by his tenants, that is certain, he died of a broken heart. My  
brother gives a letter, which I should like to believe, points to  
suicide, for it would please me to think of my father dying like an  
old Roman." Preface to Colonel Maurice Moore, An Irish Gentle-  
man. <London: T.Werner Laurie, 1913) There was a considerable 
disagreement between the brothers about this view of their  
father's death. The other thing which Moore did not shaure with his  
father, or with his brother Maurice, was fidelity to the Catholic  
Church.

<29) Joseph Hone, The Life of George Moore (London: Macmillan, 1936) p. 48.
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<26> Hone, The Moores pf Moore Hall, p. 187

(27) Quotation from George Moore's letter to his mother; NLI ms. 4479

<28)Moore was to write about these gentry marriage rituals in A Drama i n  
Musiin(London. Vizetelly & Co. 1886). Moore tells the story of the 
marriage market with its annual climax each year in the State Ball in 
Dublin Castle with the debuntantes being presented to the Viceroy.  
Moore's detachment from the Irish gentry is very clear: "An entire  
race,a whole caste driven out of the soft warm coaches of idleness, and 
forced into the struggles for life..What could they do with their en^jty 
brains?" p. 75. For a few moments, the tone is almost Marxist! Vide  
The Big House In Ireland ed. Jacqueline Genet(Dingle: Brandon, 1991) 
for the essay 'George Moore’s Drama in Muslin* by Jean Foel pp.113-129.

(29) Hone, The Moores of Moore Hall, p. 47

(30)Hone, Life of George Moore p.78. There is a reproduction of Manet's
drawing of Moore as the Parisian Bohemian opposite page 45 in Malcolm 
Brown, George Moore: A Reconsideration(Seattle: Univ. of Washington 
Press, 1955). During his Parisian period, Moore seems to have distanced 
himself from the Irish in the city: vide George Moore in Perspective 
ed. Janet Egleston Dunleavy(Gerrards Cross: Colin Smythe, 1983) for the 
essay 'George Moore's Paris' by Jane Crisler: "He was not attracted to  
the Irish revolutionary, John O'Leary, whom he met in Paris, as he  
found the Fenian and the Irish community in Paris not ceurefree enough."  
p. 55.

(31) lidfi. (Jeorge Moore & Bernard Lopez, Martin Luther( London: Remington & 
Co, 1879). Moore also wrote poetry for a brief period. Vide Moore.
Flowers of Passion (London: Provost & Co.,1878)

(32) George Moore.Parnell and His Island(London: Swan Sonnenschein,1887)
p. 61

(33) Jtida Malcolm Brown, George Moore:A Reconsideration (Seattle: Univ. of 
Washington Press, 1955): "In search of the primitive, Synge chose a 
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CHAPTER THREE

TESTAMEffT OF AB UlTCLOISTERED MDHX

The secret of the unexainpled felicity radiating vrlth blinding  
lustre from Agios Joannes-that majestic iceberg which soars aloft  
in the cold purity amid the abominable seas of the world: this  
is the deep treasured wisdom of Agathopolis, the beautiful city,  
the ideal commonwealth for uncloistered monks of all time.

Edward Martyn Morgante pp.290-1.

Kartyn chose to write Morgante the Lesser under the name and sign

of Sirius. In the Dedicatory Address to His Majesty, the Illustrious and

Ancient Genius of Error, Sirius claims to have undertaken the task of

exposing Morgante's views in spite of not feeling safe from the crushing

taunt of being called an amateur by the academe of the historians. The

literary allusion in the choice of pseudonymn is a reference to Sirius the

Dog-Star which was associated with the latesummer heat known as "dog day

madness" and mentioned by Pope in his satire Duncla d TV <lines 9 - 12):

Now flam'd the Dog-star's unpropitlous ray,
Smote ev'ry Brain, and wither'd ev'ry Bay;
Sick was the Sun, the Owl forsook his bow'r.
The Moon-struck Prophet felt the madding hour.

Beneath the persiflage Martyn masked his true Identity and ambition, in

the first published work of a writer lacking in self-confidence.

Martyn did want a few friends to know in 1890 that he had written

Morgante and to have their opinion on his efforts. He presented copies of

the book to two close neighbours who were older men and advisers: Sir  

William Gregory of Coole and Comte de Basterot of Duras House. Letters in  

response to Morgante were found by Gwynn among the Martyn Papers and were  

quoted in his memoir. Sir Willlam praised the cleverness of the book but  

regretted that it was well beyond the understanding of most readers:
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You have written a very clever book...which not one in a
thousand will read and not one in a hundred of those who read
it will understand. Still, it is a very clever book and has 
suprised me. I did not know you had inhaled so much of the 
spirit of Habelais.

The Comte was enthusiastic in his praise of the good vigorous prose and

strong vein of humour, but expressed his worries about the misogyny; "Tour

treatment of womankind wants moderation...You will have the women against

you." (1)

Gwynn asserted on the basis of having had full access to the 

Martyn Papers that the publication of Morgante was successful enough to 

inspire Martyn with the self-confidence "to take steps to have himself  

nominated as a magistrate for the count3r". This Gwynn conclusion is typic

ally undocumented and muddling.There may have been infornatlon about the 

book's publisher(Swan Sonnenschein) and its first reviews, among the Martyn 

Papers. As usual such concerns did not delay Gwynn. What is true about 

Morgante is that scholarly Interest has remained virtually non-existent for  

over an hundred years, largely explained by the fact that neither Yeats 

or Moore paid specific attention to the work. From his study of the Martyn 

Papers,Gwynn concluded that in the curious form of Morgante was to be found 

"the whole philosophy of Edward Martyn". Many scholars of the Irish  

Literary Eevlval have read that claim and listed Gwynn's book in biblio

graphies. Gwynn did not provide the evidence for his conclusion, apart from 

a few unrepresentative quotations with minimal analysis. Unsurprisingly the 

scholars have not been led to quest for the achievement of Morgante.

Martyn himself openly declared his authorship of Morgante in 1899 

with the publication of the Duckworth edition of The Heather Field and 

Maeve. Fortunately this clue was followed up by a few Influential writers.
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The earliest surviving intelligent criticism of Morgante was made

by E.A.Boyd in 1916:

Edward Martyn shows a power of bitter, grotesque imagination  
which is all the more remarkable because it is sustained through
out a lengthy volume...He seems to consider literature, not as  
a bid for success, but simply as the expression of a personal  
impulse...has given us one of the strongest pieces of imaginative 
invective in recent tines. (2)

In 1923, an interested James Joyce wrote to Harriet Shaw Weaver:

Do you think it is possible for you to get for me... a copy of
'Morgante the Lesser* by Sirius (pseudonymn of Edward Kartyn)
published 1890? I should like very much to read it when I get 
to London.

Vhat exactly prompted Joyce's great interest in Morgante at the beginning 

of his research for Finnegans Vake is not now clear. Vhether Morgante was

ever tracked down in London bookshops and ever fed into Finnegans Vake has

never been established. <3>

In 1929 Andrew E. Malone acknowledged the importance of Kartyn*s

first published work:

The multitudinous details of the long book is Edward Miartjrn's 
conception of the never-ending conflict between materialism and 
idealism, between the utilitarian and the artistic. This struggle  
was to be the dominating theme of Edward Martyn's life and 
work...He was, himself, very definitely on the side of the  
artists and against the utilitarians. <4)

By 1956, Morgante was no longer being measured by the standard of  

Rabelais and Swift. There was a shift of interest in Sister Marie-Therese 

Courtney's discussion of Morgante from the scale of the satire to the 

worrying section which described Agathopolls. Courtney was not happy with 

Agathopolls as a "Society of the Saved** because it seemed to be an 

example of a Protestant heresy and struck her, as ex-schoolmistress, to be  

the kind of place where the podgy Edward should not be allowed to hide (5)
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The nadir of Morgante criticism was reached in 1960 when the

book was taken as proof that Martyn was a crypto-Protestant by Professor

James Smith of Fribourg:

Kartyn reproves the Reformation for appointing everyman his own  
theologian: he falls to see that, at the same time, he has thrown  
in.his lot with those who burden everynan with a yet more 
^portentous function - that of his own deinlurge or creator. (6)

In 1980 there was a brief return to some kind of informed

approach by Vayne Hall who recognised the character of Morgante as a

"creature to represent skepticism,materialism,individualism and error", but

dismissed Agathopolis as Martyn's escape Into a "rigid Catholicism".(7>

The few scholars,then, who have bothered to mention Morgante in 

general surveys have all detected Martyn's strong personal Involvement in 

the work:"whole philosophy"(Gwynn),"personal impulse"< Boyd), "never-ending  

conflict (Malone), "pretty picture"(Courtney), his own demiurge and  

creator” (Smith), "a rigid Catholicism" (Hall).In each instance, statements  

have not been supported by searching analysis. One can conclude only 

that Morgante (never reprinted and extrenely scarce in the antiquarian book  

market) has been very rsu'ely read and never adequately researched t>y a 

scholar. (8)

If a reader knows nothing about Martyn, Morgante can still make 

a considerable impact as a type of literary extravanza concocted from a 

mixture of satire and romance. The full title Morgante the Lesser is a 

variation on Luigi Pulci's Morgante Maggiore. a long medieval narrative 

poem about giants, knightly adventures, battles, magic and parodies.(9)

At one level Martyn's Morgante is a nineteenth century prose story, loosely 

constructed,about a giant philosopher who travels the world(including Hell)  

in search of converts for his form of religion known as Enterlsm. Pulci's
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sense of parody is reflected In Martyn's pseudo-learned appeals to author

ity, practical jokes, satirical juxtapositions of events. The substance of 

Martyn's tale which tells the story of Morgante's rise and fall from birth  

to death echoes many events in Rabelais' tale of Gargantua. There are  

nineteenth century equivalents of Author's Prologue, Genealogy and Fabulous 

Birth of the Anti-Hero, Antics of the Pedagogues, Visit to Paris among the  

Sophists, Campaign to Save the World, Establishment of the Great Abbey of  

Theleme, the Riddle on Bronze dug up from the Foundations of the Abbey.(10)  

Gargantua underlies the figure of Morgante The Rabelaisian romance of  

Theleme underlies the holy isle Of Agathopolis. Like Rabelais, Mart 3rn uses 

prose to have a robust debate about religion,philosophy,art and education.

If the reader of Morgante knows something about Martyn, then the  

reader might be fascinated by the breadth and depth of reading from which  

the author has drawn to project a synthesis of his times. Just as there are  

topical references to social and political world events in the story,there 

are many references to Martyn's own background and education.Indeed there  

is a sense of M^tyn's life and ideas, not as a direct record composed  

from a consistent temporal point of view, but set down in the form of a  

series of reconstructionsof personal experiences by means of re-interpret-  

ing favourite books.

The selection and arrangement of chosen readings are managed to  

suggest a search for meaning in a world without the old fixed spiritual  

highway to spiritual civilisation. Such a quest links the genre of Morgante 

with Thomas Carlyle's Sartor Resartus. (11) Martyn placed two epigraphs  

at the beginning of his book:

"Vanity (which is your clearest phasis of the Devil, in these
times)" Carlyle Sartor Resartus Book ill, Chap. vi.
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"It Is the night of the world, and still long till it be day;we 
wander amid the glimmer of smoking ruins, and the sun and the 
stars of Heaven are as if blotted out for a season; and two 
immeasurable Phantoms, Hypocrisy and Atheism, with the Gowl 
Sensuality, stalk abroad over the Earth and call it theirs."  
liid..  Chap. xii.

Like Sartor Resartus. Kartyn's book is a kind of satirical extravanza of  

things in general <12) and a kind of Blldungsroman. or allegorized auto

biography of a romantic quest,in the Germanic tradition, for a true self in 

a hostile modern world. <13)

The part which Pulci played in the work's conception is

revealed in the description of Morgante's own conception, Morgante's mother

Amentia has a fantastic imagination which feeds on a liquid diet of old

romances, and Pulci's Xorgante Magglore is her favourite book:

She read and re-read, until her brain reeled with the fantastic 
visions it excited in her sympathetic imgination. . . The deed of  
giants were her especial diversion. She never tired of fancying  
the world peopled by a race of such glorious beings, who might 
move about knocking down ordinary mortals and existing Institut
ions... This queen of women received the most sublime poetical  
inspirations and fore-knowledge of her son's exalted mission. <14)

Pulci*s romance itself is the main target of the satirist, as is the

materialist matriarchy which is the subject of repeated satire throughout

Martyn's story.

Habelais is the most pervasive influence throughout Morgante.

A direct contrast of the accounts of the extraordinary births of Gargantua

and Morgante will demonstrate how Martyn used Rabelais to refine his own

allegory. Rabelais shows little Interest in the mother Gargamelle beyond

the fact that she eats great quantities of tripe when she is pregnant with

Gargantua. <15) Rabelais describes the birth itself as follows:

The cotyledons of the matrix were loosened at the top, and the 
child leapt through them to enter the hollow vein. Then,climbing
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through the diaphragm to a point above the shoulders where this
vein divides in two, he took the left fork and came out by the
left ear. <16)

The scholar M.A. Screech has commented on the significance of the ear:

Read today in the void, it seems like a mockery of the Virgin 
Birth. In fact, it can be shown to be something quite different, 
namely, a mockery of what the Sorbonne understood faith to be -
a sort of credulity. <17)

Screech argues that the target of Rabelais' satire is the medieval belief  

that the Virgin miraculously gave birth to Christ through the ear and that 

Rabelais' own religious position is a rejection of the need to believe 

unlikely things in favour of a view of the Christian faith as a firm trust 

in Providence. Martyn's version of Morgante's birth is delivery through the 

nose: the emphasis falls not on theology but on a mother's fantasies. The  

setting for the birth of Morgante is superbly mock-Gothic. Father<Fitz Ego) 

and Mother <Amentla) are sitting on either side of the broad fireplace in 

their very large drawing room, A violent gale destroys all windows and 

doors, scatters the furniture and ruins all conversation to the point 

where the expectant couple have to shout at aech other through large speak

ing truu^jets. Amentia's great capacity to swallow air enables her to thrive 

In the storm. As her labour begins, she blows her nose. At the eleventh 

blow, Morgante slips down his mother's nose and comes to rest on her red 

cotton handkerchief "like a well-grown toad". In Amentia's imagination, 

the toad in the red hanky is her giant-son. In retrospect it will be made 

to seem highly appropriate that Morgante, the great prophet of wind, should 

have been blown down his mother's nose. Martyn uses the memory of a reading 

of "birth through the ear" as the origin of his own idea of "birth down 

the nose". The circumstances of Morgante's birth are Integrated fully 

into his brand of satire which is directed against the future leader of the 

world religion of Enterism.
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Agathopolls corresponds to the Abbey of Thelene. The name of 

Theleme recalls the Greek word for "Will" and in Rabelais, stands for the 

human will refusing bounds to the natural self. Rabelais imagines the Abbey 

as an elite community of healthy and beautiful men and women who, protected 

by exclusiveness,can celebrate the pleasures of the body: hunting, hawking,  

games and conversation. "Do What You Vill" is the Abbey's motto. <18)  

Theleme is, in miniature, a humanist Renaissance Court set up in defiance 

of the deadening spirit of medieval aionasticism. Rabelais' Anti-Abbey is 

an implicit critique of all institutions less free and less enlightened and 

a fleeting prelude to msoriage back in the world: "If at Theleme they had  

lived in devotion and friendship, they lived in still greater devotion and 

friendship when they were married." Agathopolis is a type of Anti-Theleme 

which exalts the ideal of celibacy as the sign of utter self-discipline 

among men who choose to dedicate themselves to the practice of all the 

arts."Peace in Body and Soul and Love of Beauty" could be the motto of 

Agathopolis. Again Martyn was inspired by the literary conventions of 

Rabelais but was not a slavish follower of the master's beliefs.

For a version of Morgante's Enterlsm as a Clothes Philosophy, 

Martyn drew on Carlyle's Professor Teufelsdrockhl(in Sartor Resartus) but  

was also much influenced by Swift. What is held in common between Swift, 

Carlyle and Martyn is an intense satirical awareness of the gap between 

fashion and eternal truth, and an instinctive sympathy for conservatism in 

religion, ethics and politics. Martyn drew heavily on a reading of Swift's 

A Tale of a Tub . In Section Three, Swift introduces the worshippers of the 

Deity of the Tailor who hold the Universe to be a suit of clothes and who  

represent their god in the posture of a Persian emperor sitting with his 

legs interwover under him, with a goose for his ensign. The Sartoristlc
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idol is placed in the highest parts of the house on an altar erected about 

three feet high. The cult is described as very popular "especially in the 

grande monde and among everybody of good fashion". <19> In Section Eight, 

Swift introduces the Aeolists about whom he writes;

The Learned Aeolists maintain the origin of all things to be wind
...This is what the Adepti understand by their 'anlma nundi';
that is to say,'the spirit'or'breath'or 'wind' of the world.(20)

Martyn's Enterists have something in common with Swift's Sartorists and  

Aeolists in their forms of pseudo-religious worship. Swift's satire Is  

mainly aimed at the degeneration of religious practice into the magical 

cults of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Martyn's satire is 

set to expose the ways in which the trappings of the Christian religion  

were being used in the late nineteenth century to disguise the facts of  

Hypocrisy ^Atheism and Sensuality: Carlyle's Immeasurable Phantoms and the  

Go wl.

The dominant patterns of Agathopolis are subtly Interwoven from  

readings of Vlnckelmann, St.John Chrysostom and Walter Pater. Probably 

Martyn first discovered Vlnckelmann in Pater's essay: first published in 

Vestmlnlster Review (1S67), Included in Studies in the History of the  

Renaissance (1873) and revised for inclusion in The Renaissance (1877). In  

1881, Martyn visited the Villa Albani where Vlnckelmann had been curator of  

antiquities. (21) The restless souls who yearn for and come to Agathopolis  

come embued with Vlnckelmann's Hellenic ideal as summarised by Pater:"when  

man is at unity with himself, with his physical nature, with the outward  

world." (22) The love of art on Agathopolis Is characterised by serenity  

or Helterkelt- the quality which Pater admired in Vlnckelmann who fingered  

"pagan marbles with unslnged hands,with no sense of shame or loss."The  

appreciation of sculpture on Agathopolis follows Vlnckelmann's example:
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Sculpture...is still a living art with us and has not passed 
away as elsewhere with the death of Antiquity...My countrymen 
combine an enthusiastic love of beauty with an absolute freedom 
from sensuality, which is the temperament in which the great 
sculptors of Greece worked.. . Witness the marbles of Pheidas: is  
there anything of voluptousness about them? <23)

During the years immediately preceding Korgante. Martyn had a 

crisis of feelings which stemmed from a perceived conflict between the 

pleasures of Greek art and the demands of the Christian religion. Pater  

believed that the beauty of Greek religion lay in its ability to transform 

itself into an aesthetic ideal. <24) Martyn was longing to believe that the 

beauty of the Hellenic ideal might lie in its ability to transform itself 

into a religious one.(25) The writings of St.John Chrysostom provided  

strong grounds for such belief.

Chrysostom's treatise De Vlrglnltate was an obvious text for a  

man of Martyn's temperament to read and ponder upon. In this treatise, the 

Saint distinguished between celibacy which was the work of the devil and a 

celibacy freely chosen to be holy in God's sight. Chrysostom associated the  

objectionable type of celibacy with the Manichaeans who viewed all created 

matter as evil. The second type of celibacy was linked to the spirituality 

of keeping the soul in silence and peace and was strongly advocated by 

Chrysostom for those with a vocation to the monastic life where "silence  

rules in the heart, as in a quiet harbour, and a still greater peace in the 

soul." <26) Martyn imagined "uncloistered monkhood" on Agathopolis with the 

voluntarily celibate Dictator as the ideal model for all the male followers 

who had elected him.

Chrysostom* s distrust of women must have made interesting reading  

for Martyn. The figure who opposed and ultimately destroyed the Saint's
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power as the Patriarch of Constantinople was the Empress Eudoxia who 

erected a great statue of herself in 403 A.D. in front of the vestibule of 

the great cathedral St.Sophia where Chrysostom was presiding amid the  

splendour of the Byzantine liturgy. The Empress was leading a life of  

extravagance and ornament as the most obvious of self-assertion in a 

male-dominated system.(27)Perhaps Hartyn projected an Eudoxian element into  

the materialist world of Amentia, Korgante's mother.

A strong central theme was needed by Sartyn to unify such a range  

of diverse readings and influences. The central theme of Morgante became 

the conflict between materialism and idealism, projected onto a world 

scale. The bulk of the work became concerned with the history of the great  

prophet of materialism, Morgante, whose genealogy,birth,education,Mssion,  

and death were chronicled in much detail.The idealist response was present

ed as strong in ideas but limited in action. This is the work's dialectic.

The tradition of Morgante begins in the art of wind-swallowing, 

first noted in sixth century Greece B.C. The historian Sirius defines the  

cultural tradition as "in thought, subjectivity remained triumphant, and  

each person exalted his own important individuality upon the ruins of  

patriotism." According to Sirius, the tradition's hlghpoint before Morgante 

was the Reformation in Europe:"so called because it laboured to free the 

human mind from the trammels of authority: to make every man his own  

theologian." (28) Sirius reviews the gallery of caricatured forerunners of  

Morgante who for the most part are crudely named in schoolboy-howler  

fashion. Indeed Sirius gives a foretaste of Morgante's future tendency to  

pillory his teachers: for example, Jelly (or Shelley) is described by  

Sirius as one "who shook, melted, stiffened, shrieked, squirted and blasph-
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emed with prodiglouB versatility and vigour" (29) and later, the Vidow 

Bouncewell(Mbrgante's nanny) is described as experiencing "nDanlngs,  

groanlngs, gripes, retching during the night" as a result of Jlorgante

having put jallop in her whisky punch. (30)

The fantastical dissection of the infant Morgante reveals the

physiological and philosophical anatomy of the Vind-Prophet:

Oh, ye shall see wonders, ye dare-devil students. Swish-swlsh-  
swish-swish, we have opened hln. What a monstrous grand inside...  
and what a brain!... In the brain,then,this admiration stimulates 
and nourishes the faculty of self-esteem...creates generally such  
gorgeous fancies...The consumption of admiration is the modern  
method of acquiring true happiness...the means whereby the said  
admiration may be conveyed Into the system is by the action of  
wind...all is folly and error except wind. (31)

M'Guesswork's epoch-making discovery is the principle which links arousal

of admiration among one's fellow human beings, a plentiful supply of wind

and gorgeous fantasies. K'Guesswork has found the long-hid philosopher's

stone!

In due course, Korgante's learned thesis for Balliol College,

Oxford is entitled:"A Critical Enquiry Concerning the Use and Advantages of

the Abdomen as a Vehicle for Emotions". His "academic dress" at Oxford

excites much admiration:

A lounging suit made and worked over with beautiful devices by  
the loving skill of his mother...Upon his coat they noticed  
representations of balloons, bubbles and bellows; down the legs  
of his trousers marvellously natural chains of sausages,and when  
he turned round they were charmed to see worked with inimitable 
art upon the posterior portions of the same garments the twelve  
signs of the zodiac. <32>

Morgante's Oxford Manifesto is a Call to Mischief as the final form of

Revolution:

I am a genius...I am,then,the champion of Humanity. .. assert  
humanity by gratifying in every manner your whims and Instincts.  
..The more notorious your deeds, the more will admiration be
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accorded to you: with which rapture-giving commodity you may 
easily fill your bowels, provided you are brave enough to swallow 
a sufficiency of the wind in which it is contained. (33)

To launch the Age of ITotoriety, Morgante demands a newsworthy event by

pulling the nose of the Bishop of Oxford, and very soon the Bishop is under

a heap of the new philosophers all striving to pull his nose. Korgante's

followers begin to call their system the Enteristic Philosophy, from the

Greek word meaning "bowels". (34)

Enterism spreads to London, especially among women. The fashion

able cult spreads as a very beautiful devotion among the rich and the poor:

According to agreement, each individual in the first place set 
up in his or her bed-chamber or private apartments an especial 
mirror upon a small altar, which was tastily adorned with flowers 
and lighted candles, and before which he or she might kneel at 
pleasure and pray lovingly to the 'dearest of all objects therein 
reflected. . . Ifothing was so humanly sweet as this beautiful 
private devotion. It became vastly popular. (35)

Morgante spreads the movement to France and Spain. After an  

unsuccessful attempt to establish a South American base in Brazil, Morgante  

returns to experience the process of a slow physical disintegration which 

turns out to be the price of wind-swallowing. Finally Morgante joins in a  

Socialist rally in London and explodes in full view. All that is left of 

Morgante are his hip-bones for relics. Sirius is left to wonder about the  

future: "But Enterism proper, or the art of obtaining ecstacy from wander.. 

will...die very hard." (36)

The Idealist who confronts the all-conquering Morgante is the  

shadowy figure of Theophilus. Morgante is unexpectedly interrupted during  

an Enteristic lecture on board the ship crossing the Atlantic to Rio. Only 

after Theophilus hits Morgante's belly with a large doorstop are the  

Enterists prepared to listen to the prospect of an alternative life. (37)
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Theophllus' talk is the articulation of the cultural dimensions 

of a dream city-state which is "recognisable In the roar of the world" as 

a vision of a golden city "that the sages have longed to reach". (38) The  

effect of the talk on the men in the audience is positive: "silently the  

seeds of yearning took root within their breasts". Only the men could be 

expected to feel drawn to the all-male celibate community on the isle of 

Agathopolls. The idea of an island of spirituality In a sea of worldliness 

gives the men a different perspective on the Vind Prophet who is made to 

look "as something analogous to a huge wind bladder, in fact, all'bladdher' 

as the Irish say". (39) Morgante's fear of Theophllus is based on the  

appeal of Agathopolls to the laen: "I fear hin. I fear him. He will take  

away from me the men." <40) As Morgante physically disintegrates In London,  

there are brief sightings of the Stranger: emerging from a church to con

front Jtorgante whose expanding body has by then been bound by hoops like 

"a Jolly cask"; and appearing on horseback at the head of a strong force of 

soldiers who march into Trafalgar Square to police the Socialist meeting 

during which Korgante strips off all his clothes and explodes. (41)

Theophllus, as the representative of idealism, lacks the social 

and political reality of Korgante. What exactly does the Stranger expect 

the men to do; set sail for an Agathopolls or live their lives differently? 

What is the Stranger himself doing on a boat to Brazil and on horseback in 

London? Has the Stranger ever been to his utopian isle - could he have made 

up the whole thing? The Stranger's Idealism seems too bound up in an 

obsession with a world without women to the point of mental and emotional 

imbalance.(42) Theophllus is only an official spokesman of idealism which  

exists quite independently of his version of it as a polarised choice 

between the Wind Religion for women only and the Christian Religion for
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men only.

Enterism is the enemy of church art as Korgante shows In Oxford

when as a student he rips off the ridge-tlles and slates from St. Mary's

Church on the High Street. <43) The Temples of Enterism are described as

places where hostesses and priestesses have an acknowledged superiority.

The Temples which feature mirrors as the central instrument in worship are

described as "warm, effeminate". (44) The main missionary thrust during

Morgante's first London visit is conducted by Female marines on board the

penny-steam-boat "The Deliverance” and other crafts on the Thames where

the women are used to saving souls by a mixture of music hall mummery and

long-crooked umbrellas. (45) During Theophilus's talk in mid-Atlantic, it is

the women who react with "signs of ill-disguised anger,hatred and contempt"

(46) Although he is the object of their hysterical devotion, Korgante is

remote from his female devotees and disguises his contempt;

Of course, I am sure of the women's support... their support is 
not much, although I could not dare to say so in public. The
Men are everything and if they once break away from female
influence, there is an end of me. <47)

Morgante the Lesser has been the creation of Amentia, the self 

admiring and all-powerful matriarch. Morgante the Enterlst Is the pro

jection of many women who find satisfaction and happiness only in the sheer 

emotionalism of the new religion. Enterism is a women's movement with a 

fighting regiment of female materialists.

The opposite pole to Enterlst forms of religion is the beauty to

be found in the Byzantine splendour of the Cathedral on Agathopolis;

Thus the cathedral, with its aisles, is almost a perfect square, 
measuring 235 feet from north to south, and 250 feet from the 
east to the nine doors of the vestibule at the west. Eight 
porphyry columns with capitals and pedestals of exquisltively
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carved marble carry the smallest of the half domes at the four 
angles...Four-vd.nged seraphln in mosaic cling to the four corners 
of the vault under the great dome, in the centre of which is a 
representation of our Saviour who blesses the circle of the bles
sed luminously portrayed along the climbing curves of the wonder
ful roof...Here stands the high altar of the most costly 
materials on earth welded together with gold, and bespangled with 
the most precious stones. <4S)

The most sublime point of aesthetic and religious beauty is not to be found

in the building but in the liturgical music sung during Solemn Ifoss in the

liturgy of the old Greek Church still in communion with Rome:

Our church choirs, con̂josed of very deep bass and marvellously  
sweet treble voices, vie in excellence with the renowned singers 
of the Sistine Chapel at Rome or of St. Isaac's Cathedral at  
St.Petersburg. Our ecclesiastical music is of that weird half- 
Eastem character which has inspired Chopin in his most exquisite 

phrases. Unspoiled by any Instrumental accompaniaient, the  
choristers chant in thrilling tone those plaintive old harmonies 
of our Greek hymns and responses, which even linger among the 
mosaic in the cupola when silence has settled upon the lips that 
gave them birth. <49)

The challenge for men is to protect church art from female  

destruction. If the challenge is not met, then men invite their own  

destruction as well. Theophilus warns of the dangers of Indolence and  

degeneracy which "will allow the femle portion of humanity to usurp 

the position, which by nature you hold." <50)

The links between the power of women and the degeneracy of men  

in the great battle between materialism and idealism are much developed in 

the Section which describes Morgante's visit to Hell. Morgante's Hell is a 

place where government is firmly set in the hands of women with polyandry 

an established institution among the dominant race of Feather-Heads. This  

Hell is the opposite pole to Agathopolis: where there is "absolute material 

civilisation...no sense of the beautiful, no imagination, no purely 

intellectual interests, no literature, no art." <51) There are three
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episodes in Hell which encapsulate the battle of tvfo civilisations which 

masquerades as female emancipation in the battle of the sexes.

The first episode is the Beauty Contest where male Judges are

used as stooges:

The Judges bustled about, calling to each other, catalogue and 
pencil in hand. ..On the breasts of all the Judges was a
distinguishing badge in the shape of a hen triumphing over the
prostrate remains of a defunct cock worked in execrable  
machine-modelled pinchbeck...The first prize was at last awarded  
to a blooming belle with a neck like a snake's belly...The
Judges were literally mobbed by a bevy of reproachful belles,
who bitterly complained of the alleged injustice they had 
received. <52)

The second episode is a description of the fate of the effete 

all-male Scholiaddlepates<or "passers of examinations") where male 

emasculation stems from the double castration-machine of public examinat

ions and mocking women:

For their heads having been apparently wrenched round with their 
faces towards their backs, they were obliged always to move in a  
manner opposite to other folk and as their kneees being weak were  
bent out at the rear, they looked for the world like a pack of  
dogs trying with laudable efforts to walk upright on their hind  
legs...They could do absolutely nothing with their hands, which 
hung puppet-like and lifeless at their sides...The females  
especially were prodigal of their attentions. They followed 
about and hung upon the lips of the scholiaddlepates In order to 
hear samples of wisdom, which somehow or other were never 
uttered...In order to force the oracle, they would occasionally 
knock with their knuckles on the heads of those sages, and then  
fell Into raptures at the loud hollow sounds thereby evoked,  
which they believed to be the ambiguous indications of sublime 
prophecy. <53)

The third episode is a description of the women-only club "The

Clattergang" where the club rules exclude discussion of politics,

literature and the fine arts:

Every hour some member or other in her turn must go forth into 
the city and there collect from acquaintances,professional 
people, tradespeople, &c...such a fund of information about the
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private affairs of everyone else as will be sufficient to 
entertain those who may be in the club...There is no escaping 
this duty, which Indeed to many is a labour of love. Nor is it 
of any use to allege inability to ferret out news. A member 
may, perhaps, escape with censure twice; but if she proves 
herself inefficient a third tine, she is without exception 
Ignominiously expelled from the Clattergang, and innnediately 
loses caste. <54)

The development of the environment in Hell is under the guidance 

of women. Technology, usually associated with the masculine domain, becomes 

an extension of feminine rule. The emergence of the Machine in the forms 

of flying machines and dominating factories is linked with the modernising 

tendencies of women. The rule of women is affirmed by the fact that a 

woman is always seated in the box-seat of the flying machines.Many 

practical things are made in the dense gloom of the huge factories: steel 

from lard, shoes from mercury, cloth woven from water, soap from boiled 

rags, millinery fabricated from paper fished out of cesspools. Hell's  

patent medicines are all the rage, providing remarkable treatments; green 

chartreuse for high fever,electric shocks for heart disease, application of 

printers' ink for piles. In this gloomy female civilisation, newspapers  

have great circulation because they confine themselves to publishing only 

scandals about private persons. (55) Hell's machines and inventions are  

presented as another way of eliminating all human opportunity for spiritual 

inner life. (56)

The great opponent of materialism is not Theophllus but the 

Dictator of Agathopolis <a former successful Admiral of the Fleet) who is 

assisted in government by a Committee of Vigilance. (57) The Dictator is  

a great educator in a meritocracy with the only privilege stemming from 

worth. Education is life-long, and based on Plato’s idea that education is 

not about facts but about developing latent qualities of human minds,(58)
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Agathopolis is not theocratic in the strict sense because the 

state exists primarily to foster all the arts among the vast majority who 

are laymen. The clergy are restricted by law from holding any lay appoint

ment, except the management of hospitals, and have to be content "to direct 

all their energies and time to piety, good work, study and the Interests of 

the Church." <59) All citizens of Agathopolis are subject to compulsory  

dissection after death according to the oldest of existing laws which

u
being viewed with the aversion of those who are enslaved by the

concupiscence of the flesh and the pride of life is esteemed most salutary m

that it mortifies carnal vainnesss." C60) The supreme harmony of State and

Church is proclaimed when the Dictator and Metropolitan Archbishop pray

side by side in the Cathedral of the Agia Sophia. (61) However, it is the

Dictator who is the cornerstone of the cultural life of the holy isle.

The Dictator stands alone in his palace amid sculptures, books,

frescoes, tapestries, pictures, books. He lives in both a gorgeous apart

ment and prison-like cell:

The study and workroom of the great admiral. . .displays features 
of special Interests and magnificence. The space between the 
book-shelves are decorated in beautiful grounds of terra-cotta. 
Costly furs lie here and there on the tessellated floor, and are
thrown in negligence over classic chairs of Ivory. One table is
devoted to state business: another to literature In the calm 
intervals of welcome leisure. An organ and a piano also find a 
fitting place. Priceless paintings hang on wall or easel; and 
there is no object of use or ornament which is not in itself a 
work of art. Then, opening off this gorgeous apartment is the 
bedcheonber - a prison-like cell with a marble bath and a narrow 
plank-bed of ebony...over which are laid more furs, while from 
the windows of both, their solitary lord by day may gaze like 
an eagle from his eyrie over the sea-washed city with her sounds 
as of many bees, and by night nay strive to penetrate the gold 
embroidered curtain of heaven to the hoarse chanting of the ocean 
at the beach. <62)

The Dictator's solitary aesthetlclsm fits him to be a good patron of the 

arts within the state. Literature is at its strongest in philosophical.
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meditative and didactic poetry; and at its weakest in the novel, except for 

philosophical or satirical romances. The theatre has a strong literary 

vigour, with the actor as the humble servant of the dramatist and all 

"distractions" such as realistic scenery, dresses and actress-mannerisms 

excluded from the performances in the open air which touch "the old, yet 

ever new springs of emotion in human nature, from which all great art alone 

derives its glory" . Lovers of music are well catered for, with many opport

unities to enjoy music in the church, theatre and concert-halls - only  

opera associated with female singers is not practiced. Individuality in  

painters is encouraged to depict life's duties and sacrifices, with the 

Dictator ensuring that the discredited Academy cannot vitiate public taste. 

The rule for architects is grandeur in churches and public buildings, and 

utter simplicity in private residences. Sculptors are the most honoured 

artists in Agathopolis;

The rare beauty of form and movement in our youth as seen in the 
circus or exercising ground, where the noblest traditions of the 
Greek Palaestra are maintained... accustoms the eye of our 
sculptor ever to what is fittest to his art. (63)

The Dictator's patronage of the arts involves him in giving

hospitality to gifted men:

He summonses to his round table at evening half a dozen or so of 
the strongest intelligences and keenest wits of the city, like 
Frederic the Great and his literary guests at the round table of 
Sans Souci. (64)

His patronage of the arts is ably continued by other citizens:"Wealthy 

citizens...devote all spare riches to furtherance of religious,charitable, 

philosophical aims." (65) The Dictator's influence is great in the  

running of the two great boys' boarding schools which are seen as like 

"a state in miniature,the object being to train up the young,according to  

their different propensities, to become good and useful citizens."(66)
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There is an important emphasis on the practical advantages of the schools 

which must offer first "the very best training for p>articular service: the 

military, agriculture^trades, handicrafts, law, medicine, philosophy, the 

church, literature, the fine arts, statesmanship."(67) Even on an island  

dedicated to the arts, the schools have to ensure that scientific progress 

contributes to the practical conveniences of civilisation and that work is 

done to achieve the harmony of physical science and nietaphysics. The schools 

organise gymnasia and athletic exhibitions in the traditions of the Greeks 

long ago. The Dictator's ideal of schooling is that the spiritual potential 

of growing boys will develop in the light of reason and instruction, like

fresh hyacinths in the sunshine of spring.

The message from Agathopolis as an enclave in a timeless zone

of light and wonder, beyond the reach of the iconoclasts, is the cultural

importance of a haven for spiritual reawakening in a materialist age. There 

is a belief in the value of a secularised monastery on the holy isle where 

a lay monasticlsm (pledged to celibacy,learning and harmony) could achieve  

for the modern world in terms of culture what ecclesiastical monasticlsm 

had achieved in Western Europe. (68). The only way of resolving the  

conflict between materialism and idealism lies in an ascetic form of 

sequestered aestheticlsm allied to an active social commitment to 

educational reform.

Martyn worked on his Education Manifesto in the late 1880s, which  

included a visit to Greece in 1888. His best friend Moore was aware of the 

work on Morgante. In a letter to his brother Maurice,Moore reported that he 

had seen some of It and Judged it "magnificent*,without being specific.(69)
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What would have interested Moore, had he read carefully, was the extent of 

autobiographical writing in Morgante. During the years 1886-9. Moore 

himself was preoccupied with thinly disguised autobiographical writing.

In 1886 DraTpa in Kuslln was published, much to the annoyance of Mrs.Martyn  

who banned Moore from ever visiting Tulira again after the anti-clericalism  

of that book. In 1887, Moore published Parnell and His Island which was a  

collection of sketches of Irish life establishing the holy island as  

a place without art or even the likelihood of art. In 1888, there was  

Confessions of a Young Man wherein he abused formal education as no prepar

ation for the natural man who was open to the full gamut of modern life and  

contemporary artistic forms. Meanwhile Martyn was showing scruples about  

Pxama la Muslin. He wrote to the editor of The Court and Society Review  

attejapting to censor serial publication, should there be found offences 

against faith and morals. <70) His mother's ban of Moore from Tulira did  

not part the friends who continued to meet. While Martyn was reading widely  

for the writing of Morgante. he wrote to his local bishop for Rome's  

permission to retain in his rapidly growing library in Tulira any books  

which might be on the Church's Index of Prohibited Books. <71) In spite of  

these scruples derived from the rigid Catholicism of his mother, Morgante  

was written. The scruples suggest a psychological reason why he would not 

have dared to challenge his mother's world in the realistic mode favoured  

by Moore,

Yet, like Carlyle in Sartor Resartus. Martyn did manage to  

sketch in Morgante his own personal history: a childhood of privileged 

seclusion, the inward narrowness of the boy's education, the ambiguities  

of Oxford, the disjunction between self-becoming as a matter not of sexual

ity but of spirituality, the educational concerns for all the arts. The
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literary achievement of Morgante as spiritual autobiography is considerable

in the late Victorian period.

Informed readers today can detect elements of Martyn's personal 

drama first in Morgante's mother, Amentia. There was a merciless exposure 

of Mrs. Martyn's social ambitions. Her attraction to her future husband was 

social snobbery: "She adored him because he was superior to all the super

ior persons whom she had ever met" <72) and in the marriage the wife ruled  

the husband absolutely: "She ruled him absolutely and he was very - very  

happy." (73) The husband's local responsibilities remind one of Martyn's  

own in County Galway:

He took up the Commission of the Peace, made himself very busy 
at the neighbouring Poor Law Board, of which he was a member, and 
by Judicious management of the Custos Sutulorum, caused himself 
to be elevated to the exalted and coveted dignity of Deputy-  
Lieutenant. (74)

In Fitz Ego's letter to Morgante at Oxford, there was genial mockery of

the London widow Mrs.Martyn lecturing Edward from the comfort of her London

residence in Onslow Squeure, London:

I sincerely trust you are not neglecting those social advantages 
so easily within your reach at Balliol...I wish to impress upon 
you the necessity of your cultivating the society of youths of 
position...It should be your highest aunbition to Insinuate your
self by hook or by crook into becoming a member of the 'Trousers' 
or of the 'Loafers' or of both...Witness my extraordinary success 
in the polite world...For, after all, in England, is it not 
almost everyone's highest ambition to move in fashionable 
society? I should like to know what is the use of philosophy,art, 
literature, everything, if they do not lead to this result.(75)

Somewhat suprisingly, Martyn chose the young hooligan Morgante

as mouthpiece for the rejection of his county role in Galway:

Having possessed himself of the epaulettes and cocked hat belong
ing to his father's Deputy-Lieutenant's uniform, he had pinned  
the former to each of his hips instead of his shoulders, and had 
fastened the latter to the seat of his knickerbockers instead of 
on his head, and thus arrayed this wonderful child proceeded to
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amble on all fours among the astonished spectators.Thus I 
properly degrade the head, temple of ideality_^and the shoulders 
its pedestal.. and I raise to their true glory and importance the 
buttocks and hips, the most hardy, central and material peo'ts of 
the human animal'.At last Amentia overcome with enthusiasm 
cried, 'My prodigious child,* and seizing him in her 2a~ms she 
pressed him to her heart. (76)

In the London Section, Mrs.Martyn's general social ambitions were  

slyly reflected in Morgante's grand plans for a mansion with "an unheard 

of spacious drawing room". (77) The fashionable London society so scathing

ly depicted in "the wheelbarrow races with women of fashion being wheeled 

laughing by grave-bearded statesmen"<78) was probably Mrs.Martyn's ideal.

Morgante's education reflected much of Mart3rn's dissatisfaction 

with Beaumont College and Oxford. Morgante's secondary education expressed 

the logic of the curriculum of the University of London where education was  

the sum-total of as many subjects as passible on the time-table: with the 

result that Morgante ended up with twenty-six subjects under twenty-six 

masters, with each master curiously unqualified in his unlikely specialism 

and with the teaching team under the authority of the Master of Discipline 

Ferula.The quantitative approach to the curriculum demanded that there were 

twenty six lessons of six minutes and twenty four seconds each school day. 

The person of Ferula was a schoolboy's nightuare of the sadistic teacher 

who, instead of hands had two straps like seals' fins each eighteen Inches 

long by four Inches wide and half an inch thick and who had a third eye of 

exceptional brilliancy at the back of his head. Ferula's sole claim 

to success as a teacher was that he saw examinations as tests of memory. 

What went in one ear of each pupil could be kept inside by means of wax: 

"the individual who has one ear the dirtiest and the other the cleanest 

comes out first in the examination list." 7̂9)
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Life at Oxford perpetuated the primacy of memory in all examinat

ions: "Mbrgante more than satisfied his professors of the solidity of his 

scholarship. His memory. ..was immense.” (80) Balliol's acclaim for the  

New Philosophy revealed unmistakably the College's encouragement of false  

prophets who would gladly abandon all semblance of traditional Christian 

belief. V.H. Xallock wrote about Oxford's period of religious liberalism  

favoured by Jowett, the Master of Balliol in the satire The New Republic 

where there Is a witty exposure of the muddled thinkers, including Jowett  

as Dr.Jenkinson and Pater as Hr.Rose. (61) In 1920 Mallock looked back to  

the 1870s as period when a sense of impending catastrophe became more and  

more perceptible in Oxford. (82) Martyn was not alone in his anger at the  

dying Christian God in Balliol.

Memories of Paris with Moore lurked beneath the French Section of

Morgante. In Morgante's extensive tour of Moore’s favourite European city.

much fun was poked at the educational value of such an experience. First

was the visit to the Cafe de le Nouvelle where current French prose style

seemed to have too much to do with the senses and too little to do with the

Intellect. Parisian life was seen as a vast playground for Morgante:

In the morning before breakfast Morgante went to visit the  
Morgue, and then to a cafe...He walked on all fours for an hour
or so under-ground through the sewers. He then went to see the
principal slaughter houses, remaining a considerable time in each 
for the luxury of splashing and mud-larking in rivers of beasts'  
blood. Having washed himself in the Seine, he sat watching the 
Parisians pass by drinking absinthe until he got drunk; after  
which he went to dinner...In the evening he danced at the Elysee 
Montmeo-te. (83)

Morgante was very pleased at the degenerate state of literature and art in 

the capital of modern culture. Stercutius, the once poor Journalist, was

now a wealthy bestselling writer on the strength of his technique of

describing all forms of degradation. (84) During a visit to the Salon for
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an exhibition of Brutal Art, Korgante basked in ghastly sensations,similar 

to those awakened by wax criminals in the Chamber of Horrors.(85)Paris paid  

the city's tribute to Korgante when M.Eiffel used him as a model for 

the famous Tower. (86) In the French Section JCartyn clarified that while  

his trips to Paris may have yielded a few Impressionist pictures, there was  

little in that culture which inspired any idealism in him.

The sheer fury and spleen against women in Korgante leaves a 

strong impression on every reader. For many readers the insidious misogyny 

throughout the work can provoke instant dismissal of the work, or can 

challenge the serious reader to track down the source of such powerful 

feelings in an effort to con^jrehend them In the total context of Kartyn's  

imaginative world. The genre of the work allowed Kartyn to write forcefully 

under the cover of allegory. The target for so much opposition can only be 

his mother, as seems most evident in the Hell Section. The Beauty Contest 

was a burlesque an the procession of young ladies who were summoned to 

Tullra in Krs. Kartyn's quest for her son's bride.(87) The Scholiaddlepates  

were parodies of the successes at Oxford who would have pleased mother.

The Clattergang Club, dedicated only to gossip, was a lampoon of 

fashionable Tullra - Heaven for mother but hell for her son. Kartyn's 

vision of himself excluded conventional marriage. He saw himself primarily 

as an aesthete dedicated to art. He sought to replace heterosexual reprod

uction by male self-creation, as a patron and as a writer. The exclusion of

women, at the time of Korgante. became the psychological condition for his 

mission. (88) In his social life, a sardonic humour kept women at arms'  

length , as he revealed to Moore:

You think I hate women. You're quite wrong. I don't hate women,
only they seem absurd. Vhen I see them going along the streets
together, they make me laugh; their hats and feathers, every-
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thing about them...The exhibition which women make of their 
bosoms at dinner parties has always struck him as somewhat 
ludicrous. Full blown roses he calls them, reminding him of 
the flower-maidens in Klingsor's garden. (89)

There was another dimension to Martyn's rejection of women. Martyn was

a good club man, of the Kildare Street in Dublin and of the Reform in

London. Club men adopted a certain type of misogyny without much thought.

The members were bachelors or married men who spent a large part of

their lives as if they were bachelors in gentleman's clubs. Often in

London during the 1880s and 1890, they began to look out from their

windows onto the socialist and feminist street campaigns for the vote and

for social reforms. <90) In 1886 twenty thousand dockers and building

workers, supported by the women's movement, marched to Trafalgar Square.

There was a violent rally on 13, November, 1887: troops were called out,

two people were killed and many arrests were made. (91) The climax of

Morgante. with the Prophet as a self-exploding bomb at a socialist rally

in Trafalgar Square ,was probably inspired by that November rally.

Kartyn the clubman betrayed this social leaning in aspects of 

Theophllus. Theophilus' physical appearance was a self-portrait: large 

frame, big boned, clean-shaven, close-cropped hair, short neck, high 

forehead, black eyes far apeirt, shaggy eyebrows, Roman nose, ugly mouth, 

aged between six-and-twenty and forty, little trouble about dress, stammer

ing speech. (92) Much of Theophilus' defence of romance without women would  

have sounded like club small talk in 1890:

How can she do aught but mar the poetry of such romances as the 
luminous assault of the Crusaders? or the song of the troubadour  
that broke the prison bars of the lion-hearted king? or the 
clash of the surmoured monk through the violet aisles of the 
Temple?...or the seven years' trial of the military genius and 
unrivalled fortitude of the little Watteau-despot of Potsdsam?. . . 
or the protean feats of our latter day Galahad, Gordon? (93)
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The scene on the boat in mid-Atlantic with Theophllus lecturing

about Agathopolis suggests the social milieu of a clubman's cruise;

They had Just entered the tropics: the sun burned in the hazy 
blue sky with a white heat: a deadly calmness made rigid the 
glassy ocean: no sound broke the elemental silence, save 
the regular beating of the ship's engine, like the pulse of a 
sleeping leviathan. When Theophllus appeared, he was greeted  
with ironical cheers, of which he took not the least notice; 
but simply lighting a cigar he, without much more ado, entered 
upon his subject. <94)

In the persona of the Dictator, Itartyn created a self-portrait  

of an aesthete in government. Yet there were aesthetic elements in the  

Dictator's programme which linked him to the Prince of late Victorian  

aesthetes,Oscar Wilde: who had his aristocratic dandy. Sir Henry Wotton  

say: "I believe the world would Join such a fresh impulse of Joy.. .and  

return to the Hellenic ideal."(95) Morgante and The Picture of Dorian Gray  

were two books about the romance of aesthetic ideas; but they were located 

in vastly different moral universes. Wilde's Sir Henry Wotton embodied an  

ideal of Hellenic self-development which at first proved to be very 

attractive to Dorian Gray but which later caused Dorian to collapse into  

self-indulgence, unmentionable crimes and horror. Martyn's romance of  

Agathopolis remained an utopian challenge personified in the Dictator;and  

the question of the success or failure of the dream in individual 

characters was left totally unexplored.

Both Martyn and Wilde drew inspiration from Pater's Hellenism  

at Oxford, Recently that Hellenism has been much analysed by scholars. (96)  

The main conclusion is that Oxford Hellenism was a homosexual code for 

those aesthetes who, unlike Wilde, lacked a sexual outlet for masculine  

desire and went on to create a homo-erotic sub-culture of literature 

and the arts,often using the Classical Hask for unorthodox passion.(97)
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Throughout Europe, images of Byzantium were featured in fin-de-siecle 

art. The European Decadents responded with enthusiasm to the period of 

Theodore or Irene - periods characterised by representations of female lust 

for power - where the Byzantine aesthetic splendour offered merely a sumpt

uous, often sacriligious, setting for openly corrupt passions.(98) Fin-de-  

siecle Hellenism in art represented a whole range of sexual appetite. In 

Martyn's Hellenism, there was a plea for male celibacy. <99) Was that  

Hellenic form of celibacy in any sense a manifestation of homosexual code? 

Before answering the question, one must analyse an obvious example of 

a plea for celibacy among homosexuals made, in the shadow of the Vllde 

Trials In 1895 and in the wake of a conversion to Koman Catholicism, by  

Marc-Andr^ Raffalovlch. <100)

Saffalovlch's rambling anecdotal approach to the historical, 

psychological and moral aspects of homosexuality attempted to identify 

those men who did not need women as sexual partners and felt no urge to 

have children. What Kaffalovich clarified were two categories of men who 

had no sexual need of women: there were those who preferred platonlc 

friendships with men, and those who sought sexual relations with men or 

wanted to have sexual acts as a means of expressing mutual love. In 

Baffalovlch's view, there was a fundamental difference between homosexual 

orientation and sexual acts. His moral argument was that boys and men 

who felt attracted to friendship with members of their sex could fulfil 

their love only if the two friends involved with each other decided to 

subllminate all sexual feelings into a friendship of Christian dedication. 

Eaffalovich connected many famous artists in history with homosexuality; 

but this plea was written by one of the Uranlan poets who wanted to distan

ce himself from the sexual excess and social humiliation of Wilde. <101)
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An educational programme for boys was featured prominently In

Kaffalovich's proposals for th.e civilising of homosexuals:

The education of the uranlst is a duty:It will soon be necessary 
If we apply ourselves to discovering the child uranlst...if we 
help him towards continence, chastity, seriousness, duty, we will 
find ourselves with a new class...fit for celibacy, work and 
religion. <102)

The education of the Uranlst was not conceived as a cultural ideal but as 

forms of psychotherapy for non-heterosexual boys in ordinary schooling.

There is no doubt that Moore's Monfert was an Uranlst. Monfert 

had not been trained to deal with the emotions released when he felt 

sexually attracted to Knight. <103)The sublimation of the friendship into an  

artistic collaboration did not resolve the problems of desire. Mbnfert's 

eventual celibacy was the result,not of education,but of bitter experience. 

As Monfert was Moore's final version of Martyn, was Martyn an Uranlst then?

In the context of Morgante.Martyn* s ideal Just cannot be reduced, 

even by his best friend, to the psychological level because the main thrust 

of the message of Agathopolis was a vast cultural dream. Moore could 

never bring himself to acknowledge the depth of such dream. The dream of 

Agathopolis, with its great educational plea for the arts, should be 

considered, not akin to the Vlldean or Uranlan twltchlngs of masculine 

desire, but as a programme of cultural regeneration of a country.

About the same time as Martyn*s dream of Agathopolis as a great 

school-for-life, Rabindranath Tagore<1861-1941) was writing about and  

founding an ideal school for boys in India. The cultural contexts of 

Martyn and Tagore were very different. Tagore*s dreams were of Indian Hindu 

origin, in contrast to the Greek Christian origins of Martyn*s. Both dreams 

were Idealist. Tagore described his Hindu ideal in this way:
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There came to me a vision of the fulness of the inner nan which 
was attained in India in the solemn seclusion of her forests 
when the rest of the world was hardly awake...I came to live 
in the Shantiniketan sanctuary founded by my father and there 
gathered around me, under the shade of the saltrees, boys from 
distant home. <104)

Tagore founded an actual school at Shantiniketan (or "Place of Peace"),some

ninety miles to the west of Calcutta in 1901 with five boys. Later, more

boys between the ages of six and eighteen were sent by parents eager to

revive the ashram which was the first type of school In ancient India. At

Tagore's school, the boys lived closely together in a highly disciplined

way under the protection of Mother Nature and their guru. Tagore's idealism

grew out of Uature-Religion and saw all art as unnecessary:

Ve want a plac^ yihere the beauty of nature and the noblest pur
suits of men are ta pleasant harmony. Our temple of worship is
there, where outward nature and the human soul meet in union.
Our only rites and ceremonies are self-sacrificing good 
works. (105)

The crucial problem about such a remote and monastic school in 

practice was its relevance in the training of boys who, when they left the 

school at eighteen, had to struggle in the modern world. Tagore's answer 

was that what the modern mind most needed was the tranquillity of a 

Santiniketan which would give life its balance when it had to march to its 

goal through a crowd of distractions. <106) Martyn imagined in Agathopolis  

the education of the boys in the two great boarding-schools. There was 

never a question of Martyn founding a real school for boys. The boys' 

schools were but an Integral part of the total vision of a society founded 

on the practices of a through-life education based on a love of the arts.

Martyn himself fell into Raffalovlch's Uranlan category of not 

feeling a need for women's cor^jany or for children of his own, in spite 

of the fact that these two options were being endlessly pressed upon him
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by his mother during her lifetime. There is no evidence In Agathopolis of 

any special interest in a new class of Uranians. What Martyn forcefully 

expressed in the work Korgante was the urgent need for a philosophical 

quest for truth and beauty in an Enterist world dominated by priestesses  

and hostesses who were utterly opposed to the aesthetic and mystical 

challenges of Agathopolis. Cultural revival was central to Martyn's ideal 

of culture. There was a strong plea for male involvement in the furtherance 

of cultural revival, conceived as a form of lay male monastic dedication to 

celibacy, beauty and learning. Vomen were seen as opposed to all this.(107)

The aim of Korgante was to alert readers to the need for a new

spiritual map of the world for the twentieth century. In 1890 Kartyn was

not sufficiently self-aware to imagine how his high dreams could be turned

into reforms. There was no hint in Morgante that those reforms might ever

take root in his native Ireland. In 1890 Martyn probably shao-ed Moore's

conviction that Ireland was barren ground for aesthetic ideals. There

was only one reference to affairs in Ireland in Morgante when Sirius

described the activities of evangelical female marines:

Their ardour and activity were wonderful. They invaded Ireland; 
but, as they held out no hopes to the crafty people in that 
country, of obtaining possession of land for next to nothing or 
for nothing, they were laughed at ignomlnously and put to 
flight. <108)

Unlike Tagore, Martyn did not feel that he could root his idealism among 

his own people. The reading and dreaming Irish landlord saw them,from the 

seclusion of Tulira, as mere scramblers after material advantage.

During the 1890s, developments in Martyn's experience were to  

make possible great battles for cultural reform in Ireland. Romance and 

satire in other forms would be used by Martjrn in cultural battles ahead.
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CHAPTER FOOE

BELIGIOUS AESTHETICISM Iff THE lEISH CHURCH

To remedy the evil,It was necessary to go to the root of the  
disease; for reforms are only child's play if they do not go  
to the roots. We therefore determined to do nothing less than  
msike the eirtists of Ireland. ..supply the demand of church art,  
thereby restoring the conditions that obtained in medieval and  
Renaissance times.

Martyn: Tlie Leader 21 Feb, 1903 

Reform of Irish Church art was a most pressing concern for Kartyn  

the religious aesthete.Artistic reform was becoming news as a result of the  

foundation of the Arts and Crafts Society of Ireland in 1894 by Lord Kayo.  

This national movement, in which Martyn was not prominent, was part of the  

British-wide romantic reaction against the threat to craftsmanship. In  

Ireland, the movement became part of a search for a national identity by  

encouraging a local vernacular style in the arts and crafts. <1)

llartyn contented himself with fostering aesthetic forms of  

church music and decoration in Ireland. He wanted Irish choirs to perform  

polyphonic music as an integral part of the liturgy and Irish artists to  

decorate the interiors of the churches. As a layman, Martyn was venturing  

into an area of influence reserved in Ireland for the clergy who were quite  

unused to dealing seriously with the demands of aesthetic laymen in the age  

of Cardinal Cullen's "devotional revolution" when unquestioning devotional  

practices were generally accepted by the clergy as the surest safeguard of  

the Catholic faith. (2) Apart from his considerable knowledge and extensive  

taste in the field, Martyn had one negative advantage in his approach to  

Irish bishops: he was a practicing Catholic unconcerned by debates about  

morality, papal infallibility, episcopal authority and the perennial  

teaching of Rome. Only on aesthetic matters was Martyn obstinately bound



on an idiosyncratic path within the church, and very far removed from any 

thought of obedience and conformity to the views of uneducated priests.

For Martyn, of the Catholic gentry, the Irish church should not adopt as 

its cornerstone the narrow model of Cullen's devotional revolution and 

should be seeking to encourage an increasingly equal relationship between 

the informed layman and the enlightened priest. Kartyn was insistent in his 

demand to be accepted as a cultural guide in religious aesthetlcism.

Kartyn's aim was to broaden the narrow perspectives in Irish 

church art, first by opening Irish minds to the influence of European  

high culture. The earliest evidence for Kartyn*s own enthusiasm for  

European Church music can be found In two articles which were published in  

The Speaker: "Palestrina at Cologne" (23 February, 1895) and "Vittorla at

Saint-Gervais" <1 April, 1896). In these articles, Kartyn spelt out the

aesthetic arguments for the sublime beauty of polyphonic church music.(3)

A few years later, Kartyn wanted this music to be appreciated and performed 

in Irish churches and began to employ polemics in a campaign to reform 

Irish church music, in the columns of D.P.Koran's newly founded Irish 

Ireland paper The Leader (1900) A close study of the strategy of Kartyn's

prolific writings in The Leader reveals the plight of the reformer

who knew what he wanted to achieve, was continually perplexed by the 

difficulties of persuading others to support the necessary reforms and 

decided that the best way forward was to set the reform of church art 

in the context of Ireland's growing quest for a cultural Identity as 

an Independent nation.

On the pretext of expressing gratitude to the writer of an 

article the previous week(signed "A Capella") who had expressed appreciat-
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ion of the Palestrina music as performed by the all-boys choir in which

Martyn had involved himself, Martyn went on to compile a hard-hitting list

of reasons why church music in Dublin Catholic churches was so deplorable:

(i) the laziness of our Catholic musicians; <ii) the want of  
knowledge and taste on the part of the clergy; and (iii) the  
unpardonable laxity which, among a large Catholic population, 
permits such an unecclesiastic and unaesthetic custom to 
prevail as the singing of women in choirs.

Martyn's anger with the Irish clergy was great(with an exception being made

for the "present versatile and eminent Archbishop of Dublin");

Their greatest admirers could not with any sincerity say that 
they were gifted with aesthetic taste; and in this respect the  
English priests are even more deficient..This lack of aesthet
ic taste, then, causes our clergy to see nothing anomalous or 
censurable in the present state of our church music, otherwise 
they could not allow it to go on in its present state.

Martyn went on,in this long letter,to press strongly for the most necessary 

reform: "without which all other attempts at reform are useless": the

expulsion of women's voices"(dramatic"in nature) from church choirs in 

favour of the voices of boys("seraphic-toned) and of men's voices<"epic">.  

At the heart of Martyn's reform of church music was the vexed question of  

the necessary exclusion of women from pol3rphonic choirs for aesthetic 

reasons.The strong preference for boys' voices in church could not be

confined to discussions about the singing voice. Martyn*s vehement

rejection of the role of women from his life as master of Tullra must have 

increased the difficulties of finding supporters for all male choir 

singing Palestrina.(4) Again Martyn put a strong personal plea, as a seas

oned traveller, at the end of his first Leader letter.He wanted to pray in

a great Irish church with a standard of church music better than what he 

was used to hearing in the European cathedrals:"How the heart is drawn to 

Paris,or Ratisbon,or the Rhine,to St-(rervals or Notre Dame or Coin...But we 

are deprived of this."(5) Martyn's nationalism was culturally elitist.
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Readers of The Leader were roused to strong opinions. One

reaction was fiercely hostile. "0" seized upon the proposal to exclude

women from choirs to brand Martyn as "misogynist". "0" was unimpressed by

the musical case for the "passionless" glory of the treble voice:

Has Hr. Martyn ever heard Catholic nuns sing the Office in  
choir? ..Were the canticles of St.Francis or St.Teresa or 
St.Alphonus passionless? (6)

The following week showed that Martyn had support among the clergy when "D"

<a Catholic priest) said in his letter that the masses of Palestrina,

Vittoria and Orlando de Lasso "given occasionally in Dublin by Mr.Martyn's

choir, conducted by Mr.Vincent O'Brien" were "the supreme expression of the

religious ideal in music". (7> The following week the professor of Music

at Maynooth, Rev. Heinrich Bewerunge, intervened to move the discussion of

the role of female singers in church onto a theological plane by stating

that when a choir was an integral part of the liturgical service at solemn

High Mass, women had to be excluded from the choir because canon law did

not permit them to participate in such liturgy. Bewerunge added that nuns'

choirs could participate, due to the fact that nuns were bound by vows to

the religious state.

In the same issue, Charles G. Merchant (organist and choirmaster

at Dublin's St.Patrick's Cathedral) moved the discussion back onto purely

musical grounds. Merchant also called for the performance of music in

church other than music in the polyphonic style so favoured by Martyn:

Ve do all the best church music from the time of Tallis(1560)  
down to the present. Here we differ from Mr.Martyn - every  
period is produced...We have two services with choir every day 
throughout the year. <8)

Merchant argued for the appropriateness of boys' voices for non-florid

music and for a choir school with six rehearsals each week.
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In a letter the following week, Martyn stated that he agreed 

with most points being made by Father Bewerunge "the accomplished Choir

master of Xaynooth" and by Mr. Merchant "the best organist and choirmaster 

in Ireland".Then he felt compelled to return to his central point about the  

exclusion of women's voices from choirs "from the point of view of aesthet

ics": the sound of their voices were not right. Martyn*s only concession 

was to give an example of acceptable female sounds in the case of the  

Benedictine Convent of nuns at Solesmes where he had found:

...an almost miraculous vocal precision, flexibility and unison  
combined with a quality of sound...perhaps unconscious 
imitation of...the timbre of boys...voices purified from the 
earthliness of sex. <9>

Martyn was referring to the practice of M.Charles Bordes of St.Gervais who

had trained female voices "to make them imitate the voices of boys."(10) If

women's voices were to sound like boys' voices, Martyn would not object to

their presence in church choirs. But women singing Palestrina in Dublin

were very far from sounding like boys in Martyn's experience:"! have,

during Lent in Dublin, sometimes heard Palestrln sung by screaming women

with the vocal parts like remnants of an exploded balloon flying asunder in

space." Martyn did not consider seriously the possibility of training those

screaming voices to sing like boys, as Bordes had done so successfully.

The following week. Rev.Bewerunge was critical of Martyn's use

of terms like "epic" and "dramatic" in describing the qualities of boys'

and women's voices:

Mr. Martyn appears to consider "epic" as identical with 
producing a sensation of sublime aloofness and meditative 
calm, while he describes the "dramatic" as violent. This, to  
say the least, is not a very exhaustive treatment of the  
subject (11)

Merchant returned to Martyn's defence, still on aesthetic grounds:
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It is the timbre In the boy's voice which appeals to the 
listener and makes it so peculiarly suited to church misic. It 
is the emotional timbre in the woman's voice that makes it 
peculiarly unsulted. and particularly if her style is faulty.
The free use of the portamento and its twin-sister,that 
abominable vibrato. <12)

However Father Bewerunge refused to yield the high ground of church music

reform in Ireland to the layman Martyn:

Ve - that is the vast majority of those advocating a reform in 
Church music - do not want cold, colourless music in our churches  
... It is just its deep passion - together with its perfect 
artistry - that makes me specially fond of Palestrina's music... 
And were I forced to believe that boys' voices are incapable of 
expressing passion, I should find my aesthetic convictions and 
ecclesiastical usage and law in irreconciable contradiction. <13)

The voice of an Irish pragmatist, "H", provided an apt coda to the

discussion of the reform of Irish church music with a complacent reference

to the priestly lack of musical education or even lack of musical ability:

Take any half-dozen priests at random..and let them sing one 
of the first exercises in a child's primer of music e.g.
"Three Blind Mice" and how the "time" would scamper about! Yet 
no sensible man would think anything the less of them for 
that. Yes! . .Ve are passable enough in our sombre and sober 
tweed or broadcloth.<14)

D.P.Koran let the debate run for three months. The discussion 

was much more than a pseudo-academic discussion of liturgical atusic. Prof. 

F.S.L. Lyons has described the exchanges as " a rattling debate on the  

aesthetic tastes of the clergy in general". <15) The great question left 

hovering was how it could ever be made possible to persuade priests and 

people, who felt no need for European church music in their services and 

had no desire to acquire the high level of aesthetic standards which 

Martyn had celebrated lyrically in his play The Heather Field <1899);

Tyrrell: Ah, those bright happy days! And do you remember that
Sunday morning in Cologne Cathedral when all the boys  
sang Palestrina so divinely?
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Klles: I remember we stood by great Iron gates. I looked up in
your face and wondered why It shone through its tears. 
(16)

Clearly Martyn longed for his personal aesthetic preference to be turned 

into a popular movement of enlightened reform in Ireland, in spite of the  

obvious fact that the vast majority of choirs, clergy and people were  

lacking in the vision and taste required to bring about proper choirs and  

proper music in Irish churches. Vhat the debate in The Leader did show 

was the common ground of taste existing between the Catholic Martyn and 

the Protestant choirmaster of St.Patrick's Cathedral.

Kartyn had found one all-boys choir in Dublin to his taste.

Martyn’s discovery of this all-boys choir had occured at the performance of

Palestrina's Mlssa Papae Marcel11 which Vincent O'Brien had conducted at

Dublin's Clarendon Street Church on the Feast of St.Teresa in 1898 with

Martyn in attendance:

Here then, I believed, was the man for whom I had been looking  
to give effect to my protests against that shocking spirit of  
inferior minds which would degrade art in the service of the  
Church, the possessor of the noblest ao-t since antiquity. <17)

Martyn's most fortunate discovery was that his own idea of true liturgic

al music conincided with the ideas of a young Irishman. Martyn planned the 

formation of a strictly liturgical all-male choir skilled in the perform

ance of church music by Palestrina: the choir to consist of O'Brien's  

established prize-winning choir of boysCabout 40 boys recruited from the 

Christian Brothers' Schools in St.Mary's Place where O'Brien was a music  

teacher)and selected tenors and basses to complete a choir of 60 voices.

It was his discovery of this gifted young Irishman which released in Martyn  

a determination to create the perfect choir as a model for Ireland.(18)
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The first practical step towards reform called for a visit to 

Paris where Martyn bought for use in Dublin the scores of several Masses 

and Motets by Palestrina and his school, edited by M, Bordes of St.Gervais. 

Martyn was determined to test his new protege by challenging him to prepare 

his choir to perform "the grand exanmples from the golden age of the  

Church's liturgical song (involving the work of composers such as  

Palestrina, Vittoria, Jacobus, Viadana and Pierre de la Rue)."

By April,1901,O'Brien's choir had performed the Paris scores. 

After a brief nod in the direction of Archbishop Valsh "so brilliant and 

powerful a prelate", Martyn launched yet another attack on the enemy within 

the church: the Irish clergy who would consign the Church's heritage of  

polyphonic music to penitential seasons: "only they dislike all penitential 

music". Clearly feeling the need to distance himself from the hordes of  

non-penitential Irish clergy, Meurtyn went on in The Leader article to 

proclaim that nowhere in the Church's art "does her genius shine so bright  

as in the vast collection of her true liturgical song" and to identify with 

another kindred spirit, the Pope "that grand heroic figure amidst all the 

Italian decadence. ..Issues decrees for the regeneration of Church Music,  

which are unheeded by the decadent."

Martyn stopped short of branding the Irish clergy as "decadent" 

and contented himself with expressing the hope that the Irish clergy's  

"strange sarcasms may not be the case of coming events casting shadows 

before."(19) Vhat must have seemed strange at the time was Martyn's version  

of reform which advocated contact with the high culture of the (kDunter- 

Reformatlon as the way out of Irish cultural backwardness. Yet for over 

twenty years(unknown to Martyn)the Cecillan Society had shared such ideals.
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Rev. IT. Donnelly founded the Irish Society of St. Cecilia in Dublin 

in 1878. About the same time, Father Donnelly began publication of the  

Society's church music periodical Lyra Ecclesiastica , 1878-1893. (20)

The first Cecilian festival in Dublin was held under the directorship of  

Father Donnelly at the Catholic University Church in Fovember, 1878. The 

music of Palestrina was the main inspiration of the Societies of St.

Cecilia< first founded by Father X. Vltt In Regensburg in 1868 and constit

uted into a Papal Association by Pius IX in 1870). The movement for reform  

stemming from Bavaria spread quickly to many European countries and to the  

U.S.A. where Palestrina was performed. Palestrina's motets, in particular,  

were popular for their strong feeling for harmony, sensitivity to tonality  

and the use of plainsong . <21) There was a strong aesthetic thrust in  

the view of pol 3̂hony because the Cecllians (like Martyn did later) saw ”in  

the Masses, psalms and motets of the sixteenth century...the purist  

embodiment of an ideal church music, unearthly, freed from all passion,  

seraphic." (22)

At first Father Donnelly enlisted support from 28 Irish bishops  

for the Irish Cecllians "for the promotion and cultivation of true litur

gical music". Among the supporters was Cardinal Cullen who must have seen  

the Society as one more strand added to his great programme of increased  

devotion in parish life. (23) However, by 1882 L.E. (In spite of enthus

iastically publishing music supplements of (German Cecilian composers,  

especially music by Father Witt himself) began to record irritated disen

chantment ( clearly anticipating Martyn's later frustrations) with the total  

lack of response from Irish clergy outside of a few Dublin churches.(24)

•In 1883, L.E. struck another Martyn-like note. In an obituary of Martyn's 

favourite composer, Richard Vagner: "Vagner was not a church composer; but
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had he been so, he would have been a Cecilian... <he) has frequently taken 

themes from Gregorian chant...written in the church modes to obtain special 

effects." <25)

Yet within the Cecilian Movement lay the seed of Martyn’s  

Palestrina choir in the persons of Vincent O'Brien and his father, R.V,  

O'Brien who were both active Cecilians since the mid-eighties. R.V. O'Brien  

had attended the Society's annual meetings almost since its foundation.(26) 

The first mention of Vincent O'Brien's participation In the pages of L.E. 

occurred in February, 1887 when he sang the tenor solo in a performance of 

Gounod's "Mors and Vita". (27) Vincent O'Brien was featured again on the  

occasion when he was director of the Dublin Cecilian Festival in 1894 at 

St.Joseph's, Berkeley Street with a performance of a Cecilian Mass setting  

by Haller, "Mlssa Sexta", which included his boy singers from St.Mary's 

Place. <28) Boys' choirs were the exception in the Cecilian Festivals in  

Dublin from 1895 to 1898, even in performances of Palestrina. For example,  

girls from Kings Inn Street and Gardiner Street schools performed 

Palestrina's "Assua^ta Est Maria", under the direction of Peter Goodman at  

St.Mary's, Haddington Road in 1897. <29) O'Brien's boy singers caught the  

public's attention when they won first place in the schools section at the 

Third Feis <^oil in 1898. <30) When Martyn heard the O'Brien's choir on the  

feast of St.Teresa,1898 singing Palestrina's Mass for the Council of Trent, 

he immediately wanted the choir to be trained to sound like the best choirs 

which he had heard in Europe and found in O'Brien a musician totally in  

sympathy with his own aesthetic. In the 1899 Cecilian Festival, O'Brien  

directed at St.Saviour's, Dominick Street with Martyn as adviser. The last 

three Cecilian Festivals were all directed by O'Brien: in 1900, in a new  

church at St.Margaret's, Flnglas; in 1901, at the Pro-Cathedral; and in
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1902, at St.Michael and John's, Lower Exchange Street. When the choir was 

installed as the official choir of the Pro-Cathedral from 1, January, 1903,  

there were no further Cecllian Festivals, (31) The fading away of Dublin's  

annual Cecllian festivals was not caused by the establishment and endowment  

of the Palestrina Choir; rather, the survival of the Palestrina Choir can  

best be explained as a last attempt to salvage something of lasting value  

from the total failure of the church authorities to turn the Cecllian  

Movement into an educational experience for Irish parishes!

As early as 1890, Archbishop Valsh - in an attempt to provide  

leadership to the faltering Cecllian cause in the parishes of Dublin - set  

up a Diocesan Comnisslon to decide what music should be performed in parish  

churches, thereby assigning the initiative for the reform of church music  

to the Commission and not to the organisation of the Cecillan Society. In  

1890, Father Bewerunge of Maynooth succeeded the layman, J. Seymour, as  

editor of L.E.The new editor showed quickly that he had a limited interest  

in contemporary Cecillan composers and a very strong preference for  

Gregorian chant and the music of Palestrina and his school. <32)

In spite of much idealism, many good intentions for reform,  

and popular festivals, the Irish Cecllian Society failed to raise the  

musical standards even in Dublin churches. One report in the Amerlcam  

magazine Cecilia stated; "You have never heard such terrible church music  

in any city of importance as they have here." (33) The conclusion was that  

the problem was general musical illiteracy,especially among schoolchildren;  

and the problem was not confined to Ireland but existed even in musical  

Germany. In a pastoral letter in 1891, the Bishop of Munster in Westphalia  

advocated the vital contribution of enlightened priests: "A priest...has far
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more than one who Is not a priest, an intuitive feeling for that which is 

suitable or unsuitable for Divine Worship."<34) Bewerunge of Maynooth, too,  

believed that clerical control was necessary to ensure church music reform.  

<35) On one level, Bewerunge was a very convincing musical priest

especially on "big occasions" like the consecration of Maynooth's Chapel on

24, June, 1891 and at the celebration of the Palestrina Tercentary in May-  

nooth on 18, May, 1894. But the impact of the musical Professor on the  

average Maynooth student< the Irish priest in the making) was obviously  

very limited; indeed, in D's letter to The Leader which was part of the  

1900 church music controversy one catches a glimpse of Bewerunge's teaching  

activities in Maynooth as experienced by probably the mass of clerical  

students:

Vhen I was at Maynooth most of Father Bewerunge's tiiDe was  
occupied in giving a large majority of the students
elementary lessons in the Tonic Sol-Fa Modulation! Vhen I
add that there 35 students in the music class to which I  
belonged, many of whom were unable to sing a scale, some  
idea of the uselessness of this labour may be formed. <36)

Martyn's first denounced standards of church music in Dublin in  

1899.(37) Martyn's brand of polemical Journalism in a popular Dublin  

newspaper annoyed Archbishop Valsh who harboured great enthusiasm for the  

Cecilian Movement now in fast decline. In a letter dated 25, November to  

Bishop Donnelly<the founder of the Irish Cecilian Society), Walsh wrote:

"I suppose you have seen the extraordinary diatribe from Mr.Martyn in the  

Dublin papers this morning. ..Martyn's ignorant production.. <38) Shortly  

afterwards, Walsh and Martyn met. What the two had in common was an admir

ation for O'Brien's musicianship. Walsh was aware of O'Brien's contribution 

to the <^cilian Movement. Mgirtyn was grateful for O'Brien's training of  

Christian Brothers' boys to perform the music of Palestrina.
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After meeting the Archbishop.Martyn felt sufficiently sure of his 

ground to write on 29, November, 1899 with proposals for the reform of 

church music at the Pro-Cathedral. He boldly assured the Archbishop  

that the task could be quite easily accomplished provided that one condit

ion was met: the immediate replacement of the women singers by a choir of 

tenors and bases to sing Gregorian Chant at High Mass on ordinary Sundays

and to sing big Hasses by Palestrina, Vittoria, Lasso etc. at the great

festivals. Somewhat surprisingly, the layman's plan impressed Valsh who  

wrote to Donnelly on 30,November, 1899:

I had a long talk with him here on Tuesday. He evidently means 
well and is prepared to stop or go as directed. I told him to 
go ahead as fast as he likes, but to let the Cecilian Movement  
alone. He is all right now.

Valsh had much approved of the Cecilian movement in Ireland.(39)  

Martyn had shown no awareness, in his Speaker articles about church choirs  

in Cologne and Paris, of the Cecilian Movement (begun in 1868 by Fr.Vitt)

and of the activities of the Batisbon School of Music founded by Father

Franz Haberl who was the editor of the Church's official chant(1870-1900).  

Valsh reassured Donnelly that while the actual reform of the choir was in 

the hands of two laymen, the direction of the whole enterprise would remain 

in episcopal hands. Martyn saw the opportunity of becoming the patron of an 

Irish choir by setting it up under the permanent protection of the Arch

bishop of Dublin and of creating a centre of church music excellence in 

Ireland for the eradication of musical illiteracy among the clergy. Martyn 

and Valsh met at 3 p.m. on 20, June, 1901; and in the letter dated 22, June 

Martyn responded to the Archbishop's suggestion of installing the 

Palestrina Choir in a Dublin church with the offer that the choir could  

perform compositions of the St. Cecilia School on ordinary occasions.
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The correspondence shows how Walsh's ideas developed and moved

along Martyn lines to the point where Valsh decided that the existing choir

in the I^o-Cathedral had to go, preferably sooner rather than later:

Ve must no longer allow the Protestant Cathedrals in Dublin to  
be ahead of us in fidelity to the remnant they have of the old  
church musical tradition . ThrDughyour kindness, we are to  
have a worthy celebration of the Feast of St.Cecilia in 
Meurlborough St. this year. (40)

In his reply, Martyn expressed much pleasure at the offer of reform which

"could have a vast influence upon the reform of Church Music in Ireland."

Martyn's confidence grew to the point of feeling that O'Brien's choir could

succeed in having an impact thoughout the Irish church in a way that the

bishops in favour of the Society of St, Cecilia had not managed in twenty

years. Martjm went as far as to confide in Walsh his dream of the prospect

of the Benedictines of Solesmes coming to Ireland to conduct a native

school of church music "if they received encouragement". By the end of 1901,

Walsh felt more cautious(perhaps wilting a little before Martyn's dreams!)

about the adoption of the Palestrina Choir as the official Pro-(;athedral

Choir:

I don't see how I can break up the existing arrangements until  
we have something of a permanent character to put in its  
place. ..I think we ought not, especially at first, to be too  
lavish of what is really of the first rank... Would it be as  
well for us to monopolise the annual (Decilian celebrations? I  
am inclined to think not. Something has been gained by having 
it in different churches from year to year.

Martyn chose to ignore the whiff of nostalgia for the old CecilIan

festivals in the Archbishop’s letter and concentrated on urging Walsh to

offer a permanent musical post in the Pro-Cathedral to Vincent O'Brien;

It will be impossible for him to conduct the Holy Week music  
in the Pro-Cathedral while remaining organist of St.Saviour's  
as the Dominicans in that event would naturally require his  
services(41)

Suddenly Martyn's confidence wavered about Walsh's willingness to appoint
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O'Brien quickly so that he could assemble and train the choir for the

Holy Veek Music in the Pro-Cathedral in 1902. Martyn wrote to O'Brien:

If he will not do this, then the whole project is destroyed, 
nothing will be done as long as he is Archbishop...If our
business now fails, as I expect it will, the only thing to do
would be to look out for some parish priest with taste who 
would take you as organist and give us a free hand. Such a
person may possibly be found anong the younger men. Vho knows?
(42)

On 27 January, 1902, Martyn wrote to Valsh about a compromise solution:

the temporary appointment of O'Brien:

He has rare talents. ..What a pity that Irish talent should not  
get full scope. And this whole movement from the start has  
been thoroughly Irish.

To press the Archbishop further towards a decision, Martyn introduced a 

draft legal document whereby he would financially endow the Pro-Cathedral  

choir on condition that O'Brien became the choir-master because he was 

"alone capable at the present time of doing the work properly." This draft  

document was passed by Walsh to an expert canonist. <43) Thus began the

work of legal scrutiny of Martyn's Deed of Endowment both by church author

ities and by the Commission of Charitable Donations and Bequests. The  

discussions involved a detailed comparison of Martyn's scheme with the 

Endowment scheme of the choir at Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin. (44)  

Martyn wrote out the financial structure of his s£10,000 endowment in his 

letter to the Archbishop dated 6, October, 1902. There were some changes  

'made to the wording of the Endowment deed in matters such as the  

restriction of repertoire to polyphonic music and the practical arrange

ments for the running of the choir. The scheme was signed on 26 November,  

1902. At this stage, the Archbishop expressed the hope that a "school  

of real ecclesiastical music may grow in Dublin." (45) Martyn's dream rose  

to a new height at that suggestion. He wrote on 10, December about the
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real possibility of founding an Irish Solesmes when he reported that Count 

Moore had a strong desire to acquire a site for a Benedictine aionastery on 

the south side of the hill of Howth: Martyn inforined Valsh that the Count 

was in active negotiations with the Abbot of Maredzons but stated his own  

strong preference for the Solesmes monks "who could be relied upon to  

devote themselves to church music." (46) On the 4, January, 1903<Just four  

days after the official appointment of the Palestrina Choir with O'Brien  

as choirmaster) Martyn advised the adoption of the Solemnes Books of Chant  

to replace the Ratlsbon Books of Chant associated with the Cecilian Move

ment. In a letter dated 9 January, 1903, Martyn expressed pleasure at the 

Archbishop's decision to adopt the Solesmes Chant and muted disappointment 

at the Archbishop's "ITo" to Count Moore's Howth Hill monastery project. 

However, Martyn did forge a link between the Palestrina Choir and the  

Solemnes Benedictine Dom Gatard who was invited to train the choir to 

improve their singing of Plain Chant later in 1903. (47)

Vhat remained Inpliclt in the correspondence between Martyn 

and Walsh was any comment on Pius X's current reforms of church music,The

I

Pope's views were put into final form in the Motu Proprlo issued on St. 

Cecilia's Day,1903.(48) A year before the Papal document, Martyn's dream 

and money helped to form a choir in the Pro-Cathedral which fulfilled  

all the Pope's aesthetic preferences. The Motu Proprlo itself was the 

result of many years' Involvement in the cause while the Pope had been 

Bishop of Mantua and Archbishop of Venice. (49) All the ideals of Martyn 

mentioned during his Irish campaign were echoed In the Motu Proprlo:

On the singing of women in church choirs:

Singers in the church have a really liturgical office. ..women. . .
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incapable of such an office,cannot be admitted to the choir. If 
high voices such as treble and alto are wanting, these parts must 
be sung by boys, according to the ancient custom of the Church.

On the use of Gregorian Chant in the Liturgy:

The only chant which she has inherited from the ancient Fathers, 
which she has Jealously kept for so many centuries in her liturg
ical books..which...has been restored to its original perfection  
and purity by recent study.

On the central importance of Palestrina;

Greatest perfection in the sixteenth century under Pierluigi da 
Palestrina...agrees very well with the highest model of all 
sacred music, namely Gregorian Chant.

On the value of Latin:

The language of the Roman Church is Latin.It is therefore for
bidden to sing anything in the vulgar tongue during solemn 
liturgical feasts.

On the need for the musical training of the clergy:

In ecclesiastical seminaries and Institutions, the traditional 
Gregorian Chant...must be studied with all diligence and love.

On the desirability of Choir Schools:

Care must be taken to restore, at least in connection with the  
more important churches, the ancient choir schools. (50)

Martyn's reforms had produced muddled understanding in Dublin 

of a number of central changes of emphasis.Dublin churches were suspicious.

The exclusion of women singers seemed linked to Martyn's misogyny. Gregor

ian Chant and Palestrina seemed over-penitential. The musical illiteracy 

among Irish seminarians seemed beyond the reach of musical training. Vomen 

who had sung in church choirs felt offended. Choir-schools in Ireland were 

associated with Protestant Cathedrals. Fortunately for Martyn, Archbishop 

Walsh was very musical and was prepared to give official recognition to 

O'Brien's brilliant all-boys choir once Martyn had produced the Deed of 

Endowment.
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Plus X's Motu Proprlo gave official support to Martjm’s key

reforms. Yet there were aesthetic features of Martyn's thinking which 

made his vision quite different to the Pope's concerns. Martyn's terms of 

praise for the "celestial master" Palestrina put most emphasis 

on the beauty of the conqjoser's craftsmanship. For Martyn. Palestrina's  

compositions;

...call forth the rarest qualities of vocal sound. Here the 
various parts rise or fall with incomparable art, the one
above the other - the alti above the trebles, who sink for a
moment to their low entrancing notes, and then the tenors 
above the alti, to fall in turn below a high point in their  
bass. And all meanwhile, though changing their register,  
maintain their proper quality of sound.

In Martyn, too, there is an emphasis on the total beauty of the whole

church setting with the performance of the choir as one element. Vriting

about Palestrina being performed by "an orchestra of voices" in Cologne

Cathedral, Mart3rn noted:

But in this great cathedral it is heard with the perfection of 
tradition...Here are the tall, lance-shaped arches, the ancient 
delicate glass of the chancel windows...the attendant canons in 
their seats, the congregation crowded confusedly beyond iron  
gates,and the little altar-boys flitting hither and  
thither.(51)

In Martyn's approach was the blending of cultural nationalism and  

liturgical aestheticlsm. At first glance, Gregorian Chant and Palestrina 

must have seemed odd presences in the Celtic Revival. The root of Martyn's 

reform^ , stemmed from the memory of standing in Cologne Cathedral enrapt

ured by the boys singing Palestrina. The nationalist Martyn longed to  

hear those same sounds being made by an Irish choir in an Irish church.

The teacher O'Brien was training the Dublin schoolboys from a Christian  

Brothers' School to sing Palestrina. Such a degree of patriotic passion was 

missing from the Papal document which was meant for the Church Universal.
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Liturgical Aestheticlsm had featured prDmlnently on Agathopolls 

before Martyn's discovery of Palestrina, Vittoria and the Latin Trldentine 

tradition. One of the aiost splendid images on Agathopolis is the one of 

the Agia Sophia with its high altar "of the most costly materials on  

earth welded together with gold" as a setting for choristers chanting "in  

thrilling tones those plaintive old harmonies of our Greek hymns and 

responses, which even linger among the mosaics in the cupola, when silence  

has settled upon the lips that gave them birth."(52) Thus do Martyn's words  

conjure up a dream of a Byzantine-style church fashioned to enable the 

pure soul to reach upwards towards the grandeur of God by means of the  

beauty of art in a holy place. The form of Martjrn's religious aestheticism 

changed from the Byzantine to the Trldentine mode, between 1890 and 1896.  

Palestrina in Cologne Cathedral superseded the Byzantine splendour.Perhaps 

Martyn hoped that Trldentine dreams were more likely to be understood  

and realised in Irish Catholic churches.

On the same day (New Years Day, 1903) that the Palestrina Choir  

became official choir of Dublin's Pro-Cathedral, another landmark In the 

reform of church art in the Celtic Revival was reached. On the site of  

two former tennis courts behind 24, Upper Pembroke Street the workshop of  

An Tur Glolne opened for the making of church stained glass windows - in  

the first instance, for the new St.Brendan’s Cathedral in Loughrea which  

had placed the first orders.(53) Martyn's Involvement in the enterprise and  

in his campaign for Irish craftsmen and women to make church furnishings  

must now be explored, to set beside his remarkable success in establishing  

the Palestrina Choir. A dlstictive Martyn-style pattern was repeated:  

friendship with a bishop,artists in need of patronage,Indifferent priests.
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Kartyn's ovm small parish church at Laban, near Ardrahan.a church 

of general Gothic design built c.1856 was the nearest starting-point for  

Martyn's patronage of church furnishings. Both the Martyn and Smyth 

families had been Catholic landlords who looked after their local church.  

His mother, Mrs.Martyn, was first to present the church at Laban with its  

High Altar of Sicilian marble. <54) Shortly after her death in 1898, Martyn  

sought to Instal memorial stained glass windows of high artistic quality in  

Laban church. In his sheer determination to avoid all commercial exploiters 

of stained glass windows, especially from German sources, Martyn approached  

Christopher Whall, a leading fugure in the Arts and Crafts Movement in 

England, for expert advice.(55) Vhall had taught stained glass making at 

the Central School of Arts and Crafts in London from 1896; and in 1898, 

he had Joined the staff of the Royal College of Art in London.

Whall visited Tulira in 1901 to discuss the commission and 

subsequently arranged for a colleague, Selwyn Image, to provide two single  

light windows for Laban church, St. Robert and St.Anne. Thus were made  

for Laban the very first Arts and Crafts stained glass windows In a church  

in Ireland. Impatiently, Martyn wanted much more than just windows in local  

churches. He wanted to create in Ireland courses In all the arts required  

for the decoration of churches;metal-work, enamelling, mosaic, embroidery,  

tapestry and stained glass. The opportunity to address educational concerns 

suddenly appeared in the Dublin Metropolitan School of Art when Its running  

was removed from London control and placed under the control of the Depsurt-  

ment of Agriculture and Technical Instruction in 1900, with a friend of  

Martyn, T.P. Gill, as a very sympathetic secretary. Martyn ensured that 

Vhall was entirely sympathetic to establishing a native Irish stained glass  

workshop In Ireland to the point that Vhall sent over his chief assistant.
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Alfred Child, to take up the appointment In September In 1901 of Instructor 

In Stained Glass at the Metropolitan School of Art.

Martyn turned to The Leader to drum up support for the Stained

Glass Initiative In an article "Stained Glass". <56) The main thrust of

the Martyn polemic was directed against the whole process of the mass

production of art:

Sham furniture,sham decorations,sham Jewellery,sham wine,sham 
literature of the lowest type, were poured out upon the 
mediocre masses who eagerly swallowed all the rubbish because  
It was cheap...undlstlngulshable from the real and the good.

Xartyn was most scathing about the stained glass being Installed in Irish

churches at that time:

There is little wonder that so delicate and refined an art as 
that of stained glass should have been the first to suffer and  
die under the hand of the philistine.

Martyn's patriotism was strong in this Leader article. He pleaded for good

art to be executed in Dublin by Irishmen "as a result of being trained by

an Important artist". He pleaded with Irish clergy to abstain from foreign

orders and to support only Irish artists:

Vhlle an appeal to their aesthetic taste may seem to a few of 
the clergy somewhat visionary, an appeal to their patriotism  
has never been made without satisfactory results.

M^tyn had almost given up all hope of involving Irish priests  

in aesthetlcism. His appeal to the clergy's sense of patriotism was a last  

resort. His disenchantment with the Irish clergy reached its lowest point of  

anger, contempt and despair when he attended the much-heralded opening  

of the Cathedral of St. Eunan's at Letterkenny on 16, June, 1901 which  

Blshopdater Cardinal) Patrick O'Donnell had done so much to push towards 

completion at the cost of £300,000. (57) Once more in The Leader. Martyn  

was not overwhelmed by a clerical occasion when he described the building
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as an example of "mania for foreign importations of an inferior kind" which

must be denounced "if our labours for the improvement of ecclesiastical art

and the development of native talent are to bear fruit." In this total

castigation of St. Eunan's for bad Italian decoration and very inferior

stained glass west windows from Birmingham, Martyn mentioned in passing

that the collegiate Church of Maynooth had nearly been ruined by its

stained glass and most of its decoration. Martyn reserved his praise only

for the limited Irish contribution to St. Eunan's in the beautiful peal of

bells and the exquisltive figure-carving in the Columban arch. Largely

ignoring the church furnishings, Martyn felt happier with the liturgy on

the day. He was pleased to praise the sermon in Irish preached by the

Bishop of Galway, Dr.MacCormack, and to praise the company of altar-boys

dressed in the white large-cowled habits of the ancient Irish culdees. The

sound, rather than the content, of the Bishop's sermon in Irish captivated

Martyn who was stimulated to write about it as if he were in a dream:

At the sound of the Irish language, all the vulgarities around 
me seemed to melt away. I seemed to have a vision of the 
ancient Irish Church, with its genius and art restored, and  
with the liturgy and church song once more in honour; and for 
a while,at least, I felt a strong contentment and peace.(58)

Shortly after Martyn's day-dreaming in St.Eunan's, a more

forceful article on the subject of church art in Ireland appeared in the

form of a report on the address at the meeting of the Maynooth College

Union by Rev. Jeremiah O'Donovan,Administrator of Loughrea Cathedral.(59)

Father O'Donovan's call to the Irish priest to become the patron of church

art was couched as an appeal to the Irish church to help extend the

national dream into their churches;

Gothic churches, false in detail and bad from every artistic 
point of view, have sprung up during the last fifty years.
They are a monument to the zeal and piety of the people, but
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they are also a monuiBeiit to the want of taste of modem 
architects. The great field of arguinent...centres around church 
art work. It is in this field that the foreigner reigns 
supreme in Ireland..Every year this, .. country. ..is being flooded 
with bad sculpture and bad paintings, and worse stained glass.

O'Donovan's rejection of foreign stained glass was much more apocalyptic

than Martyn's rebuttal;

Gaudy in colour, badly drawn, vulgar in design...bad glass 
...very poor enamelled stuff..pictured windows to shut out 
light..thick dirty brown on other paint with which the glass 
is thickly plastered..

O'Donovan's call for Celtic Revival on a traditional Irish Catholic base

was much more extreme than any of Martyn's somewhat guarded statements:

Ireland once was...remarkable for its Art products...the whole  
design of Cormac's Chapel..indicates what Irish art might have 
come to had it not been arrested by foreign influence.The rev
ival, if there is to be a revival, will rest with the Church.

The excitement of art being created again in Ireland very

much Inspired Martyn at this time and fueled his ongoing campaign against

foreign commercialism which remained a great threat to Irish artists;

There are many movements now for the encouragement of Irish 
manufacture in all its branches, and for the preventing the 
scandalous outpouring of Irish money into the pockets of 
Englishmen and other foreigners. Quite recently a movement has 
been started to turn the enormous demand for church art...to 
get it supplied by the native Irish artist. (60)

The massive assumption underlying Martyn's enthusiasm was the idealistic

dream of being able to translate cultural enthusiasm for the arts into

practical reforms which had to depend on the efforts of Irish artists and

craftsmen who would be trained in Ireland and who would influence public

aesthetic taste especially among the clergy and among the mass of the

population who needed to understand what could be achieved for the good of

the nation. The eventual achievements fell well short of Kartyn's dreams,

but An Tur Gloine would quietly create examples of beautiful church art.
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Kartyn* s part in the acknowledged achievements of An Tur Gloine

has been intermittent in historical accounts. The workshop soon became

known as "Miss Purser's Studio" in Dublin. The strong Purser personality

and her determined direction of activities on the Pembroke Street site

ensured her fame. <61) Accounts in the 1920s were beginning to ignore the

fact of Martyn's contribution. Vithin four months of Kartjm's death, a

summary account of the beginnings of An Tur Gloine wrote him out of the

history of the Company in favour of Senator Yeats:

...one of the first, if not the first, person whom Miss Purser 
consulted was Senator Yeats himself...it was through him that  
Professor Selwyn Image and Mr.Christopher Whall. ..became interes
ted, and Mr. Child's services were eventually secured. <62)

At the twenty fifth anniversary celebrations of An Tur Gloine in

Dublin, the spotlight was solely on the grand old lady Purser who was

physically present at the celebrations. <63) By 1933, an account by a

Rudolf Butler credited Purser alone with having "conceived the idea of

reviving the art." <64) What is beyond all doubt Is that Purser was in

charge of all practicalities at the Pembroke Street workshops where she

employed Child as manager and principal artist of a national enterprise

which aimed to cooperate with the Metropolitan School of Art and give

employment to the best students as they qualified. Direct Involvement with

Pembroke Street workshop had no appeal for Martyn as he revealed in a

letter to Purser some four months before the Stained Glass business opened:

I quite agree with you in thinking that I should keep outside 
the business, I would be in a better position to crack It 
up. ..Meanwhile keep up your courage. The poor Sourfaces must  
be thrown into consternation now that Leviathan has begun to 
swish his tail. <65)

Purser herself was very keen on the very urgent need for commissions,

if the Pembroke Street workshops were to survive:
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You cannot do it in a romantic studio with silk cushions, but 
must work in a grubby workshop, and must have kilns, and a 
large stock of glass and lead etc. and someone to cut and 
glaze for you. All this is troublesome and expensive... no young 
artist uncertain of his orders could embark on it. (66)

First orders were placed by Bishop Healy of Clonfert for Loughrea

Cathedral and were much acclaimed by Martyn in The Leader:

Archbishop Healy is having the internal decoration and the 
furniture of the new Cathedral of Loughrea executed by the 
best aurtists in Ireland.But then Archbishop Healy is a prelate  
of rare intellect and enlightenment.The result will be that 
the internal art of that church will be be an enduring monum
ent to his fame.Father O'Donovan,of Loughrea,is enthusiastic  
in his advocacy of the movement. Ireland recognises him as a  
leader.

Martyn directed all enquiries about stained glass to 24,Upper Pembroke St:

I want neither the money nor the votes of the Irish people.
Heaven help me if I depended on either. I only want to see  
Ireland a free, an independent and an artistic nation. (67)

As an invalid in Tulira writing his memoirs, Martyn looked back on the

foundation of An Tur Glolne and remembered his part as follows:

In this reform also my interference bore some fruit. I  
succeeded in persuading Mr.T.P.Gill to settle in the School of 
Art, Mr. Childe, a pupil of the celebrated Christopher Whall.
I also at the time suggested to Miss Purser the advisability  
of opening a studio where he would be the chief artist.At 
first she was inclined to Jib;but being a women of great busin
ess capacity as well as an artist..she took the hint.. .That 
great man,the late Archbishop Healy...was the first to allow 
the artists to 'experimentalise' in his cathedral at Loughrea.
The work was carried on by his successor, Bishop O'Dea.(68)

Martyn*s own account of his part in An Tor Glolne is a very modest one.What

he tried to do was to adopt the role of patron in order to ensure a run of

commissions of stained glass in churches. The enterprise worked where the

bishops were friendly, as in the Vest of Ireland where Martyn's friends

Healy and O'Dea, were very pleased to commission work for Loughrea

Cathedral: a church of special importance for Martyn because it was a

church much loved by the Smyths of Masonbrook, his mother's family.
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Martyn's approach to Irish church art was broader in scope than 

An Tur Gloine. Martyn's dream of an ordered church stretched considerably 

beyond stained glass windows to the ordering of a building, interior and 

exterior, as the House of God with the arts playing an essential aesthetic 

role in the liturgical piety.The first new Irish church building to inspire 

Martyn with hope was V. A. Scott's design for the new church at Spiddal, Co.  

Galway. Iminediately Martyn wrote in The Leader about "the first incoming 

wave of what we may hope to be a fresh vigorous tide of architecture in 

Ireland." <69) After examining the designs in Scott's residence - 72,  

Hollybank Road, Drumcondra - Martyn felt confident enough to assert in the 

same article;

Its materials are of the plainest; its details, .are of the 
simplest.,,It is a development of the ancient Irish Romanesque 
for modern architectural purposes.

Martyn was hoping that a Celtic influence would replace the neo-  

Gothic style in which most new Irish churches had been built since 1850. 

Even the very successful neo-Gothlc architect in Ireland, George C. Ashlin  

who had been the architect Involved in designing the neo-Gothlc mansion at 

Tulira, stated <on becoming President of the Royal Institute of Architects 

of Ireland) that he was keen on the design of a new church taking Cormac's  

Chapel as a type, but modified to suit present ideas. <70) As in the case  

of the reform of church music along the lines of Palestrina, where Martyn 

found his ideas echoed In the work of Vincent O'Brien, Jfeirtyn also found 

his Ideas for the radical reform of Irish church building and furnishings 

echoed in the work of Robert Elliott<1863-1910). Elliott< a former British  

seaman and London painter) settled in Dublin in 1902 and began advocating  

Irish cultural nationalism in publications such as The Irish Rosary 

and The Leader. Martyn was glad to welcome Elliott's general approach to
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the importance of aesthetics in church eirt and appreciated Elliott's 

interest In the Loughrea Cathedral commisslons, so much so that llartyn 

wrote a Preface to a selection of Elliott's published work under the title 

Art aad Ireland:

The admirable book, Art and Ireland, has for its chief theme 
the saving of modern church design and ornament from the crude  
paw of the tradesman, and their restoration, as in the olden 
time,to the delicate hand of the artist. .. Why, therefore,  
should we in such important matters as ecclesiastical design 
and ornament employ the commercial manufacturer of bad art, 
instead of the artist? The reasonableness and simplicity of 
the argument would seem beyond all cavil. I have often myself  
used it to the clergy but I do not believe they even understo
od me. ..aesthetics are not looked upon by them. . .as a serious  
study...but rather as a species of fantastic frivolity. (71)

After his return from an extended architectural tour to Eavenna and Consta

ntinople in order to study early Byzantine basilicas (72), Elliott wrote to  

Martyn in connection with their common campaign for the Irish clergy's 

patronage of artists:

I fear the book will have an uphill fight of it.. .an  
overpowering tradition that art can be purchased in shops like  
a readymade suit of toggery. (73)

Then a destructive attack came from the Editor of The Leader.  

Moran had been publishing many articles by Martyn and Elliott on the 

whole subject of Irish church art for a number of years. Suddenly Moran  

descried the aesthetic gap between the likes of Martyn,looking at the world 

"from the watchtowers of Tillyra Castle or from the windows of the 

Kildare Street Club, both pleasant places; and the vast majority of the  

Irish public looking at the world "from hovels, cottages or cheap villas."  

Moran's blunt conclusion was that Martyn could afford to cultivate his  

aesthetic tendencies in private chapels but that most people needed to earn  

their living and live in a world which had to employ machinery and commerce  

to survive. <74) Moran's Indifference to shoddy workmanship and crude piety
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in churches struck a deeply popular note, llartyn’s sarcastic reaction to

Moran's change of attitude was contained in a letter to J.J.Horgan:

The gist of his article Is that Church Art may be very bad but  
the people are satisfied with It and probably would not be  
satisfied with better work, there we had better stay as we are  
...to resignedly settle down Into barbarism,(75)

Opposition to Martyn’s dream was now massing:from priests who  

drew main strength from the remnants of Cullen’s devotional revolution,  

from Moran's Irish Ireland faction who sought above everything the  

modernisation of Ireland and from the Co-operative Movement led by Horace  

Plunkett who was critical of the use of resources in the whole programme of

Catholic church building and decoration,In his book about econoinic develop

ment Ireland In the Ifew Century. Plunkett's thesis was that the influence  

of the Catholic Church was largely responsible for the appalling backward

ness of Irish farming and the general lack of economic progress in Ireland.  

(76) Plunkett's attack on church building and decoration echoed aspects of  

the dismissal of art in Morgante:

It has been, I believe, too often forgotten that the best  
monument of any clergjnnan's Influence and earnestness must  
always be found in the moral character...of his flock, and not  
in the marbles and mosaics of a gaudy edifice. <77)

Plunkett had no time for an aesthetic of church art.As his leading Catholic

critic Rev. M. O'Rlordan pointed out, a Protestant/utilitarian view was

bound to favour an altar being a plain communion table preferably bought

for a few shillings at a second hand furniture shop.

But among the enemies of religious aesthetlclsm, none can have  

shocked Martyn more than the change in Rev.J.O'Donovan who as Gerald  

O'Donovan published the novel Father Ralph in 1914. <78) O'Donovan's new  

view of Church art stemmed from rejection of a church who ignored the poor.
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No longer a priest, 0*Donovan remembered with bitterness that "the

expensive ecclesiastical buildings stood out In strong contrast against

the surrounding poverty." <79)

The strong supporter of Horace Plunkett's Cooperative Movement  

came through the narrative of Father Kalph. One searches In vain for the 

voice of the former Administrator of Loughrea Cathedral who had handled  

all the early commissions to An Tur Glolne. One of the most strident voices 

in O'Donovan's novel is the character of the shoemaker, Byrne, who expre

sses a classic Christian Socialist rejection of art in the cathedral where  

every stained glass window seems an advertisement for porter and whiskey, 

having been paid for by "gombeen politicians":

I see the whole place red with the sweated blood of the poor.
I don't believe God'd set foot in it.(80)

Later in the novel. Father Ralph (perhaps O'Donovan) put forward his own

version of Byrne's nightmare of the "blood of the poor":

The garish brasses surrounding the altar, the vulgar lamps, 
the gorgeous vestments of the priest saying mass, the purple 
robes of the bishop standing smug and complacent in the 
pulpit... Vas his God the God of all this tinsel magnificence, 
who bedecked himself at the expense of hungry children... 
underfed men and women? Vhere was the Christ of the Gospels?
(81)

Father Ralph made no distinction between good and bad art. His socialist 

sympathies assured him that church art amounted to little more than a 

means of dishonest propaganda among the Irish Catholic faithful, quite  

removed from "the religion that took shape in men's hearts beside the sea 

of Galilee":

All that was hard and narrow and rigid - all that was evil in 
the Church - had succeeded in hypnotising the great  
multitude into the belief that this man-made organisation was 
the sole depository of holiness. (82)

That a man like O'Donovan who had once worked so closely with the Bishop of
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Clonfert and with people like Martyn and Purser in the commissioning of 

church aa-t would ever suggest that the artists and craftsmen of Loughrea 

could be fairly described as mere tools of church propaganda clearly points 

to a volte face for embittered ex-priests like O'Donovan where the cult of 

art in Irish churches came to be seen not as Celtic Revival but as a major  

human diversion from the social and moral problems of rural Ireland.

O'Donovan chose not to distinguish between the clergy indifferent to the 

people and the context of genuine liturgical piety being created within 

St.Brendan's,Loughrea. O'Donovan's bitterness was all-consuming. In sharp  

contrast, Martyn's liturgical piety remained undisturbed by social move

ments and philistine clergy. In the midst of his disappointments, Meurtyn  

took encouragement from a belief in the mystical freedom achieved through 

a few aesthetic achievements,such as the creation of Irish art in Loughrea  

Cathedral and the musical performances of the Palestrina Choir. <83)

After O'Donovan's departure from Loughrea, the new Bishop 

O'Dea, a friend of Martyn, commissioned Martyn's friend, V.A.Scott, to 

design many Cathedral's furnishings. O'Dea gave other commissions for 

fine craftsmanship: to John Hughes for the bronze tabernacle door and to 

Shortall for carvings.(84) Martyn's dream of the well trained Irish artists  

and craftsmen displacing foreign tradesmen was realised only in Loughrea 

Cathedral. A symbolical occasion occurred when the Palestrina Choir 

sang in Loughrea Cathedral when there was a synthesis of decoration and 

music and a testimony to Martyn's idealism. The occasion was the consecr

ation of Bishop O'Dea and the invitation to the Palestrina Choir was 

received from Father O'Donovan as Martyn reported to Archbishop Walsh in a 

letter dated 2, July, 1903:

This is indeed a good 'sign' that Dr. O'Dea should ask for the
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choir; but then he has a great 'wish'(to use another Irishism) 
for everything good. (85)

Much later Thomas MacGreevy kept close watch on Loughrea and

docuinented how much the artistic momentum was maintained and extended after

Martyn's death in 1923:

The great work has gone on and right to this day...Indeed, it  
could be claimed that,even artistically,it has gone 
accelerando,for probably the supreme masterpiece of the whole  
decoration is Michael Healy's cataclysmic 'Last Judgment' 
window. (86)

Cultural historians now see in the decoration of Loughrea a 

blending of unique aesthetic features in an Irish church.There is the range 

and depth of high quality stained glass(An Tur Glolne). the fine sculpt

ures and carvings (Hughes and Shortall), the church furnishings and gates 

(Scott), the embroidery in vestments and banners(the Dun Emer Guild), the 

mosaics(the Ethel Mary Rhind Stations of the Cross). In the case of An Tur 

Glolne. there Is a confluence of various traditions of Christian belief 

(Catholic, High Anglican and Presbyterian) working harmoniously together on  

artistic commissions. The extent to which the reform of Irish stained glass

in churches spread slowly throughout Ireland and abroad has been studied by

scholars systematically only very recently. Loughrea Cathedral was the 

closest Ireland came to the Agia Sophia on Agathopolis. Bficola Gordon  

Bowe has saluted its major patron and enthusiast:"The most vehement and  

constructive critic in Ireland was Edward Martyn, a key figure in the Irish  

cultural revival." (87) Martyn himself was aware only of opposition:

Op position only adds fuel to my ardour; and I should despise
myself if, like the sourheads who when resisted veer round to
opposite ideas and disgusted leave the country...thick heads...I  
hope I shall never cease to pound, until the intelligent and  
well-informed prevail in the affairs of our country. (88)

Martyn's approach assured that Irish talent would be nurtured at home.
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Kartyn's greatest dlsappaintment must have been the failure to

inspire an Irish-style of church architecture to replace the neo-Gothic.

Martyn's dream of a new Catholic Cathedral in Dublin was enshrined in

his will in legalistic terms which barely mask the passion of his dream;

I bequeath my residuary estate to the said Most Reverend  
Doctor Villiam J.J. Valsh D.D. or other Roman Catholic 
Archbishop of Dublin for the time being to be applied by him 
in and towards the building and erection of a new Roman 
Catholic Cathedral in Dublin respectfully recommending..that 
before adapting the designs and plans for such a Cathedral the 
said Most Rev, Villiam J.J. Valsh or other such Roman Catholic 
Archbishop of Dublin as aforesaid consult with and have the 
advice and assistance of some Irish Artists of Eminence and 
distinction in their art. (89)

Martyn's choice of eminent artist for such a task would have had to be

his friend V.A.Scott. Scott's aesthetic achievement in the small church at

Spiddal appealed every much to Martyn as a major reform in Irish church

architecture. Martyn was not keen on the widespread neo-Gothic architecture

which had triumphed in Ireland as a result of the labours of the Pugins and

Ashlin. The parish priest of Spiddal, Father Conroy, described Scott's work

as "the first effort at a revival of the native architecture developed by

the Gael before the coming of the Gall." <90> Doubtless Martjm was very

pleased by such rare clerical enthusiasm for church art. However enthusiasm

for Scott's design of a small church In the monastic Irish Romanesque style

in a mainly Irish-speaking district was not necessarily forward-looking.

Vhat probably attracted Father Conroy was the re-creation of Irish

historical forms. The tendency to reproduce versions of past buildings was

stronger in the Honan Hostel Chapel: J.R. O'Connell wrote: "Our churches

should be faithful to those early Celtic forms to be found in so many

places in this country." <91) In fact, no architect emerged to produce

a synthesis of the traditional and the innovative In a parallel development

to An Tur Qlolne which did manage to Integrate Celticism and Modernism.
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Hicola Gordon Bowe's overall judgeaient on Scott is that he was:

...unique in his ability to translate his archaelogical and 
Byzantine architectural studies into a modern vernacular 
style,using native traditions and materials as a basis for 
style. (92)

Scott seems to have been moving from the Celtic towards the Byzantine,

Just as Martyn had already moved from the Byzantine to the Celtic in search 

of synthesis. ITo architect followed in Scott's imaginative direction after  

his premature death in 1922.(93)

The dream died slowly among followers sympathetic to Martyn's  

religious aestheticism, Thomas MacGreevy was still yearning in 1925 for the  

transition from Cormac's Chapel at Cashel to a modern Irish cathedral 

"comparable to the transition from, say,the chapel in the Tower of London  

to Durham Cathedral." (94)

Martyn's own documented dealings with the generally favourable

Archbishop Walsh amply illustrate the limits of lay influence on matters of

church art. Martyn reacted as if he had a committed friend of reform in

Archbishop's House, Dublin. In a letter dated 7, January, 1904, Martyn

asked for the building of a tribune for the choir in front of the choir

organ and recommended V.A.Scott as the architect to do it. Walsh's reply

was abrupt, bordering on the insulting:

As for building a tribune, I fear the pro-Cathedral would not 
stand the strain, I fear there is a very notable falling off in 
the collections at the doors...foretold by the "croakers"... I had 
faith in the attractiveness of real ecclesiastical music. But 
when the music of the church is sung Sunday after Sunday dismally 
out of tune, it is impossible to make a stand. Candidly I don't 
see how we are to go on. (95)

Martyn's reply dated 8, January, 1904 made out a case for poor acoustics;

and ended with a strong rebuke from a confident laymn to the Archbishop:

I am deeply sorry to hear from you that you have abandoned the
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idea of the school of Liturgical Music. Such a work alone would 
lead to the realisation of your ideals of excellence. However,
I can only hope that your decision is not irrevocable. <96>

Martyn was left to reflect wistfully; "How gorgeous it would all sound in a

fine church like St. Patrick's.(97)

JIartyn attended virtually every meeting of the Cathedral Choir 

Cominittee. The Cathedral Choir Committee Hinute Book, (from Friday, 28, 

November, 1902 to Friday, 26, June, 1926) contains many details of the  

workings (sometimes troubled) of the Committee. Martyn was Chairman for  

some twenty years. The last meeting which Martyn attended was on 31 March, 

1922. At the meeting of 28, March, 1924, Martyn's death was noted as was 

the Committee's "profound gratitude and admiration for all he achieved in 

the cause of church music and for his wise counsel and guidance as Chair of 

the Committee since its inception." <98) His advice about a Choir School  

had been totally ignored.

Martyn fought one last battle with clerics about music when Fr. 

Bewerunge was appointed to be Professor of Music at the National Univer

sity of Ireland. Martyn wrote to the press to question the appointment 

of somebody who should be considered ineligible for such a post;

He is not an Irishman. . .he is a cleric...A University of 
clerics in the middle Ages was appropriate because clerics 
alone possessed learning; but in modern times the reverse.

Martyn claimed in this letter that the clerics on the Senate supported an 

Irish lay musician but that it was "the parti-coloured and comic lay 

element on the grotesque Senate who prevailed..by a majority of one. (99)  

Martyn's passionate letter amounted to a strong public plea for positive 

discrimination in favour of the talented Irish laity within the education

al establishment. In the controversy which followed in a number of Dublin
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papers, there was much clerical outrage at such an attack on their rights. 

P.P., dismissing Martyn's letter as absurd, thoroughly approved of Bewerun- 

ge's qualifications "for filling the position and safeguarding those young 

people in the doniain of morals." <100) "A Dublin Priest" in a long letter  

to a Catholic paper associated Martyn with Gambetta and his friends in 

France and concluded that the principles of Martyn, if accepted, must lead  

to "the grossest forms of religious persecution." (101) In another Dublin  

paper a few days later, there was support for Martyn's stand against the 

marked preference for clerics in ffational University positions; "his letter 

reveals a side of his character of which possibly Mr. George Moore was not 

aware. <102) In the midst of the controversy, Martyn wrote to Vincent  

O'Brien in New York, who was on an organ recital tour of the U.S.A. and 

mentioned the new battle about Bewerunge:

I wrote a very violent letter to the Freeman protesting against
the Bewerunge appointment...It all depends on the public
indignation whether it is strong enough. <103)

Martyn was not suggesting that Bewerunge did not have all the

necessary musical qualifications on paper for the National University 

appointment. What Martyn objected to was the apparent perpetuation of 

a clerically dominated Catholic educational establishment as signalled by 

the appointment of a priest and a foreigner. A truly forward-looking policy 

would have appointed one of the Irish laity with the same or superior 

qualifications. As in all the other instances of Martyn's crusades for 

reform in Ireland,the "public indignation" was not forthcoming and Martyn's 

"violent" plea for the promotion of an educated Irish laity was misunder

stood by clergy who felt threatened by educated laymen but who pretended to

be most concerned about so-called dangers to students' morals!
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Towards the end of M s  life, Martyn described liturgical music as

his chief interest due to a love for the liturgy of the Catholic Church.

Martyn explained his position with a touch of humour:

The red letters of the Rubric...are to me what the stars are to 
the astronomer or (to put it so all may understand) what a 
pack of cards, a racehorse, a music hall or a golf links are  
to Handy Andy.I find in the liturgy an artistic compilation  
probably unsurpassable. <104)

What Martyn achieved for liturgical music in the Pro-Cathedral was made

possible largely as a result of the close musical alliance and friendship

between Martyn and Vincent O'Brien which continued to grow over twenty five

years. The image of O'Brien conjured up by George Moore, and most faunillar

to Irish scholars, is quite at odds with the reality of the well-rounded

popular Dublin musician who made many kinds of music. Moore wrote;

He would have liked to escape from the patter of this archaic  
music which he already foresaw it was his fate to teach, and 
to conduct till the end of his days. <105)

Martyn has written about the musical life which O'Brien lead successfully,

quite independently of his musical direction of the Palestrina Choir:

His other achievements as composer are shown in the Easter  
Cantata and fine symphonic poem "Samhain", as voice producer and 
conductor...amid much concert work,the Graal Scene of "Parsifal"  
and "The Dream of Gerontius"which no other musician has even 
dared to attempt.Moreover he has discovered and taught all the
chief singers of his time.He is a very rare product of our
country. <106)

The full range of O'Brien's musical activities were decribed in the Dublin 

Evening Mail <18, September, 1931). Exan5>les included his musical training 

of John McCormack and of McCormack's wife Lily Foley, his world concert  

tour with McCormack<by now a close frlend)ln 1913, his foundation of the  

Dublin Oratorio Society,his concerts at the La Scala Theatre,his conducting 

of "Hansel and Gretel" and his musical directorship of Radio Eireann.  

O'Brien's many musical achievements gave much pleasure to Martyn.
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Although, the Palestrina Choir was a success, Martyn was in no

doubt about the failure of the reform in church music in Ireland which he

had longed to implement:"! believed the old Capella had only to be rendered

by a well-trained male-choir to make popular liturgical music in Ireland."

He recalled the initial "revulsion of popular feeling, lay and clerical"

against the Palestrina Choir which changed into panic when Pope Plus X's

"Motu Proprio" appeared:

As long as we were a vague institution with no authority it 
did not matter; but now we were a standard they should follow 
or if they were ambitious, outstrip. Ve were indeed  
unpopular. However we had great. ..supporters,the chief.. .was  
the Archbishop.

Martyn took pride in the performances of the Palestrina Choir - "at its  

best.. .very fine".Yet he longed for a choir school in the Pro-Cathedral:  

"Ours is only a scratch choir,with no efficient control of the boys."(107)  

In his last review, Martyn did not mention his lost dream of an Irish 

Solemnes at Howth.

As he grew old, the reforming Martyn relapsed into the role of

dreaming recluse. There were a handful of witnesses who wrote about the

aesthetic isolation. One such witness was Thomas MacGreevy who recalled

Martyn in the Pro-Cathedral on a Sunday during his final years of illness:

Half-crippled with arthritis, one would see him making his way  
slowly up the aisle. And how pleased he was if, afterwards,  
one ventured to make an appreciative remark about the music or  
the rendering of it. He really loved his choir, as many less  
musically learned Irishmen than he have come to love it since.  
(108)

Just before Vincent O'Brien's death, MacGreevy attempted to set

the cultural achievement of the Palestrina Choir in an European context:

If contemporary Irish composers realised it, what the 
Palestrina Choir stands for in our musical life is much the 
same as what the religious paintings of the Italian, French,
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Spanish and Flemish Schools stand for in our artistic 
life. .. amongst the noblest utteranes ever made in that 
particular art-form concerning univeral truth. <109)

MacGreevy affirmed the spiritual value of the tradition of Christian  

Western European art which needed to be experienced, studied, appreciated  

and absorbed into the Celtic tradition at first hand in the National  

Gallery of Ireland and in the Pro-Cathedral. Another witness, Kaud Gonne,  

valued the Irish rather than the European dimension to Martyn's musical 

enterprise:

He was already dreaming of creating in Ireland and for Ireland 
the world's most perfect choir... He allowed me, whenever I 
could find time, to attend the practices of the choir..He 
succeeded in bringing that choir as near perfection as humanly 
possible. <110)

Kartyn the religious aesthete as seen though the eyes of the boys of 

the Palestrina Choir has been featured in a short story by Dermot Foley  

"Dear Edward". <111) Foley's story depicts Martyn's funeral on the 19, 

December, 1923 when <according to the instructions of his will) his remains 

were conveyed along with six other bodies from the dissection mortuary of 

St.Cecilia Street Hospital to interment in a grave for paupers at Glas-  

nevln Cemetery, the only ceremonial allowed at the graveside being the  

Gregorian chanting of the psalm "Benedlctus Domlnus Deus Meus" by the 

Palestrina Choir. In Foley's story, the St.Mary's schoolboys in the choir  

try to understand the strange personality of Martyn as they wait for the 

bodies to arrive in the mortuary boxes drawn by horses,in the pouring rain:

"And the long blue coat he had, " Barry chimed in, "with the fur 
collar and the black loops for button-holes. Remember? Like a 
Russian general."
"And the liitle duke's beard on him..."
"And the wheezes out of him, like he was bronical..."
"Ah, do you know what I'm going to tell you? Martyn was an old 
molly,only half a man. Can you imagine him ever drinking a  
bottle of stout?..."

"But a man like Mr.Martyn. ..Shouldn't he have a proper funeral
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with carriages and everything?"
"...and we shoulda been in the Pro this morning singing one of 
the Masses too."

The narrator of the story( a boy chorister of the Palestrina Choir) then

remembers a close encounter with Martyn who gave him a lift home after

singing a solo at a Sunday Mass:

He was a huge, heaving bulk beside me in the back seat, the  
swollen fists and bowed head resting on the stick handle.
He appeared to be asleep, but the eyes would open suddenly to  
look ahead. "You have a wonderful voice, boy" and down the  
eyelids would fall again. Once I heard the word "beautiful". 
Then, "soaring into the great dome" and silence once more,  
except for a wheeze in the throat. At Blnns Bridge in Dorset  
Street my door was opened by the chauffeur. "God bless you,boy"  
in a croak of painj I thought, "and pray for me."

This vignette enshrines a Dublin memory of the dying Martyn as a pious

and kind aesthete, grateful for the beauty of the treble voice, who was

viewed by his choristers with a combination of awe and affection

Probably Ifartjni first fell in love with boys' voices in Vagner's

"Parsifal" when he first heard the sound at Bayreuth in 1889:

Voices of youths singing in three parts, alto and two tenors  
barely accompanied by a few instruments. .In poignancy and
depth of their colour their singing might pass for a motet of
Vittoria...in Per Glaube lebt. a Donatello child polyphony 
for three soprani and an alto, boys' voices ringing out from  
the topmost cupola with all the radiant intricacy of a 
Benedictus by Palestrina such as., .the one for boys in that  
celestial mass of his...Lauda Sion.(112)

As an aesthete with many memories of liturgical grandeur

in opera, Martyn the frustrated reformer was provoked to anger against the

Irish women of the back parlours who held such sway over the priests:

Mrs, Bung and Mrs. Butcher and their daughters...arbiters of  
taste for most of the clergy... <who> have longed clamoured for 
female acolytes as well as female choristers. <113)

In the same Irish Review article, Martyn confessed his defeat as a reformer

of Irish Church art by acknowledging that "the pristine might of religious
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art appeals only to a few aesthetes. "

An iinpression of Martyn's potential and actual influence as a 

patron of Church art is only partly to be found in Moore's loving 

caricature of "dear Edward" or in MacGreevy's portrait of a cranky Catholic 

Irishman or in Foley's version of the aristrocrat among the Dublin chorist

ers. Martyn's own verses "Philip the Second" provide a more comprehensive 

context. (114) In the verses, Martyn praises the Escorial and its great  

Patron:

.... hugeness solemnised 
By art ascetic clouding like a pall 
In grandiose reserve the genius,all 
The artists,councillors,thy monks - here prized.
Vhat time were priests and orders civilised 
Vho tower the Church with art majestical! ...
Afar from thy bare cell where thou could'st hear 
Dream organ gusts mid liturgy severe.
Or sad Vittoria weave voice chords sublime....

Martyn must have envied the historical situation which allowed Philip the

Second to command all those artists, councillors, monks and priests to

help create "an art majestical". Rather like the Dictator of Agathopolis,

Philip ruled in a bare cell within his palace as a patron of church art.

Martyn's painful loneliness as the reformer of Tulira stemmed from the

persistent longing of one,without power,who craved for a mystical beauty,

which most of his fellow-countryinen did not and would not begin to

appreciate.

Martyn's reforms grew to include Irish theatre and education. 

Prior to analyses of these ventures, it is necessary to describe Martyn's 

battle within himself: as a member of a declining gentry class in search of 

a new national role and as a writer struggling hard to resolve strong feel

ings of misogyny. The personal battle will be studied in five of his plays.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DRA*A OF IRELAND'S DREAKIITG IRISH GEITRY

Finola: Why should the visions make you so sad, Maeve?

Maeve: Such beautiful dead people! They used to walk in the
oldest of these ruins before it was a ruin;they  
watched Goban, the greaat architect, building that
round tower. I see them now, and I see others who
lived long before them and were buried in that green  
cairn. Oh, I am dying because I am excluded from  
such beauty.

Maeve Act 1

The theatres on Agathopolis are characterised by a sacred purpose

and perform work by dramatists who do not indulge capricious public taste.

The subjects of their plays are often religious; and the drama,  
being a vehicle for enunciating high and philosophical truths,  
has more or less of a sacred character after the manner of the  
Greek tragedy; and deals with those old, yet ever new, springs  
of emotion in human nature, from which all great art has  
derived its glory. <1)

Martyn revelled in the conventions of ancient Greek Theatre. He approved  

of the unimpaired literary vigour, the strict codes for all performers  

who were restricte d to troupes of well trained men and boys in masks, and  

the elimination of the need for scenery and fashions in bare amphitheatres.  

After Martyn discovered Ibsen, he ceased to be drawn to the impersonality of  

Greek theatre as a protest against the distortions of theatre on the nine

teenth century commercial stages. Ibsen's plays convinced Martyn that the  

essence of modern theatre lay in its ability to draw on psychology. Ibsen's  

success at turning psychology into poetry was perceived in Lit tle Eyolf:

After the performance of this play in the Lit tle Theatre,
I went away with its exqulsltive music still trembling in my  
heart; I wished to be alone so that the exalta tion should not  
be Interrupte d...where subtle poetry finds expression in the  
most direct realism of speech...is to give the sensation of  
rare harmonies. (2)
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Vhat drew Martyn Irrestlbly to Ibsen, whose "naster genius soared

to its highest point in The Master Builder ",was how the master brought

"home to an audience with tremendous impressiveness how greater far is the

dramatic situation of psychology than that of the mere exteriority

expressed only in bodily action," The fact that Ibsen’s dramatic psychology

in logical sequence seemed repellent to average playgoers reinforced

Martyn's conviction that here was a form of art which challenged its

audience to think "consecutively" in the theatre. In ancient Greece, the

impact of the theatre had grown out of the religious tradition. In the

modern world, psychology provided the main source of illumination and

beauty. His passionate faith in the greatness of Ibsen caused Martyn to

become Involved in modern theatre. The ancient theatre began to be seen

as only the prelude to the modern:

Certainly Ibsen is the most original as well as the greatest 
of dramatists...He has invented a whole new world for drama, 
even more interesting than any of the old. He has invented the 
drama of the mind...Much of this was in a way foreshadowed in 
ancient Greek drama; nothing happens on the stage, only the  
action of emotion is advancing. That is how there is subtle 
affinity with the antique in the Ibsen drama...the emotion is 
leo-ge and simple in the antique, with the great Norwegian it  
is intellectually subtle.

For Martyn the musician,Ibsen*s style of dramatic writing closely 

resembled the symphonic structures of Beethoven by manifesting "a thematic 

development seemingly inexhaustible,..where each idea is exhibited,and made 

to recur and explained,and coloured with turns...like changes in varied  

keys. (3) For Martyn the nationalist, the national character of Ibsen's  

drama, "primarily Intensely Norwegian",stimulated further empathy with his 

hero. Under the inspiration of Ibsen, Martyn found that he could begin to 

develop beyond Morgante and write about his own situation in Ireland in 

plays that would be fashioned in the workshop of Ibsen.
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Jan Setterquist lias established, by means of detailed comparisons 

and contrasts, Ibsenite echoes in Martyn*s plays. Setterquist's invaluable 

work has had the side-effect of leaving the impression of Martyn ransacking  

Ibsen's plays for characters and situations, Vhat Setterquist's approach  

has obscured is the ongoing development of the author of Morgante.(4)

Martyn's reading of books by Carlyle, Rabelais, Swift and Pater  

largely helped him to fashion Morgante. His major prose-work was a  

synthesis of three strong strains: a satire against the growth of  

Enterism, a romance of Agathopolis and a quest for a self-interpretation.  

Martyn was never to achieve such a synthesis in drama. The satirical strain 

became muted in propaganda plays. The satire lost its philosophical drive  

and settled for local and easy targets; colonial rule in Ireland and the  

personality clashes within the Irish Literary Movement where Martyn felt he 

had to strike back at his enemies. The quest for self-interpretation became 

the central preoccupation of five plays over the period 1899-1919. These 

are the five plays by Martyn which deserve to be read and to be produced 

again; T M  Heatlier Field (1899), Mae^e. (1900), An Enchanted Sea (1904), 

GrangpcniTTian (1912) and Regina Eyre (1919). How these plays drew on Ibsen's  

drama for inspiration and how the plays themselves chronicle the writer's 

growing understanding of himself as aesthete and nationalist will be the  

main concern of this chapter.

Martyn's first venture into playwriting was The Heather Field,  

the story of the dreaming Irish landlord (^rden Tyrrell.(5) In the play  

Tyrrell falls victim to a wildly distorted dream about the cultivation 

of a wild heather field on his estate on the west coast of Ireland. For 

those who have read Morgante. Tyrrell has distant echoes of the Dictator of
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Agathopolis. Like the Dictator,the dreaming landlord longs for a fruitful 

life-work, as he stands looking not on the Aegean but on the Atlantic. The 

Dictator of Agathopolis is likened to an eagle in an eyrie above his sea- 

washed city as he moves between his gorgeous apartment where he entertains 

like Frederic the Great of Prussia, and his prison-like cell which has a  

marble bath and narrow plank bed . <6> The landlord's dream turns to total  

nightmare.The Dictator's ideal continues to be realised in the city which 

he governs. The Dictator is a symbol of triumph. The landlord is a living 

person who becomes a symbol of failure.

Ibsen once explained how he grounded the character of 

The Master Builder in psychology:"! don't write symbolically. Just about  

people's inner life as I know it - psychology, if you like..I draw real, 

living people.(7) To create Tyrrell, Kartyn moved from satiric romance in 

Morgante to a literary form of psychology in The Heather Field. What 

brought the psychology of Solness to life for Ibsen was the element of 

self-portraiture, a fact which was recognised, after his death, by a 

mistress:"In Solness, there is little that is not Ibsen." <8) Vhat brought  

the psychology of Tyrrell to life for Martyn was his own dangerous 

involvement in land questions at Tulira Castle. Symbolism in Ibsen is at 

its most eloquent in The Yild Duck because there is a single and precise 

symbol, that of the bird itself, which is central to the conception of the 

play "as though the wild duck were a magnet and the characters in the play 

so many iron filings held together by this centepetal force".(9) The symbol 

of the heather field is single and precise in Martyn's play encompassing 

Tyrrell's madness and the ways in which the other characters perceive him. 

The Ibsenite Influence on The Heather Field is strong in terms of the 

psychology, the self-portraiture and the symbolism. That still leaves the
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play's Imaginative coherence to be discussed.

Tyrrell was Kartyn's first version of the dreaming Irish landlord 

during a period of tenant unrest and agitation in Ireland. As Tyrrell's 

fellow landlord and close friend, Barry Ussher, puts it:"An unfortunate  

landlord must devote all his attention to keep a little of his belongings  

together In these bad times.(10) Tyrrell is psychologically ill-equipped to 

discharge his social duties in the neighbourhood. As a child, he saw 

nothing real in the world outside his fairy dreams, As a man, he married 

within the narrow conventions of gentry parties and balls in the county. 

Tyrrell's mind is happiest when he remembers travelling in Germany in the  

company of his beloved brother, Miles. One of Tyrrell's happiest memories 

is of boys singing Palestrina in Cologne CathedralHow pure the silver

voice chords soared to the vaults of stone! Pure as our Joy in those days.

>1
Fit music for those bright young days. (11)

A similar enthusiasm for church music In a great Byzantine

Cathedral was expressed in Mbrgante:

Unspoiled by any instrumental accompaniment, the choristers 
chant in thrilling tones those plaintive old harmonies of our
Greek hymns and responses, which ever linger eunong the mosaics
in the cupola, when silence has settled upon the lips that 
gave them birth. (12)

In The Heather Field there has been the shift from Greece to

Germany as the centre of church musical interest and a wholly new en^hasls

on the significance of the music for a particular Irish landlord travelling

in Europe. What Tyrrell, at the age of thirty, is left with back home in

Ireland are his art books to remind him of distant aesthetic pleasures;

TYBRELL Look,In this architectural book there are plates
representing some buildings we saw then. Here is 
a Romanasque house at Boppart on the Rhine...the
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bishop's house at Wurzburg...what a genius these 
medieval architects had. <13)

Tyrrell's aesthetic taste is expressed in a modest key, compared to

Theophilus who sings only the praises of the supreme Byzantine style:

This noble pile of white marble, which time has mellowed to a  
delicate waxen tint, with its superb gilded cupola,surmounted  
by a Byzantine cross of pure silver, and supported by minor  
domes of azure hues, rests on an elevated promontory like a  
great jewelled tortoise - a beacon to mariners a hundred miles 
out at sea. (14)

Tyrrell's wife, Grace, has no time for aesthetic enthusiasms, as

is shown in her reaction to her husband’s library:

GRACE Goodness me, what a litter the room is in with
all these books and papers..You imagine yourself  
the busiest man in the world; and as a matter of  
fact you have nothing to do. (15)

A general view of womenkind as totally uninterested in the forms of high  

culture is caricatured savagely by Martyn in his Invention of the all

female Chattergang Club, the most exclusive of all the clubs in Hell, where  

by the rule book all discussions of "ignoble" subjects such as politics,  

literature and the fine arts are banned and the sole content of all conver

sations on Club premises must be discussion of neighbours' dress, follies,  

vices etc. (16) Very similar sentiments are expressed by a man, Morgante's  

father Fitz-Ego, in his declaration of love for England:

For, after all, in England, is it not almost everybody's  
highest ambition to move in fashionable society? I should  
like to know what is the use of philosophy, art, literature,  
everything, if they do not lead to this result? (17)

The ferocious satirical attack on fashionable trends of women in Morgante

is now replaced by chiding the mores of fashionable society existing among

Irish landlords in The Heather Field. Custom governs the fashionable

ways of Grace and her friends, Lord and Lady Shrule. Grace boasts to Lady

Shrule that she made Tyrrell "a good match at the time" when he settled
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down to entertaining, shooting and farming. Things started to fail when he 

took to cultivating the wild heather field for which he had to borrow money 

unwisely, thereby plunging the estate towards total bankruptcy. Even Barry 

Ussher, who understands Tyrrell's obsessions, can sympathise with the 

predicament of Grace and her small son Kit. Tyrrell's choice of project is  

crucial to the dramatic situation. The project contains the ideal of re

claiming literally every inch of waste land on his estate:

TYEEELL: There is something creative about it - this
changing the face of a whole country...When from 
the ideal world of my books, those people forced 
me to such business, I was bound to find the 
extreme of its Idealisation. (18)

T3rrrell's final isolation is the imprisonment within his library, 

for his own safety, as a result of his irrational refusal either to travel 

□r to deal with his rebellious tenants. In isolation, he determines to 

continue with his project in terms which grossly parody the Dictator's  

attitude In his high-set palace rooms:

I can direct it Just as well from this room. There on the
writing table is my map with all the drains marked upon it..
like Moltke fighting battles from his study.(19)

As the heather field resists all domestication by Tjrrrell, so the dreaming  

landlord refuses to be domesticated by his wife. The madness suspected by 

Grace and the doctors reveal truths about themselves:" commonplace and 

unimaginative people who consider the poetic and original temperament to be 

a mark of madness."(20)

Barry Ussher moves to save the estate for mother and child. He 

cannot reach the dreamer who is hearing boys' voices: "The voices-yes,they 

are filling the house- those white-stoled children of the morning. The 

voices I hear them now as triumphant in a silver glory of song." (21)
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Barry Ussher ends the Tyrrell's story with an epitaph on an Irish landlord 

who has failed:" The wild heath has broken out again in the heather 

field. <22)

A gulf between the dreamer and nature has been explored. The  

drama lies in the revelation that both man and nature have each followed  

an inevitable course of inner truth.That human inner truth is well explored  

in The Heather Field, by means of a inental poetry arising, Ibsen-like, out  

of the struggles of the idealistic hero. Hartyn's self-portraiture emerges  

as the drama examines the alternative pattern of life which might well  

have happened if Martyn had obeyed his mother's command to get married,have  

children and became a respectable member of the county. The powerful evoc

ation of the fundamentally realistic situation of Carden Tyrrell also aimed  

at involving audiences in the in^ilications of a tragedy for Irish cultur

al life if the Idealists were destroyed. The play's impact on its first  

audiences in Dublin was considerable as was recorded by Holloway;

The applause was immense at the conclusion, and the actors  
were called and recalled several times, and finally Mr.Edward  
Martyn app>eared on the scene several times to receive the  
homage deservedly due to him, ere the delighted spectators  
dispersed. <23)

The dreaming idealist in Martyn's second play Maeve was not the  

landlord but his daughter. <24) In Maeve the landlord,old Colman O'Heynes,  

lives with his two daughters, Maeve and Finola, as Prince of Burren in the  

O'Heynes' Castle in County Clare. O'Heynes is planning to solve his 

impoverished state by arranging the marriage between Maeve and a wealthy  

Englishman, Hugh Fitz Valter. Ve meet Maeve on the eve of her wedding and  

discover immediately that she has an inner life of her own which draws much  

inspiration from contemplating the ruins of a round tower, from reading
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West Connacht poetry by the bard Dorban and from gazing at the pictures of 

Greek sculpture (white statues and wall ornaments) in one of the art books 

which used to belong to her Uncle Bryan. Maeve's aesthetic appreciation of  

Greek sculpture suggests she shares this passion with her creator who 

used Theophilus to voice similar enthusiams in Morgante:

For my countrymen combine an enthusiastic love of beauty with  
an absolute freedom from sensuality, which is the temperament 
in which the great sculptors worked...Witness the marbles of 
Pheidas; is there anything of voluptousness about them? Again,  
the rare beauty of form and movement in our youth as seen in  
the circus or exercising ground where the noblest traditions 
of the Greek Palaestra are maintained, accustoms the eye of 
our sculptor ever to what is fittest for his art.(25)

Maeve longs to discover links between Greek sculpture and the Celtic arts  

of long ago. She is full of theories about how the link can be observed  

in Greek and Celtic ornament. Maeve’s ideal is that the pattern of Celtic  

youth should follow the perfection of Greek youth , as revealed in Greek  

sculpture. The Prince of Burren knows little of his daughter's inner 

life. Like Grace Tyrrell, his utilitarian concern is to use inter-marriage 

to put an end to the family's shameful poverty. The wealthy Englishman,  

chosen as husband for Maeve, proves to be well-meaning and affable but  

is totally puzzled by Maeve's personal world:

HUGH I see nothing but ruins - that mysterious round 
tower - the stony mountains - and your gray 
castle through the leafless boughs of great 
ash trees...

MAEVE Tuatha de Danaan, those tall beautiful children 
of Dagda Mor. It is said they were the old people  
of Erin and were afterwards vrarshipped as gods.

HUGH But do you believe they are really gods?

MAEVE Oh, no - only a race whose great beauty still 
haunts our land. (26)
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A key relationship In the play is that between Princess JIaeve and 

the peasant woman Peg Inerny, a former servant in the Castle.Peg encourages 

Maeve to dream about an ideal lover from among the court of Queen Kaeve:

PEG Your love is dreaming among the rocks of these
mountains, Princess.

KAEVE Oh, how I have grown to love these stony mountains.

PEG They are the pleasure haunts of many a beautiful
ghost.

KAEVE The many beautiful buried in that cairn.

PEG Oh, what a world there is underneath that cairn.

KAEVE Yes, the great beautiful Queen Kaeve who ruled
over Connacht hundreds of years ago. (27)

Vhen Peg was O'Heynes* servant, she had Kaeve named after the  

ancient Irish Queen. Peg's claim to have a mysterious affinity with Queen 

Kaeve is accepted by Kaeve but rejected by Finola:

PEG Haven't I told you of the other life I lead, sweet
Princess Finola?

FIIfOLA Kaeve, she is a wicked woman. It is not right to
hold any intercourse with her. (28)

Unlike the Irish peasants in The Heather Field, who are a serious threat

to an indifferent Tyrrell , Peg provides Kaeve with the mythic way

back, by dream, to the ancient beautiful people of Ireland - a path which

Kaeve embraces fearlessly because she believes that it must lead to union

with her mystical lover whom she both creates and finds in her quest for an

ideal Celtic beauty.

KAEVE: I am haunted by a boyish face close hooded with
short gold hair and every member of his slender,
faultess body goes straight to my heart like a 
fairy melody. Oh, he has a long Journey; -for that 
land of beauty was never so far away as it is 
to-night, <29)

In Kaeve's strange dream there is a subtle blending of Greece and Ireland.
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KAEVE Oh, the beautiful frosty night! I cannot keep it
from me. The greatest beauty like the old Greek 
sculpture is always cold, My Prince of the hoar-  
due! My golden love, let me see you once more in  
that aureole of crimson sky. (30)

This intermingling of Celtic ice and Greek sun ensures the absolute freedom

from sensuality (associated by Martyn with the marbles of Pheidas) which

characterises the lives of the "uncloistered monks" of Agathopolis. Maeve

can be seen as an uncloistered nun, except that she contemplates the pre-

Christian world of Queen Maeve's Court Procession:

Presently as it advances it grows more distinct and then is  
discovered to consist of QUEEN MAEVE, tall, pale faced and  
fairhaired in a golden crown and gold embroidered robes; of  
BOY PAGES in garlanded tunics and wearing wreaths of roses  
upon their heads;of ancient Irish harpers with their harps etc.

The Irish gentry in the ancient world are celebrated by the Chorus of

Boy Pages, like choristers:

BOY PAGES Their bodies are graceful and majestic.
These sons of queens and kings. (31)

Martyn's previous celebration of his ideal world took specific Christian

Greek form as "the secret of the unexampled felicity radiating with

blinding lustre from Agios Joannes - that majestic Iceberg which soars

aloft in its cold purity amid the abominable seas of the world." (32)

What makes the achievement in Maeve so remarkable is the psychology and the

theatricality of action, both of which Agathopolis lacks. Maeve*s dream

world is not just presented but explored philosophically:

QUEEF MAEVE Those who have beauty shall see beauty.

MAEVE The immortal beauty of form.

QUEEF MAEVE Form that will awaken genius.

MAEVE Form is my beauty and my love. (33)

Maeve reveals herself here as the uncompromising aesthete amid Irish seas,

enthralled by Greek and Celtic beauty.
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The encounter between Maeve and Queen Maeve is written in a 

style which symbolically unites the world of the present and the past. The 

cold beauty of her lover, like a god, possesses Maeve;

MAEVE The sight of such beauty will make me speechless.

QUEEff MAEVE Then shall you find peace in his beauty. (34)

The last symbol of the play is Maeve imagined as dead by an open window. 

Death is a victory of will-power, as Maeve's sacrifices the prospect of 

ordinary life within an arranged marriage. Her ending is social failure and  

personal triumph. There is a dimension to the self-sacrifice which suggests 

political allegory. Early in the play Maeve holds the English mainly 

responsible for the destruction of Ireland's beautiful culture and sees 

the inoffensive Hugh as a representative of the bandit-English. <35) Just  

before the end of the play, Peg taunts the confused Hugh:

PEG You think I am only an old woman; but I tell you
that Erin can never be subdued.

HUGH I should like to know what that has to do with the
matter?

PEG Perhaps the Englishman may think that he already
holds her. Ah, she will slip like a fairy from his 
grasp. (36)

Yeats was a dramatist who exploited nationalism at this time.(37)  

He wrote The Land of Heart’s Desire as Cathleen ni Houlihan for Maud Gonne  

in 1902. In the first play, the fairy child lures Marie Bruin away from her 

husband to a supernatural life. In the revised play, Cathleen Fi Houlih

an is made to represent Ireland who wins Michael Gillane away from his 

prospective bride to the duty of serving his country. Martyn's Maeve 

was seen by early audiences as a form of political nationalism. Yeats 

described Maeve as a symbol of "Ireland's choice between English material

ism and our national idealism." <38) Lady Gregory admired }[artyn's play
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for "taking one into a beautiful dream vrarld", and noted that the anti- 

English "touches" were much applauded. <39) Certainly the symbolism of  

Maeve can be restricted to the conflict between Ireland's preference for

the world of ancient dream and England's preference for the practical world

of everyday life. Such a view of ICartyn's many-layered play is hopelessly  

over-simplified. Indeed the play simply lacks any depth of anti-English  

feeling. At no point is Hugh ever presented as a hard-hearted colonialist. 

Flnola is so well disposed towards him that she could well marry him out of

affection and restore the O'Keynes' fortunes at the same time. Martyn's

play seems far removed from the world of nationalist politics as George  

Moore recognised when he claimed about Maeve that "human emotion is the  

whole of the play". <40) The only politics implied in the play is the  

suggestion that Maeve's vision of Celtic beauty might inspire a nation's  

dedication to the re-creation of these ancient cultural forms in modern

Ireland and to the collaboration of gentry and peasantry in a joint

cultural enterprise for the love of Ireland.

The substance of Maeve is not propaganda but dramatic art which

explores the world of Maeve's dreams where Martyn "made a girl pine and die  

for a lover who had no existence, and gave it a semblance of truth." <41) 

Ibsen's art pervades Maeve in the dramatisation of the strong-willed  

aesthete in love with Tir-nan-Qgue and in the symbolism of the eloquent  

self-sacrifice of an idealist. Maeve is the only Martyn play to have the  

aesthetic and cultural idealism of Agathopolls relocated in the world of 

ancient Ireland. What has been added to Agathopolls in Tlr-na-Qgue is 

that nationalism has joined with aestheticlsm in a marriage. Maeve is  

an aesthete but also an inspiring nationalist .This is the role in which 

Martyn longed to cast himself.
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Kaeve’s personal predilections link her to Kartyn the Oxford 

Hellenist who shared her love of the white purity of Greek sculpture.

The whiteness of Greek sculpture was central to Pater's aesthetics because 

it represented the colourless image of remoteness and purity of beauty.  

Maeve's intense longing for her Prince is further masked by the fact that  

the love-object is a ghost. Is Martyn's praise of Maeve's romantic attach

ment to sexless beauty merely a clever literary ruse to avoid all suspicion 

that love of a beautiful youth can be fully appreciated without sexual 

desire? The idea of purity as ai^aesthetic necessity for the redemption of 

the beauty of the Greek sculptures of youths was crucial for Pater who was 

only too aware of the desire and guilt experienced by Christians after the  

contemplation of male beauty. In debates about Hellenism and homosexuality, 

the whiteness of the beauty can be seen as a mask for masculine desire. For 

Maeve, there is a chaste displacement of her passion for her Prince. Her  

chastity Intensifies the longing. Her death perpetuates for ever the  

longing. Her final wish for death is expressed in a fatal gaze which  

desires union with her lovely boy, solely as an object of admiration.

The lack of action suggests a state of paralysis. Vhat has happened is that  

human love has been sublimated into sublime aesthetic contemplation. (42)

Kartyn's tortuous self-scrutiny of his own desire for beauty in 

Maeve lay well beyond the perception of the Irish audiences who could see  

only the superficial evocation of a patriotic Irish Princess. AE's response 

to the text was typical when he acclaimed the play for "the current of 

subtle spiritual reverie which is characteristic of the awakening genius of  

the Gael." <43) In Martyn's Maeve ,the cultural nationalism tends to mask  

the Greek aestheticism. Only when the subtle interweavings of nationalism  

and aestheticism are perceived does the play's power come fully into focus.

>
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There are two country houses represented in An Enchanted Sea.(44) 

There is Fonthill by the sea where its fifteen-year old owner, Guy Font, 

lives with his aunt and guardian,Mrs. Rachel Font, who wants to secure the  

future for her daughter Agnes after the deaths of her husband and son. Fur

ther inland, there is Castle Mask where Lord Mask, some eight years older  

than Guy, lives alone after an Oxford education and occasionally travels to  

Greece,a country he loves. Mrs. Font has been socially climbing from a  

harsh peasant background by means of a cleverly arranged marriage. Now she  

would like to arrange a profitable marriage between her demure Agnes and  

Lord Mask. During a conversation with Mask, Mrs. Font wrongly assumes that  

he shares her belief about the importance of English influence in Ireland;

MRS FONT For everything best in the world comes out of  
England.

MASK And still I would love the Irish language and
culture more than it all. <45)

Mask has fallen under the influence of Guy who is an expert  

on the lore of the sea. Guy has learned his wisdom from the peasants.

Mrs. Font warns Mask about the Irish peasants whom she claims to know well.

MRS FONT Beware of them. They are dreadful. See what his
rearing has made of Guy..They like nothing so much  
as pulling the gentry down to their level. <46)

Mask ignores all of Mrs. Font's advice and seeks the company of Guy. Mask

longs to sail to the sea with Guy. Guy is mostly interested in enticing

Mask into the sea-caves, having been lead there himself by the sea fairie

of Mask Castle.

GUY I heard many voices answering my cry, until the
cave was filled with beautiful singing. And the
deep clear water became light and I could see  
down ever so deep - so many people.

MASK People - what were they doing?
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GUY They seemed moving around a man In a car made of a
big open shell and drawn by great fish with 
horses’ heads.

KASK Xanannan, Manannan. (47)

After Guy and Mask Join to seek out further voices and visions in the sea-  

caves, Mrs Font, feeling thwarted in her grandiose plans for Fonthill,  

rages against the pagan gods as evil spirits and against Guy who no longer 

seems to be human but to be possessed by the evil spirits.

MRS FONT He is one of those evil spirits, the Formors, who
haunt the land and seek victims for the sea.

Mrs. Font's own peasant background suggests a sinister solution by which

the real Guy Font might be brought back to life.

MRS FOITT Those who belong to the sea should go back to the
sea. (48)

Meanwhile Guy's revelation of the pagan god in the sea-caves inspires Mask 

to great enthusiasm and an illusion of closer friendship:

MASK Your life of vislon-it has awakened for me the
genius of the Antique.

GUY Vhat is the genius of the Antique?

MASK Youth and form - pale marble form - !

GUY Like the boys in the court of Manannan.

MASK I have dreamed it all in solitary days at Eton and
Oxford; and now your genius has made me see in
Ireland my dream of old Greece. <49)

The links between Ireland and Greece, an Important feature of Maeve's

vision and passion, are spelt out discursively in An Enchanted Sea as is

the love of Greek beauty In terms which would have hugely delighted Walter

Pater:

MASK The enchanted sea of Hellas taught me to find an
enchanted sea. I went to Greece from the Greek
movement in Oxford, where the luminous pages of  
Vinckelmann opened to us a vision of antique life.
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GUY I think, Mask, you see Greece everywhere In the
world.

KASK She was the beauty of the world. Youths and
temples transfigured in plastic sunlight - galleys  
gliding like swans in the white Piraeus, while  
their oars break into creamy veins the blue marble 
of the sea - !

GUY This is an enchanted sea.

MASK You have made its enchantment live. <50)

Mask is enchanted by his beautiful boy who becomes his sole guide  

to the visions in the sea which link Mannannan and Poseidon.Mask's enchant

ment with Guy is absorbed into the young peer's dream-world when he tells  

of a dream which he had in Constantinople on the site of Caesar's palace 

overhanging the sea:

MASK It changed my life: for a voice spoke to me in
that dream. It told me to leave that land and sea 
because they were dead. It told me to go where  
their genius had fled and was sleeping.

GUY Here in this country, Mask.

At the centre of Mask's national dream is the figure of Guy, the symbol of  

Celtic Revival:

MASK You child - you - because of your genius, will
kindle a nation's imagination.

GUY And what will you do, Mask?

MASK I will be prophet of all! (51)

Mrs Font moves to destroy this strange relationship, claiming to protect  

Mask whom she must save for marriage with the good-hearted Agnes. Vhen Guy  

has been duped into taking his aunt to the sea-caves, she drowns him and  

hopes that the death will be considered an accident. There appear some 

hostile peasants who have been watching her and are delighted to denounce  

her to the police in revenge for past social injustices:
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SECOiro PEASAFT Your life of wickedness is stopped at last. Sany 
are those you have ruined. Many of the hearths 
you have made desolate. Many are you now driving  
out homeless into the world. But your days are  
nearly done. (52)

News of Mask's death is described by Comnander Lyle B.IT. who describes how

he saw Mask searching for Guy among the rocks in a rough sea

LYLE Then suddenly there cane a mountain wave that
caught and swept him into the deep water...before  
I could come he sank. (53)

As Mrs Font awaits the arrival of the police,in despair she hangs herself.

Agnes is rescued by Lyle who loves her and promises her a normal life;

LYLE This lonely sea was suited to the visionaries who
have passed with their visions away. .You who 
have awakened to real life, can find no place 
here. (54)

In interpretations of An Enchanted Sea, too much attention has

been paid to Martjrn's own response to Ibsen's The Lady from the Sea;

The Lady from the Sea gives expression to that yearning and  
enchantment which the ocean has for certain natures. An 
enchanted sea! How can I tell the feelings that rise to the  
heart when we look afar to the sea - from the barren coast in
Vest Ireland...The Illimitable Atlantic with all its mystery
calls to us.(55)

Who is the equivalent of Ibsen's heroine, Ellida, in Martyn's play? Who is  

the Martyn character "full of mysterious truths in human nature"? (56) The 

two visionaries, Guy and Mask, are not driven by any obsessive passions.

We hear of their idealistic visions of Ireland and observe them exploring  

sea-caves together. Martyn has placed the visions of Guy and Mask well  

beyond any psychological probing of their inner lives and relationship.  

Their search for beauty in the sea-caves is purely philosophical,in the

way that Agathopolis lives in the hearts of the men who travel there in the

right spirit;"Our city has grown up and lives in the hearts...of men in the  

world, though not of it...drawn to those sunlit shores.(57)
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The lack of private life characterises the relationship of Guy 

and Mask as it does the lives of the men in Agathopolis; "The fact is we 

live much in the cloudless sunlight, transact our business chiefly in 

public...Privacy is almost unknown to us."(58) The absence of psychology  

in the depiction of the close friendship between the much-travelled 

lord who was at Oxford and his elfin-looking boy in a quest for ancient 

Ireland means that the play's central symbol of the sea-caves fails to work  

metaphorically and philosophically, like the Heather Field and Tir-nan-Qgue. 

The play contains some explicit statements about Mask's proposal for 

the Celtic Revival. The pair are bound together by a kind of pagan 

mysticism, passionate and sexless. As in Maeve.the quest for ideal beauty 

removes human beings from a life of action. Because the friendship of 

Mask and Font is all glittering surface, they do not inspire enthusiasm for 

the causes which they espouse, as happens in the case of Maeve's love,

The play's paganism was raised in a review of the text of An 

Enchanted Sea in the English Catholic Press which found the whole atmosph

ere displayed as morbid, unhealthy and irrelevant to problems in Ireland.  

Martyn replied evasively to the attack. He assumed that he was being 

attacked for his lack of the Catholic Faith and declared somewhat pompously 

that he was ready for the proper Church authorities to inquire into his 

"harmless and reasonable belief" that folk-lore lay at the roots of some 

great literature. The reviewer continued to press Martyn for an explanation 

of the total absence of any awareness of Irish Catholicism in his plays.  

Martyn was unprepared to explain any further in the Veekly Register. <59)

The symbolical use of paganism In Maeve and An Enchanted Sea  

is stylised and subtle. In Maeve. Martyn transforms a Hellenistic Princess
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into an ancient Celtic lover on a transcendental scale. In An Enchanted Sea 

there are very eloquent appeals for the revival of Celtic pagan culture.

One artistic failure in An Enchanted Sea lies in the failure to dramatise 

the all-male friendship. Both Mask and Guy pale into insignificance beside  

the moving relationship between the brothers, Tyrrell and Miles, in The  

Heather Field. Martyn's main dramatic focus in An Enchanted Sea became the  

destructive Mrs.Font who destroys herself. In his creation of Mrs.Font as 

displaced mother, Martyn expresses his deep-rooted misogyny not in a  

satirical mode as in Morgante but in the form of a psychological study  

which climaxes on the very brink of a collapse into melodrama.

Mrs Font is the most developed character throughout all four acts 

of the play. A widow bereft of husband and son, she desperately wants a  

secure future for Fonthill as a great house of the gentry. Her passion to 

improve Fonthill is like O'Heynes’ quest to restore his castle. In 

An Enchanted Sea , this materialist form of dreeuaing gentry is placed not 

on the margins but at the very centre of the drama. Mrs Font's inner life  

is explored. Her two driving forces are her fierce desire to see her  

daughter's marriage to Mask and her untamed peasant nature which remains 

superstition-ridden and determined to establish class distance between  

herself and her kin. Her ferocious opposition to any dealings with an 

enchanted sea is relentless and unalterable.

The influence of Ibsenite symbolism is very evident in the  

detailed horror of Mrs Font's suicide. The rope on the grand staircase at 

Fonthill is well established on a realistic level. The impishness of Guy's  

boyish games have turned her respectable great hall into a gymnasium. The  

rope reminds her of Guy's presence and she is drawn towards it when all
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other outlets are barred and the police are on the point of arriving to 

arrest her for the murder of the boy. The only act of self-assertion and 

defiance left is the act of self-destruction which is a pitiful parody of 

the glorious restoration of Fonthill about which she has dreamed and for 

which she had worked so ruthlessly and so consistently. There is a courage

in her defeat which she accepts before going to the staircase:

KRS FONT He is dead. I will go and sit with his playthings.
Leave me alone. Let no one disturb me till they 
come and take me. Then bring them at once to me.
They will find me there waiting - alone with the
dead. (60)

Vhat saves the climax from crude melodrama is the depth of  

Martyn's probing of the self-destructive drive in Mrs. Font. As a result 

of the understanding shown, the dramatist establishes a sympathy for a 

woman whom he must dislike intensely. Scant sympathy is shown for the 

similar gentry attitues of Grace Tyrrell in The Heather Field and of the  

Prince of Burren in Maeve.

An Enchanted Sea is Mrs.Martyn’s play, a realistic version of 

Amentia's grotesque ambitions in Morgante. Mrs. Font's ambitions for 

her daughter are relentlessly exposed by peering inside her twisted mind 

which aspires towards dreams of high social status. Mrs. Font is driven 

to indulge greed by unscrupulous actions. She is haunted by an obsession 

with old peasant superstitions and is continually being plagued by hostile 

enemies from among the peasant class from which she has arisen. Before the 

sheer passion and power of such a woman, Mask and Guy are very weak and 

ineffectual - it Is highly appropriate that both disappear suddenly from 

the action. A lack of an imaginative balance in the design of the play 

accounts for the pallid appearance of the Celtic Revival which is linked
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to Mask and Guy, surely a dramatic miscalculation on the part of Martyn.

Hartyn did not write a play for another eight years. He was never 

again to grapple with the theme of the destructive mother. Probably Ibsen's 

Rosmersholm triggered off the nesrt play Ora-ngecolnaTi. (61) The setting is in  

Martyn Country - the ancient seat of the Quinns near Dublin. Michael Quinn,  

the owner, is a sixty year old widower who changed his name to Colman when, 

as a nouveau riche, he brought money back into an old gentry family. His 

only child is Catherine who has qualified as a doctor and has developed an 

interest in women's rights. Catherine's husband is Lucius Devlin, an 

agitator for women's rights but also an idler. Having despaired of a fair 

deal in the male-dominated world of doctors, Catherine returns home to her  

father for comfort and advice. Colman has dedicated himself to the bookish 

study of heraldry and genealogy. Catherine regards the study of heraldry as 

"old rubbish" but agrees to arrange for an impoverished friend, Clare 

Farquhar, to act as her father's secretary. Feelings of affection develop 

between the man of sixty and the woman of twenty five.

Catherine is alarmed by her father's infatuation.She is panicked 

into demanding that Colman chooses between the two women. Colman's love of 

Miss Farquharincreases. The proposed re-marriage of her father provokes a  

mighty wish to destroy once and for all the mighty seat of the Quinns by  

manipulating the house's ghostly white lady. The climax of the play 

involves Catherine impersonating the Grangecolman ghost which frightens 

Colmam but provokes the impetuous Miss Farquhar to shoot contemptuously 

at the spectre with one of the revolvers kept in the house to deal with 

burglars. The shot kills Catherine who wants to die herself and to destroy 

the propect of Caiman's proposed marriage and continuation of the past.
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The new departures in Orangprni tnan are many. There is the absence 

of the Greeks and a dearth of mysticism. There is a ghost but the white 

lady of the grange is viewed socially as an occasion for old fears to rise 

in Colman. Catherine uses the ghost as grist to the campaign to strike back 

at her father. The play's central character is not particularly haunted by 

obsessive or national visions. Catherine,a woman of intelligence and modern 

opinions, is frustrated by the prejudices of society against women. She 

suffers the ineffectuality of her husband and the incorrigibility of her 

father. Martyn's plot obviously parallels the dramatic situation in Ibsen's  

Rosmersholm where an older m n  in an ancient manor is assisted in his 

studies by an attractive young woman with whom he falls In love. Ibsen's  

Eosmer, the liberal aristocrat, and Martyn's Colman,the reactionary upstart,  

do not share any personal qualities. Colman is viewed unsympathetically, 

for his sustained hostility to the independence of his high spirited 

and talented daughter.

Catherine's rebellion, born out of her father's view of women as 

Inferior, leads to the sense of alienation which she expresses in this

conversation about her husband who has become such a disappointment:

CATHERIFE He was one of the few men I have known who really
took women seriously. Besides his University 
career was so brilliant.

COLKAN That was your test for everything. You thought,
too, because women often equal men in their
educational studies, the sexes were consequently
Intellectually equal.

CATHERIB’E And I think so still.

COLttAir They eire not. Women are only equal to such men as,
for instance, your husband.

CATHERIITE ...But you are really against our rights.

COLKAN Yes. Because I advocate that the male population
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should support the female,

CATHERIITE Veil, I think it is despicable to be so supported 
and deprived of all rights.

COLMAff Then why are you here, Catherine? You want me to
support you, and at the sane tinie you want rights. 
(62)

The psychological warfare between father and daughter, actively 

generated by the father, prevents any mutual understanding flowering 

between them and prepares the ground for the crlsls-point when Colman 

chooses Kiss Farquhar, and Catherine is devastated by the rejection.

CATHERIITE I am hopeless and weary, and if this injury comes
to me, I don't care what I do.

COLMAM You are talking wildly. Vhat will people say of
you?

CATHERIBE Vhat will they say of you. Father? (63)

Catherine rebellion is compounded of hostilities: to her futile 

husband Lucius and to her father's love of Miss Farquhar. Lucius' futility

worsens as he thinks about finding a job.

COLMAN It seems to me you never do anything else but rest

LUCIUS It seems to me I do nothing but starve.

CATHERIffE Vhat have you been doing all this morning?

LUCIUS Vritlng letters - numberless letters.

CATHERIITE Look for work, I suppose.

LUCIUS Of course. <64)

Miss Farquhar distances herself from having anything to do with Catherine's

theories of life and is happy to bask in Colman's shadow.

COLKAN Ah, my daughter has always been so absorbed in
herself, you know.

MISS F I suppose she cannot imagine the pleasure of
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feeling an interest in the interest of another 
who is dravm to her.

COLKAN Vhat a difference there is between her nature and
yours.

XISS F Yes. I suppose because I'm no advocate of women's
rights.

COLMAN It's a pity - that their rights should change
their natures. (65)

The dramatist's sympathies are firmly on the side of the rebel who is shown 

with the strength of a man, in sharp exchanges with the type of "natural" 

woman whom her father prizes.

CATHERIITE . . . the only natural part for woman to play is that 
of a parasite.

KISS F Vhat a perverted idea. And with all women's
influence for good..

CATHERIffE ..for gaining such influence one has to degrade 
one's self too low.

MISS F You will never convince women of that.

CATHERIITE Hy ideal is too high for them.

KISS F You should have been a man. As a woman you are a
failure. <66)

Catherine's plan of total destruction deploys the resources 

of Grangecolman. Guns hang over the mantlepiece in Colman's 18th century 

library. A legend of the ghost of a woman in white is locally associated 

with the house. The very superstitious butler thinks that he has seen the 

ghost. The house Itself is isolated amid trees and lawns.In Autumn the 

place is desolate. Colioam's study of the past makes him susceptible to 

fears in the present. The sporty side to Miss Farquhar's character prompts  

her to banish the butler's fears by promising to shoot at the ghost if it 

ever crosses her path. The success of Catherine's plan of destruction means 

that she is killed in full view of the audience: a type of occurrence which
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Ibsen ever avoided. <67) As in An Enchanted Sea, uncontrolled emotion 

in a female character seeks a premature resolution in self-dramatizing  

melodramatic action.The new ghost of Grangecolman is the symbol which  

brings the action to a conclusion. The symbol grows out of the psychology  

of the protagonists involved. Colman's initial reaction of terror towards  

the apparition after midnight confirms his Inability to escape out of his  

historical cocoon. Miss Farquhar's immediate bravado reveals her shallow  

reaction to any level of reality which suggests hidden depths in human  

nature. Catherine's final curse is on Grangecolman itself, the home which  

she has grown to hate as a symbol of her entrapment and failure.

Catherine ends up as an odd combination of the modern and the 

ancient. Her modern idealism sets her at odds with the world of her father 

as she explains to Miss Farquhar:

CATHERIITE Yes. I've been a great enthusiast. There is no one  
who has had such enthusiasm for what is lofty and 
great and beautiful in life as I. I am proud of  
it, and also of my contempt for the sort of wisdom 
of such as you. (68)

Her ideals of self-fulfilment makes her feel utterly imprisoned within

Colman's respectable position as she explains herself to her father:

CATHERIITE All I know is that real life has somehow got  
near to me at last, and I loathe it.

COLMAN Yes, yesj that comes of shutting yourself out of
life.

CATHERIITE Or rather from life shutting me out from all I ■want
from life. (69)

The outraged father shows no mercy in his savaging of Catherine's idealism.

COLMAIT Yes, yes. ..the illusions of blue stockings at the
University. I always thought the University the  
beginning of your misfortunes...I am against high  
education for women who have no talent.

CATHERIBE As much talent as men -
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COLKAN Write literature, compose music, sculpture and
paint as well as men, and then tell me you are 
intellectually equal. (70)

Catherine knowingly uses the ghost as a weapon against Colman.

She threatens him with the terrible presence of the ghost in the house  

because she knows that while he is not open to new ideas, he is vulnerable  

to old superstitions.

COLMAN Why should it? Why should it? I tell you I've
never seen her. Who has ever seen her? I've never  
encouraged those stories about her.

CATHERIBE Father, you will soon see her. I tell you she will  
haunt you for the rest of your life. <71)

The final irony of the play is that it is the ever-practical Miss

Farquhar who is resonsible for possibly beginning a new ghostly tradition.  

Catherine will be the new ghost for ever seeking to rescue the ancient  

house from the grasp of the scholarly life-denying Colman.

Martyn's "new woman" fails to move beyond hysteria. Catherine's 

longing for emanlclpation remains at the level of a passive attitude as she  

cannot break free from the entrapment of Grangecolman, in spite of the  

fact that her father lacks the formidable qualities of a Mrs. Font. Her  

experience of life disqualifies her from being considered an Irish Hedda.  

(72) Martyn's stage of emotional development was not equal to the task of  

giving emotional complexity and universal resonance to his heroine's life.  

What is quite interesting about the play is Martyn's adoption of a modern  

woman as a mouthpiece for new forms of protest against Irish gentry conven

tions which are conspiring to destroy her but may eventually become  

the means of preserving the memory of her eccentricity. Martyn's last

attempt to look at Ireland through the eyes of a modern woman occurred in
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M s  last play Regina Eyre in 1919.

There was a revival of The Heather Field in the Irish Theatre in 

1918. Later that April, Holloway heard from Norman Reddin that Martyn at  

home in Tulira was greatly afraid that with the increasing atmosphere of  

political violence, "his motor driver should be conscripted and he left

i>
derelict without anyone to move him about in his almost helpless state.(73)  

Violence in Ireland worsened during May, Republican prisoners were ship

ped off to British prisons on suspicion of another planned insurrection 

with help from the Germans. From 20-24 May, a group of boy actors from the  

village of Crosna acted in Hardwicke Street Hall to raise benefits for the 

Irish Republican Prisoners Fund.No whiff of this violence in which many of  

of the Irish Theatre players were involved was reflected in the new play, 

Henry B.O'Hanlon's play The All-Alone, which was produced in June, 1918; 

a play slavishly imitative of The Heather Field and much acclaimed by  

Martyn. It was an unlikely time for the composition of Martyn's last play  

about an Irish synthesis of aestheticism and cultural nationalism.

Martyn told John MacDonagh that he was making one new departure:  

"I'll make a confession to you - that's what I tried to do - write a female  

Hamlet." <74)Five chsiracters in Hamlet each spawned an equivalent in Regina  

Eynfi., with the sex transferred in each instance. (75) From Hamlet came  

Regina Eyre whose mother has been murdered by her aunt who then quickly  

married her father. From Claudius came Dympna Eyre who murdered her husband  

and her sister before marrying her brother-in-law. From Gertrude came  

Magnus Eyre, ex-professor, recluse, father of Regina. From Horatio came  

Doctor Siveen O'Donnellan, close friend and adviser of Regina. From Ophelia  

came the peasant hunter Colm Joyce, in love with Regina from a distance.
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Vhy did Martyn select such an. ensemble of characters? One must 

rule out the explanation that he was attempting to update Shakespeare. <76)  

Characters from a well-knovm classic play provided a familiar group dynamic  

which could be rescued from the o b v i o u s  by means of the swopping of sexual 

identities. The generally known relationships also provided the dramatist 

with the possibility of exploring new elective affinities between what the 

characters represented. Martyn territory remained unchanged with Act 1 

opening in Glenduv's Castle - the home of the dreaming ex-professor, Kagnus  

Eyre, apparently lost in dreams of learning and unaware of the violence 

active in his household. The central relationship in Martyn's play is  

between father and daughter. The daughter Regina returns from university in 

Germany,after the news of her mother's death, only to be given by Dr.Slveen  

Donnellan a message from her mother which orders her to lead her father, 

her step-mother and herself to an expatiation for crimes committed. Regina 

discovers the source of the crimes within her step-mother Dympna and is 

determined to find a way of putting past crimes behind the family.

Martyn looked to the world of the last play of Ibsen for the

ideas to set at the centre of the drama. A mountain is the setting for the

resolution of Vhen Ve Dead Awaken. The highest mountain in Ireland, 

Carrantuohill, is the setting for Acts 3 and 4 of Regina Eyre. On the side  

of Carrantuohill Regina challenges Dympna to make the final ascent to the  

peak. Djmpna climbs, loses her footing and plunges to her death. Regina's  

scaling of the mountain peak provides the ideal and the dream offered in 

Martyn's last play for the way forward beyond senseless violence.

DR DONN See. She grasps the loftiest jewel in the crown of
our land. Wonderful.

REGIM Here is the Kingdom of quiet, with music of all
silences about us. Here is the guerdon of the
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contemplative soaring high like the soul beyond 
the body's enmity. Listen - strange welcomings 
reach me across the spheres, announcing fulfilment 
and peace. (77)

In Jew Ireland a laboured attempt was made to fathom the profound

significance of Martyn's symbolism:

Regina, pure-souled, reaches the top, but Dympna, unrepentant, 
attempting to soar to the summit of peace, is drawn down by the 
unworthiness of her soul and dashed to eternal destruction. The
play ends on a note of calm, symbolical of the peace of the
soul, attained after its long Journey to the heights. <78)

Such an approach is over-philosophical in tone. Further clues to Martyn's

meaning lie in Vhen Ve Dead Awaken. The artist Rubek and his mistress Irene

are destroyed by an avalanche when they scale the mountain's summit in the

total belief that love of art is the supreme good. Rubek's wife, Kaya,

in the company of her friend the huntsman Ulfhejm, returns to the safety

of ordinary life in the valley. The elective affinities here reveal that

"Maya and Ulfhejm return to what they think is life but what Rubek and

Irene regard as death, while Rubek and Irene climb upwards to what the

others regard as death but they regard as life.“ (79) Ibsen's dramatic

imagery implies that when the body dies,the dead awaken. Martyn reached

for a similar imagery to suggest the Celtic vision of youth-in-death in

Maeve. In Regina Eyre the physical death on the mountain-top represents

the abysmal failure of the person with evil in her heart to scale the

heights and the spiritual death on the summit is the death or conquest of

self necessary for inner peace and universal harmony. Regina's purification

of self inspires Magnus Eyre to call for new life in the ruined and starved

valley below."I would make her great in the arts again,as long ago.(80)

The promise recalls to mind Lord Mask's prophetic vision of a  

new Ireland:
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MASK The genius is here and will soon awaken, and he
will revive arts and trades and letters in our 
ancient tongue which all will speak again. (81)

How different are the vision, the ideal, the dream in Regina Eyre. An  

image of a mountain-top has replaced an enchanted sea. A sense of spiritual 

liberation has replaced a sense of psychological confinement. There is no  

emphasis on the revival of the Irish language or on the survival of a model 

of Greek culture. Dympna's violence is confronted and defeated, unlike the  

evil in Mrs.Font whose spell is merely perpetuated in her romantic suicide.  

The symbol for the Celtic Revival once was Guy Font, the Irish/Greek youth  

in Lord Mask's dream. Fow the symbol to kindle a nation's imagination is  

a fiercely independent Regina who as a result of self-conquest and self-  

discovery returns to the valley. The life of the Idealist is not symbolised  

in Tir—rtan-ogue or in the sea-caves but as the climber who reaches the 

highest point of Ireland from which she will descend to work for peace with 

new awareness and confidence. The Irish Castle or Big House is no longer in 

landlord hands, with the passing away of places like Carden Tyrrell's power  

house, but in the safe keeping of men of learning like Magnus Eyre whose  

wise learning will be of use to the present, unlike the pedantic scholar

ship of Colman. The final inheritor of the mantle of Ireland's dreaming 

gentry is the new Irish woman Regina Eyre who, unlike Catherine Devlin  

does not die in the battle of life by hating herself but lives on to  

replace Kathleen ni Houlihan as the inspiration for a peaceful Ireland.

From the examples of dialogue (reproduced in Studies). Martyn  

generated mental poetry from bare language after the manner of Ibsen.  

Without the full text, one can rely only on informed speculation In any  

discussion of Regina E yre. Vill a script be found one day to confirm or  

confound one's Informed guess that Martyn's last play was his best?
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Virtually all the Dublin critics (with the exception of Ifew

Ireland) put up a great wall of solid incomprehension against Regina Eyre.

Here are a few examples of determined critical resistance:

There are five people in the cast, and certainly no five people  
have ever talked so much and said so little in the same space  
of time. (82))

They all journey forth on a "pilgrimage of expiation". Expiat
ion for what is never made clear, for they all make themselves  
most tiresomely miserable and monotonously lonesome with 
apparent reason. (83)

Ever since Ibsen spoke of the mountain top, Martyn always gets  
his characters up there, why it is difficult to say. <84)

Such approaches suggest that Dublin theatre critics had not yet reached the

stage of beginning to comprehend the poetry of Vhen Ve Dead Awaken.

Edward Hartyn was never accepted as a prophet or a teacher of  

modern drama in his own country, in those times of destructive political  

violence or since. One great problem as a dramatist was that he had to  

work within off-putting conditions in Hardwicke Street. The actors were  

often experienced amateurs actors who were enthusiastic and quite admired 

their near-crippled director, writer and patron, Vho could blame them for 

not being capable of emotionally and Intellectually following the curve of  

Martyn*s imagination when it entered the regions of Ibsen's symbolic drama?

The hall was a cramped space. Mlcheal MacLlammoir,who painted  

some scenery for the mountain-side in Regina Eyre, has described the bleak 

conditions.

The stage was inadequate...The seating was haphazard in arrange
ment... Even the lighting was of the sad and glacial quality one  
associates with political meetings...The settings,except when  
Martyn got going on one for his mountain-side were,as well as I 
can remember,mainly curtains. (85)

Only in retrospect does a fringe venue like that evoke a moving poetry.
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These five plays, including Regina Eyre (which exists only as a 

few fragments quoted in mainly hostile reviews) show how Martyn the writer 

used the public forum of the theatre to explore the private shifting world 

of conflicting ideas and emotions.The total absence of any reference to the 

Christian religion in these deeply personal plays (apart from the reference  

to Palestrina in Cologne Cathedral mentioned in The Heather Field ) is  

suprising, especially in view of Martyn's activities as a patron of 

Christian art. Another rather suprising fact is that Martyn*s plays betray  

no interest in people caught up in the world of tortured morals which was 

featured so prominently in the characters of Irish priests and nuns who 

appear in the fiction of his friend George Moore. The plays express no  

concern for the dilemmas of Irish Catholic intellectuals as depicted in  

the fiction of Canon Peter Sheehan. (86) In these five plays, Martyn  

(utterly secure in the Catholic faith) looked for helpful wisdom from  

Ibsen's psychological approach in instances of psychic stress.

Over a period of thirty years, Martyn remained the Incomplete 

Ibsenlte because the span of Interest in the plays was limited to the 

single-minded quest of knowing himself better as an aesthete and cultural 

nationalist. Compared to the qualities of the epic symphony of ideas in  

Morgante. the plays generate a chamber-work level of lyrical intensity 

which still glows on the page after over seventy five years of total 

neglect on the stage.

Nowadays critics with an avowed interest in gender and class 

Issues in literature find much evidence of both preoccupations in Martyn*s 

literary work.

What is the true significance of Martyn's seeming progression
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from the masculinities of Agathopolis, a world of self-consciously celibate 

men, to the cosmic femininities of Regina Eyre on Cso'rantuohill? This study 

has shown that the misogyny, or early rejection of women, was an aspect of 

Martyn's rejection of his mother's early training. Only in the character of  

Mrs.Font is there a limited attempt to explore the psychology of the  

domineering Irish mother. Yet as early as in his second play Maeve. Martyn  

had begun to express his conviction that the universal truths arising out 

of aesthetic and nationalist ideals could take root in women as well as 

in men, indeed even more so. In Catherine Devlin, there is a full-scale  

woman's rebellion against a partlarchal status quo, in favour of the 

individual's quest for self-fulfilment. In Regina Eyre,there Is the  

emergence of a new heroic woman who is ready to inspire all Ireland, on the 

basis of a national way forward based on the expiation of past crimes. (87)

There is a strong sense of class-consciousness In these five 

Kartyn plays. The preference for the Irish country house setting is in all  

five. It was In the Irish country house setting, like Tulira, that Martyn  

began to read and dream about world reforms. Any cultural superiority of  

the Irish country house (as in the Yeatsian myth of Coole Park) is utterly 

foreign to Martyn's plays. The figure of Magnus Eyre, the true scholar in  

Regina Eyre, suggests that the new owners of gentry houses could become a 

new class to be inspired by aesthetic and nationalist ideals.

Martyn's five plays have not been acted for a very long time.

Yet they survive, in texts or in reviews, as an eloquent testament of an 

Irish aesthete and cultural nationalist who could not have written such 

plays without the example of the great Ibsen. Martyn was convinced that an  

Independent Irish theatre could also draw much inspiration from his mentor.
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CHAPTER SIX

BATTLE FOR AI IRISH LITERARY THEATRE

If I could have written peasant plays, which I could not  
because they do not interest me, in that the peasant's  
primitive mind is too crude for any sort of interesting  
con ĵlexity in treatment, I have no doubt I should have found  
my place naturally in the Abbey Theatre.

Edward Martyn, Ixisll Rg-Slaw. April, 1914

Edward Martyn's stirrings of Interest in modern theatre began

when he saw the first performances of Ibsen's plays in London. The first  

professional production of an Ibsen play In England was A Doll's House at  

the Novelty Theatre, London in June, 1889. The first collected edition of  

Ibsen's plays in English,under the editorship of Villiam Archer, began  

publication in 1890. There was much Ibsen to be seen in the London theatre  

during the early 1890s: Pillars of Society in July, 1889; Rpsfflerslipla in 

February, 1891; Ghosts in March, 1891; Hedda Gabler in April, 1891; The  

Lady from the Sea in May, 1891; and The Master Builder in February, 1893.

<1> Ibsen in London proved to be as decisive an influence on Martyn as  

Palestrina had been in Cologne.

George Moore began to entertain the possibility of becoming a  

a major dramatist. He wrote The Strike at Arllngford In 1890. Moore* play  

was produced in 1893 at J.T.Grein's Independent Theatre which had been

founded on the model of the Parisian Theatre Libre of Antoine and was being

run by a management committee of which Moore was a member.(2) Martyn wrote  

The Heather Field in the early 1890s. Moore worked hard to achieve a prod

uction of Martyn*s play. He made a special appeal to Villiam Archer, the  

self-appointed English Ibsenite, but Archer rejected The Heather Field  

because the play was not about an Important social problem. <3)
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Another Irish writer was trying to have his plays produced in the 

1890s. In 1891,V.B.Yeats was arguing,without success,for the creation of an 

Irish national Theatre along the lines of a travelling company prepared to  

visit the country branches of the Dublin National Literary Society. <4)

In 1894, Yeats had a production of The Land of Heart's Desire put on in a 

triple-bill with John Todhunter's Comedy of Sighs and G.B. Shaw's Arms and  

The Man at the Avenue Theatre, London, Florence Farr was the theatre's

manageress and Annie Horniman was the enterprise's financial backer. As

a direct result of this London staging, Yeats revised The Countess Cathleen

which had been included in Various Legends and Lyrics published by Fisher

Unwin in 1892. (5) Moore recorded the fact that he attended a performance

of The Land of Heart's Desire and was more stirred by Yeats* outrageous

dress and behaviour in the Dress Circle than by the "inoffensive trifle"  

of the play. <6)

Eventually Kartyn, Koore and Yeats met together in London at Pump

Court in the Temple where Martyn was sharing a flat with his Oxford friend

and barrister, Sir Villiam Geary. Yeats's bustling activities in London

during 1897 were recorded by Lady Gregory:

He with the aid of Florence Farr, an actress who thinks more  
of a romantic than of a paying play, is very keen about taking  
or building a little theatre somewhere in the suburbs to  
produce romantic drama, his own plays, Edward Martyn*s, one of  
Bridges*, and he is trying to stir up Standlsh O'Grady and
Fiona Macleod to write some. He believes there will be a
reaction after the realism of Ibsen, and romance will have  
its turn.

London's rejection of their plans led Martyn and Yeats to look to 

Ireland. Lady Gregory also recorded the meeting at Duras, the home of  

the Comte de Basterot, when unperformed Yeats's and Martyn*s plays were the  

pressing topic of conversation:
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I said it was a pity we had no Irish theatre where such plays 
could be given. Mr.Yeats said that had always been a dream of 
his, but he had of late thought it an impossible one, for it 
could not at first pay its way, and there was no money to be 
found for such a thing in Ireland. (7)

The outcome of the wet afternoon conversation at Duras was the drafting

and signing of an appeal letter by Lady Gregory, Yeats and Martyn. They

were eager to raise a guarantee of o£300 for the planned productions of

The Countess Cathleen and The Heather Field in Dublin. An old prohibition

forbidding theatrical performances for money in buildings not licensed for

dramatic performances would have to be changed,<8) Martyn became a writer

and the patron In the whole venture by underwriting all costs<which he

finally paid). He organised the application to the Dublin Town Clerk for

permission to give the performances in May, 1899. Martyn stated:

The plays proposed to be acted are of a more literary nature 
than are usually acted in theatres, and are not expected to 
appeal to a popular audience.(9)

Ironically the actors for the plays had to be found in London.

Moore's most vivid memory of the whole unlikely venture,in which he finally

Joined, was Martyn's compulsive idealism:

And now tell me, do you think you'll find an audience in  
Dublin capable of appreciating The Heather Field? Ideas 
are only appreciated in Ireland, Edward answered, somewhat 
defiantly. (10)

As an old man, Yeats addressed the fourth congress of the Allessandro Volta  

Foundation, held in Rome, 8-14 October, 1934 on the subject of "The Irish 

national Theatre". He gave his own definitive version of the foundation 

of the Irish Literary Theatre in 1899. The account glorified himself, Lady  

Gregory and John Synge as "typical of...what the historians called 'the  

Protestant Ascendancy', and it was right that we should give the new  

Catholic Ireland...a parting gift,the Irish National Theatre." <11)
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In the Rome address Yeats was concerned not with history-writing but with 

ideology. By omitting mention of Martyn and Moore, he conjured up the 

double myth of the Irish B'ational Theatre as a signal victory for the  

Protestant Ascendancy and for the victorious commander still alive to  

record the victory. In the 1890s, Yeats began to see his kind of theatre  

as a movement towards the creation of an Irish theatre and an Irish drama.  

This strategy was never in line with Kartyn who wanted, above all else, to  

find or found some organisation to produce his own plays and then to see 

mounted in Ireland other productions of both native and foreign examples  

of the Ibsenite "drama of ideas" which he had grown to admire so much in 

London. (12) By 1934, Yeats felt supremely confident that he could safely 

ignore the enemy in the long campaign to institute an Irish National 

Theatre. In victory he chose to ignore the history of the infamous battles  

on the way. A study of these battles now show what might have been, had  

Martyn not been routed.

The battle began with a conflict of ideas. Yeats's ideas are to be 

found in his essay "The Literary Movement in Ireland", written in 1899.  

Yeats expresses great admiration for the mythic appeal of peasant life.He 

dwells on the great cultural significance of Irish peasant life for new 

Irish writers. Irish peasants are so admired by Yeats because they have not  

become entangled with an economic view of what is best for them as good  

citizens. For Yeats, the wealth of the peasants lies in their treasure of 

legends which form the reality by their doors. Yeats urges the new Irish 

writers to learn from the beliefs and emotions of the unspoiled Irish 

peasants which m y  be found in tales of love and war. Such a habit of mind  

existed before ancient Greece shaped a tumult of legend into art. Yeats 

points to the unique opportunity of drawing on Irish folklore because the
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best of the European legends have already been shaped into plays and poems. 

In"A Postscript" Yeats identifies the greatest threat to genuine art as the 

members of the educated and wealthy class emerging as an Irish bourgeoisie 

represented by the kind of man "who has read a little Homer for the grammar 

and may buy a book for his pleasure, or who thinks his stable of more 

importance than all libraries." <13)

Martyn's expressed his ideas for Ireland in two short articles, 

one in Beltaine (2 Feb,1900) and the other in Sanhaln <Oct, 1901). Martyn's  

tone is not one of love for the peasants and contempt for the bourgeoise. 

His is the pragmatic tone of one who is eager to get on with the business 

of uniting all classes in Ireland to resist attempts to turn the country 

into a version of shabby England. Martyn the dreamer has turned reformer. 

The areas for reform are set forth. Irish Church art must be revived.

The Irish theatre must be rescued from English commercial fashions. Educat

ion and training must underpin the implementation of reform. In the case of 

the theatre, Itartyn suggests the establishment of a school for the training 

of the actors and actresses which ought to be funded by the Depeirtment of 

Technical Instruction. The value of a policy of home industry is praised 

for its vast economic saving to the country and for its refining educat- 

ational influence upon the artistic and moral character of the nation. A 

strong anti-Englishness pervades Martyn's arguments in the hope that 

the beneficial foreign influences on Ireland will come from the Continent.

Though quite brief, Martyn's articles convey a strong sense of

practical cultural purpose for the Irish Literary Theatre:

With a company of artists such as I have described we might 
put before the people of Ireland native works,also translations 
of the dramatic masterworks of all lands, for it is only by 
accustoming a public to the highest art that it can be led to
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appreciate art, and that dramatists may be inspired to work in
the great art tradition. <14)

The gulf between the worlds of Yeats and Martjm can be measured 

in the contrast of plays produced to open the Irish Literary Theatre. Both  

plays are about landowners. The landowner in The Countess Cathleen is a 

legendary figure in a medieval famine-infested Ireland with two demons  

disguised as merchants to whom the heroic Countess sells her soul in order 

to feed her beloved peasants. The play is written by Yeats in ornate verse 

like a medieval mystery play. The landowner in The Heather Field Is a  

nineteenth century landlord in the West of Ireland perplexed by problems  

in managing his estate during troubled times and in coping with his inner 

dreams in an unhappy marriage. The play is written by Martyn in the poetic 

prose style of Ibsen's symbolist treatment of social and pyschological  

problems. There should have been room for both kinds of play in a broad- 

based national movement, "but the differences between the two show that the 

intention of portraying a 'true' Ireland was going to be a very complicated  

matter."<15)

Yeats's ideal of Ireland focused on a peasant country inspiring  

its poets under the enlightened patronage of the Protestant Ascendancy. 

Martyn's reform plans were being geared for an underdeveloped country in 

need of an understanding of high art, of a pride in national organisations 

and of an appreciation of European contributions. Public debate about the 

cultural issues was disorientated by the newspaper controversy about 

Yeats's supposedly heretical play. In later accounts of the first season of  

the ILT, Yeats sought all opportunities to stress Martyn's over-pious  

conscience. The wide-ranging debate should have been about Ibsen's  

relevance in Ireland, <16)
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Ibsen's other champion in Dublin was the young James Joyce. Joyce 

planned a paper for the Literary and Historical Society in University 

College in October, 1899. Due to censorship by the Jesuit Father Delaney,  

he read it in the Physics Theatre in January, 1900 under the title"Draina and  

Life". Joyce boldly announced the death of all forms of drama, including  

the Greeks and Shakespeare. The brash undergraduate called for a return of 

real life to the stage along the lines of playwrights such as Ibsen whose 

play Ghosts was a work where the action which happens in a common parlour 

has universal impact. VIthin a few months, Joyce published in The Fort

nightly Review (April 1, 1900) a review of Ibsen’s Vhen Ve Dead Awaken  

which prompted the dramatist himself to convey his thanks to Joyce via 

William Archer and prompted Joyce to write to his great hero.In his review,  

Joyce argued strongly that the greatness of Ibsen's play did not depend on 

the action or on the incidents or on the conflicting actors but on " an 

all-embracing philosophy, a deep sympathy with the cross-purposes and  

contradictions of life, as they may be reconcileable with a hopeful  

reawakening." (17) Joyce's terms of approval of Ibsen had much in common 

with Hartyn's praise of Ibsen in this passage:

He has Invented the drama of the mind, whose outer action  
is all subordinate to the tremendous strife of will and 
emotions, which work out to their inevitable conclusion  
with a mastery of art that Intellectually delights a thinking 
audience. (18)

Yeats was opposed to the influence of Ibsen. In spite of 

conceding that his friend Florence Farr was a good Ibsen actress and that 

he shared the same enemies with Ibsen, Yeats was quick to ridicule the  

mundane conversations of A Pol1' s House which he had seen in London in 

1889. For Yeats, Ibsen was little more than a good journalist:

As time passed Ibsen became in my eyes the chosen author of
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very clever young Journalists, who, condemned to their
treadmill of abstraction, hated music and style. (19)

Joyce followed Martyn in allowing his enthusiasm for Ibsen to 

inspire him to write an original play A Brilliant Career. The Ibsen play  

which guided Joyce in his work was An Enemy of the People. Joyce's first 

play in four acts had as central character a ruthless young doctor Paul 

who is elected as the mayor of the town. Paul deals successfully with 

an epidemic only to be confronted by the woman Angela whom he betrayed 

on his way to his brilliant career. Villiam Archer to whom Joyce sent the 

play for comment said that the play was unstageable due to its very broad 

canvas of characters. The play may have had some personal significance for 

Joyce the medical student. The play shared with The Bending of the Bough  

which Joyce saw at the Irish Literary Theatre an emphasis on the  

municipal theme. Villiam Archer's rejection of the play probably led Joyce 

to use his German to begin translating plays by Gerhart Hauptmann whose 

play Hannele had been acclaimed by Martyn in an article "The Modern Drama 

in Germany" in 1899. (20) Joyce hoped that his translations might be put on

by the Irish Literary Theatre. When he discovered in October, 1901,that  

the next season of the I.L.T. would include Casadh-an-tSugain and  

Diarmuid and Granla. he wrote an essay denouncing the I.L.T. for utter  

parochialism. Joyce's memorable essay was rejected for the undergraduate 

magazine St.Stephen*s on the advice of the Jesuit Father Henry Browne. It  

was privately published and circulated by Joyce as the pamphlet: The Day 

of the Rabbiement .(21) In the pamphlet Joyce took sides in the private, 

though masked, dispute between Yeats and Martyn without involving the 

personalities in dispute. Joyce established his own independence by making 

disparaging remarks at the expense of all three directors of the I.L.T. Yet
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Joyce managed to strike a note of invective against the blinkered cultural 

nationalism of Yeats, with a forcefulness which Martyn was unable to match 

at any point in his campaign of over twenty years.The thrust of Joyce's 

anger was directed against the ILT.'s failure to produce European master

pieces of drama by writers such as Ibsen, Tolstoy and Hauptmann and to 

encourage Irish writers to find a literary model for work in a nation which 

"never advanced so far as a miracle play". Joyce ended his essay with an 

evocation of "the old master who is dying in Christiania",and a setting of 

ideals for the young generation of writers like himself who should look 

abroad. He echoed a line from Act 1 of The Master Builder: "I tell you the  

younger generation will one day come and thunder at my door." There is no 

specific evidence to suggest that Martyn heard this thunder at a distance, 

although it has been noted that Stanislaus Joyce had the duty of handing a 

copy to George Moore's maidservant at 4, Ely Place. (22)

Joyce went abroad. Two episodes in his later life throw some

further light on his early entanglements with the ILT. From 1914 onwards

Joyce made great efforts to have his play Exiles published and performed.

On the advice of Ezra Pound, Exiles, written in the Ibsen-style, was

offered to the Abbey Theatre in 1917. Yeats replied:

I do not reconnnend your play to the Irish Theatre because it 
is a type of work we have never played well. It is too far 
from folk drama; and Just at present we do not even play the 
folk drama very well. <23)

While Joyce was the manager of the English Players in Zurich, there was a

production of Synge's Siders to the Sea on June, 1918. Then in March, 1919

in order to show the other side of the Irish Revival, The Heather Field was

produced. Martyn was described in the programme as "follower of the school

of Ibsen" which was "a unique position in Ireland,as drsimatists writing for
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the national Theatre have chiefly devoted their energies to peasant drama." 

<24)

The split between Martyn and Yeats was not Just about peasant and 

non-peasant plays. Martyn's The Tale of a Town seriously disturbed the  

artistic relationship between Martyn and Yeats. Martyn decided to use the 

ILT as a platform for political satire. Yeats's reaction was that The Tale  

of a Town was "crude throughout, childish in parts, a play to make our

movement and ourselves ridiculous." (25) By the end of the third season of

the ILT.(always seen by its directors as a trial period) the directors of 

the enterprise had to face three major issues: the training of the actors, 

the involvement of the Gaelic League and the choice of repertoire. On all 

three issues Martyn and Yeats were to disagree profoundly.

Moore organised the English actors for the opening seasons of

the ILT. and described how he went about rounding up the English actors:

And then began the most disagreeable part of the adventure;
excursions to theatrical clubs in the Strand and in the
streets leading from the Strand; the long drives to ladies
who lived in flats in picturesque neighbourhoods, and 
arranging for these men and women to come to Dublin. (26)

In spite of the anti-English propaganda, Moore was in favour of English-

trained actors. The Benson Company,a leading Shakespearean troupe, were

engaged to present Diarmuid and Grania in October, 1901, on the same

programme as Hyde's Casadh an tSugaln. played by Irish-speaking amateur

actors. An earlier unease in reviews of the ILT.'s productions especially

in the newly established journal United T t -1 s ’h-m aTi ( where the critic was

Frank Fay) was expressed about the limitations of English actors playing

Irish parts and about the short-sighted policy of continuing to depend on

them. Frank Fay asked: "What is the use of using the title 'Irish' Literary
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Theatre if we have to get English actors because we are too lazy to train

them?"(27) Both Frank and his brother Villie were much involved in the

Ormond Dramatic Society who used to play a mixture of melodramas, comedies

and farces. They were also aware of the work of Antoine's Theatre Libre.

As practical men of the theatre, the Fays had to put on plays. Frank Fay was

prepared to put Ibsen on the same level as Shakespeare and Mbliere. (28) In

1901, the Fays went into association with Maud Gonne's Daughters of Erin to

produce Alice Killigan's The Deliverance of Bed Hugh which Yeats remembered

with great enthusiasm;

I saw William Fay's amateur company play Miss Mulligan's Red  
Hugh, an historical play in two scenes in the style of Walter 
Scott...I came away with my head on fire. I wanted to hear my  
own unfinished On Balle's Strand, to hear Greek tragedy,spoken  
with a Dublin accent.. .I gave William Fay my Cathleen nl  
Houlihan.. .A.E. gave his Deirdre.(29)

There was a strategic pause after the performance of the Milligan play

in August 1901. The last season of the I.L.T. with Benson's version of

Diarmuid and Grania and Willie Fay's production of Casadh an tSugain took

place without a decision being made about the next step.In the Freeman's

Journal in November, 1901, Moore was confident that business would continue

as usual with a new Martyn play still to the fore;

I should like to see The Heather Field performed for three  
nights and The Enchanted Sea(sic) for three nights, and I  
should like to see The Heather Field preceded or followed by  
a play in Irish by Father O'Leary, and I should like to see  
The Enchanted Sea(sic) preceded or followed by a play by  
Father Dlnneen. I am now awaiting Mr.Martyn*s answer. (30)

Part of A.E.'s Deirdre appeared in The Celtic Christmas. 1901.

The Fays met A.E.who agreed to complete the play and put it into rehearsal.  

Soon afterwards Yeats gave them Cathleen ni Houlihan. The Fays' Ormond  

Drama Company were joined by A.E.'s group of Hermeticists and Maud Gonne's  

Daughters of Erin for a projected April production. Best of all for Yeats,
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Maud Gonne was pleased to play the title role in his Cathleen ni Houlihan. 

Martyn's concerns at this time were with the publication of his two plays 

The Tale of a Town and An Enchanted Sea. Moore chose to involve himself 

in the Fay brothers' rehearsals for the April productions. He provided the 

opportunity to be dismissed as irrelevant to Yeats's new departure when he  

wrote to Yeats about the silly acting in A.E.'s play and about Maud Gonne's  

stage movements in Cathleen ni Houlihan. Yeats's awareness of new power was  

set down in a letter to Lady Gregory: "I have told Miss Gonne, to whom I  

have sent Moore's letter to do as she likes". Maud Gonne was glad to write  

reassuringly to Yeats: "George Moore doesn't the least understand the piece  

and would spoil it if we listened to him." (31).

Then Yeats suggested that Martyn should write to United Irishman

about the productions at St. Teresa's Hall in Clarendon Street.The programme

was headed "Mr.V.G.Fay's Irish National Dramatic Society". (32) If the plan

was to draw Martyn's fire, Yeats was eminently successful. Martyn wrote to

United T-riRhTiiaTi to denounce the acting with the exception of Maud Gonne

who "showed a mastery over the difficulties of the art to which none of the

other performers could lay claim" in the presence of "low comedy-man airs".

Martyn ended his letter with the hope that Mr.Fay's company "will improve

and be able to grapple with the more advanced forms of modern drama".(33)

Yeats used the predictable Martyn reaction to signs of peasant drama to

distance himself from the only Irish Ibsenlte:

I think the difference between us comes from the difference of 
our arts. Mr.Martyn likes a form of drama that is essentially 
modern, that needs for its production actors of what is called 
the "natural school", the dominant school of the modern stage.
The more experience an actor has had of that school the better 
he has for Mr.Martyn's purpose, and almost of a certainty the 
worse for mine...1 was delighted with the acting...I cannot see  
why it should not be the foundation for a National Drama(34)
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Kartyn's ideas were unpopular among nationalists like Arthur

Griffith, othervd.se a friend:

Ve are convinced that Mr.Fay is the man in Ireland most  
competent to train an Irish school of actors...Ve shall  
have Irish actors equal to any actors in the world and an  
Irish National Theatre which will command the admiration of  
other countries. (35)

Only Martyn's purse continued to attract attention. Frank Fay wrote to

Yeats:

I wonder whether Mr.Martyn would give a loan of sufficient  
money to build a hall and on what terms..he has been prodigal 
in the matter of "Palestrina"; of course, it's a fine thing to 
encourage great music; but there are other things that at 
present would be more useful and have a wider effect. (36)

His prestige also appealed. Vhen elections for the new National Theatre 

Society occured, Martyn was approached as a candidate for Vice-President 

but he declined the proposal. (37) Martyn's plans for the foundation of a 

school where actors would be trained to perform the best of European drama 

remained unrealised. Yeats's group under the Fays developed as an efficient 

organisation. There were Dublin performances at the Antient Concert 

Rooms, Camden Street Playhouse, Molesworth Hall and the Bathmines Town 

Hall. The company performed in other parts of Ireland such as at the Foynes  

Club House and the Loughrea Town Hall. There were London performances at 

the Queen's Gate Hall, South Kensington in May, 1903 when the plays put on 

were by Yeats (Cathleen ni Houlihan. The Hour Glass and The Pot of Broth), 

by Lady Gregory (Twenty-Five) and by Fred Ryan (The Laying of the Foundat- 

ations). (38) In contrast to Yeats's success, Msurtyn and Moore struggled  

with another amateur company called "The Players' Club" to mount product

ions in June, 1903 of The Heather Field and A Doll's House at Dublin's 

Queen's Theatre. The Players' Club went on to present An Enchanted Sea for 

the first time on 16, April, 1904 at the Antient Concert Rooms. Ten
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years later,Martyn described that production as having actors who, with few 

exceptions "seemed to vie with each other in an unconscious contest as to 

whether they should make themselves or the work more ridiculous." Martyn 

concluded that he was not anxious "to try my luck again with amateurs.(39)

Yeats made a report about the progess of the battle to John Quinn

on 28 June, 1903:

I am not afraid of its rivalry and think it is a good thing there  
should be two companies...Our people have neither the accents nor 
the knowledge nor the desire to play typical modern drama. ¥e 
will always be best in poetical drama or in extravagant comedy 
or in peasant plays. <40

When the Irish Dramatic Movement stopped contracting English actors, the

companies had to use Dublin amateurs. Yeats allied himself to Frank Fay who

was now Influenced by the ideas of the French director, Constant-Benoit

Coquelin. The fact that continental acting practices were being applied to

the Irish situation appealed very much to Yeats as long as the performances

remained true to the Irish folk.(41) Martyn found no teacher of acting.

Remarks at this time in Lady Gregory's letters to Yeats linked  

Martyn's name with an American-born drama teacher, Genevieve Vard, who 

had worked with Irving and Benson and was an admirer of Ibsen. (42)

Martyn settled nothing and had to continue working with the amateur groups. 

He maintained a stubborn prejudice against Fay's Players. This negative  

attitude was first noted when he wrote about seeing two silly little plays 

Cathleen ni Houlihan and The Pot of Broth. A reading of Holloway's diary 

for April 18, 1904 suggests an explanation for the the festering hostility. 

Holloway is critical of An Enchanted Sea and adds that " V. G.Fay put it 

for rehearsal at the Irish National Theatre Society and finding it imposs

ible, withdrew it after the second rehearsal.lt showed his good sense."(43)
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Fay's rejection contributed to the situation of Martyn as "an isolated 

figure, who had to depend on my efforts with amateur players of varied 

efficiency for seeing my dramas on the stage." (44)

The clash over acting, then, was won easily by the charismatic  

and resourceful Yeats and lost by the sombre and stubborn Martyn. In  

effect, the Fay brothers had founded an Irish school of acting.

In its earliest infancy the ILT was castigated by P.H. Pearse  

who objected to the word "Irish" because the plays were in English and 

exclaimed in a letter: "Let us strangle it at birth!" (45) A little later,  

D.P. Moran advocated a bi-llngual approach: "The Irish language is the  

keystone, but we must not mistake it for the arch." (46) While none of the 

directors of the ILT. were in a position to write a play in Irish, they  

were broadly in sympathy with the idea of presenting some plays in Irish 

and looked to the Gaelic League to find the plays. The first fruit of  

cooperation with the Gaelic League came from the Keating Branch who pres

ented their production of Casadh an tSugaln as part of the ILT third  

season,with Benson, in October, 1901. Holloway's reaction set a pattern of 

worthy approval of the dramatic efforts of the Gaelic League:

Though their efforts were crude from an acting point of  
view, the "old tongue" flowed so expressively and musically 
from their lips as...to make one regret that most Irishmen 
(including myself) have been brought up in utter ignorance 
of their own language. (47)

In 1901, P.H.Pearse was teaching Irish in University College and continuing

to write about the need for the National Drama Movement to develop plays in

Irish. <48) The annual celebration of the arts in Ireland by the Gaelic

League at the Oireachtas which was held annually at the Rotunda became a

platform for the Gaelic League drama groups.
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The Oireachtas delegates In 1902 went to Moore's garden at 4, Ely 

Place to see produced Hyde's An Tlnceir agus an tSldheog.(49) In 1904 

Seunius O'Beirne organised a group of Twin villagers to present his play 

An Doctulr which, though it was little more than a crude farce according 

to Yeats, was praised by the nationalist United T-rl ghuian. In 1905 there 

occurred the first secession of nationalists from the Abbey. A new grouping 

"The National Players' Society" was formed with Maud Gonne MacBride as 

President and with Arthur Griffiths and Edward Martyn among the Vice- 

Presidents. "A Great Veek of National Plays" was presented in October,1905. 

On 31, October, Hyde's Teach na mBocht was paired with Tlie Tale Qi a TOWP 

in the Molesworth Hall. At the end of the week Griffiths had to admit that,

with the exception of The Tale of a Town, most of the plays presented were

slight and served only the purpose of supplying the needs of local Gaelic 

League amateur dramatic societies.(50)

A second major secession from the Abbey in 1906 led to the 

formation of the Theatre of Ireland Company. Among the members of the 

Provisional Committee were Padraic Colum, P.H.Pearse, T.M.Kettle and 

Martyn. Among the actors who deserted were some of the Abbey's best 

performers’. Maire Hie Shiubhlaigh, Dudley Digges, Maire Quinn, P.J.Kelly, 

Honor Lavelle. Martyn was elected President in June. Griffith laid down 

policy: "The Theatre of Ireland must be bi-lingual and National, National 

in more than name."(51) The Theatre of Ireland produced on 7 and 8 December 

at the Molesworth Hall a play in Irish, Casadh an tSugain and a play

in English The Racing Lug: and an extract of continental drama by way of an

extract from Ibsen's Brand.(52) This programme was a perfect statement of 

ideals. In spite of correct ideology, the Theatre of Ireland remained a 

makeshift and precarious organisation.
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other nationalist amateur drama groups were struggling. Vhat 

drove them was not an impulse towards great art in the theatre but a nat

ionalist self-assertiveness. Martyn's propaganda plays shared the emotion.

The National Players Company considered forming a touring company to take  

plays in Irish into many parts of Ireland and decided to approach Martyn  

for support. Martyn wrote to the Freeman's Journal in support:

The people have to be coaxed into learning and speaking Irish.
It is not being preached at and abused by an organisation;but out of  
being amused that they will take up the study, and wnat is  
more amusing than the theatre? <53)

In an interview about his involvement with this nationalist initiative,

Martyn distinguished between the aesthetic and propaganda drama;

I do not believe it would do anything for the drama - at least  
not the drama from my point of view; but it would amuse the
people and bring a new life into the Irish-speaking towns and
villages. The people want to be amused and coaxed into taking  
an interest in the language.,.I believe the peasant of the  
present day who has no Irish to be the greatest lout in  
Europe. His mind is a perfect blank...The Irish-speaking  
peasant is a perfect gentleman. He had that innate culture 
from his wealth of tradition and story, and..if the Irish  
peasant lost the language the country will become a terrible 
wilderness. (54)

The whole thrust of these ad hoc observations was that they showed how far

the aesthete was prepared to support others in nationalist circles.

There were patriotic protests in 1907 in Thp T.oĵ r]p-p and elsewhere

against Synge's The Playboy of the Western Vorld. Martyn*s Maeve was

revived as nationalist propaganda. The Theatre of Ireland rented the Abbey

in Ifey, 1908, with Marie ITic Shiubhlaigh as Maeve O'Heynes.

Maire Nic Shiubhlaigh acted with a natural fervour, a sincere 
intensity, that pulled Mr.Martyn*s somewhat disjointed play 
together, and gave it life and force, and a definite meaning. 
...She dominated: Maeve superb,Maeve sorrowful, Maeve stricken,  
Maeve triumphant..the most notable piece of acting-the most 
characteristic and the most Irish - ever seen at the Abbey  
Theatre. <55)
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In contrast to the triumph of Maeve. the Abbey Players' version of The 

Heather Field In April, 1909 with Arthur Sinclair as Carden Tyrrell and  

Sara Allgood as Grace so disappointed Martyn that he declared that the 

Abbey Players did not have the powers to produce his work. <56)The Gaelic  

League's mission to find good plays in Irish was falling. The failure  

stemmed from the nature of the task which required much more than good  

intentions. The basic trouble was that no Yeats-like figure emerged in the  

Biovement to pull together the proliferation of amateur drama projects 

into an > artistic vision for the Gaelic League. Noone challenged writers  

in the Irish language movement to temper their nationalist passions with  

the highest artistic standards. The Oireachtas Itself drew up rules for its  

annual drama competitions which did show that somebody was concerned with  

the quality of plays in Irish. The instructions were often uninspiring  

pieces of technical advice like no frequent changes of scene, no elaborate 

stage fittings, restrictions of the number of characters to six speaking 

roles. In 1911, there was a prize for the best essay on the principles of  

writing drama. Padralc Colum was saying that plays needed to be rooted  

in rural Ireland and should begin with simple dramatic forms before evolv

ing as the native drama of other countries had done.(57)

Hyde and Pearse,both of whom wrote plays in Irish, were not  

primarily concerned with the development of Irish drama. Martyn did not  

know enough of the language to write a play in Irish. He did not arrange to  

have any of his propaganda plays translated into Irish. Martyn's abiding 

interest in the theatre remained far removed from the Gaelic League's 

battle for the Irish language. His play Grangecolman which Count  

Markievicz produced for a group called the Independent Theatre Company in 

January,1912 at the Abbey, showed no interest in the language question.
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The key figure in all debates about a nationalist theatre had to 

be John Synge. Synge was in an unique position in that he alone was faced 

with the dilemma of a writer who could write plays in either English or 

Irish. The nationalists were opposed to Synge for his view of Irish peasant 

life. In 1903 Maud Gonne led a walkout of actors from the production of liia. 

Shadow of the Glen. Griffith abused Synge for slandering Ireland in that 

play and declared that the play was reeking of the decadent cynicism of 

the Latin Quartier and London salons. <58) Martyn enjoyed the support of  

various secessionist groups, in his battle with Yeats's company. Amazingly 

Martyn remained silent about Synge in his Journalistic writings. In the 

Irish Review article of 1914, Martyn attempted to discuss the whole 

question of the Abbey Theatre as a folk theatre. JCartyn argued that the 

Abbey was "only partially representative of Ireland, it cannot be compared 

with those national theatres in Europe which represent so completely the 

Blinds of the various countries in which they exist." (59) By then the 

obstinate total silence on Synge had become deafening.

Vhy did Martyn choose to ignore the European dimension in Synge's 

work? There were questions which Martyn should have addressed. Synge had 

begun with Ibsen, then consciously rejected his influence. George Moore had 

written a letter to The Irish Times on 13 February, 1905 lavishly praising  

the "rare literary quality" in The Veil of the Saints. Synge's work had 

made immediate impact on European audiences in remarkable productions. 

Meyerfeld had produced The Veil of the Saints in Berlin during January,

1906. Musek had produced The Shadow of the Glen in Prague during February,  

1906. During his most creative years, Synge had continued to live part of  

the year in Paris. <60) It seems highly unlikely that Martyn was unaware of  

these significant facts.
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Vlien asked a direct question by Lady Gregory about whether he 

disagreed with The Playboy (after he had declined to become a Lessee of the 

Abbey), Martyn replied evasively that nothing that Synge or anybody else  

said about the women of Ireland could annoy him.(61) Synge developed strong  

convictions about the direction of cultural nationalism. Ifo account of  

Martyn's battle for his idea of an Irish Literary Theatre can now exclude a  

consideration of the opponent whom Martyn ignored at the time.

Synge wrote to Leon Brodzky on 12, December, 1907: "I wrote one

play - which I have never published - in Paris, dealing with Ireland of

course but not a peasant play, before I wrote Riders to the Sea." That play

was Vhen the Moon Has Set( a play in One Act). When Synge's first play was

read to Yeats and Lady Gregory at Coole in 1901, it was in two or three

acts. Yeats has recorded his rejection of the piece:

It is morbid and conventional though with an air of original
ity. The only thing interesting about it is that it shows his 
preoccupation with the thought of death...It was after its  
rejection by us he took to peasant work. (62)

The play shows the strong influence of Ibsen. There is a contemporary-

setting in a country house library in the east of Ireland. There is concern

for the plight of the intellectually torn cosmopolitan rich hero, Colm

Sweeny, returned to Irish provincial society. There is an ending with

Sister Eileen abandoning her religious vocation for union with Colm. Plain

language is used in a highly charged symbolical setting. The structure of

the one act version follows a design similar to Martyn's The Heather Field.

Synge's resolution of the drama is different to Martyn. There is liberation

and not a form of madness. Synge includes madness in the play, by way of

the peasant wisdom of the "madwoman", Mary Costello.

The Heather Field may have influenced Synge's first play. Synge
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had published CDnanents about the character of Carden Tyrrell:

The playwright has made of this dreamer, who confronts himself 
with great and chemerical hopes, a truly attractive character.
He wins all our sympathy beside his brutally realistic 
wife. <63)

In an unpublished article, Synge expressed enthusiasm for Hyde's Casadh an  

tSugain as an opening up of possibilities for the Irish Literary Theatre in  

the Irish language, if Yeats and Lady Gregory were favourably inclined.(64)  

The essential appeal of Hyde's play for Synge lay not primarily in the 

language but in the dramatisation of a folk story and a folk song to 

include a strong Irish humour. Synge's admiration extended to the dramat

ist who was a fellow scholar in Irish from Trinity College, Dublin. Hyde  

made important collections of Connacht songs which were to becone a source 

of inspiration to Synge in the creation of his own dramatic language.

Synge never agreed completely with the Gaelic League which Hyde

founded. For a start, he was not in favour of the objective of an

exclusively Irish-speaking country. Synge's own cultural interest in Irish

stemmed from his visits to the Aran Islands where he studied the culture of

the Gaeltacht by staying with the McDonagh family for some eighteen weeks

spread over five years,1898-1902. <65) Synge was sympathetic to the task of

saving the Irish-speaking culture of the Gaeltacht which he grew to know  
and

love,but found himself totally opposed to the questionable methods employed 

by the diehards to teach everybody "the incoherent twaddle that is passed 

off as Irish by the Gaelic League". <66) Living writers in English and Irish  

could not be seen in complementary roles.The former were "cultured" and 

the latter were "popular". The key question for Synge was;" Will the pop

ular movement absorb the cultured movement or the cultured movement absorb 

the popular writers till they are cultured also? (67)
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Synge's plays were often seen by Gaelic League nationalists as

travesties. The stories seemed crude and sensational and misplaced in a

National Theatre which ought to move well away from forms of stage Irishry.

Holloway's reactions were typical of outraged playgoers:

The Playboy is..the outpouring of a morbid unhealthy mind  
ever seeking on the dunghill of life for the nastiness that  
lies concealed there..Synge is the evil genius of the Abbey 
and Yeats his able lieutenant. <68)

The nationalist attacks from Gaelic Leaguers, such as Arthur Griffith, were

even more offensive, so much so that Synge poured out his scorn of the

propagandists in his notebooks. In "Deaf Mutes for Ireland", he ridiculed

the annual Oireachtas:

A Pan Celtic Congress is being held in Dublin. A large prize  
is offered for any Irishman who can be proved to know no  
English... the victor is put up to make a speech in Irish, he  
begins talking on his fingers - he is a deaf mute and  
advocates deaf mute society as only safeguard against 
encroaching Anglo-Saxon vulgarity.

In "JTational Drama: A Feurce” , Synge mocked the dangerous idealism of a

Gaelic League who wanted National Drama only " to shine throughout with the

soft light of the ideal impulses of the Gael...their poetic familiarity

n
with the glittering and unseen forces of the visionary world. <69)

Synge's decision not to write in Irish but use an Anglo-Irish

dialect of his own making was momentous.He wanted the widest possible

audience to enjoy his plays. Yeats explained the strategy:

Only through dialect could he escape self-expression, see all  
that he did from without, allow his intellect to judge the  
images of his mind as if they had been created by some other 
mind. His objectivity was, however, technical only for in  
those images paraded all the desires of his heart. <70)

Synge's dialect was a form of English fashioned out of Irish 

idioms and Irish syntax and developed to display many of the bitter-sweet
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cadences of the original Irish at its most eloquent.(71) As Synge worked to 

mint a new language, he grew to believe that his dialect was more vigorous 

than any form of Irish and any form of standard English. His impatience grew  

with Ibsen's "pallid" words in the plays translated by William Archer.

His own plays were redolent of Irish folk flavour, by means of the all per

vasive dialect. The structures of the plays were drawn not from Irish but 

from European sources. Scholars have argued convincingly that Synge absorb

ed structural influences from Ibsen and Maeterlinck. (72) But the European  

structure of his plays was not recognised quickly in Ireland, least of all 

by the European Martyn.

leither was the cultural nationalism of Synge's plays quickly 

understood in Ireland after the Gaelic League vilification of the plays.

A beginning of some understanding can be noted in the changing attitude 

of P.H.Pearse who called for a boycott of Synge's plays in February 1907  

but recognised Synge as a true lover of Ireland who had been martyred in 

June 1913.(73)

At this stage In the analysis of the battle for the Irish Theatre

Synge was an embittered opponent of the cultural nationalism of the Gaelic

League. When he became a director of the Abbey from 1905, Synge was

expected by Yeats to respond to the continuous demand from Gaelic Leaguers

that Irish language plays should be put on by the Abbey. Yeats reported to

Lady Gregory that Synge was planning to respond not by becoming Involved

with any of the many League amateur drama groups but by calling on genuine

Irish speakers from the Gaeltacht;

He has a plan for bringing a Gaelic company from the Blasket  
Islands, we will have to consider it presently. Synge would 
stage manage it hiniself. (74)
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Progress along that line of development became impossible due to 

the rapid deterioration in relations between the League and the Abbey. The 

League had an aversion to Synge's plays and the financial patron of the 

Abbey, Annie Horninnan, had an even stronger aversion to all Gaelic League 

activities in the theatre.(75) Little more was heard of the Abbey’s policy  

to put on plays in Irish. After 1904, SaTnhai -n made no further references to  

Gaelic drama. There was a production of Hyde's An Tinceir agus an tSidheog 

in 1912. The next Abbey production of a play in Irish was Casadh an tSugain 

in 1938. (76) In the Rome address, Yeats revealed the thinking behind the  

change of policy when he gave the reason why Synge never wrote plays in 

Irish; "We must put Irish emotions into the English language if we were to 

reach our generation." Yeats's view of plays in Irish was realistic and 

consistent. The fragmentation and failure of the Gaelic League drama groups 

was total, in spite of Martyn's sincere but inconsistent and ineffectual 

support.

Vhen the Fay brothers resigned from the Abbey in January,1908,

the issue of repertoire for an Irish National Theatre came to the fore.

Willie Fay has described the background:

From the first Frank and I had seen in the National Theatre 
movement the possibility of a real art theatre, and we had 
been led to believe that the Abbey Directors shared our 
vision...They imagined we had arrived when we had no more than 
started. We had a company that could do peasant plays..But we 
should have to show much more than that before we could claim 
a real art theatre. (77)

What had led to the resignation of the brothers was the rejection by the

Diectors of Willie's proposal to create a company capable of performing

any type of play, "whether low life or high life, prose or verse". A few

years later when Frank Fay was acting with the Marsh Shakespearean Company

in Dublin's Gaiety Theatre, Thomas MacDonagh, the nationalist writer and
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teacher at University College, made an approach to Fay to help in the 

formation of an art theatre which would achieve what the Abbey were failing 

to achieve. Fay was offered by McDonagh a salary of 36500 per annum, the  

possibility of using a theatre in Hardwicke Street, the prospect of helping 

to teach Shakespeare in University College and the opportunity to become 

"leader, trainer and principal actor" of the company. Fay became available 

in June, 1913 when the Marsh con^jany had finished their touring but nothing  

happened in the Hardwicke Street Theatre. MacDonagh and his friend Joseph 

M.Plunkett were on the editorial board of The Irish Review to which Martyn 

sent his inipasslaned article "A Plea for the Revival of the Irish Literary 

Theatre". Martyn expressed great dissatisfaction with Irish amateur actors 

who seemed to lack the intelligence and dedication required to perform in 

drama other than that of the peasant species. There was a re-statement of 

the old ambition to create a school of Irish non-peasant actors and non

peasant writers who would also be involved in the production of foreign 

masterpieces in translation and in full cooperation with the Gaelic League 

where the plays could be about peasant subjects. <78) Martyn's manifesto 

called for the creation of a repertoire of plays which would match the 

Abbey's track record in peasant drama in a new company. This was to be 

Martyn's last great effort at the age of fifty five to back a success

ful theatrical venture for a change.

Vith a policy of a new repertoire, Martyn was now determined to 

create an entity separate from the enterprise of Yeats and Lady Gregory.

The suggestion that the newly formed company could begin "in the Abbey, if 

they will let it to us; in not, in some hall" suggests that Martyn was not 

aware of McDonagh's tentative plans for the Hardwicke Theatre. Then the 

Irish Theatre was founded by Martyn, McDonagh and Plunkett on 1 July,1914.
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To provide professional company training, Martyn had to depend 

on Thomas MacDonagh's brother, John, who had just returned from a five year 

spell working as a professional actor in the commercial American theatre. 

John MacDonagh emerged (though not mentioned in the agreement) as producer,  

actor and writer with the new group. Article 20 of the agreement stated 

that there was a commitment to produce }[artyn's plays each year as a 

condition of his artistic and financial support. <79) Kartyn had said in his  

manifesto that Yeats' qualities in master-minding the Abbey were "Kapoleon- 

ic".Ifow it was his turn to show Napoleonic qualities in Hardwicke Street, 

as he led his two young republican fellow directors into what was to become 

the last desperate act of Martyn's battle for an Irish Theatre.

The Abbey from its foundation has been documented and lionized 

again and again in a writing tradition which began with Lady Gregory and 

Lennox Robinson. It took over fifty years for a motivated and skilful 

chronicler to gather and piece together much of the scattered information 

about Martyn's Irish Theatre. (80) Martyn's Theatre did amount to more  

than the sum of the fifty or so plays produced, many of them one-acters. 

There was enacted in Hardwicke Street an exciting attempt to sow the seeds 

of European drama in resistant soil. The Irish Theatre never became an 

established company. There was an ever shifting group of experienced and 

enthusiastic amateurs who depended on the inspiration of Martyn and the 

management of John MacDonagh. The two became close partners in the theatre.

The Irish Theatre opened with Martyn's The Dream Physician In the 

Little Theatre, 40, O'Connell Street, Dublin on 2 ITovember, 1914 while  

renovations at Hardwicke Street were being completed. Martyn chose unwisely 

to write the inaugural The Dream Physician as an exercise in Irish literary
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politics. The setting of Act 1 in The Dream Physician seems to be typical 

Martyn territory; a Georgian library in Shane Lester's comfortable town 

house. On a visit to his son-in-law's residence, the deeply Conservative  

Colonel Gerrard of Knockroe is very worried about Shane's election as  

President of the anti-Unlon League and about Otho.hls aesthetic son,who has  

fallen in love with Martha Moon, supposed author of a book of symbolist  

verse entitled Les Qglvales and a supposed grand-niece of the well-known  

Mayo journalist, George Augustus Moon. In spite of some attention to the 

plight of Shane Lester's wife Audrey, the real focus for the dramatist's 

attention is Moon or Moore. In Act 4, the literary politics hijack the 

whole play with caricatures of Moore<Moon), Yeats<Brummell) and Lady 

Gregory(Nurse Fernan).Martha Moon is revealed as an aesthetic fraud when  

Moon dictates the spurious aesthetic poetry to his wild-looking elderly 

secretary Birdie Vhelan.(81) Martyn turns his satirical spleen on Yeats 

when Brummell advances his theory of verse-speaking:

Birunanell: I have the mothers to stand on the platform with
their children in their arms, and as I beat time, all 
either together, or as I may otherwise signal, pinch 
their babies. A crescendo of pinching makes a crescendo 
of music. The harmonic result is as mystical and 
spiritlike as the timbre of the Sldh! (82)

Brunnnell goes on to use a Chippendale washhand-stand as a cue to Invite

Nurse Fernan to sit on it. With the Sister in position, Brummell halls her

as the priestess of the New Delphi and proceeds to chant;

Brummell: Meander cor Chios adelphos kal anthropos kai delon 
selsma.

As a very responsive medium. Sister speaks what Brunnaell Instantly dubs the  

language of Genius, the language of Prophecy:

SISTER: Ochon, ochon, ochon- Oh! travelling tallow face, with
parsnip hair flames, like stars faded in the watery 
looking-glass of a dung kieve... and your playing  
vanities fornith soupers and other blackguards the way
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they will be gingering you to dar dacant people with
many a horny slap on your oval back.(83)

The final image of his fellow-directors of the ILT is a farcical one. Moon

accidentally breaks the stand while trying to kick Sister Fernan who runs

away. Kartyn's final Icon of Koore and Yeats is of Moon with part of the

washhand-stand as a defensive weapon and Bruimnell raising his banjo as an

offensive weapon. (84) All the satirical points were solely focused on what

Martyn most disliked about what his former fellow ILT directors practiced:

egotistical cult of art for art's sake, posturings of self-appointed

geniuses, poetic incantation, occult practices, Fiona KacLeod/Villiam

Sharpe style of Celtic poetry and Kiltartanese.

The applause of Dublin audiences fastened on the sensational 

performance of John MacDonagh as Moon, ignoring the even more vicious  

dismissal of Yeats's "pseudo-aestheticism". When the text of the play was 

published in 1917, the critic in the Independent rejoiced in the caricature 

of Moore, quite delighted to see "crank, critic or author who unprovokedly  

harpoons his friends eventually impaled on his own weapon." (85) The rest 

of the play about Audrey Lester's destiny paled into Insignificance before 

the polemics of satire. Holloway was keen on the satire of Act 4:"This act  

would make a good music hall sketch if snatched bodily from the play with 

very slight alterations(86)

Martyn's anger with his fellow-directors persisted when his one  

act play Romulus and Remus (originally published as a supplement to The 

Irish People) was presented by the Irish Theatre just before Christmas,

1917. In addition to caricatures of Moore(Romulus Malone), Yeats(Remus  

Delaney), Lady Gregory(Daisy Houlihan) there was a self-portrait in Denis  

D'Oran. In this version of the ILT, the relationships between the founders
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are allergorized. D'Oran is a master hairdresser who has invented a perfume 

which is being polluted by his journeymen assistants who add ingredients 

like peppermint(the realistic Romulus) and dead flies(the folklorist 

Remus). The battle for the right perfume is an allegory of the battle over  

the text of A Tale of a Town. There is much face-slapping and hair-pulling  

between Daisy Houlihan and I&rs.Cornucopia Moynihan(Annie Horniman) over the  

affections of Remus: when Daisy wins, she keeps dropping sweets into Remus’ 

mouth while he rants on about a Queen Kaeve beauty(Maud Gonne). D'Oran  

turns out to be the hero. His ungrateful opponents behave badly, but he 

keeps calm in every situation and deals sternly with Romulus by ordering 

him to dress the ladies' wigs in time for a party at Dublin Castle. During 

the course of the play, d'Oran has to endure being called softy, burglar, 

bully, heartless brute,vile hypocrite; but he treats them with aristocratic 

contempt: "It is because you people are always deceiving yourself with 

regard to me...you fall to abusing and shrieking like hucksters. (87)

These two Jtartyn plays reveal a warped bitterness about his  

unfair treatment by the others, Romulus and Remus has a strong element 

of wish-fulfilment in the calm d'Oran. The plays show the opposite.Martyn's  

emotions were stormy in his laboured recycling of grievances of long ago. 

These propaganda plays may have seemed to be useful Journalism for Martyn.  

The impact of this petty satire on the battle for the soul of the Irish  

Theatre was minimal, even if the lampooning of Moore as Moon was a critical  

stage in the relationship between the two ill-matched friends. What did 

most to stimulate ideas for artistic development was the Irish Theatre's  

productions of Chekhov.

During a visit to Dublin in June, 1915, Moore wrote to the Irish
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Times about Martyn's growing interest in Chekhov and his own intentions

to attend the opening night of Uncle Vanya on 28, June, 1915. The public

reaction to the production was varied. There was some understanding of the

dramatic territory into which Martyn was now moving the Irish Theatre:

Vords are used sometimes with the power of high-explosive  
shells, but one feels all the time that words are extremely  
inadequate to convey the depths of feeling in the various 
characters; the outbursts are violent; but are not more
moving than the silences. <88)

There was very strong local resistance to this new style of play:

Few of the characters seemed alive or convincing - they moved 
about awkwardly - spoke listlessly and were mightily depress
ive... One could imagine people wanting to shoot each other in
Russia...The night was as dreary as the Russian house created 
by Tckekov in his play. (89)

Chekhov's Uncle Vanya made a considerable impression on Dublin. 

By January, 1916 in a variety show entitled "How Dublin Does It", Percy  

French played a Galway boyo Mickey de Screech visiting theatres in Dublin 

with Ramipt at the Abbey, melodrama at the Queen's and Gloom at the Irish 

Theatre. Holloway recalled, after French's death in 1920, how he had "hit

off brilliantly a Russian play at Hardwlcke Street Theatre. (90) A later

reaction came from one of the playwrights produced at the Irish Theatre, 

Elmar O'Duffy, who described in a novel how his hero plunges blindly into  

the fashionable Russian drama only to be cured by 'Uncle Vanya' at the

Eclectic Theatre where there was only one human being in the cast, "an old

peasant woman: all the rest were morbid,self-conscious, perverse, aimless 

monomaniacs."(91) Both French and O'Duffy ,in different ways, show how  

distinctive the style seemed to Dubliners. Uncle Vanya was revived In 

February, 1917, with Hyde's A-n Pnsadh .performed by the Gaelic League (Five 

Provinces Branch) as an opening offering. For some Dubliners, Irish and 

Russian characters began to seem kindred spirits;
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A people of lively imagination and soaring ideas, struggling 
for expression and life in a bog of ungenial surroundings and 
vanished hopes. <92)

But Holloway fiercely resisted the association by finding it all dreary and

by remarking on how Kerry Reddin's interpretation of the gouty Professor

Serebrakoff was close to the voice and manners of the gouty Martyn in the

front row.(93)

The production of The Cherry Orchard opened in the Irish Theatre

on 23 June, 1919. A few days before, Ifew Ireland published a Martyn article

about the play which highlighted the difficulties which an Irish audience

would encounter in understanding Chekhov's unfamiliar dramaturgy.

Ve are so childish in our dramatic tastes that we are per
plexed if any characters or incidents are put before us 
that we are unaccustomed to see around us in our social life 
of every day.

Martyn's way of teaching the Irish audience about the new form of drama was

to evoke an image of Chekhov's artistry as photographic montage:

He is a photographer of average humanity, an enormously 
clean construction of films, which he passes before you with 
a skill that makes such combinations that we are often touched  
with their pathos as with their primal sadness of life. In 
this way they occasionally rise to a universality that opens 
to the portals of true art where they abide with the achieve
ments of the great masters.(94)

For Martyn, the universal beauty of Chekhov's style grew out of a

dynamic dramaturgy which could create many subtle patterns in passing

pictures of ordinary life. There were exciting implications for a post-

Ibsen renewal. But Martyn was once more underestimating the local massive

resistance to painful change. D. P.Moran as the self-appointed spokesman for

the Philistines remained adamant:

If it represents Russian genius, well, we can't think much of  
Russian genius as it manifests itself in Russia. The play 
could be condensed in a paragraph. (95)
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Martyn's view was at the opposite pole to Moran's: "Everything in this wort 

of Tckekoff, from the incoherence of the dialogues and the inane asides, 

brings us face to face with living types." (96)

Chekhov inspired John MacDonagh to write his play Veeds: a fact

which delighted Martyn:

Mr.John MacDonagh's excellent play which was by far the most 
popular of any produced at the Irish Theatre. This play Veeds 
would never have been thought of, much less written but for 
my introduction of Tchekoff to our theatre. The stimulus...to 
apply the methods of the Russians to the life of Ireland.(97)

Veeds was produced in January, 1919.As the play has not been published, any

account of the Irish Theatre's biggest box-office success must depend on

contemporary accounts. The play was set in a Big House, Moore Grange, in

the 1890s and explored the clash between Robert Moore Senior and Robert

Moore Junior where the young man made some attempts to bridge the cultural

gap between landlord and tenantsC'the weeds") by advocating mutual respect

between the two cultures. (98) There was a range of characters representing

various shades of opinion including an old Firs-like retainer Graham. The

great popularity of the play was not overnight conversion to Chekhov-style

elements but to the subject matter, when a daily newspaper identified Moore

Grange as Portunma Castle, the home of the Clanricardes. (99)  The fifteenth

Earl of Clanricard had fairly recently died in London "notorious throughout

the civilized world for the remorseless determination with which he held on

to the feudal privileges of his class." (100) There was great interest in a

protracted death-bed scene where Moore Senior(played by MacDonagh himself)

died haunted by ghosts of tenants whom he had evicted as he still refused

to repent of his bigotry and greed. The heir of the Portumna estate valued

at i2.5 million was an amiable cousin, the Marquis of Sligo, who was in the

British Army during the First Vorld Var. McDonagh's version of Moore Junior
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as heir presented him as a Gaelic Leaguer in a kilt and interested in

collecting songs of the peasantry. For once D.P.Moran was pleased and

summed up the occasion: "very interesting play and the acting all round and

without exception was first class."(101) Veeds used the theatre as a forum

for ideas about a topic which had great emotional and intellectual

appeal to Irish audiences.The populco* interest accounted for its commercial

success. A well informed critic like Ernest Boyd saw enough style in

MacDonagh's dramaturgy to feel that it might well prove a landmark in the

development of Irish drama. Boyd very much welcomed the presentation of

landlord and peasant in a.' lively dramatic continuum:

Mr. McDonagh was not afraid of the breath of peasant drama 
which might breathe over his play, for it is definitely 
emancipated from old formulas.

Boyd praised the policy and practice of Martyn's Irish Theatre:

Sincere art and disinterested enthusiasm, backed by the 
generosity and perseverance of Edward Martyn, are slowly but 
surely creating a centre of activity which promises to restore 
the fortune of the uncommercial theatre in Ireland. (102)

McDonagh* s achievement must have suggested to Martyn that perhaps  

there could be an amalgamation of the peasant and the non-peasant play by 

having a play, after Chekhov, which could depict both in a convincing plot. 

When Holloway congratulated Martyn in Clare Street on the success of Veeds 

Martyn reacted with great caution by saying that he liked the play but that 

"getting across the footlights" was no criterion of artistic nierit,(103)  

Martyn seems to be implying that Holloway was probably praising the play 

for the wrong reasons. By then, Martyn distrusted popularity in Dublin. 

Almost twenty years before, he reported on having found examples in Germany 

of genuinely popular art theatre. (104) MacDonagh was holding out the pros

pect of this happening in Ireland in a form acceptable to Martyn.
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The usually sympathetic Boyd began to express doubts about the 

influence of Iben on the Irish Theatre vrith a reference "to the bloodless 

symbolism of pseudo-Ibsenite reincarnation". Boyd was thinking of the case 

of Henry B.O’Hanlon whose macabre To-Morrow (1916) was original drama but  

whose The All-Alone <1918) was a play lost in a waste of dialogue and  

speeches. Martyn took a very different view of The All-Alone failing to  

recognise that while O'Hanlon's play aspired towards the aestheticism of

The Heather Field, the play probably was not born out of experience.

In the O'Hanlon play, there is the Carden Tyrrell-like desire of the hero 

Esmond Everard to escape the designs of others for his future. He opposes 

a domineering mother, a sensible fiancee and a few scheming trustees. 

Everard's escape is to venture on a stormy sea as Syra lures him to his 

death. He leaves land with a sense of loss. His mother goes mad at the 

thought of the failure of all her hopes for her beloved son. Vhat 

impressed Martyn was O'Hanlon's treatment of the central theme of "the  

supernatural Interwoven with the everyday realities of life." Martyn  

declared that the play was the Irish Theatre's "most complete and consider

able work". He recommended the play as an educational experience for an 

audience "to use the Theatre as they would a picture gallery, for intellec

tual enjoyment." <105)

The play reads like an unintentional Martyn parody.A critic said:

There is a terrible lot of talk in it...Just one incident,
scarcely more, and that a commonplace one enough, is thrown 
into the maelstrom of words about phantom ships, weird voices, 
spirits of the sea and so forth. Such dramatic fare might be 
enjoyed when served up with splendour. (106)

Martyn felt grateful for O'Hanlon's imitation and flattery and disappointed

that The All-Alone did not repeat the commercial success of Weeds.

Martyn's own dramatic imagination moved well beyond the worlds of The
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Heather Field in his next play for the Irish Theatre Regina Eyre in 1919. 

Ibsen still presided in Regina Eyre , now it was the Ibsen of Vhen Ve Dead 

Awa ken. Whatever about the influences of Shakespeare's Hamlet and Ibsen’s  

last play, Regina Eyre (from the reports) was a deeply personal plea for 

peace in a violent Ireland.(107) Martyn's last words written for the Irish 

stage were an urgent message to the Irish nation on the lips of Professor 

Eyre after the death of Dympna; "I would generate this starved and ruined 

country whose gifted people are barbarised by the dual despotism of a half

civilised master." (108)

For Boyd, the way forward for the Irish Theatre should arise not 

under the shadow of Martyn's Ibsen but by going down the road of develop

ment suggested by MacDonagh's Chekhov. Boyd encouraged the Irish Theatre  

to look to the future by looking beyond Just a few dramatists to the many  

other playwrights from Oermany, Denmark and Spain. Boyd was confident that  

if the Irish Theatre became more open and flexible, they could become the 

centre of European styles of drama in Ireland. There certainly was a 

role for an Irish theatre as a proponent of a policy of promoting the 

the best in European developments. In practice, Martyn's Irish Theatre 

was attempting to do this by performing plays by Chekhov, Ibsen, Strind

berg, Maeterlinck, Villiers de L'Isle-Adam.(109) The selection of plays,  

given the experimental nature of the venture, was mostly confined to one- 

act ers.

The track record of continental drama at the Abbey was very  

patchy. The first foreign play that was effectively produced by the Abbey 

was Maeterlinck's Interior with an Englishman in control. Ben Iden Payne  

was appointed by Annie Horniman to rescue Continental plays from Irish
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neglect and naltreatnent. <110) Yeats proposed a second company to

play international drama but Synge objected. Yeats was surprised by Synge's

strong views:

Synge, who liad not hitherto opposed me, thought the matter so 
important that he did so in a formal letter, ..he disliked  
modern drama for its sterility of speech and perhaps ignored  
it...we would create nothing if we did not give all our  
thoughts to Ireland. (Ill)

Lady Gregory was in agreement with Synge; "Whatever I myself have

written...has come from my own surroundings, my own parish, my own home."

<112) The insularity of viewpoint adopted by Synge and Lady Gregory

suggests that they both felt that there was little inspiration for them

in Irish productions of modern European plays.

It was not until 1919 that the cause of European drama was  

defended by anyone associated with the Abbey management. Then Lennox  

Robinson, who remained strangely silent about the achievements of the Irish  

Theatre, founded the subscription-funded Dublin Drama League to produce the  

Croatian Srgjan Tucic’s anti-war play The Liberators. Shortly after that  

production, a public debate was held between Yeats and Robinson under the 

chairmanship of T.C.Murray on the topic:"The Abbey Theatre - Past and  

Present"<30 March, 1919). Robinson argued strongly that the "National" 

Theatre should play not only native works but plays from all over the  

world.One of the major benefits for Irish theatre would be "being brought  

into touch with other minds who have different values for life...suddenly  

we shall discover the rich material that lies to our hand here in Ireland." 

<113) Yeats argued that the performance of modern European drama must be  

incidental to the main work of the Abbey as a National Theatre because he  

expected that the new Irish realistic dramatists would get their inspirat

ion and form from an Irish tradition to be found in the plays of Synge and
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such plays like T.C.Murray's Maurice Harte. never from Ibsen. (114))

In 1919, the lines in the battle for the Irish theatre were  

somewhat redrawn on the question of an international repertoire. At the  

Abbey, Robinson sought to run a company in a more European direction,  

not a new idea because Martyn had been following the policy for about  

five years. <115) Robinson was determined to ignore the record,indeed  

the very existence, of the Irish Theatre. Both the Dublin Drama League and  

the Irish Theatre cast from a common pool of players for individual 

productions during the one year of concurrent existence. In the Irish 

Theatre, Kartyn pressed on as usual with his crusade for European drama.

The last performance at the Irish Theatre was the last performance of a  

revival of The Cherry Orchard on 31 January, 1920. A description of  

the sudden demise of Kartyn*s project will suggest how he lost the last  

battle and why he lost the war against the Abbey.

The first signs of a possible collapse of Martyn's Theatre 

appeared with MacDonagh's ambitions. He decided to leave the company to  

work with the Film Company of Ireland which was given a jE250,000 Irish  

republican loan from the Dail for nationalistic use of the film medium.

This was a direct consequence of the filming of Villle Reilly and His  

Colleen Bawn. produced by MacDonagh and filmed in the grounds of Saint  

Enda's in 1919. For the author of the successful Veeds. film began to seem 

the way forward for nationalist art. He confided in Holloway in July, 1919  

that he was growing tired of the pokey Hardwlcke Street hall and of the  

task of forcing "heavy theatre" on unwilling audiences.(116)

Then Martyn replaced MacDonagh with Robert Herdman Pender. Pender  

was a British citizen who had been interned in Germany during the war.
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Vliy Martyn decided to employ this newcomer to Dublin remains obscure. 

Pender's first job was to produce the revival of The Cherry Orchard in 

January, 1920. From the beginning the company was uneasy about Pender  

because he was an Englishman in a republican company, a mysterious outsider  

and too great a contrast to the vibrant personality of MacDonagh. Martyn 

insisted that the new producer revive Chekhov <117).

On 16, February, 1920 Norman Eeddin spoke about "The Irish  

Theatre" at a meeting of the National Literary Society with Martyn and 

Pender in the audience.Reddin's thesis was that the battle between Martyn 

and Yeats - unlike most disputes in Ireland - had produced something  

worthwhile, in that the Irish Theatre was the complement of the Abbey  

Theatre: "neither one is complete without the other". Reddin repeated 

Martyn's long-held conviction that the production of foreign masterpieces 

would provide models at home for aspiring young dramatists to write plays 

in new ways about modern Ireland.Much praise was heaped on John MacDonagh's 

achievements. <118) Pender's first production on his own was scheduled for  

February and March, 1920. The play was The Pursuers by Moirin Fox Cheavasa.  

The play was described by Martyn as a play which "dealt with ancient Irish 

life, and that the scenery was a matter requiring considerable care."(119)  

The play was a non-European choice for the Irish Theatre.Soon the play 

had to be abandoned in March due to conflicts within the company under 

Pender.(120)

The end came when Martyn was informed that Countess Plunkett  

was cancelling the lease on the Hardwicke Street Hall probably because the  

original links between the Irish Theatre and the Plunkett family had become  

distant and frayed.There were other uses for the property, (121) Martyn
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was in the middle of correspondence with a young dramatist, Frank J.Hugh 

O'Donnell, about his play The Grey Gull which had been turned down by the 

Abbey in 1919. Street violence and British army curfews were destroying  

life in Dublin. Kerry Reddin took emergency shelter in Martyn's rooms  

while soldiers were searching Leinster Street on 28 December, 1920. (122)

In May 1921, Martyn published his last public pronouncement on  

the state of Irish Theatre. It was a sweepingly harsh indictment of the 

actors. Martyn found actors wanting in concern for the advancement of Art  

and too often interested not in ideas but in personal vanity. <123)The reply  

to this sour attack was penned by F. J.McCormick, (124) McCormick referred  

to the unpopularity of the drama of ideas which too often reduced the play

er to a mere transmitter of philosophical speculations. The average 

professional actor wanted to express full-blooded human emotions and 

portray normal humanity of ordinary drama. The demand for realism which had 

haunted literary theatre in Ireland for over twenty years was being raised 

from a leading actor's viewpoint. Vhen will Irish dramatists (apart from a 

genius like Synge) write art-plays with which Irish actors can involve 

themselves emotionally and with which Irish audiences can become imaginat

ively involved?

A polarisation of the Abbey and the Irish Theatre prevented any  

synthesis of the two ideologies. By 1920 the battle had been hopelessly  

reduced to acrimonious exchanges. The Irish Theatre died. The Abbey managed  

to survive with its considerable legacy largely intact. Its great mentors 

Yeats and Synge are still powerful influences in the direction of the Irish 

theatre. Vhy the Irish Theatre tradition and Martyn's legacy died out so  

completely must now be examined.
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At the heart of the Irish Theatre, there was a paradox which was 

a source of strength and vulnerability. The paradox was that at the head 

of this group of republican actors who believed in the use of physical 

force in Ireland's fight against England was a man who was a non-violent 

patrician. Many actors were actively involved in Volunteer units and Cumann  

na mBan groups during the years of struggle preceding the 1916 Rising. The 

drama group from St. Enda's presented two of Pearse's plays in May, 1915 in  

Hardwlcke Street; losagan (in Irish) and The Master (In English). Other 

republican groups also used the Hardwlcke Street hall for military 

purposes:the Volunteer Provisional Coimittee under Thomas MacDonagh met  

there, and Company C of the 1st Battalion of the Volunteers trained there  

occasionally. "Clearly the men and women of the Irish Theatre formed no  

coterie of aesthetes cocooned in their art". (125) Amid all the republican 

activity, Martyn chose to see only the enthusiasm of the company for the 

art of modern theatre.

The company's respect for Martyn was shown in 1916. In April,

rehearsals of The Heather Field were taking place for a presentation after

the Easter holiday. \/hen the Rising took place instead, many of the members

of the Irish Theatre were interned (including John MacDonagh). Martyn's

two fellow directors, Thomas MacDonagh and Plunkett, were excecuted as

republican martyrs. Martyn claimed that he had not known what had been

going on when he wrote to John MacDonagh:

It was an awful shock to me, such great talent and high 
ideals, and only the jobbers and placehunters left. Everything 
is in ruins in Ireland. I am trying to carry on the Theatre, 
but what can I do without your brother? (126)

In memory of those who had died, the survivors were determined to reopen

the Irish Theatre with the planned revival of The Heather Field. The
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production which played to small houses from 6 November, 1916 had

enormous significance for Norman Reddin who drew a poignant comparison

between the Rising of 1916 and activities of the Irish Theatre;

Midway through the Lent of 1916 we went into rehearsal of  
Mr.Edward Martyn's famous play The Heather Field...how little  
did we realise that those who were prompting us, telling us 
what to do and where to stand, always encouraging us, would 
never live the witness their own production which was fixed 
for Easter Veek . . .In that week they sought the people and  
produced before them their greatest work. The Irish Theatre  
had ceased to exist for the time being. Ve came to life again  
and gave our promised production of The Heather Field.(127)

Martyn continued to be remembered with great affection by the few who

worked with him in the Irish Theatre, long years after his death.

Later Norman Reddin becajne involved in the Gate Theatre and used

to argue that the Gate Theatre was the true successor to the Irish Theatre;

The Gate Theatre which. ..so closely conforms in ideals and  
objects with the late Irish Theatre as to be almost indistin- 
guisible. The Gate, however, is established on a proper  
theatre basis,with a proper stage and an adequate auditor
ium. (128)

Norman Reddin's suggestion that Martyn's Theatre was a rudimentary form of 

the Gate confirms the suspicion that Martyn was seen more as a theatrical 

producer and less as a cultural nationalist with great ambitions for Irish 

culture. In fact, the Gate displayed no sign of Martyn's legacy and never  

revived any of his plays. Martyn was dedicated to his ideals for Ireland  

with a passion equal to the republicans of 1916. Nobody connected with the  

Irish Theatre- not even John MacDonagh - was ever capable of reinterpreting 

the extent of Martyn's dream for succeeding generations in Ireland.

A cultural ideal began to predominate during the first decade of 

the Irish Free State. Its cultural historian was Daniel Corkery. The trans

formation of Synge into supreme cultural nationalist provides a type of
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ironical epilogue to this account of Martyn's defeated ideals.

In 1907, Yeats chose to interpret the Gaelic League objections 

to Synge's The Playboy as a conflict between the artist who stood for  

the wisdom of old Ireland and the growth of a mass democratic opinion which 

was being formed by Journalists like D.P. Moran.(129) At first Synge's  

folk-drama provoked "the wrath of the puritans of the Gaelic revival for 

undermining the nationalist stereotype of a peasant life unique in its 

ascetic religious sanctity", <130) The form of literary nationalism which  

emerged after the Treaty of 1921 extended Pearse's late appreciation of  

Synge. Daniel Corkery's view of Synge was based on three of Synge's achiev

ements: his work among Irish peasants, his rejection of the relevance of 

international drama in Ireland and his vindication of the work of the 

Gaelic League.

Ve may be certain that Synge would never have written plays  
with such quality in them only for his having, humbly, gone 
into the cabins of the poor, only for his having, in the flesh 
as one might say, experienced patriotism. .. His plays are worlds 
apart from the Internationalists, and it is his discovery of 
Aran that accounts for the difference...a testimony to the 
necessity of nationalist movements.(131)

Corkery was praising Synge for moving the Irish literary movement close to

the Irish speaking peasants from whom he learned traditional wisdom of an

oral literature and an independence of foreign adulterating influences.

Synge’s failure to write in Irish was not an issue. The writing in Irish

had been done by an tAthair Peader O'Laoghaire whose autobiography Mo Sceal

Fein had become a modern Irish classic. An tAthair Peadar praised the

peasant virtues which Synge had overlooked: slowness to change,suspicion of

the town, mistrust of innovators, dependence on local leaders who often

happened to be the priest. <132) Synge and O'Laoghaire were odd bedfellows

in this 1930s version of Irish cultural ideals.
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The project of encauraging the people in the Gaeltacht to write 

autobiographies becsone important for a scholar like Robin Flower who 

followed Synge to the Blaskets. One of the mast widely read of these 

autobiographical pieces of realistic writing was Muirls O'Suilleabhain  

(1904-1950) whose book Flche Blian ag Fas was published in Irish in Dublin  

and in English in London as Twenty Years A-Growlng in 1933. E.K.Foster 

wrote an Introductory Fote. 0 ’Suileabhain's account of his Blaskets up

bringing, strong in dialogue and description, was described by Foster as "an 

account of neolithic civilization from the inside, Synge and others have 

described it from the outside, and very sympathetically." The translators, 

Moya Llwelyn and George Thomson, were keen to stress the great virtue 

of O'Suileabhain's remoteness from all modernity and Indeed from virtually  

all foreign literature;"He was subject to only one literary influence. When 

he was a boy, a copy of Gorky's My Childhood found its way into the  

islands.He read it,and it made a deep impression on him. "(133) Such an  

ideal of cultural isolation was the very anthesis of Martyn's former cross  

cultural ideals.

In social and economic terms, the isolation of the Gaeltacht 

proved impossible to sustain. The visits from the scholars themselves 

introduced foreign presences. As information about the rest of the world 

grew, there was a natural impulse towards modernisation and emigration 

among the Irish-speaking people who were very poor. The cult of the uncon- 

tamlnated simple state of mind continued to appeal for various reasons to 

people like Corkery, readers of an tAthalr Peader, Celtic scholars, devot

ees of Synge, and the new generation of Irish republican politicians.

This view of the noble peasant has been subjected to a socialist
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analysis by Maurice Goldrlng and Declan Klberd. Goldring's approach is to 

trace the cult back to the Ascendancy attitudes of Yeats and Lady Gregory. 

Goldring is quite sardonic about the later "aristocracy", or "literati", 

who sang of the beauties of rural society story-telling;"Misery was never  

poverty for them but was turned to rich tapestries." (134) Kiberd's target  

is middle class nationalists who "have perfected the image of the timeless  

Irish peasant noted for Christian stoicism and endurance. (135) Here the 

essence of Corkery's literary nationalism has been well grasped by Kiberd.

The closest that Martyn came to a direct experience of the

peasant state of mind among non-peasants was in Arthur Symons when he was a

guest at Tulira. Symons published an account of his visit to the Isle of

Aran in 1896, in the company of Yeats and Martyn:

Since I have left Aran and Sligo, I have never wondered that  
the Irish peasant still sees fairies about the path, and that 
the boundaries of what we call real, and of what is for us the  
unseen, are vague to him. . .I have never believed less in the 
reality of the- visible world, in the importance of all we are  
most serious about. One seems to wash off the dust of cities,  
the dust of beliefs, the dust of incredulities...drove for 
hours...back to Tillyra Castle, where I felt the ground once  
more solid under my feet. (136)

Martyn was most aware of the negative characteristics of  

a primitive civilisation. Too often the primitive bred only fear of the 

unknown and an inbred philistinism. Martyn was much infuriated by a brand  

of Irish negativity which wanted to turn things to uses for which they were  

not intended, like hitting the cock on a barrel with a bootjack instead of  

a hammer. Martyn dubbed these perverts as Handy Andys, after Lever. (137)

The sense of profound unease felt by the cultured European in 

the presence of the Irish peasant in the late nineteenth century was best  

conveyed by Joyce. Stephen Delalus feels intellectually challenged by the
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world view of the old nian speaking in English:

Then old man and Mulrennan spoke English. Mulrennan spoke 
to him about universe and stars. Old man sat, listened, smoked, 
spat. Then said: Ah, there must be terrible queer creatures at
the latter end of the world. I fear him, I fear his redrimmed
horny eyes. I must struggle all through this night till day  
come..Till what? Till he yield to me? No, I mean him no harm.
(138)

Like Stephen, Martyn did not mean any harm to the Irish peasant.  

What he questioned was the relevance of Yeats's noble peasant as a good 

model for an independent Irish nation. The non-peasant play was a central  

preoccupation of the Irish Theatre. The failure of the non-peasant play in  

Ireland was a sign of the failure of Martyn's cultural ideals. The eventual  

emergence of Corkery's literary nationalism as a dominant influence in the  

1930s marked the final burial of Martyn as an intellectual force in the  

Irish theatre. (139)

Martyn tried to influence the direction of one other major area  

of Irish life, that of educational reform. He conducted the battle for 

Irish education as the First President of Sinn Fein. Martyn's pivotal role  

in the early days of that organisation founded by Arthur Griffiths will

next be analysed, in terms of how the cultural nationalism of an aesthete

led him into the arena of the factional and ferocious Irish politics of the 

period and of how he emerged after another defeat scarred by an intense  

disillusionment.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE FIRST PRESIDEITT OF S I M  FEIIT

The reason why the able plans and organisations of our great  
men, which begin so well, often end in failure is that as they  
develop they must necessarily sweep in the Handy Andys, who  
produce confusion, jobbery and collapse.

Edward Martyn c.1920

As a new convert to Irish nationalism, Martyn wrote plays as a

way of contributing to political protest In his first propaganda play

in 1900, A Tale of a Town, the target for satirical comment was municipal

politics. The play has two categories of character, as in a Morality

play, good and bad depending on their side in the struggle between an

Irish and an English town for the siting of a steam-packet station. The

Irish town's champion, Jasper Dean, begins like Parnell.Gradually the

Irish leader becomes indecisive and cowardly under the spell of the

English Mlllicent Fell, "the most perfect type of womanhood in the world",

who lures him into marriage. Another infamous English victory in Ireland Is

presented as farce with Mlllicent Fell and Mrs.Costigan as the women who

display the two grotesque faces of unionism:

(Enter George Hardman, Miss Mlllicent Fell,Alderman Jasper 
Dean, and Mrs. Costigan who waves her sweeping brush with  
Union Jack tied like a flag to its handle.)

MRS. COSTIGAff: Horray for the wedding...

KIRVAN; So the people like an ass in a field has allowed
itself to be caught by a handful of oats.

HARDMAN: ITo man who speaks like that can love his town..
There is something divine about the Judgment of  
the people.

MRS.COSTIGAF: Thank you, Mr.Hardman...

LAWRENCE: Tut-tut, that useful elderly woman is an incarn
ation of the voice and majesty of the people.
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MRS. COST I GAIT; Horray! we'll cheer any show, no matter what It
is. And now we're cheering the wedding of Jasper  
Dean. There's nothing like a wedding after all.  
(1)

In the propaganda play of 1902, The Place-Hunters.the target was  

the Ascendancy's grip on power in Dublin, with the Attorney General 

of fering titles to Landlord Kilcooly to keep him in the unionist camp. The  

scramble for political honours, rather than honour, is presented as common  

practice among King's counsel, junior barristers, law clients, landlords 

and their wives. Same-calling establishes the caricatures quickly: the 

Right Hon. Stepping-stone Feathernest, Attorney General; Fencesitter 

Fisher, King's counsel; Sir Paul Doody, High Court Judge. Much is made of  

the need to find two prominent Catholics to honour His Majesty, during a  

forthcoming visit to Ireland, in order to demonstrate the loyalty of  

Catholics to the Crown. Aloysius Mooney, King's counsel, brings the play 

to a close by speaking up for the Irish Nation and rebelling gallantly but  

most inef fectually in the Four Courts Library:

MCXDITEY: I must do something. I feel I must act. I feel
as I must explode, if I do not do something.

(He hurls books about. Feathernest and Sir Paul throw up their
hands in horror..hurry out..calling for the police. The ladles  
faint. Several try to restrain Mooney who breaks away from  
them. .rushes upstairs..to gallery. There he breaks all the 
windows and hurls more books down among the crowd. Great 
confusion and continued cries of "Police". Two policemen enter  
in gallery. After a struggle they put handcuf fs on Mooney.)

DALY: Breaking windows - the last struggle of green
decadence.

MOOHEY: Oh, we could liberate Ireland but for the police.

(He is taken out by the two policemen.) CURTAIIf  

Under this text in The Leader, there was a cartoon depicting the struggling  

Mooney in counsel's robes being dragged off by the representatives of  

English law and order. (2)
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Martyn's appetite for satirical riposte vras first deployed with 

great verve in the satire against Enterism in Morgante. Satire in the Irish 

propaganda plays was shackled to making angry protests against England's 

economic and legal manipulation of Irish affairs.The ambition to involve 

himself as an Irish writer in political campaigning was considerable. Even 

Yeats had Involved himself in 1898 to the extent of agreeing to become  

the President of the Executive Committee of the 1796 Centenary Association  

for Great Britain and France, "seeing himself briefly in the role of a  

political leader who would unite the Irish parties," <3) Maud Gonne and the  

Irish Eepublican Brotherhood were to the forefront in organising the 1798  

rising celebrations both in Dublin where the focus was on the proposed 

Wolfe Tone monument in Stephen's Green and in Ballina, County Mayo where  

attention centred on the Humbert Memorial and on the land grievances of 

local evicted tenants. Another opportunity for protest came with Queen 

Victoria's proposed visit to Ireland on 4, April, 1900. This was to mark  

the centenary of the Act of Union. Most nationalists saw the visit as a 

piece of recruiting for the unpopular Boer War.The Queen was scheduled to 

present shamrocks at a review of Irish troops in Phoenix Park. Yeats's 

contribution to the newspaper debate was published in Kr-ppnian*s Journal 

20, March, 1900 and in the Dublin Daily Express 3, April, 1900. Yeats  

clearly stated his opinion that anyone who cheered the Queen would cheer 

her Empire and dishonour Ireland. Maud Gonne was delighted by this letter.  

She wrote to Yeats:"Your letter to the papers about the Queen's visit is  

splendid. .. Miartyn's letter is very good, bravo! I will write and congratul

ate one of these days. "(4)

The Martyn letter which so pleased Maud Gonne was not a standard  

letter of opposition to the Queen's visit. It was also far removed in
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spirit from Maud Gonne's special number of L*Irelande Libre (March/April, 

1900) which amounted to an indictment of "The FaMne Queen". Vhat Martyn  

had published was correspondence between himself, Lord Clonbrock and Lord  

Ashbourne about Martyn's recent resignations as Deputy Lord Lieutenant 

and Commissioner of the Peace in County Galway. (5) The trouble began when  

Martyn had refused to allow a band to play "God Save the Queen" and  

"The Absent-Minded Beggar" at a private concert party at Tulira Castle.  

Later in the Kildare Street Club Lord Clonbrook who was the Lord Lieutenant  

of County Galway rebuked Martyn for "disloyalty". Martyn's reply to  

Clonbrook's rebuke was his double resignation: "being determined to retain  

to the fullest extent my individual freedom". Vhen the Lord Chancellor  

Ashbourne asked for further reflection, Martyn confirmed his resignat

ions with a definitive statement on his new understanding of the cultural  

politics of Ireland:

I was brought up, like most of my kind, in ignorance of my  
country, of her language, of her history, and in a sort of 
subservient acquiescence with England's account of her  
actions and positions in Ireland.

Martyn ascribed the change of mind to reading Lecky's History of Ireland

in the Eighteenth Century, "that terribly sober indictment of England's

policy in Ireland". Martyn was determined to speak out about the deficien-

ces of his English education, now that his mother was dead. <6) Unlike

Mrs.Martyn, he had decided not to go on looking to England to support the

the Irish gentry's privileged position in Ireland. Neither could England

go on depending on his support. The double-resignation was a vote of no

confidence in the occupying colonial power:

My own class, the landowners, are themselves as much the  
victims of that English State in Ireland, of which they  
have been the consistent upholders, as any other class in 
the country. Up to this hour they are impartially sacrificed 
when it suits the interests of British political parties.
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Martyn was saying that he could no longer practice Unionist self-

sacrifice for party political English self-interest.Yet he emphasised the

non-political aspect of a personal protest;

JTow, I am myself no politician, and attach myself to no 
political party...In such matters what I want is absolute 
liberty for my thoughts and actions...I wish to preserve my  
right of acting according to my convictions in my own house  
as elsewhere.

Maud Gonne's republican depiction of Queen Victoria as "the Famine Queen"  

was not part of Martyn's protest in 1900. His objection was directed  

against the use of the Queen's name as a party-cry by the Unionist party 

from which he distanced himself by professing his own constitutional 

loyalty:

I have no disrespect whatever for Her Majesty the Queen, who  
is placed above all parties, and who is sovereign of these  
three Kingdoms alike.

Lord Clonbrook's doubts about Martyn's loyalty expressed during 

a conversation in the Kildare Street Club gave the landlord of Tulira the  

public opportunity of disassociating himself publicly from the expected 

Unionist allegiance of the gentry In County Galway. Martyn must have been  

only too aware of the fact that the process of taking away every vestige  

of public responsibility from the landlord class in an increasingly 

nationalist Ireland had already begun by 1900. Martyn had fulfilled the  

duties expected of one In his position for a number of years. He had deliv

ered harsh judgements on land agitators when he was on the Grand Juries and  

had taken some part in the gentry rituals, under his mother's watchful eye. 

He had stopped short of the arranged marriage. (7)The peculiar strength of 

Martyn's solitary position, without expectation of children, was that he 

could take a more detached view of the disintegration of the old landlord  

protocols.
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There was no shortage of suggestions from supporters for new 

forms of public service which Martyn should adopt without delay. A friend, 

R.J. Kelly, who was editor and proprietor of The Tuam Herald, wanted to see 

him as an Independent Home Rule M.P. for County Galway: "a great opportun

ity for doing good to your country, your creed and your class". (8)  

Archbishop Healy rejoiced at the prospect of a Catholic landlord in  

parliament: "I believe you would be without doubt elected for your own 

division, and that you might do much good in the House of Commons."<9)  

George Moore suggested that his friend write a column-and-a-half in the 

newspapers setting out political convictions.(10) From the Unionist side,  

there was an implied accusation of treason to one's class and a strong hint 

of much trouble ahead from this quarter in an anonymous postcard written 

from the Kildare Street Club and dated April, 1900:" Had you not better  

resign your membership here before you are expelled? (11)

The most sensitive understanding of Martyn's non party-political

allegiances was expressed by the rector of Ardrahan whose letter appeared

on the same page of the Dublin Daily Express which featured the Martyn

correspondence. The rector had been involved in the organisation of the

concert party at Tulira and was full of praise for the musical tastes and

standards of Tulira's owner:

He had taken a lively interest In the glee-club, supporting 
it both materially and by his presence and skilled suggestions 
at the practice, and of lending his house for the concert.

What the rector said made most sense at local and national level. Vhat 

marked Martyn apart from his fellow-landlords was his record of patronage 

of church music in Dublin and church decoration in Loughrea. His prominent 

role as one of the founders and writer in the Irish Literary Theatre was
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widely knovm and respected. Surely here was a talent unsuited to the skills 

most required to win a seat in parliamentary elections and to function in 

the British House of Commons?

Kartyn's nationalism began to change his way of life. He saw 

himself as a crusading Journalist in exposing England's shameful educat

ional record in Ireland and in advocating new ways of transforming the 

education of the Irish people. He chose to brush aside the aesthetic 

objections of Yeats and Moore to his crusading play The Tale of a Town. To  

get the message across about England's abuse of Ireland, one needed to be 

blunt and crude. The prospect of actively supporting the campaigns of  

the Gaelic League proved to be very attractive. The opportunity quickly  

arose for a strong piece of political journalism about the question of the 

revival of the Irish language. Martyn wrote Ireland's Battle for Her 

Langviage in 1900. (12)

The repeated theme throughout this shrill pamphlet was that the  

restoration of the Irish language was necessary if Ireland were to shed its 

English ways and become a nation once again. Current Irish apathy and 

disorganisation were castigated very severely. Most of Martyn*s anger 

was directed against the Board of National Education in Ireland which was 

seen as trying to kill off Irish nationality by killing off the Irish 

language; the board members feared the idea of Ireland as a free nation. 

Martyn suggested that the Irish people should have contempt for this Board 

whose activities were "more in keeping with the grotesque principalities 

and governments as depicted on the Offenbach stage". Much emphasis was put 

on the urgent need to support all the efforts of the Gaelic League before 

the coming election, and for the mass circulation of the pamphlet in every
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parish in Ireland where it should be read by everybody "not for any 

personal advantage it will bring me, for I will gain none... except... I will 

share...in having a country preserved as a nation."

The negative side of the pamphlet was the level of feverish 

hatred of English culture in Ireland;"our copying vile English custoios. . . 

our devouring vulgar English literature..our near-flunkey prostration 

before that English fashion...Stains left deep in our nature by the slavery  

which England once put upon us." The lack of sharp comment makes this 

aspect of the piece now appear as an exercise in floundering rhetoric,even 

if one knows that beneath the bluster there was a deep stain or hurt left 

in Martyn's nature by the English education arranged for him by his mother.  

What might have seemed positive was the profound sense of an imagined Irish 

community which needed to assert the Independence of its imagination. The 

unusual characteristic of the approach for a Gaelic League pamphlet was 

the way in which the goal of high culture was presented as the apex of the 

cultural process which "must culminate in some supreme genius who like a 

Goethe or an Ibsen will give to our ancient language a modern literature 

of European fame." Nothing in Martyn's pamphlet suggested an understanding  

of the sheer scale of reform Involved in fulfilling such a national dream.

Martyn's declared close identification with the aims of the  

Gaelic League was rhetorical. It does not stand up to close scrutiny. The 

ideas of the League's early leaders were different to his in other ways. 

Martyn must have read Hyde's famous Inaugural Address first delivered as  

President of the Ifational Literary Society in November, 1892. (13) Martyn  

agreed with Hyde's contempt for the "half-way house" where Irish people 

continued to hate yet to imitate the English. They advocated a cultural
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homogeneity based on a sharp differentiation from England, with Ireland 

no longer being "tied to the apron-strings of another race and another 

island."<14) Vhat best characterised Hyde's approach was a specific concern  

with Irish names, Irish games, Irish Kusic, Irish clothing. Hyde associated  

such refinements with the preservation of the Irish language in the 

Gaeltacht: "In order to de-Anglicise ourselves we must at once arrest the 

decay of the language." (15) As an active scholarly collector of Irish  

folklore, Hyde had most understanding sympathy for the immemorial life of 

the Irish peasantry whom he saw as under an increasing threat from 

anglicisation, or perhaps more precisely from modernisation. (16)

The outstanding scholar of the Gaelic League, Eoin MacJTeill, 

stated the essence of Gaelic League policy in The Gaelic Journal. Harch, 

1893. (17) MacFeill baldly stated the key statistic, that there were in 

1893 (out of a total population of 4,500,000 people in Ireland) some  

700,000 Gaelic speakers in one third of the area of Ireland but diminishing 

at the rate of 20,000 each year. MacNeill's challenging conclusion was that  

it was still possible to preserve the Gaelic language;"If it is not pre

served, the fault is ours." MacNeill poured scorn on both effective indiff

erence and ineffective enthusiasm, concluding that the revival of Irish 

speaking could never be based on mere book teaching and learning among the 

English speaking classes in Ireland: "Grammar-and-dictlonary Irish is about 

as valuable as a schoolboy's Latin verses." (18) Vould Maclfeill have seen  

more in Martyn's pamphlet than an outburst of "ineffective enthusiasm"?

Vhere Martyn's contribution would have been most readily under

stood was in his support of the League as a musical society.Even here there 

was room for misunderstanding of his search for a Smetana and a Dvorak.
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He was told by a Gaelic League musicologist that this was like "placing a 

volume of Virgil in the hands of a boy in the first declension. With such 

ideal methods of social culture the heather will, after all,inevitably 

break out again. "(19)

The source of the dream was also different in the case of Hyde

and MacNeill. Hyde's dream arose out of the tradition of Irish Protestant

Gaelicism which was fostered from the formation of the Royal Irish Academy

in 1785. (20) KacNeill's dream was grounded in an idealistic view of

Ireland's Christian Golden Age of the Sixth Century. (21) Martyn's dream

did not begin from any period in Irish history. It first grew out of the

soil of the Constantinople under St.John Chrysostom in the Fourth Century,

as perceived by an enthusiast of Winckelaann.(22) Martyn recorded his

conversion from the Greek to the Celtic in an account of his attendance at

the Galway Pels in 1898:

I, who had hitherto always hated Irish music, was enchanted..
It reminded me of the Oriental music of the Arabs and the 
liturgical music in Coptic and Greek churches. (23)

Thus did the Gaelic League as musical society de-Greek Martyn!

Signs of Martyn's anglo-phobia can be found in Morgante. The

crass materialism of England was first denounced in that book. Then it was

the rejection of the London society which Mrs. Martyn had cultivated.

For, after all, what eire the English if they are not a 
business people? Business pervades every grade of society,  
from the itinerant tinker to the duke. (24)

Martyn distinguished between the true aristocratic spirit from the "burgher

interest" and found some of the most repellent "burgher" manifestations in

low-church counter-jumping furnishings with their "innate horror of ideas

and beauty." Another model for Irish cultural development was required.
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Editors such as D.P.Moran, Arthur Griffith and Standish O'Grady 

were prepared to publish Martyn's provocative views. Martyn focused in a 

special way on the reform of education as one of the best ways forward for 

Ireland's programme of self-development. Kartyn served as the first Presid

ent of Sinn Fein, from 1905 to 1908 when many of that organisation's main  

policies were concerned with educational reform. Martyn's frequent pieces 

in The Leader between 1900 and 1910 provide a continuous record of the  

reactions of an aggressive nationalist journalist to the fluctuating  

fortunes of the Irish Sevival during those years.

Martyn was one of the "few representative men of various schools 

of thought" requested by D.P.Moran,the Editor,to give a brief opinion on  

a proof copy of his article setting out the programine for The Leader. In  

his reply, Martyn expressed the greatest admiration for Moran's "straight

forward, bold and true doctrines", singling out for special mention the  

anglo-phobia of the Irish Ireland position and taking the opportunity of  

clarifying the reasons for his own implacable opposition to vulgar England:

If...some of us writers,like myself,abuse England,it Is not...  
for the sake of declamation or the mere venting of bitter  
feelings. It is because we feel that unless she is steadily  
discredited as an ideal with the mediocre in this country, all 
our efforts to establish national artistic movements will be 
without adequate support. <25)

At first Martyn used The Leader for articles solely concerned 

with culture. He wrote about Church music in Dublin during the Winter  

months of 1900 and about Church Art(stained glass and interior furnishings)  

during the Summer of 1901. <26) Eventually in the Summer of 1902, Martyn  

began Irish Ireland propaganda for The Leader in his one-act play The  

Place Hunters. Moran welcomed this by illustrating the play on the cover of  

the Summer double number and throughout the text, obviously delighted by
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the satire of place-hunting within the Irish legal establishment.

Du g  to his wealthj Martyn became a possible financial supporter 

of constructive nation-building causes. He received appeals for money from 

Father Tom Finlay,on behalf of Sir Horace Plunkett's Cooperative Movement,  

and from Eoin XacITeill pleading for support of the Gaelic League's printing 

Clo-Cumann. <27) Contributions were probably made to many causes. But all  

social and political causes paled,and continued to pale,into insignificance 

in compeurisDn to the ctlO.OOO Trust Deed drawn up to support the Palestrina  

Choir in 1902 - surely a clear sign of where Martyn's heart lay when faced 

by the prospect of becoming a substantial patron. In 1902, Martyn accepted 

his first presidency, that of the first President of the Catholic Associat

ion. This was a small grouping among the Catholic middle class which has 

recently been described misleadingly ’ “is "the logical response to English 

and Anglo-Irish condescension towards priest-ridden, backward Ireland."(28)  

Rev.Jeremiah O'Donovan of Loughrea Cathedral was prominently involved in 

the formation of the Catholic Association and may well have been the 

person who persuaded Martyn to head the organisation.(29))

The Catholic Association's main purpose was to expose bigotry 

in the exclusion of Catholics from the better paid jobs in business organ

isations such as the Railway Companies of Ireland,the Royal Dublin Society, 

the Bank and Insurance Companies. <30) Approval of the Catholic Association  

was given in a resolution adapted by the Bishops at Maynooth on 7,October, 

1902. The resolution set out clearly the two-fold objectives of forwarding 

the temporal interests of Catholics in Ireland and of promoting the pract

ical support of the Irish Language, Literature, Art and Industries. In 

practice, the Catholic Association paid lip service to Irish culture and
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most attention to the growth of Catholic business. There was an emphasis on 

building up an organisation "capable of doing for us what Freemasonry does 

for the Protestants." The inevitable accusations of sectarianism, among 

growingly suspicious Protestants, stimulated O'Donovan to write a paper for 

the Maynooth Union in June, 1903 to lift the work of the Catholic Associat

ion onto an idealistic plane.

O' Donovan passionately argued that the organisation's main 

aims were or should be "to secure equal justice and rights for Catholics" 

by means of securing for Catholics the benefits of Higher Education and of 

encouraging free discussion among the Catholic laity on questions outside 

purely religious matters. (31) In The Leader Moran conducted a successful  

campaign on behalf of the Catholic Association for open competitive examin

ations for entry into the Great Southern and Western Railway Company, and 

claimed to have benefited some Catholics. But the Catholic Association as  

a whole soon settled for the role of a business and social club. <32)

O'Donovan's dream of an enlightened Catholic laity was dashed.The organis

ation itself faded away due to lack of support. Most Irish Catholics  

depended for livelihood not on business but on the land. The priority for 

the clergy In country parishes became pro-Temperance and anti Immoral 

literature campaigns. Martyn had been forced to resign as president before  

the Catholic Association faded. The cause of the dispute was a petty  

squabble about Martyn's opposition to the Royal visit to Ireland in 1903.  

Martyn described the failure of his presidency to J.J.Horgan: "Some...  

were very indignant with me for having gone to the Rotunda and vigorously 

clamoured for my expulsion or rather resignation of Presidentship." <33) 

Martyn had little interest In the politics of the Catholic Association. As  

a public figure, he wrote only about causes In which he passionately
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believed. Great concern for the worries of the small band of the commer

cially minded Irish Catholic middle class, who did not want to spoil 

their chances of profit by being too closely associated with robust views 

of the British monarchy, seems highly unlikely. This brief presidency und

erlined one lesson for Martyn: those in public service must be prepared to  

bow before the gusts of public opinion. He was realistic about this. He  

would settle only for the position of the independent free-lance supporter:

I want neither the money nor the votes of the Irish people.
Heaven help me if I depended on either! I only want to see
Ireland a free, an independent, and an artistic nation. (34)

King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra planned to come to Ireland in  

1903 on their coronation visit. The plan included a motor car tour of the 

poorer areas of the West, known as the Congested Districts, and an opport

unity to see some of the work done for Irish agriculture by Horace

Plunkett. (35) Martyn, by now an inveterate writer of letters to the 

FrpPTMTi's Journal, took the opportunity of addressing the Irish people 

about the King's Visit in April, 1903;

It is for Nationalist Ireland...to tell the Government with one 
voice that if they bring the King here under any other guise
than a restorer of our stolen constitution, they will regret
their rashness.

Martyn called for a campaign of hissing throughout Ireland to greet the 

royal progress not to Insult the King as a person - Kartyn avoided any

mention of the Queen -but to make that point that if the King declared

himself for Home Rule he would be given a good reception. Such a naive  

advocacy of the instant street politics of universal hissing did not 

produce gales of laughter but provoked much anger and dismay especially 

among the members of his own class.
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The Coimlttee of the Kildare Street Club who were utterly opposed

to the idea of Home Rule ever being a condition of respect for the King

warned Martyn that his letters to the newspapers - "derogatory to your

station in society" - could well be referred to a general meeting of the

Club if Martyn did not explain his behaviour. (36) Martyn wrote to the

Committee in effect telling them to mind their own business as the Club was

strictly non-political in its constitution. The Committee did not consider

Martyn's abuse of the Sovereign a matter of "political opinion". After

legal advice, they resolved to amend the rules which would allow them in

the future to expel a member whose conduct might be such that the Club as a

whole had a right to resent deeply his conduct. (37) Martyn's old friend

and mentor, the Comte de Basterot, was very upset by Martyn*s "scurrilous"

letter and warned his young friend to steer well clear of politics;

I admire your literary talent, your artistic taste. I think I  
am free from the influence of what I was the first to call 
"shabby England" of clubmen, coteries, etc. Why do you rush  
wildly into print about politics that are not your line?

The Comte expressed puzzlement as well as alarm as he begged Martyn to

return to the role of the artist above politics:"Retire to the higher

regions of poetry and art. It is there and not in 'Home Rule* that you may

serve Ireland." <38)

Maud Gonne was determined to use the occasion of the Royal Visit 

for her favourite brand of street politics. She became involved in organis

ing a People's Protection or Citizen's Vatch Committee whose purpose was to 

protect people from being forced, through intimidation, to take part in 

loyal demonstrations during the King's visit. The Unitpri Triah-ma-n under  

Arthur Griffith called on its readers to support this protest. Moran in  

The Leader was openly contemptuous of another Irrelevant Dublin row. Maud
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Gonne wrote to Martyn in early May about Joining the Committee and he must 

have agreed to do so. (39) The first domonstration which the Committee 

organised was to send a delegation to ask a question of the Lord Kayor of  

Dublin, Timothy Harrington M.P. at a public meeting of the Irish  

Parliamentary Party in Dublin’s Rotunda: would the Lord Mayor vote against  

any proposal made by Dublin Corporation to present a loyal address to the 

King? Maud Gonne's account of what came to be known as "The Battle of the 

Rotunda" recalled that the delegation (which included Griffith himself) 

nominated Martyn to put the question. Maud Gonne was there to report what  

happened next;"*I can't, you must put it', said Martyn, thrusting the paper  

into my hand, and I began reading it, amid cheers for Miss Gonne."(40)

After the question had been put by Maud Gonne, the meeting broke into up

roar. The Lord Mayor started throwing chairs from the platform at opponents  

who wanted a straight answer to the question. The whole wild scene reminds  

one of the climax of Martyn's play The Place-Hunters. Maud Gonne wrote to 

Yeats shortly after the meeting:

Mr.Martyn was to have read question but at last moment got  
nervous about speaking, never having spoken at a big stormy 
meeting and handed the paper he himself had written to me.
He was only nervous about speaking for he was quite fearless  
and held his own splendidly. George Moore got afraid and 
backed out on the grounds that he was a man of letters and 
not a politician.(41)

Martyn's nervous but courageous behaviour at the Rotunda endeared 

him to Maud Gonne, so much so that she wrote again to Yeats:" I am glad  

Mr.Martyn is a friend of mine, for I like and respect him very much. (42)  

Unlike Martjm whose nervousness prevented him from putting the question  

to the Lord Mayor in the Rotunda, Maud Gonne (already pregnant with her  

future son Sean) expressed rebellious feelings easily, even at home which  

was in the quiet cul-de-sac, Coulson Street. On seeing that neighbouring
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houses were decorated by the Union Jack, she decided to mark the recent 

death of the Pope by hanging a black petticoat on a broom stick to serve 

as a black flag of mourning. The gesture provoked people to gather outside 

the house. Loyalists sang "God Save the King". Nationalists sang "A  

Nation Once Again", The police cordoned off the road. Nationalist vigila

ntes appeared with hurley sticks. <43>The political gestures came out of  

the same world which Martyn had evoked in The Tale of a Town.

Vhat followed the Battle of the Rotunda in terms of political 

organisation was the National Council which aimed to muster widespead 

national support for the campaign against the King's visit. <44)

Standish James O'Grady was disturbed by the threat which these  

demonstrations posed to possible harmony between the different tradit

ions on the island of Ireland. O'Grady wrote an editorial in his journal 

The All Ireland Review. He restated the general alms of his journal: the 

reduction of antagonisms, and mutual hatreds and conflicting interests, and 

the harmonisation of views, at the inclusion of the hostile camps into a 

single host for the accomplishment of great national and common purposes. 

O'Grady's great dream was to bring together in Ireland's name two fiercely 

antagonistic classes, the landlords and the people,even though each had the 

other's blood upon their hands. The only way in which O'Grady could see 

these old enemies coming together for common enterprises was along monarch

ical and constitutional lines, certainly not by means of the Republicanism 

being advocated by most of the opponents of the Royal Visit. <45) O'Grady's 

editorial article prompted Martyn to distance himself from Maud Gonne 

heroics and to reveal himself as a strict constitutionalist:"Because we 

have no Parliament, King Edward cannot be our Constitutional King."<46)
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O'Grady replied to Martyn's letter. He was brutally frank about

Martyn*s involvement in the street politics of the People's Protection

Comnittee. O'Grady tried to protect Martyn from his new friends:

You have got in amongst the wild society of such distempered  
imaginings. What can be more nightmarish than for you, an  
Irish gentleman and a Constitutionalist, to set up a National  
Council with the object of punishing your king...nightmares.. .  
take possession of you and whirl you about with their inhuman 
gyrations, far enough away from the great road traced for us by  
the wisdom and bravery of our ancestors.

O'Grady reminded Martyn that for Republicans, the King was no more than

an old English gentleman touring about and significant Irish history began

only in 1798. In contrast to the outraged hostility of the Kildare Street

Club Committee and the pained reproaches of the Comte de Basterot, O'Grady 

reasoned with a fellow member of the gentry who needed to be made aware of  

his real responsibilities towards Ireland as a member of that gentry.

O'Grady was cleeurly echoing old concerns which were first expressed in his  

famous call to the gentry of Ireland in 1886 when Martyn was concerned only  

with Byzantium. <47) That clarion call to his class was virtually ignored,  

even in the taut atmosphere of Michael Davltt's dream of the collapse of 

Irish feudalism.(48) O'Grady was under no illusion as to the great diffic

ulty in ever effecting a reconciliation in the country between rich and  

poor, mainly because the gentry had gained and consolidated its power, at  

every stage, by invasion and violent colonial appropriation. Yet the gentry  

was made up of a great mixture of family background: Irish chieftain.  

Catholic, Cromwellian planter, rich English merchants, nineteenth-century  

century speculators and arrivistes. O'Grady sought a basis for his All  

Ireland in a political alliance,under the English Crown, between the gentry  

and the emerging democratic forces in need of full employment. What would  

bind the classes together was the leadership of a gentry which needed to
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draw mystical inspiration from the common legends of pagan Ireland.(49)

O'Grady was suggesting to Martyn that they belonged to the class

which needed to produce the civilised leaders capable of uniting Ireland.

In 1886, O'Grady had called for the gentry to rally to the great task:

Either you will refashion...moulding us anew after some human 
and heroic pattern, or we plunge downwards Into roaring 
revolutionary anarchies...And dear friend, a word at parting: 
make haste.(50)

Between 1886 and 1903, organisations such as the Irish Unionist Alliance  

(1891) were formed by the landlords as bastions of intransigence against  

the forces of social change. The creeping reforms in local government were 

ensuring that the landlord class as a whole seemed doomed to the fate of a 

declining, enfeebled and marginal coterie. <51) The new county councils  

were viewing the landlord class as hereditary enemies and oppressors.

During the crucial period 1880-1914, only three nationalist landlords were  

elected to Parliament; Charles Stewart Parnell, Sir Thomas Grattan Esmonde 

and Sir Walter Richard Nugent. <52) From O'Grady’s viewpoint, there could  

have been only one hopeful developmemt on the scene in 1903; the Land  

Conference in Dublin which began in December,1902 and which included  

landlords like Lord Mayo and members of the Irish Parliamentary Party like 

John Redmond. Wyndham's Land Act was the result.This led to the option for 

tenants to own the land and for landlords to become a new rentier class in 

the Big Houses and surrounding demensne who lived chiefly off business  

activities and Investments,

O'Grady was recalling Martyn to the political realities of his 

situation at Tullra. He drew Martyn*s attention to his estate by noting  

that he should not omit Castle from his address and take pride in Tulira 

Castle;"the expansion of an ancient keep,still cared for and inhabited."
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Remembering his Lecky, Martyn explained to O'Grady how his 

non-Unionlsm was strict ConstitutionalisiB; "I am a strict Constitution

alist, one of the few constitutionalists in Ireland. Grattan and Lord 

Charlemont would have understood me." This gave O'Grady the chance to  

explain why he was an unionist Monarchist:

Believe me, they would not have understood you at all...The  
men who made '82, never in thought, word or deed visited the 
sins of the British Parliament on the head of their King,,
"The King can do no wrong". This is the essence of the Const
itution, and very properly so. (53)

The common ground which Martyn and O'Grady revealed in their 1903 exchanges

was a common belief in the symbolical role of the British Crown.

The cultural politics of symbols was featured prominently in  

Griffith's myth about the Hungarian Eevolution of 1867. Griffith's two-part 

thesis was that firstly,the cause of Ireland's national decline was due not 

to defective national character but to the misgovernance of the country by 

the Imperial power; and secondly,the remedy lay in learning the lessons of  

self-reliance as expressed in Louis Kossuth's dictum: "Only on the soil of 

a nation can a nation's salvation be worked out." According to Griffith, 

the essence of the colonial misgovernment was that the King of England 

governed Ireland through the British Parliament and not through the Lords  

and Commons of Ireland. In the Hungarian parallel, the nationalists 

acknowledged the Emperor only as King of Hungary and were successful in 

claiming back for Hungary the centre of self-government. <54)

The idea of "Ausgleich" (withdrawal) from Vienna inspired the  

Griffith strategy of withdrawing from government in London. Griffith's 

first task was to consolidate the opposition of all living on the island of 

Ireland against English interference. Griffith invoked Swift as the model.
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He cited the example of Swift's Drapier Letter to "The Whole People of 

Ireland" on the occasion of the controversy about "Woods' Halfpence":

"By his great genius, he united all Ireland, peer and peasant. Catholic,  

Protestant and Dissenter ITorman, Cromwellian and Gael in opposition to 

England." <55) Griffith's dream was that from the commonly shared feeling  

of resentment against England, a national feeling of kinship would grow 

among all factions in Irish society. The main ground for optimism was 

Grattan's Constitution of 1782 which had been abolished illegally by the 

Act of Union. The unilateral establishment of a Lords and Commons of 

Ireland in the form of a National Council would not be a revolutionary 

step but a return to legality.

The chances in 1903 of bringing together into a single organis

ation all of the political groupings - Home Sulers and separatists, 

constitutionalists and republicans. Unionists and Irish Irelanders -must 

have seemed remote except to the supreme Idealist. The degree of 

comprehensiveness and level of altruistic patriotism required was enormous. 

Griffith required a type of organisation along the lines of the Fabian 

Society. The main emphasis had to fall on fostering wide-ranging discussion 

and cooperation within existing bodies and organisations on an inter-party 

basis especially at a local level. (56) Griffith knew that he had to 

organise on a small-scale until he could build up more support. This meant 

mounting an educational campaign run by a central committee in Dublin and 

by means of newspapers, pan^hlets etc. (57). A new-style campaign needed to 

be directed at people already disillusioned by the faltering policies and 

tactics of the Irish Parliamentary Party in London.(58) The new campaign's 

appeal for Martyn must have come from the blend of European inspiration and  

all Ireland approach in a programme of national self-education.
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Then in the words of Padralc Colum: "Edward Martyn for whom there

was respect but no enthusiasm became head of the Ifational Council." The

lack of enthusiasm was clearly linked in Colum's memory with Griffith's

criticism of Martyn for the amount of money with which he had endowed the

Palestrina Choir:

If anyone had ten thousand to devote to a national purpose,  
Griffith said, a newspaper that would advance the Irish cause  
on political, economic and cultural levels would be the most  
worthwhile investment. (59)

But Griffith chose Martyn to head what was to become Sinn Fein. Vhy?

At the beginning Griffith wanted, above all else, to suggest a total

context wherein Irish cultural harmony might grow gradually towards that

blending of the differing traditions on the island of Ireland inspired by

the Hungarian politics of abstentionism and massive passive resistance.The

difficult political task for the National Council was to facilitate

various institutions and organisations to de-Anglicise themselves, in

the challenging process of re-education.(60) Martyn the idiosyncratic

landlord - somewhat above all the warring factions by virtue of his gentry

background, wealth and European culture and no orthodox politician -

was the ideal symbolic leader for a movement which was not a political

party. He might have affected a King-like presence in Ireland and have

provided a reminder of what the cultural priorities of the Ifational

Council actually were or should be. Such a role would appeal greatly to

Martyn himself, doubtless suggesting aspects of his own Dictator on the

holy isle of Agathopolis who was essentially a symbol of an admirable

system of education and the arts. Vhat the Sinn Fein presidency also

offered was a platform for the propagandist to indulge in more attacks

on the abysmal failure of all English educational policies in Ireland.

Such anglo-phobia would be grist to Griffith's anti-English tirades.
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The first Convention of the Ifational Council met in the Rotunda

on 28, November, 1905 under the chairmanship of Martyn to discuss policy.

The policy was being based by Griffith on a series of his published

articles entitled "The Working of the Policy". As the policy began to be

described as the "Sinn Fein" policy, the Chairman of the National Council

began to be referred to as the "President of Sinn Fein". The Sinn Fein

Policy was defined by Griffith as:

National self-development through the recognition of the 
rights and duties of citzenship on the part of the individual 
and by the aid and support of all movements originating from  
within Ireland for the accomplishment of their aims.

Griffith proposed to the meeting that a Council of 300 should be formed to

sit in Dublin and form a de facto Irish Parliament which would seek an

alliance with members of Parliament who refused to attend at Vestniinster

and with County Councils and Boards of Guardians whose duty would become

putting the Council's recommendations into effect as far as their current

powers permitted. Griffith's proposal was adopted without division.(61)

Colum remembered the attendance at the meeting amounting to no

more than 100: "the faithful, and hardly any but the faithful". <62) During

the course of the meeting,the Chairman or President made a remark which was

reported in Griffith's newspaper United TrlRh-ma-n. just before the newspaper

changed its title to Sinn Fein:"The Irishman who enters the Army or Navy of

England deserves to be flogged." The next day Martyn was well pleased with

the way everything had gone as is shown in his letter to J.J.Horgan:

I have been exceedingly busy over the Convention and Meeting  
of the National Council which came off yesterday. ¥e had a  
great many delegates and the whole was a great success. <63)

The little matter of Martyn's indiscreet and Jocular remark was discussed

by the Kildare Street Club Committee who had been waiting to pounce on
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something like this. (64) C.L. Matheson K.C. was consulted about the 

application to Martyn of the revised Rule 25 which dealt with expulsion  

for remarks "injurious to the character and interests of the Club". The 

General Meeting required for the imposition of the long-planned expulsion  

was organised for early January, 1906. A letter was written by the 

Committee to Martyn on 21, December to verify that he had been reported  

correctly and to invite him to explain himself to the Committee. Martyn's 

self-confidence played straight into the Committee's hands by replying:

"I have no statement or explanation to lay before the Committee of the 

Kildare Street Club. I refuse to acknowledge their right in this matter." 

Martyn reported on the Committee's unfolding tactics to dispose of him to 

J.J.Horgan;"A printed circular with report of my speech and correspondence 

with the Conmiittee was sent round to each member including myself, when the 

ballot was summoned to expel me. "(65)

The General Meeting was a Ballot only, in the Strangers' Room,  

2.00- 5.00 p.m. The official result was: for the expulsion-212 and against  

the expulsion-10. Martyn brushed aside the result of the Club's democrat

ic vote and entered the Club on the 27, January and on the 1, February.Cta  

both occasions, he was requested to withdraw but refused. The Committee  

were quickly informed that the expulsion would be challenged in the courts.  

Martyn wrote to Horgan in the spirit of Aloysius Mooney, King's counsel:

"I hope to pour plenty of boiling water into that nest of wasps in the 

Kildare St. Club, But I fear I have not much chance of winning. (66)

By 1906 the Comte de Basterot was dead, so it fell to another 

old friend among the Galway gentry to feel responsible for "young" Martyn: 

Lord Gough wrote from the British Legation in Dresden on the 5 January to
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remind Martyn tliat his own brother John had been in the British Army and to 

convince him that he had grievously injured many members of the Club in a 

religious matter as loyalty to the Sovereign was a part of their religion. 

But arguments, such as these, based on family army service and on a type of 

caste ascendancy held no sway over the nan-Unionist Martyn who continued to  

have little time for "the grotesque minority of the loyalist Ascendancy,"  

<67) Nevertheless Martyn was faced by a dilemma because intellectually he 

wanted to be the President of Sinn Fein and a member of the Kildare Street  

Club. He wanted to be associated with an ideal of cultural harmony. He 

wanted to be a rebel member of the Irish gentry who would insist in putting 

culture above politics in an extremely beautiful club-house building. <68)

MsLTtyn's defamation of the British Army was not withdrawn.Perhaps  

the fact that his brother had joined the British army immediately after his 

Jesuit education at Beaumont College may have rankled. The idea that he 

should suppress his strong emotions for fear of insulting the vast majority 

of club members can have convinced Martyn only about the grotesqueness 

of the Ascendancy's one-track mind. Martyn's obstinate refusal to recant 

can be understood psychologically as an aspect of Martyn's emotional reb

ellion within his own class. There is some evidence to suggest that within 

the Club, Martyn the club Rebel was regarded as either devil or saint, 

according to ignorance or knowledge. The person who saw Martyn as devil was 

the Club Secretary on the Committee, D.Henry Bailey, who wrote to a member, 

Colonel George O'Callaghan Vestropp, about the offensive bounder:

I think it is a disgrace that the High-Priest of the Anti-  
Enlisting crusade should have all the privileges of a loyal 
Gentleman's Club, while his dupes and tools are imprisoned 
for promulgating his doctrines. <69)
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A few members among the 4% who voted against expulsion glimpsed

something of Kartyn's fierce independence:

Any man who has the courage of his convictions is to be 
admired and not condemned in my opinion. (G.Purcell-Fitzgerald)

They may drive you from the Kildare Street Club, but they
cannot deprive you of your straightforward character and the
esteem of those who know you intimately.(J.C.Donovan)

Martyn had to wait for some seventeen months for his battle to reach the

courts. During this period, he functioned as the first President of Sinn

Fein in an increasingly isolated position. The main agent of that isolation

was not the Kildare Street Club Committee but D.P.Koran's The Leader.

In 1905, D. P. Moran published a collection of his journalistic  

articles under the title of The Philosophy of Irish Ireland. In this widely  

circulated book, Moran expressed contempt for the sulky West Britons  

among the middle-class, for the Celtic note among the literary mystics, and  

for the '98 spirit among the Republicans. Moran concluded that the middle-  

class were adopting Anglo-Saxon ways in order to raise their standards  

of living but he had no time for nationalist hyprocisy:"Vhy not call 

ourselves British right away and have done with all chatter and clap-trap  

about nothing, which we miscall nationality?" (70) Moran had no patience  

with the appearance of literature in the neo-Celtic note by the likes of  

Yeats. Moran concluded that the pretence of a national awakening was one of 

the most glaring frauds that the credulous Irish people ever swallowed,  

while economic forces continued being manipulated in favour of the old 

Unionist network. Moran was sceptical of literature's self-important role.  

He scoffed even at the Fenian cult of a book like "Speeches from the Dock",  

with "the little squint-eyed bit of nationality", which produced little  

more than impotent hate and surly growl. <71)
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But it was the cult of Grattan's nation, a key element in 

Griffith's ideology, which was most savagely denounced as enshrining the 

domination of English civilisation and progress as strangleholds of all 

Irish independence:"In 1782 the country beccone fixed not as an Irish nation  

but as an English province." In Moran's book, Grattan's Constitution was 

"our conquest by the Pale", Moran's ideology totally rejected Griffith's  

historical analysis. For Moran,the real historic race left in Ireland was 

the Catholic Gael. He nodded a little in the direction of Thomas Davis' 

comprehensive idea of the Irish people as a composite race made up from 

various traditions. But Moran believed that it had become the Gael's turn, 

to be on top:"The foundation of Ireland is the Gael, and the Gael must be 

the element that absorbs."

Moran's programnme was in favour of the bilingual Gael who would

use Irish as the great connecting link with a past when Ireland was the

school of Europe and use English as a means of economic advancement:

The ascendancy should be r̂ mnmfarnially ousted by a combination 
of Nationalists to seize upon their proper share of posts in 
Railways, Banks and other forms of commerce. (72)

Moran's dismissal of the Ifational Council of 300 as irrelevant was based on 

his contempt for their cross-cultural agenda and futile protests against 

the King. For Moran, excitement about royal visits was a side-show: "if 

the King turns in handy, why not use him in fair fight?" Moran's address to 

the Ascendancy was a demand for Catholic power-sharing in a political 

situation where economic power was in the hands of England's Faithful 

Garrison:"Ve accept the King, but we want fair play in our country; we 

want our share of the law-making power and the positions." <73) Moran 

was prepared to advocate middle class warfare, in the competitive market

place, to redress the economic balance in favour of the Gael.(74)
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The member of the Ascendancy who was advocating cooperation 

between classes for economic self-help for Ireland was Sir Horace Plunkett 

whose Cooperative Movement, by means of propaganda in the Journal The Irish  

Homestead, was concerned with the practical problems of peasant proprietor

ship in the wake of Wyndham's Land Act. Plunkett built up a programme for 

re-building rural communities,after the disruption caused by the land wars  

and the dismembering of the estate system. <75) Plunkett's position was  

solidly Unionist. He, too, was a member of the Kildare Street Club. In his  

book Ireland in the ITew Century, dedicated to the Unionist Lecky, Plunkett  

mamaged to outrage not Just Moran but John Redmond. (76) Redmond wrote to  

Patrick Ford, Editor of The Irish Vorld. claiming that Plunkettism was  

attempting to kill Home Rule by kindness(77). Moran published in The  

Leader a long series of articles by Rev.M.O'Riordan in answer to Plunkett's 

thesis that the influences of the Catholic Church on the formation of the 

Irish character were somehow holding back Ireland's economic development. 

Rev. O'Riordan echoed, if more discreetly, Moran's instinctive dislike of  

anybody closely connected with the Ascendancy;

ITon-Catholics in Ireland have been so long the sportsmen and 
Catholics so long the targets, that those who have had a  
monopoly of criticism as in almost everything else, are  
surprised to discover marksmen standing where only targets 
used to be. <78)

Moran had found in Rev.O'Riordan the ideal journalist who was prepared 

to attack Plunkett's programmes as do-gooding activities which were a 

distraction. Moran trumpeted the rout of Plunkett in the pages of The 

Leader. He saw it as a victory for celebration in that battle of the two 

civilisations in Ireland. The Gael was winning over the Pale. <79) Moran  

decided to conduct his own relentless campaign against Sinn Fein by 

pursuing a policy of sniping continually at the first President.
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Moran's main ploy was to dare Sinn Fein to fight elections, 

Seeking support from defecting M. P.s from the Irish Parliamentary Party was 

proof of Sinn Fein's democratic cowardice. An election in South Galway 

provided Moran with the good opportunity to challenge the President of 

Sinn Fein to contest the seat in his own county in order to test popular 

support for Sinn Fein in the capital of Connacht. <80) Moran lacked an iota  

of respect for the activities of the National Council which he dismissed as  

little more than a taliing-shop.He was for ever demanding evidence 

of Sinn Fein action of a constructive kind:"Have they started an Insurance  

Company, a bank, an Industry?" The ineffectuality of the National Council  

angered Moran because he argued that the national priority for a Sinn Fein 

national programme had to be the commitment to Ireland's commercial 

expansion. Sinn Fein's impotence was preventing the growth of the Irish 

Ireland movement for which The Leader stood: "The net result of the antics  

of the Martynites is the creation of a reaction against the real and 

masculine Sinn Fein movement."

Martyn's refusal to stand in the Galway election was a matter of 

temperament and Sinn Fein official policy. Moran persisted in seeing the 

refusal as a fear of the ballot box from the "aspirant for the political 

leadership of the Irish race at home and abroad. (81) Sinn Fein's policy of 

absentionlsm in South Galway prompted Moran to dismiss the movement as 

irrelevant to Ireland's needs;"Sinn Fein Is only a cry, and not a policy." 

<82) Vhen John Sweetman, Vice-President of Sinn Fein and Co Meath landlord  

who had resigned as M.P. for the anti-Parnelllte party in 1895, made a 

statement that Martyn did not claim to be the political leader of Sinn 

Fein, Moran relished this muddled version of what Martyn's role was as the 

party leader: "Are they a pair of children, a brace of decoy-ducks, two
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harmless figureheads, useful for heading an appeal for subscriptions or 

what?" (83)

Impatience with Martyn's curiously symbolical role began to

grow. Eamonn Mac Aod proclaimed Griffith the creator of the Sinn Fein

movement and deeply regretted the fact that Griffith's excessive self-

abnegation was stopping him from saying so. <84) Meanwhile Griffith's

seminal work about Hungary and Ireland had been translated into Indian

languages and by the end of 1906 had been widely distributed in India as a

result of the interest of the Indian ITationalist movement in its ideas

about non-cooperation and ways of achieving a post-colonial harmony. (85)

The philosopher of Irish Ireland was enraged by all this attention to what

he now called the Green Hungarian Band. The Leader featured articles, not

written by Moran himself, to show how Griffith was misreading both Irish

and Hungarian history. Seagan Ua Neactain attacked Griffith's idealisation

of Grattan's Parliament - a thing which Wolfe Tone and Fintan Lalor had

died to abolish - and called for a Republic in an extreme Fenian tone which

was rarely to be found in Moran's Journal:

Let us get rid of Monarchism, and all its works and pomps; 
all its privileged institutions and heriditary titles that 
carry in their wake the oppression and slavery of the 
people. (86)

Griffith's knowledge of what had actually happened in the peaceful Hungar

ian Revolution was debunked in an article signed by Dromarna who saw a  

gloomy future in store for the Hungary of Kossuth and Deak, <87)

The hostile articles in The Leader now reveal how very little 

Moran really knew about the depth of the hidden political crisis within 

Sinn Fein during 1906. The pressures to abandon the Martyn role were much 

greater within Sinn Fein than in the pages of The Leader.
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The 1906 crisis vdthln Slriii Fein was first triggered by the 

reorganisation, of the Irish Republican Brotherhood and the analgamatlon of  

republican bodies such as the Dungannon Clubs and Cnnia-n-n na nGaedheal.

The I.R.B. view was that ultimately Irish Independence would have to be  

achieved by physical force. But given the state of Irish politics in 1906, 

they saw no objection to the passive resistance tactics of Griffith as a 

preliminary tactics. The National Council's advocacy of "Kings,Lords and  

Commons of 1782" was seen as compromising and weak. Men like P.T.Daly,  

Bulmer Hobson, Denis KcCullough, P.S.O'Hegarty were all members of sections  

of the new grouping. By April, 1907, the new network was ready to form the  

Sinn Fein League at a meeting in Dundalk when a veteran I.R.B. member,

P.T. Daly, was elected President of the Sinn Fein League. On the principle  

that "to start weak is to end weak", the Sinn Fein League declared for 

Ireland's sovereign independence and made a commitment to contest seats  

at general and local elections. The hope was that election funding would be 

raised in America. Obviously much annoyed by the challenge, Griffith barely  

referred to the foundation of the Sinn Fein League in the paper Sinn Fein. 

One course for Griffith was to try to run the Ifational Council without 

the Sinn Fein League who were active members of both organisations. Perhaps  

fearful that the annual convention might well vote against him in a public  

debate, Griffith opted for a waiting game in the hope that his policy of  

1782 absentionlsm might be preserved. So far Martyn remained President (88)

Moran continued to pick on side-issues. Vhen the question of a 

boycott of English institutions took the form of a suggestion that no rates  

and taxes sould be paid, Moran gleefully urged the two landowners, Martyn 

and Sweetman, not to pay and to go heroically to jail for their principles.  

When the landlords paid up, Moran mocked the lack of heroism. He evoked a
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mockiEg fantasy-image of what might have happened with Martyn playing "’The 

Men of the West *' on tie organ at Tlllyra,as the law of the land seized his 

furniture. <89)

Martyn's position remained constant in the face of the President 

of the Sinn Fein League,as he revealed in his letters to J.J.Horgan:"The  

only work now to do is a thorough propaganda and education movenient throu

ghout the country of Sinn Fein principles.” <90) Martyn explained to Horgan  

why he approved of the refusal of the veteran politician Sweetman to stand

for election in North ¥icklow;

The Sinn Fein movement is not to be pushed by starting oppos
ition candidates at the polls. It is above all an educative
and intellectual movement and must proceed by educating the
masses by means of literature, the press and lectures and by  
wide disseminating of branches over the country.

In the same letter, Martyn opposed any fighting for constltuences because

"Sinn Fein must not appear a faction in Ireland". He feared that defeat at

the unpredictable polls would inevitably mean a serious setback to Sinn

Fein's crucial educational programme. <91)A few days after Martyn wrote this

heart-felt plea for the soul of Sinn Fein, he had to turn his attention to

the Dublin High Court where his case against the Kildare Street Club

Committee began on 26 June, 1907. <92)

Some of the most eminent lawyers of the day took part in this 

famous trial; the nationalist M.P. Tim Healy for Martyn, and the Unionist  

M.P. and former Attorney General of Ireland James Campbell for the Kildare  

Street Club Committee. The Judgement was given on 5, July, 1907 by the new  

Master of the Rolls, Richard Meredith, who pronounced that the Committee -  

"men of unblemished honour" - were justified in considering that Martyn's  

conduct Indeed merited expulsion BUT were guilty themselves of a serious
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procedural blunder by treating the Ballot as if it were a General Meeting. 

Martyn's case was won on a technicality. Oral tradition has it that Martyn 

had dinner in the Kildare Street Club on the evening of a verdict. Upon 

Martyn's entry to the Coffee Room, the members present went up and shook  

hands with him. The Coirmittee was left to pay most of the costs of the  

costly show trial which had tried Anglo-Irish Asendancy arrogance. Martyn 

was accepted as a decisive victor. His right of entry to the Club House was 

never challenged again during his remaining years as a rebellious member.  

Perhaps the Committee grew to see him more as an ineffectual eccentric?(93)

At the moment of victory in the Kildare Street Club (something

decided on a mere quirk of legalistic quibbling), the defeat of the first

President of Sinn Fein was progressing as the republican transformation of

Sinn Fein, spearheaded by Daly, the President of the Sinn Fein League,

continued inexorably. Moran remained unaware of the warfare within Sinn

Fein and used the Kildare Street Club trial as an opportunity for further

mockery of Martyn, Moran began his piece on the battle in the Dublin High

Court by expressing mock disappointment at Martyn's failure to appear in

the witness box: "a fanatic in a funk". Moran had withering contempt for

the whole proceedings which he chose to see solely as a question of

Martyn's reinstatement as the evicted tenant of the club of England's

Faithful Garrison in Kildare Street, by the force of British Law:

Mr.Martyn showed stubborness in Invoking British law against 
those who expelled him from the home of landlords..■in Kildare  
Street, but had he sound judgment he would have kicked the  
dust of the club from his feet as soon as he turned national
ist. (94)

Moran ended by demanding that Martyn should contest a current by-election.

Fow that Mr.Edward Martyn has successfully asserted, in a  
British Court of Law, his right to the enjoyment of the  
Kildare Street Club, perhaps he will take to the hustings in
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Forth Leitrim.

The following week, Moran subjected Martyn to the Irish Ireland test:

If Mr. Martyn lived more at home and less in Dublin, at the 
Kildare Street Club and elsewhere, he might be able to do  
something practical for the people in his part of Galway, and 
by providing employment, help to stop emigration and perhaps 
enlistment in the British army and navy. <95)

Moran had still no inkling that it would be the Sinn Fein crisis in ITorth

Leitrim which would finally end the misery of Martyn's symbolical role in

Irish nationalist politics.

A grasp of the party politics in the North Leitrim by-election 

is crucial to an understanding of Martyn's demise. The 1906 General 

Election returned a Liberal Government with a majority sufficiently large 

enough to dispense with Irish Party support. Free of Irish Party pressure, 

the British Government proceeded to suggest a token settlement of the Irish 

question in the form of an Irish Councils Bill. This was much less than 

Home Rule. In Ireland the Irish Party began to be seen as ineffectual in 

the House of Commons. There were resignations from the Irish Party.

C.J.Dolan M.P. for North Leitrim defected and made known his willingness to 

re-contest the seat as a Sinn Fein candidate as a 1782-style absentionist. 

Even though Griffith was averse to fighting parliamentary elections, for 

once he agreed to back his disciple Dolan. The President of the Sinn Fein  

League disapproved of references to Grattan's Parliament, but Daly decided 

to back Dolan against the common enemy Redmond. The prospect of North 

Leitrim aroused American interest. The election was supported by John 

Devoy, Editor of the Gaelic American, who sent to Daly a cheque for 36100 

for the North Leitrim Fund which Daly passed on to Griffith. The Sinn Fein  

League was grasping the opportunity of forcing the National Council into 

active Irish politics.
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At the Convention of the National Council in August, 1907, it

was decided, on the motion of Daly and Sweetman, to anialgaiaate the JTational

Council and the Sinn Fein League.(96) At the point of amalgatlon, the

need for a symbolical use of Martyn as President disappeared at a stroke.

Griffith who had set up Sinn Fein's constitutional monarch in the first

place did not want Martyn to go. Some four months after the amalgamation,

Moran was instinctively smelling out a deposed monarch in disarray:

Edward VIII is President of that conglomeration of British 
Civil Servants, ex-tin pikers, fanatics and boys without a
sense of humour who go, with other types, to make up the
Green Hungarian Band. <97)

The North Leitrim campaign proved to be a long and bitter one. Dolan's

actual resignation had to be postponed to enable Sinn Fein to gather enough

campaign funds and to organise maximum propaganda. The campaign lasted from

June 1907 to February 1908. Redmond grew angry about the Dolan's slow-

motion defection. The new Sinn Fein party was riddled with conflict between

1782 men and republicans. The Catholic Church became uneasy about the

influence of people like Bulmer Hobson (a friend of W.P.Eyan) who was known

for his criticism of the system of clerical managers in primary schools.

Dolan was discussed as a "spoiled priest" with a Philosophy degree from

Maynooth. Election meetings were bedevilled by much violence:raucous

heckling, slashed motor-car tyres, punch-ups. The most notorious incidents

occured at Drumkeerin when the Sinn Feiners on the platform which included

Dolan and Anna Parnell were pelted with mud and rotten eggs. Dolan polled

1,157 votes to 3,103 votes for F.E.Meehan of the Redmond Party. Every vote

for Dolan was seen by Sinn Fein activists as a denial of the authority of

the British government to rule in Ireland. The question for Martyn must

have been: how had the mud-slinging battle in Forth Leitrim served the

cause of Irish self-education?
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The republican elements in Sinn Fein were eager for another 

electoral mud-bath. Lack of funds, rather than Griffith's influence, made 

electioneering impossible. Extreme separatists like Hobson, still loosely  

associated with Griffith, were waiting for the moment when they would be  

ready militarily to challenge English rule. (98) The national glorification  

of a bloody war had been explicit in the anniversary celebrations of 1898,  

Griffith continued to try to be responsive to all shades of nationalist  

opinion opposed to the Irish Parliamentary Party, but he exercised a limited  

influence on people and events. His position was always ambiguous. Denis  

McCullough could later claim that there never had been a "question of 

incompatability between Griffith's Hungarian Policy and the frank  

Republicanism of the I.R.B." <99)

The Forth Leitrim by-election marked the end of Sinn Fein as a

movement with the reform of education as the top priority. By 1908, Martyn

as President of Sinn Fein was an anachronism, a joke. The precise moment of

his resignation was shrouded in obscurity. The resignation may well

have taken place early on in the North Leitrim campaign without anybody

bothering to notice, apart from his friend,Griffith. Diarmid Coffey, a

friend of Martyn since boyhood, claimed that Martyn tried valiantly to keep

the Sinn Fein movement on its idealistic course of cooperation and

education with all shades of Irishry:

He was overruled by the majority of Sinn Feiners and resigned  
his Presidency. A Sinn Fein candidate fought the Nationalist  
candidate in North Leitrim and was decisively beaten. <100)

This rout of Martyn from his constitutional role in Sinn Fein finished

his brief career as cultural politician. He wrote to J.J.Horgan, in

resigned mood:" I think it is better for me to stick to my business. (101)

That business was his work as patron and writer.
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Martyn shared with Hyde the same instinct of remaining true to an

individual cultural role, outside the divisive realm of party politics.

Yeats recorded a conversation which he had with Hyde about this time;

He said, ’I congratulated Martyn some time ago on being 
leader of an important political party, and he answered,
"I don't want to be, I want to do my own work." Say I,
"I want to do my own work also," and then he says, "The  
worst of it is that these fellows would not leave either of 
us there for five minutes if they thought we liked it".(102)

Shifts in the strategies of the political parties occurred  

in 1910. The result of a general election, which Griffth's Sinn Fein  

officially boycotted, gave the Irish Parliamentary Party the balance 

of power in the House of Commons. Redmond was given the advantage of 

pressing the Liberal Government once more on the all important issue of 

Home Rule.The limited Ideological advantage of a thousand votes for Sinn  

Fein in North Leitrim quickly evaporated. The much abused 1782-man  

Dolan emigrated to America. Edward VII died and was succeeded by George V. 

Shortly after the accession of George V on 6, May, 1910, Martyn(the deposed  

Edward VIII, so to speak) used the occasion to write a long letter to The  

Leader. This piece of writing throws much light on the curious relationship 

between Martyn and Moran who started having serious differences of opinion 

from 1905. (103)

Martyn opened with a question which revealed that his sense of 

failure in Irish cultural politics was haunting him. He asked:" Who Is the  

man you think a success in Irish politics today?" Martyn quickly answered  

his own question in a self-reassuring way:"I honestly think myself no  

greater failure than any of the other politicians." As prelude to a mock  

confession of love for Moran, Martyn quoted Yeats:"The only friendships 

that are eternal are those founded upon mutual contempt". Unexpectedly he
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proceeded to address Moran as if he were a widow in need of love;

You are...that beautiful, if barren, type, the Widow Moriarty 
in her little place of business, surrounded by her battered 
marine stores and other general wreckage of her country,out of 
which she makes a genial living, while she gives to everyone 
indiscriminately, including the Liberator, the length of her 
tongue.

Having togged up Koran in Widow's weeds, Martyn continued to conment on

the state of Irish politics but punctuated his remarks with terms of

endearment like "my dear one", "my dear", "my dear Mrs. Moriarty", "my sweet

leader". With memories of how he himself had reacted to visits of previous

British Monarchs and how badly Moran had reacted to such playacting, Martyn

proposed an arrangement whereby the two could join together to collar the

new King (and for a moment, forgot that Moran was Dame Moriarty):

Let us present the address as loyal men. If they are refused.it  
is not our fault.

After so much persiflage, Martyn chose to end by making a sour polemical 

point about the impossibility of getting the Irish people to do anything  

practical or effective for their cultural freedom.

Moran appended a long reply to what he described as "an illumin

ated address".He began with "My Dear Boy", then resorted to using Mrs. 

Moriarty's lethal length of tongue to describe himself as a Journalist  

"who has left a deep mark -perhaps a blister- on the country".The Widow's  

memory of the Battle of the Rotunda was of "that day that was pregnant with 

the toy stanp and the comet daily". The Widow's eagle eye scanned closely  

the piece of human wreckage now before her and she showed off her knowledge 

of The Heather Field which she was remembering from 1899;

You should not forget that you reclaimed the barren and weed- 
bearing soil of your landlord days, and it would indeed be a 
tragedy - a tragedy of which I fear I see some indication -  
if the rank and poisonous weeds broke out again.
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The Widow ended on a light-hearted and coy note with a special plea to

her "gay Lothario":

I am a very prudent widow. . .when you come a-woolng of me, I 
would have you advise me of the time, so that I may provide 
myself with a chaperon.

This public exchange of letters enables one to sense the frustr

ation of two leading figures in the Irish Revival. It was a strange conclu

sion to an acrimonious period of mutual antagonism. Searching scrutiny of 

each other in the letters was frank and remarkable for being devoid of 

rudeness and insult. The serious differences were aired but in a spirit 

of rough playfulness. Martyn was asking Moran to produce the evidence of 

changes in Irish society which The Leader had brought about, certain that 

there was not much evidence. Moran was exposing, with a wink, Martyn*s 

disillusionment and disgust with an ungrateful Ireland as the last 

temptation to indulge in an aristocratic retreat to the cosy refuge of 

country house and club.In spite of the fact that both men showed resilience 

as journalists in their exchanges, they appear now as figures on an Irish 

landscape,doomed to the frustration and futility which then threatened all 

cultural battles for the realisation of ideals in Ireland, irrespective of 

whether the ideals were aesthetic or economic.

The way ahead for each man was to be mapped differently.

Martyn's plans would develop. Moran's plans would remain substantially 

unchanged for many years. Martyn would work on the foundation of a genuine 

Irish Literary Theatre and on refining his use of Ibsenlte drama in the 

quest for greater self-knowledge. Martyn*s Irish Theatre would be mostly  

dismissed as Irrevevant by Moran. Moran would publish Martyn's poetry in 

The Leader. <104) Martyn*s interest in Moran would decrease. <105)
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After 1908, Griffith's original Finn Fein policy was something of a dead 

letter. (106) The political diehards retained a cautious respect for  

Griffith's deliberately shadowy position about the choice between Dual  

Monarchy and Republicanism. Lack of funds and a divided organisation  

continued to cripple involveiaent in parliamentary electons until Sinn Fein  

was re-constituted in 1917, with Griffith still as President. A policy  

emerged after the elimination of the first President of Sinn Fein that 

cultural and educational reform, admirable in theory, should be shelved  

until after political independence was achieved.The campaigns for that  

independence now tended to produce divisive politics. In 1909,Teats record

ed his alarm at the growth of feuding, the loss of idealism and the onset  

of fragjnentation within the whole Irish Eevival.

ITeither the grammar of the Gaelic League, or the industrialism  
of The Leader, or the attacks on the Irish Party in Sinn Fein
give any sensible image for the affections. (107)

Yeats had exalted idealism in "The Literary Movement in Ireland"

which appeared in Lady Gregory's collection of "candlestick makers". That  

1901 collection well displayed the interplay of identities among the first 

idealists of the Irish Revival. How far these idealists were blocked by  

1910 reveals how much the nature of Irish nationalism had narrowed.

AE’s "ffationality and Imperialism" looked forward to the removal  

of the stupefying influence of foreign control as the opportunity of "star

ting up into sudden life of a thousand energies, spiritual, intellectual

artistic, social, economic and human. "<108> In 1906 AE became editor of The  

Irish Homestead. Plunkett's Cooperative Movement journal, and wrote about  

the many practical applications of his mystical ideas. He began to see 

himself as helping to create "a rural commonwealth based on the ancestral
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Celtic vision" which could turn Ireland into "a spearhead of a European 

revival of progressive small-scale rural-based communities." (109) In the 

face of Unionist distrust and Nationalist impatience,the movement began to  

falter when politicians forced Plunkett out of the Vice Presidency of the 

Department of Agriculture in 1907. Plunkett made a last-ditch hopeless  

appeal to the Anglo-Irish ascendancy to save the Cooperative initiatives as  

a national movement. <110)

In "The Battle of Two Civilizations", Moran had laboured the 

point that "from the great error that nationality is politics, a sea of 

corruption has sprung. (Ill) Koran’s Irish Ireland vision of the country 

as a modern industrial largely urban society had scarcely been realised in 

ten years. The likely future for Ireland as a rural economy restricted to 

decades of economic under-development was what would transpire. (112)

In Koore's "Literature and the Irish Language", the great plea 

had been for bi-llngualism: "to use English as a universal language and to 

save our own as a medium for some future literature.(113) In 1908-9, there 

was a popular campaign to make Irish a compulsory subject at the new 

National University. A likely prospect of a living literature taking root  

hovered. There was the ominous Information in the Census of 1911 that 

the Gaeltacht was indeed in terminal decline.(114)

Douglas Hyde had two pieces in the 1901 collection: "What Ireland 

is Asking For" and "The Return of the Fenians". Both radiated a great  

optimism that from "the old cold withered tree, a new plant will grow up 

again". (115) As happened in Sinn Fein in 1908, political activists began  

to see The Gaelic League as a spent force unless the League became 

politically engaged. (116) Hyde resigned his presidency at the Ard-Fheis in
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July, 1915, most anxious about the future for members who were running the 

ordinary branches of the League< which had declined in number from 964 to 

388 branches between 1906-1913) on the strength of their national feeling.  

Ordinary people might be reluctant to put jobs and families at risk by 

being forced to take part in party political and military activities. (117)

In O'Grady's "The Great Enchantment", there was his romantic view  

of aristocracy in Irish history. The idealisation included the old Catholic 

aristocracy "intensely and fanatically Royalist and Cavalier, and  

compounded of elements which were Forman Irish and Milesian-Irish". <118)  

O'Grady's journal The All Ireland Review ceased publication In 1908. AE's  

account of the last years of O'Grady in Ireland included an account of 

O'Grady's growing late romantic concern for deprived urban dwellers;

Vhen the aristocracy failed Ireland, he bade them farewell...
He turned his mind to the problems of democracy and more
especially of those workers who were trapped in the city. <119)

After some involvement with V.P. Ryan's Peasant. 0'Grady emigrated to Engl

and c.1908. In the words of his son: "save for the occasional letter to  

the press, he disappeared from public ken". <120)

Hartyn shared in the ideals or dreams featured in Lady Gregory's 

Collection. <120) As a member of the Catholic ITorman-Irish gentry, he  

probably took pride in O'Grady's piece in which O'Grady wrote about the 

Catholic aristocracy taking their honour with them and founding noble or 

princely families on the Continent, Martyn was not a family man but sought 

his honour as a patron of all the arts on an All Ireland basis. Martyn 

believed that Griffith's Sinn Fein policy document unveiled to the  

Convention in late 1905 provided the ideal educational framework on paper  

for fostering a good measure of civilisation in Ireland.
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After Martyn had quit symbolical politics, there still lingered 

the satirical urge to write plays with local political allusions. One such 

play was The Privilege of Power which was probably first written after The 

Place-Hunters. <121) During the Summer of 1915, Thomas and John MacDonagh  

helped Martyn to revise the text. Both MacDonaghs were Involved in republi

can activity during that summer in connection with the burial of O'Donovan 

Hossa on 1 August, 1915. Martyn wrote to Thomas llacDonagh about the revis

ions. In one letter, Martyn wanted a reference to the anti-address campaign 

deleted. Martyn himself had been an anti-address person during the King's 

visit to Dublin in 1903. <122) The play featured the corrupt relationship  

between the Vest Briton Sir Matthew Hort K.C.V.C. and the social climber 

Peter O'Keeffe. Abuses among government officials in Dublin were exposed, 

with Sheela Hort as the only character with a spark of idealism. <123)

New Ireland, usually sympathetic to ventures at the Irish Theatre, noted 

the dated social observation in the play:"One cannot help feeling astonish

ed at the vast gulf which separates us...from...characters of thirteen 

years ago. <124)

Another political play was The Playboy of the Eastern World in 

1912. This marked a return to the kind of satirical allegory which Martyn  

used in Morgante. The play was about the battle between the families of two 

matriarchs, Hibernia and Britannia. Britannia's sons are John BulK"the  

playboy"), Non-Conformist Conscience and Public Propriety. Ballynoodle, 

Hibernia's son with shillelagh and pipe stuck in his hat-band, expresses 

great admiration of John Bull's "fineguns and guards and hangmen". John  

Bull honours Ballynoodle as a true Irishman who can be as rollicking and 

blackguardly as he likes as long as he remains a flunkey. Ballynoodle's 

sister Pagana has pearls which John Bull covets. When he steals them, he
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has to swallow them to dispose of the evidence of the crime. The pearls can 

only be retrieved by Gael making John Bull swallow a purge. As the medicine 

works John Bull speaks:

JOHIT BULL: Oh for the good old days when England could do
what she liked!(makes a face)By George,I've got a  
pain.(doubles up) Oh, thunder, the pain is awful! 
Oh save us - help - murder - oh (he rushes out.. 
and is heard bellowing at intervals ...)

After this famous victory, there is a pageant-like marriage of Pagana and

Home Rule with a grand Procession of Cardinals,Bishops,Ecclesiastics,

Trumpeteers and Pipers. Ballynoodle is left to console John Bull:

BALLYNOODLE You have me to show you the humour of old Ireland.
(125)

The play made some effective satirical points about old Ireland  

and old England. It conjured up an aesthetic pageant of Home Rule's  

victory. But a propaganda play which did not grasp what was actually happ

ening in Ireland was simply out of touch with politics, post-1910. The  

one-act play was never performed.

Martyn's single-minded pursuit of his high cultural ideals, as  

in the play Regina Eyre to the exclusion of any response to the rapid 

growth of republicanism in the post 1916 support for the idealist martyrs, 

made his art seem irrelevant to politics. Nevertheless the republican 

members of the Irish Theatre gave him respect for his esoteric art.

The greatest irony in connection with Martyn the First President 

of Sinn Fein occurred some fifteen years after his death when Douglas Hyde 

was made the purely symbolic First President of Ireland on 25, June, 1938.  

This appointment under the constitution of 1937 was to prevent, not to 

facilitate, change: Hyde as symbol has been well explained by J.J.Lee:
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An Irish language enthusiast, a former president of the 
Gaelic League, a professor and a Protestant, he satisfied 
sundry national self-images and at the age of seventy-seven, 
seemed unlikely to be unduly assertive. (126)

Unlike Griffith's symbolism of Martyn as the First President of Sinn Fein,

which was an optimistic projection of a diverse Irish nationality on an

European model the symbolism of the First President of Ireland was a

party-political attempt to suggest the completeness of an Irish nationalism

which appeared to embrace Catholics and Protestants. In reality, the

Ireland over which Hyde was asked to preside was mainly a narrow-minded

Catholic rural country which had abandoned all ideas of an All Ireland

ground for the diverse traditions on the Island.

J.J.Horgan was close to the mind of Martyn the politician, as

can be gathered from reading what remains of their correspondence. Horgan

concluded that Martyn had no talent for politics but added;

His real talent...lay in his cultured taste and leadership.
Hyde once described him as the best citizen in Ireland..for 
he was ready to support with voice and purse any movement  
for the advancement of the people, <127)

Horgan expressed only part of the truth about Martyn*s citzenship. The

reasons for his limited expression of citizenship lay partly in himself

and partly in the state of Ireland.

Martytn's love of country was an essential factor in his self

development. He was known to his contemporaries as "Edward Martyn; Dramatic  

Author, Nationalist, Philanthropist". (128) His quiet resignation from  

the presidency of Sinn Fein was an intimation that his educational  

reforms for Ireland would become a lost cause. The majority of the Irish  

were either against or indifferent to his message.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

BEYOFD PARAGEAPHS FOR THE PERVERSE

A lack of imagination. forms the basis of the political state.  
Since individuals are governed largely by self-interest,their  
Imaginative sympathy with what lies b eyond this narrow circle  
tends to be f e e b l e . Politics spring from a failure of imagina
tion.

Terry Eagleton

When Martyn wrote the Introduction to Paragraphs for the Perverse  

he was an angry middle-aged man plagued by a sense of failure. He recall

ed resistance to the reform of church music in Dublin's Pro-Cathedral: "the  

thing must be disparaged, spoiled by all the farcical and ineffective  

tactics of Handy Andyism. " The public neglect of Dr.Esposito's Sunday  

Orchestral Concerts in Dublin rankled: "He carried on his brave and  

civilising reform from 1899 until they were suddenly stopped by the war of  

the Philistines." The anger turned to fury when he reflected on the  

persistent aesthetic prefer ences of virtually all Irish bishops:"Could any  

practice b etter illustrate the symbol of using the bootjack for a hammer  

than the p erv ersity...of preferring the tradesman to the artist for the  

production of ecclesiastical ornament?" There was outrage at the neglect  

of V, A.Scott, the architect:" In any other country, he would be overwhelmed  

with clients, but of course Handy Andyism is arrayed against him." The  

friendship with Moore reached its nadir, with Koore reduced to Morgante:  

"Mon ami Moore yearns to be genie de I'amltie but unfortunately he can  

never be looked upon as a friend...like the Infant Morgante, when he  

misb ehaves himself, clapping his little hands he laughing shouts: 'I did  

this b ecause I knew it would annoy you'".

Martyn's stub born det ermination to reject failure strengthened;
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I am one of those who walk the thorny path of the reformer..
Although my reforms are resisted as much as ever, I am more
ardent than ever in reform. In fact, opposition only adds fuel 
to my ardour. <1)

After Martyn's death, Handy Andyism had a field day. What happen

ed then to Martyn's bequests of papers, books and art collection show that. 

Martyn's wishes were that his papers and library would be committed to the 

safe keeping of the Carmelites of Clarendon Street, Dublin. His collection

of art would be offered to the National Gallery of Ireland. Increased

anxiety about the dangers to Tulira from Irish civil disorder prompted 

Martyn to arrange to move his most valued possessions to safety during 

1923. Lady Gregory recorded that she saw the Kartyn pictures, by courtesy  

of James Stephens, in the locked-up National Gallery on 12 June, 1923. (2) 

About the same time, Xartyn wrote to Father Cyril Ryan, the Provincial of 

the Carmelites and an old friend, about the papers and books. Ryan seemed 

to have expressed reluctance to accept the responsibility. Martyn was

insistent; "I...cannot understand why I cannot do what I like with my 

property...If the books were pillaged, I should never forgive myself."(3) 

Ryan arranged for the bequest to be collected.

On the 6 February, 1924 the Board of Governors and Guardians  

of the National Gallery decided to keep nine pictures and a tapestry out of  

a list of 45 items offered.Finally only six pictures were accessioned with  

Gallery interest limited mainly to Martyn's early Parisian purchases. The  

bequest of so many pictures bought from living Irish artists was under

valued. Ryan did his minimal clerical duty. He gave permission to Gwynn  

to remove the papers to Windsor where Gwynn was happy to write his unscol-  

arly memoir; whereupon the papers disappeared. The Martyn books in Clarendon 

Street have never been properly catalogued by anybody. <4)
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Innnedlate reaction to Martyn's death from two young writers who 

barely knew him showed more interest than Dublin gallery officials and 

priests. The young men were F.J.Hugh O'Donnell and Thomas MacGreevy.

F.J.Hugh O'Donnell had trained as a draper's assistant but wanted 

to write plays. (5) After attending a performance of Martyn's Regina Eyre 

at the Irish Theatre, O'Donnell visited the arthritic Martyn in his Dublin  

rooHB obviously in the hope of literary advice and an offer of a production  

of his work at the Irish Theatre. Martyn's most detailed response was to 

O'Donnell's play The Grey Gull about a hunchback. (6) Vhile the Irish  

Theatre never produced an O'Donnell play,Martyn did send this young man  

a handwritten copy of his epitaph for the Irish Theatre "Astorea Redux" 

before its publication. O'Donnell's greatest frustration with Martyn's 

Will was relatedto the total failure to make any financial provision, among  

bequests, for the building of an Edward Martyn memorial theatre. O'Donnell  

concluded sadly:"He died a disappointed man and probably believed the  

public preferred other fare and that educating them was but waste of 

time." <7) Quite by accident, O'Donnell came across workmen clearing out  

Martyn's Dublin rooms and Just managed to snatch a few things from the 

heaps of paper(which included Irish Theatre playbills and accounts of the 

Sinn Fein Printing and Publishing Co>. Significant discoveries among the  

rubbish awaiting the Dublin corporation dust cart were two letters from 

Pearse and a letter from Arthur Griffith dated 8 February, 1908: "a sincere  

appeal from Griffith to Martyn not to resign the Presidency of Sinn Fein".  

<8> O'Donnell did not quote directly from this Important Griffith letter.

On the 30 November, 1927, O'Donnell lectured to the Dublin  

Literary Society on the topic: "¥here is Irish Drama Going?". In the
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lecture, he argued strongly in favour of peasant drama which should be 

written by peasants for production by the Ifational Abbey Theatre. There 

was lip-service to the memory of Martyn's ideals in the lecture. The 

comments were of a sentimental kind on the fate of Martyn. His idea of 

a new form of peasant drama was in line with a new interest in peasant 

autobiographies, very far removed from Martyn's concerns. (9)

Like O'Donnell, Thomas MacGreevy saw Regina Eyre and was very

unimpressed: "Regina Eyre is perhaps no worse a play, and no better, than

Claudel would have written when he was fifteen. And that was about the

extent of Edward Martyn's importance as an artist." <10) MacGreevy, a

member of the Dublin Drama League, shared Lennox Robinson's dismissal of

Martyn as dramatist. <11) Vhat attracted praise from MacGreevy was Martyn

the patron.MacGreevy recognised the value of Martyn's two great gifts to

the people of Ireland: the Impressionist pictures in the National Gallery

and the foundation of the Palestrina Choir at Dublin's Pro-Cathedral.

MacGreevy expressed great delight in finding in Dublin art galleries "a

small Monet that is a miracle of loveliness, two Degas pastels and a

powerfully ugly Jack Yeats". MacGreevy expressed even greater excitement

at the choir's singing of Palestrina at solemn mass on Sundays:

It is only at High Mass in Marlborough Street that the Dublin 
humanist can fully realise the greatness of the artistic 
achievement of the medieval civilisation. Apart altogether 
from its religious significance, the ritual is one of the 
most flawless creations of the artistic consciousness of 
mankind.

By the 1940s MacGreevy's view of Martyn was that he had failed  

because he lacked the common touch but that he should be honoured in 

Ireland as a generous patron who had linked his country with manifest

ations of European culture:
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A Padralg Pearse or a Jasies Connolly, drawing inspiration 
from a whole nation...marks a turning point in a country's 
destinities..Martyn... failed to reconcile the lesser 
misunderstandings that existed between the mass of his 
countrymen and himself... they, at least, never failed to 
recognise that on the larger issues he was, according to his 
lights, a man of outstanding rectitude and goodwill. (12)

MacGreevy remembered visiting Martyn's rooms In Dublin. He recalled a few

details, over a distance of twenty years: "an unfrained colour-print of the

'Madonna of the Eucharist' by Ingres, propped up on the chimney-piece."

In retrospect, MacGreevy reinterpreted the national significance of those

bleak rooms in romantic terms;

There the great men of the great generation, that of the 
first quarter of this century, had all, at one time or 
another, gone to talk over some aspect of the nation's life 
with the generous, saintly, patriotic old crank.

In the most sustained of his essays, about the art in Loughrea Cathedral,

MacGreevy powerfully evoked the Influential figure of Martyn as patron;

He had a natural interest in the philosophical significance 
of the fine arts...he discovered in himself, as he grew older, 
a sympathy...(most uncommon in the landlord class to which he  
belonged) with the political and even the social aspirations 
of the resurgent people. (13)

Clearly the idea of Martyn as Irish Catholic nationalist 

landlord as a national symbol in the 1940s began to seem relevant to  

MacGreevy. MacGreevy never quite explained the forms of influence which 

Martyn had exercised on those who visited to his rooms. A pity that 

MacGreevy did not even mention which great men of the great generation 

visited Martyn. MacGreevy himself may well have visited often. Only 

In the instances of the Dublin galleries, the Pro-Cathedral and Loughrea 

Cathedral did MacGreevy document Martyn's legacy. In MacGreevy's writings 

there was no discussion of the failure of the Irish Catholic Church to 

heed Martyn's advice on the fine arts. MacGreevy's was a narrow view.
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O'Donnell and MacGreevy were young men who visited the crippled 

Martyn in his Dublin rooms. But what of those frequent guests at Tulira who 

knew him better, were part of the patron's reforms and might well have been  

expected to continue on the thorny path of reform? For a variety of reasons  

the thorny path was not pursued after the death of the master.

The two proteges who were his best hopes as reformers were

Robert Elliott and Henry E. O'Hanlon. Hany of Elliott's crusading articles

were published in periodical like Irish Rosary and The Leader and collected

in his Art and Ireland in 1906. (14) Martyn was in favour of Elliott's

campaign to persuade the Irish Catholic Church as patron to ignore the

commercial manufacturers of repository art and to trust and employ Irish

artists. Martyn was aware of what might not happen as a result of the Irish

clergy's pitifully limited understanding of the meaning of church art:

The reason is that aesthetics are not looked upon by them or 
the generality of mankind, as a serious study, like medicine  
or law, but rather as a species of fantastic frivolity, about  
which nearly all persons are or consider themselves or anyone 
else qualified to pronounce judgment. <15)

Elliott's mission to the Irish clergy was largely ignored, or stopped short

in its tracks even among the so called clerical intelligentsia

Mr. Elliott's book is too wordy, too diffuse, too much  
preoccupied with Donatella, Della Robbia and Perugina. Vhat  
we want in the present stage of our development is not fugues 
on Italian art. <16)

Clerical reaction like this was what Martyn expected. What mist have  

mightily heartened the patron of Tulira was the burgeoning friendship 

between Elliott and the brilliant architect V,A.Scott who became responsib

le for designing the little church at Spiddal and for much of the interior 

furnishing of Loughrea Cathedral. <17) Scott designed the O'Growney Memor

ial Tomb at Maynooth. Much of Scott's work was restricted to making
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alterations to existing buildings. (18) The longed-for opportunity never 

came Scott's way to design a great church and use the inspiration of the 

By zantine churches in which both he and Elliott developed a very strong  

interest. The premature deaths of both Elliot(in 1910) and Scott (in 1922) 

marked the ending of many new possibilities for the revival of Irish art.

Henry B. O'Hanlon seemed to Martyn to be exactly the type of

non-peasant Irish dramatist which the Irish Theatre at Hardwicke had been

founded to discover and promote. (19) Expressing his pleasure at O'Hanlon's

non-peasant play The All-Alone. Martyn was Jubilant;

Its author may be said to have first realised at our playhouse 
what a drama essentially should be. This naturally led to his 
study of Continental Masters. (20)

O'Hanlon, still alive in the Dublin of the 1950s, never wrote another play.

Ho other writer emulated his slavish attempt to transplant Martyn-themes to

the Irish drama. O'Hanlon's sole claim to be remembered has remained that

he alone was prepared to follow where the first Irish Ibsenite had led.

There were two young political nationalists among the frequent

guests at Tulira: J.J. Morgan and Diarmid Coffey. The correspondence, from

1906 to 1917, between Martyn and Morgan which the latter bequeathed to

the national Library of Ireland, is the single most fascinating primary

Martyn source in the public domain.Very early in the relationship with the

man who was thirty years his senior, Horgan hero-worshipped Martyn. (21)

Twenty five years after Martyn's death, Horgan's view had considerably

changed,in the light of how Ireland had developed:

Although he fancied himself as a dramatist and a politician, 
he had no real aptitude for either calling and was, as Arthur 
Symons said of him "a talented amateur".. His real talent,  
however, lay in his cultural taste and leadership. (22)

In the phrase "cultural taste and leadership", Horgan paid tribute to his
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mentor of Tulira. He left undlscussed the reasons why few in free Ireland 

came to share in that cultural taste.

Diarmid Coffey (who has described how he appeared as a very

small boy in the the first production of Maeve). saw Hartyn with shrewd

insight. For Coffey. Martyn was an outsider within the group of writers

involved in the Irish Literary Revival:

Edward Kartyn, though associated with this group, stood out
side it, more part of the Continental spirit of the end of the 
nineteenth century...Mbrgante the Lesser...shows a mind which  
has been formed on quite other lines than those of the Celtic 
tradition. (23)

Coffey was content to accept regretfully the fact that Martyn was little 

known in the Irish Free State which had been created on lines different 

■t° what mi gilt have satisfied Martyn's "continental spirit".

Msirtyn's dream of Irish music was closely linked to the talents 

of the composer T. O'Brien Butler whose real name was Thomas Vhitwell- 

Buller, and of the musical director of the Palestrina Choir, Vincent 

O'Brien. O'Brien Butler's opera Muirgheis(produced at the Theatre Soyal 

Dublin on 7, December, 1903 with the composer conducting)led Martyn to 

claim "the birth of a genuine national school of music". (24) The great  

optimism of the moment prompted Martyn to hope,on the strength of the fairy 

music at the end of act two, that O'Brien-Butler was a major con5>oser;  

"Except in the Rheingold or Gotterdammerung or Parsifal, I have heard no  

choral writing in modern times more beautiful than this." (25) When O'Brien  

Butler was drowned on the "Lusitana", Martyn felt a great blow: "unhappily  

gone down in the Lusitana with his opera score, a national loss. (26)

Of all the talented young men who gathered about him as patron,
f

none was closer than Vincent O'Brien. O'Brien was a musician who contribut-
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ed to various levels of Dublin musical life over very many years. His 

most abiding contribution to Ireland was iiis successful musical direction 

of the Palestrina Choir for over forty years; an enthusiasm and a commit

ment which he effectively passed on to his two musical sons. (27) After his  

death in 1948, his eldest son Colum testified:"To Edward Hartyn..Vincent  

owed and ever gratefully acknowledged the successes and achievements which 

so bountifully blessed his later years." (28) O'Brien's second son, Oliver,  

continued as musical director of the Palestrina Choir for another thirty 

years, always under the inspiration of Edward Martyn. !Sowhere else in 

Ireland has the memory of Martyn been better preserved than in the 

Palestrina Choir, now under the able direction of Ite O'Donovan. The choir 

is still a brilliant "scratch choir" but has never developed into Martyn's 

dream of a Choir-School, to rival St.Patrick's.

There was a young artist who was the last to attract Martyn's 

eye and admiration. This young m n  was Patrick Tuohy who was a member of 

the Palestrina Choir. Tuohy became involved in the Irish Theatre as the 

designer of the poster for The All-Alone. What most drew Martyn to Ti>uohy's 

talent was his capability of creating church art.At the age of twenty five, 

the painter painted a reredos in the chapel of the Loreto Convent, North 

George's Street, Dublin "The Agony in the Garden". This work reminded 

Martyn of Giotto Martyn's admiration of Tuohy's art led to formulate a 

last plea to the Catholic Church to commission Irish artists with talent;

The only real demand for art in Ireland is by the Church. By
patronising men of talent...the country...is thereby lifted from
itislough to civilisation. <29)

In the year of Martyn's death,Touhy exhibited his "The Baptism of Christ".

The E.H.A. exhibited the big picture, influenced by Puvis de Chavannes, under 

"Decorative". There were no commissions forthcoming from the church.
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The Irish Free State commissioned a few portraits. The portrait was a genre 

in which Tuohy established a reputation. He painted a portrait of James 

Joyce in Paris in 1925. Depressed about his prospects as an artist in  

Ireland, Tuohy emigrated to Hew York where he committed suicide in 1930. 

Another young artist with considerable talent in whom Martyn had believed  

disappeared with little trace, beyond the enthusiasm of MacGreevy.(30)

JIartyn's early great dream of a revival of all the arts in Ire

land was set down in memorable form by George Koore:

For Edward had decided that the revival of the drama which the 
success of The Heather Field had started in Ireland must be 
accompanied by the revival of all the arts - painting, sculpture 
and music. <31)

By 1923, such a revival had not taken place and was most unlikely to take

place. Martyn's famous play The Heather Field has never been performed

on a stage in independent Ireland. <32) Martyn*s existence was summarily

consigned to oblivion as far as the Irish state has been concerned. There

is supreme irony in the fact that a public memory of Martyn has been best

preserved in anecdotal accounts of his life and work which can be read and

studied in Moore's memoirs and fiction, Yeats's memoirs and Lady Gregory's

journals and diaries. As meticulous researchers delve deeper into the

works of Moore, Yeats and Lady Gregory, Martyn is being slowly recovered

from oblivion. Yeatsian scholars used to be prejudiced against Martyn out

of sympathy for Yeats's testy dislike of Martyn. Typical examples of this

mental enslavement can be found in Ronsley and Flannery. Eonsley concluded:

Martyn's Tulira betrayed an insencerity and a pretentiousness.
So sense of history or tradition enlivened the house. Nearly 
everything in it was hated by its owner, but hated with a kind 
of relish because it fed a hatred of life itself... Lady Gregory 
unlike Martyn, loved her house and loved it more as it grew  
more rich in associations. <33)

Flannery wrote:"As literature Martyn's plays are worthless...parodies of
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everything that Yeats founded the Irish...dramatic movement to foster.(34)

More recently the excellent scholarly work of D.J.Murphy and

James Pethica on Lady Gregory's Journals and diary has moved away from

an academic sterile regurgitation of the old Yeatsian hostilities.Lady

Gregory has been emerging as a key witness. There was a measure of mutual

sympathy between the near-neighbours. Lady Gregory was in a good position

to appreciate how Jtartyn had changed direction within his family for the

sake of his ideals. Shortly after Martyn's death, she noted:

There is a nice notice of him in "The Times", better than
he would have gained by following his family's wishes and
settling down to marry and entertain the County. (35)

The Oxford scholar John Kelly's ongoing massive projected of Collected

Letters of V.B. Yeats continues to throw further light on the complexities

of the fraught relationship between Martyn and Yeats. At last their

battles can be studied in richer detail, as Yeats himself begins to be

focused as a frequent guest at Tulira.

This study's main emphasis has been on an integrated approach  

to Martyn's activities as patron, playwright, Journalist, Sinn Fein  

President and fringe theatre director. Such a broad cultural context is  

needed for full discussion of Irish resistance to Martyn's reforms on many 

fronts. Martyn's own abilties to develop were exceptional in the period.

He moved aesthetically from the Byzantine Church traditions of Agathopolis  

to Pope Pius X's Counter-Reformation liturgical practices and to Irish Arts  

and Crafts interior church decoration. The development from an admiration  

for the forms of Greek theatre northwards towards enthusiasm for the work 

of the Norwegian genius Ibsen is striking in the quest for greater self- 

knowledge. The emergence of the Sinn Fein President out of the all-Ireland
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Journalist bore a challenging message for an educational programme beyond 

the comprehension and sympathy of most. One main conclusion must be drawn: 

Martyn expected too much in expecting many people to emulate the degree 

of personal development required to understand and support so much reform 

during a politically unstable period.

This study has suggested new terms of reference for positive 

discussion of Martyn grey areas: the Catholicism, the celibacy, the long 

years of neglect, the final years as arthritic recluse and the legacy of 

aestheticism and nationalism.

Moore's view of "dear Edward" can still influence unsubstantiated  

conclusions about Martyn*s Catholicism. John Foster Wilson's view of Martyn  

is based on Moore's opinion that Martyn was reluctant to change because he  

was a Catholic. (36) As we have seen, Martyn developed independently of the  

Catholic church. He had no interest in scholarly theology. Unlike Gerald 

O'Donovan, he remained aloof from Catholic centres like Maynooth. Unlike  

Robert Elliott, his journalism was not published in Irish Catholic intell

ectual Journals like The Irish Rosary. Martyn the journalist chose to air 

his views mainly in the nationalist press. His admiration of the work of 

the two archbishops, Healy and Valsh, was publicly linked with their 

support of reforms in church art and music. He was a merciless scourge of 

the many priests who refused to be interested as patrons in these reforms. 

He practised Catholicism in the Continental rather than in the Irish mode. 

Like many an European Catholic, he was proud of the civilising traditions 

of the church and intensely critical of the philistine attitudes of most 

Irish priests. There is no evidence to show that Martyn was 

directly influenced by the church in his ideas about the aesthetic state.
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The historical shaping of the Irish Catholic church in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries came from reforms like a dominant 

clerical control in the parishes, moralistic vigilance as a major public 

concern, popular devotions and moral crusades, missionary vocations for 

world Catholic expansion. Most of these reforms were associated with the 

influence of Cardinal Cullen. (37) Reform of church art and music ranked  

very lowly in the list of ecclesiastical concerns. The contemporary 

biographers of Healy and Valsh barely acknowledge this interest in a few 

sentences. <38) In his Journalism for papers like The Leader. Martyn  

revealed some of the qualities of Julien Benda's "intellectual". <39) He was  

often concerned and courageously spoke out about the need for urgent reform 

to those in power, clerical and lay, irrespective of what anybody might 

think or say about him personally. Martyn was a rebellious voice in the 

Irish Catholic church.

Too often discussion of Martyn's practice of celibacy has been 

unbalanced by uncritical acceptance of Moore's view of his friend's latent 

homosexuality. Any understanding of Martyn's celibacy should begin from 

historical facts and not from critical speculation and theory. Martyn*s 

proclaimed celibacy began partly as a rebellious response to his mother's 

demand for marriage and children. It was also a dimension of his enthusiasm 

for the idealist aspects of the Greek movement in the Oxford of the 1870s.  

Moore chose to ignore Vinckelmann's influence on the young Martyn's form of 

aesthetic idealism. Vinckelmann's Martyn would not have fitted easily into 

the malicious picture of Moore's Martyn.This study has tried to redress the 

balance in accounts of the friendship by showing how Moore fitted into 

Martyn's view. Discussion of this friendship will continue to feature in 

any further homoerotic interpretation of Martyn's celibacy. <40)
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Mnrgante included Martyn's tribute to Vinckelmann's ideas. The 

book also included an expression of a ferocious inisogyny. The misogyny in 

Morgante and afterwards has been treated in this study as a calculated 

satirical attack on the materialist world of his mother, and as a first 

stage in Martyn's process of self-development towards the creation of 

Regina Eyre, the new Irish woman on Carrantuohill, who was required to  

replace the symbol of Ireland as the decrepit old woman, Kathleen ni  

Houlihan. (41) It should be possible to concentrate on the analysis of  

celibacy and misogyny as subtle themes developed in Martyn's literary work.

Total neglect of Martyn's work by publishers and producers have 

contributed to the present state of muddled understanding and gossipy 

interpretation. Morgante has never been republished. Is very rare in the  

market of antiquarian books and has ceased to be read or studied by any

body. The important plays about "new women", have disappeared from the 

public domain. Orang-prnlnia-n has long been out of print and has never been 

revived. Regina Eyre is a lost text, like the lost Martyn papers, and  

survives only by the thread of a few fugitive reviews. There ought to be 

a ban on so-called scholarly conclusions about Martyn if the missing work 

which can be traced is not taken into account as admissable evidence

A moving account of Martyn's final lonely years can now be 

pieced together with the help of the newly edited Lady Gregory journals. 

These final years provide an invaluable historical context for a grasp of 

what must be described as a failure which has not triumphed yet in modern 

Ireland. The crippling illness turned the generous patron of country house  

weekend parties for idealists into the recluse of Tullra without a public 

following. Real life echoed the Tyrrell's final Isolation in Martyn's first
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play about Irish gentry, The Heather Field. Suggestions of cultural despair 

began to creep into Martyn's view on Vagner's Parsifal. a favourite opera 

which he had first written about in a splendid double page article in 1891.  

Vagner's last opera was a Vagnerian The Prince, dedicated to King Ludwig to 

whom Vagner was looking to fill the role as patron of the arts at Bayreuth. 

Vagner had a dream of King Ludwig as the ideal monarch about to inaugurate 

a version of an aesthetic state. In history, King Ludwig abandoned that 

role as reformer in Zeitpolitik and withdrew to the aestheticism of his  

castles and palaces of fantasy.(42) Vith reform flagging, Martyn turned 

away from the prospect of liturgical aestheticism in the Irish church and 

returned to the enjoyment of the memory of liturgical aestheticism in an 

opera like Parsifal as the consoling alternative to reform.

Symbolical imperial figures from early poems began to appear in

the columns of The Leader. There was Frederick the Great, through the

eyes of Carlyle, at Sans Souci:

At twelve with many bohemians famed, he dines - 
Feast of wit, learning, cookery and wines. (43)

There was Philip the Second of Spain as the Great Patron of Counter-Eeform-

ation Art;

Afar from thy bare cell where thou could'st hear 
Dream organ bursts mid liturgy severe. <44)

There was a poem which suggested that old Greece shone in the Tulira woods;

And now that young Greek's rays.
In the mists of the evening air.
Stream through the woodland ways
Like the golden threads of his hair. (45)

One can only speculate about Martyn's thoughts as death slowly 

approached. His life-work must have seemed useless to himself and to his 

few followers. Did he perhaps recall the fate of Chrysostom who, when he
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had been banished from Constantinople, was afflicted by physical ailments 

and extreme mental depression whenever he remembered the destruction of 

his work and the scattering of disciples? Was the recluse, as a physical 

and spiritual prisoner within Tulira, tempted to reflect on the fleeting 

nature of his patrician faith in the saving power of high culture, at once 

"a false consolation for real suffering and an embattled refuge for the 

utopian hopes for overcoming that very misery"? (46)

Ve know for certain that the recluse Martyn edited his papers and

wrote the Introduction to Paragraphs for the Perverse. He fastened onto a 

scapegoat to blame for the failure. That scapegoat was Handy Andy.He  

seems to have avoided any comment on the success of the reorganised 

Sinn Fein, by then a political party fast building on the new public 

popularity of the idealism of the republican martyrs of the 1916 rising.  

Martyn had known some of these newly proclaimed visionaries as promising 

young men with an interest in the Irish Theatre, an interest for which

they would not be remembered. All that the Irish revolution meant for the

recluse working on his memoirs (which were never to be published) was  

the intellectual self-exclusion from events and the physical threat of 

destruction to Tulira and its contents. Martyn did not live long enough to 

hear news of Yeats's great victory when he received the Ifobel Prize in 

1923. Yeats felt certain that Edward Martyn was part of an Ireland that was 

passing away.

In fact, Martyn's failure to bridge the gulf between dream and 

reform was not unique. In John Hutchinson's study of the Irish Revival as 

cultural nationalism, the failures to bridge that gulf eire analysed, with 

Martyn's great battles reduced to a line about "the eccentric Ibsenlte".
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Hutchinson documents the broken dreams of Irish cultural nationalists such 

as Standish O'Grady, Douglas Hyde, Eoin KacNeill, Arthur Griffith, W.B.  

Yeats, D. P. Moran. (47)The loss of the Martyn papers and state of unscholarly  

research into his life and work have turned Kartyn into a figure who is 

likely to be ignored in overall surveys of the Irish Revival. This study  

has made out a case for Martyn's advocacy of the Vinckelmann* s aesthetic 

state as a source of inspiration for an Ireland with the opportunity for 

an arts and crafts national movement in which all traditions could begin 

to flourish. In the age of political nationalism, democratisation and  

sectarianism, the Irish people were not ready to learn from Ancient Greece, 

or from ancient Ireland, or from Martyn's syncretist approach.

Only one Irish writer of the time has written perceptively about 

the cultural failure which Martjm had tried so hard to prevent: Thomas 

MacGreevy. Among the KacGreevy papers can be found unpublished, heavily  

annotated mss. in connection with a paper entitled "A Cultural Irish  

Republic" which was read to the Irish Society in November, 1934 and with 

a later lecture entitled "The Cultural Dilemma for Irishmen; Nationalism or 

Provincialism" which was given to the ITUI club in London in December, 1938.  

In the paper and lecture, MacGreevy pointed to an Irish cultural failure 

without any reference to Edward Martyn's warnings. MacGreevy began with a  

public confession after a decade of Irish freedom:

Our first need in Ireland, as we had realized it, was not a
political republic but a cultural republic. Ve made a mistake.
Ve have to rectify it. (48)

For MacGreevy, the national disease had become provincialism seen as the  

result of political freedom without a distinctive civilisation. The  

examples which he chose to illustrate this provincialism was harsh 

licensing and censorship laws, the lack of cultural bonds with other
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Catholic nations, the practice of An Gum publishing in Irish translations, 

not great European writers but only English popular authors. MacGreevy 

showed an impassioned awareness of the problem but stopped short of a 

searching cultural analysis of the root-causes of the national malaise. 

Martyn did make such an analysis in 1920.

In 1920 Martyn returned to a journalistic account of the decline

of the religious spirit into secularism, a preoccupation which he had first

explored in the form of the satiric romance of Morgante. Martyn showed a

historical understanding of "secularism" which he saw as a phenomenon which

followed the Renaissance in Europe as:

an imperfect blending of Pagan form with Medieval religious 
feelings. The insincerity produced...could only have the effect 
of destroying religious influence in art...This soon led to the 
preponderating importance of the despot's palace over that of 
places of worship...All art very soon became the handmaid of 
princes. (49)

A few years earlier Martyn saw religion as the great inspirer of the arts.

His dream extended to embrace world religions:

Religion was the first inspirer of art. It inspired the most 
sublime art that the world has ever known...Beauty and awe.. 
we recognise them in the Parthenon and the sculptures of 
Pheidias as in Beauvais Cathedral... The wonderful chant of the 
Muezzin calling the people to prayer,the Brahamlnical chants, 
the exquisitive intonations of the Greek Church, the Gregorian 
Chant - all seem related in character. <50

The Irish Churches' failure, then, to support Irish artists was seen as

part of a world-wide failure of religion to transcend secularism.

Understanding of Martyn's reforms as Irish cultural nationalism 

must begin by understanding the sources of the dream. For the ideas, one 

must begin with Vinckelmann's aesthetic state, still a forbidding prospect 

for Irish cultural historians. For iconography, one begins with Parsifal. 

Vagner's popular opera.
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Very early in his vnriting career, Martyn found a timeless image

in his favourite opera Parsifal for an aesthetic king's duty in this world:

Then Parsifal rising, takes the Holy Grail, and waves it in 
benediction over Amfortas and the other knights who kneel in  
homage before him as their King; and the curtain slowly closes  
upon the sublime drama, to the sound of mystical orchestration 
which gradually swells loud to the glorious motif 'Erlosung 
dem Erloser' and dies away in harp variations soaring to the 
high register as spirits to the skies. (51)

The image of spiritual leadership enshrined in Act 3 of Parsifal Is the  

most mystical embodiment of Martyn's dream of "the Dictator", When 

Wagner wrote about the first production of the opera Parsifal, he demanded 

the noblest monument of Christian architecture to represent the ideal 

temple of the Grail and a Templar-like simplicity for the Knights themselv

es. Vagner wrote about the duties of the aesthetic king, Parsifal:

ITothing was to distinguish him from the other knights, save 
the mystic import of the lofty office reserved for him alone, 
and his sufferings understood by none. (52)

Wagner was writing about the theatre of dreanis, or the production of his

last opera at Bayreuth. Wagnerian aesthetlcism entranced Martyn in 1891.

Even for those who have not studied his cultural nationalism, Martyn has

seemed a kind of mock-Parsifal figure. (53)

This study has drawn attention to the fact that there was a 

creative dialectic between the religious aesthete and the cultural 

nationalist, between the Dreamer and the Reformer within Martyn's work.

This study has collected and explained the writings and ideas of Edward 

Martyn from a perspective which has been too long missing from the various 

revaluations of the Irish Revival. Martyn should now be given his due 

place in a period of Irish culture when he was one of a number of idealists 

who battled passionately for an idea of the re-birth of the Nation. His 

ideas still challenge the orthodoxies of church and state in Ireland.
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NOTES ON CHAPTER EIGHT

<1) All quotations from Gwynn op.cit. pp. 213,288,216,31-3.

C2) Lady Gregory's Journals Vol 1 p.464.

(3) Quoted in Gwynn op.cit. pp.343-5.

(4) For detailed fate of Martyn bequests vide APPENDICES 4G & 5G.

<5) The Frank Hugh O'Donnell Papers are housed in Special Collections,  
University of Delaware. The papers include, in addition to newspaper  
clippings, a ms. by O'Donnell entitled "Edward Martyn"<8 pages of type
script) and the ms. article by Martyn entitled "Astorea Eedux". The  
University of Delaware bought these papers in 1977.

<6) Vide Feeney op.cit. p.272 for an account of O'Donnell's dealings with  
Lady Gregory, Ernest Boyd and Edward Martyn. Holloway's overall  
impression of The Grey Gull is quoted as: "a long discussion ending in  
madness."

<7) From O'Donnell's article on "Edward Martyn" p.6.(O'Donnell Papers)

<8> Items mentioned by O'Donnell which are not in the Delaware Special  
Collections are one Griffith letter and two Pearse letters to Martyn,  
and an outline diary of the main events in Martyn's life: 1859-1921.

<9) Vide Feeney op.cit. pp.294-5. A summary of O'Donnell's lecture appeared  
in The Irish Times 1 December, 1927.

<10) The ms. entitled "Apropos of the Death of Edward Martyn"<7 pages of  
typescript) is MS.7995/28a in TCD MacGreevy Holdings.

(11) Jtidfi. Collected Poems of Thomas MacGreevy ed. Susan Schreibman p.xv.  
(Dublin: Anna Livla Press,1991)

(12) Thomas MacGreevy "Edward Martyn;An Irish Catholic Eccentric" appeared  
in Father Matthew Record April, 1943.

(13) "St.Brendan's Cathedral, Loughrea:1897-1947" by Thomas MacGreevy in
Ttie Capuctlia Annual 1946-7 pp. 353-373.

(14) Vide The Irish Book Lover October, 1910 for obituary of R.Elliott.

(15) From Martyn's Preface to Elliott Art and Ireland p.ix.

(16) Review of Art and Ireland by Dr, J.F.Hogan in Irish Ecclesiastical  
Record 1906 pp.350-5.

(17) Vide The Irish Builder 7 May, 1921 for obituary of W.A.Scott.

(18) Martyn himself commissioned Scott to make some interior alterations to  
the Turret Tower at Tulira and to build a public hall at Ardrahan.
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vide Tuam Herald 22 August,1914 for"The Martyn Hall Ardrahan". The 
hall was destroyed by the Black and Tans in October, 1920; vide Lady  
Gregory’s Journals Vol. 1 p.189. Scott also was used by Yeats to alter  
the interior of Ballylee Tower.

(19) lisis. Ouide to Irisll Literature (Dublin; Gill & Macmillan, 1979)  
for V.F.Feeney's entry for H. B. O'Hanlon pp.531-2.

(20) Martyn's preface to O'Hanlon, The All-Alone (Dublin: Thomas Kiersey,  
1919) p.vii.

(21) Horgan's profile of Kartyn appeared in Catholic Young Man March, 1906.  
"Every work that helps to develop the national individuality of
Ireland interests him, whether it concerns her language, her art or  
her industries."

(22) J.J.Horgan, Parnell to Pearse (Dublin:Browne & Nolan, 1948) p.114.

(23) Diarmid Coffey, Douglas Hyde (Dublin/Cork:Talbot Press, 1938) p.134.

(24) The Leader 26 April, 1902 pp.141-2.

(25) Martyn's review of the Dublin performance of "Muirgheis" appeared in  
An ClaidheamHSoluis 19 December, 1903 p.5. O'Brien Butler acknowledged  
Martyn's patronage in his dedication to Martyn of the song "Turlough  
McSweeney" in Seven Original Irish Melodies (Dublin: Pigott & Co,1903)

(26) Martyn in The Irish Builder and Engineer 30 Movember, 1918 p.520.

(27) 7ide Dublin Evening Mail 18 September,1931 for an overview of 
O'Brien's many musical activities in Dublin. The Capuchin Annual  
marked O'Brien's retirement from the Palestrina Choir with a number of  
tributes pp.229-247, including one from MacGreevy pp.238-9.

(28) From "Vincent O'Brien: In Memoriam(Part 1)" Broadcast Notes by Colum  
O'Brien, 1948. A typescript of 8 pages, in the possession of the  
O'Brien family.

(29) Martyn's short article about Tuohy appeared as "An Irish Church  
Artist" in The Irish Builder 30 November, 1918 p.520

(30) For further information about Tuohy's tragically brief career, vide  
MacGreevy's article in The Father Matthew Record (July, 1943) and  
"Patrick Tuohy 1894-1930" by Rosemarie Mulcahy in Irish Arts Review  
1989-1990 pp.107-118.

(31) Moore^Hall and Farewell p.177.

(32) Lady Gregory did contemplate a revival of The Heather Field in 1930  
after the publication of Gwynn's Memoir. "I have proposed to Yeats  
putting on The Heather Field at the Abbey and he likes the idea.But we  
decided not to write to Moore(to whom Edward bequeathed It) but leave  
this to Robinson." (Lady Gregory's Journals Vol 2557.) The Abbey have  
never revived Martyn's most famous play.
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<33) J.Ronsley, Yeats' Autobipgraphy (Harvard:Univ.Pr.,1968) pp.111-2.

<34) J.W.Flannery, V.B.Yeats and the Idea of a Theatre <Kew Haven;Yale,  
1976) pp. 155ff.

<35) Entry for 11 December, 1923 in Lady Gregory's Journals Vol.l p.495.

<36) John ViIson Foster, Fictions of the Irish Literary Revival <Syracuse, 
University Press, 1987) p.357.

<37) Vide Desmond Bowen, Paul Cardinal Cullen and the Shaping of Modern  
Irish Catholicism <Dublin: Gill/Macmillan, 1984)

<38) Vide P.J.Valsh. Vllllam J. Valsh <London: Longmans, 1928) p.378 & P.J.  
Joyce, John Healy <Dublin: Gill, 1931) p.221.

<39) Vide Jullen Benda, The Treason of the Intellectuals<’La Trahison dei 
Clercs') trans.Richard Aldington <New York: V. V. Morton & Co. 1969)

<40) Vide Foster op.clt. for a recent example of distortion of Martyn
for the sake of a theory about Moore: "Martyn is Catholic,landovming, 
bourgeois, and respectable-an incarnation of the decencies Moore 
wanted to preserve that he might enjoy offending against them. Martyn 
is a haunting, not entirely defeated, troubling reminder of the self 
Moore could kill off only through the vehicles of his fictional 
characters. " p .357.

<41) Quoted in Gwynn^ op.cit. p. 31.

<42) Vide Chytry.The Aesthetic State for a discussion of Vagner and the
"aesthetic state" in Chapter 8 "Vagner: The Communal Art Vork" pp.274- 
317 and for connnents on the relationship between Vagner and King  
Ludwig pp.308-312.

<43) "The Last of the Kings-Carlyle: An Idyll of Sans Souci” appeared in 
The Leader 25 March, 1911. There is a comparison between Agathopolis  
and Sans Souci entertainment of literary guests in Morgante p.289.

<44) "Philip the Second of Spain" appeared in The Leader 29 June, 1912.

<45) "In the Voods" appeared as a full-page spread in The Leader 11 Mov,  
1911. p.308.

<46) Quotation from Martin Jay's article "Hierarchy and the Humanities:The 
Radical Implications of a Conservative Idea" in Telos 62 Vinter 1984-  
5.

<47) Vide Hutchinson^op.clt. Chapter 5: pp.151-195.

<48) Vide TCD MacGreevy Holdings mss. 8003-8/9/9a. Like Martyn, MacGreevy  
edited his prolific journalistic output for publication under the 
title of "Reactions". The book has never been published. Unlike 
Martyn's lost papers, the MacGreevy papers have been carefully 
preserved and catalogued in Trinity College, Dublin.
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(49) ICartyn's "Palestrina in Ireland" in The Daily Telegraph 4 Dec, 1920.

<50) Martyn’s "Wagner's Parsifal" in The Irish Review Dec, 1913.

<51) Martyn's "Wagner's 'Parsifal* at Bayreuth" in Black and White 22 Aug,  
1891.

<52) From "Parsifal at Bayreuth 1882"" in Wagner's Religion and Art trans.  
W.A.Ellis<Lincoln/London: Nebraska Univ.Pr.,1994) pp.301-12.

<53) Vide George Moore's Kind and Art ed. G.Owens (Edinburgh:Oliver & Boyd,  
1968) for William F. Blissett's essay "George Moore and Literary  
Wagnerism" for a trivialisation of Martyn's interest in Parsifal in  
the conmient about "dear Edward" in Hail and Farewell: "presented 
throughout as a Parsifal, a pure fool, a gooseless gander." p.71.
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CHAPTER NINE 

BIBLIOGRAPHY AITD APPElfDICES 

Sections A - G

L- PUBLISHED WRITINGS OF EDVARD MARTIN

lA; Novel 
2A: Plays
3A; Occasional Journalism
4A; Early Verse Curiosities in The Leader & in Gwynn 
5A: Published Martyn in Gwynn's Memoir

E. COLLECTIONS OF UNPUBLISHED LETTERS AND MSS OF EDWARD KARTYN

IB: Diocesan Archive, Dublin 
2B: National Library of Ireland 
3B: New York Public Library 
4B: Stanford University, USA 
5B: Delaware University, USA 
6B: Uniersity College, Dublin 
7B: Property of Stephen P. Ryan 
8B: Gorbally College Archive,Galway

C. IMPORTANT SIGHTINGS OF MARTYN IN MEMOIRS

1C: Dermot Coffey
2C; Countess Daisy Fingall
3C: Lady Augusta Gregory
4C: Maud Gonne
5C: J.J. Horgan
6C: Joseph Holloway
7C: James Joyce
8C: George Moore
9C: Thomas MacGreevy
IOC: F.J.H. O'Donnell
IIC: John MacDonagh
12C: V.A. Henderson
13C: Arthur Symons
14C: W.B.Yeats

n. MARTYN'S AESTHETICISM

ID: Primary Inspirations of his Aestheticism

2D: Secondary Sources used in Study of Aestheticism
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<1) Aesthetlclsm in Church Arts 
<ii) St.John Chrysostom's Byzantium 
<iii) Ibsenlsm and an Independent Theatre 
Civ) Pater's Hellenism and After  
<v) Satire, Comedy, Ideas of History  
<vi) Liturgical Vagnerism at Bayreuth 
<vii) Cultural Theories and Vinkelmann

£. KARTYIT'S CULTURAL NATIONALISM

IE: Primary Inspirations of his Cultural Nationalism

2E; Secondary Sources used in Study of Cultural 
Nationalism:

<i) Revival of the Arts in Ireland
<ii) The Beginnings of Modern Irish Drama
(ill) The Irish Gentry in Cultural Transition
<iv) Quest for Irish Ideals
<v> The Beginnings of the Sinn Fein Movement
(vi) Key Cultural Tensions in Irish Fiction
<vil) Grappling with Ireland's Imagined Future

E. SCHOLARLY STUDIES OF ASPECTS OF KARTYF'S LIFE AND VORK

IF: Denis Gwynn<1930)
2F: Martha Hedwig Vilde(1931)
3F: Sister Marie-Therese Courtney(1956) 
4F: Stephen P. Ryan(1956)
5F: Jan Setterquist <1961)
6F: V.J.Feeney(1984)

Q.. APPENDICES

IG: Martyn and Moore/Cousins<A Family Tree) 
2G: Martyn's Tours Abroad(1880-1902)
3G: Artists' Impressions of Martyn<1899-1920)  
4G: Martyn's Bequest of his Art Collection 
5G: Martyn's Bequest of his Papers and Books
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lA; Hovel
A: PUBLISHED VRITISrGS OF EDVARD KARTYIT

1890 Morgante the Lesser by "Sirius"(London,Swan Sonnenschein)

2A; PLAYS

1899 The Heather Field and Maeve Intro, by G.Moore (London,Duckworth)

Other Editions;

♦The plays were published separately in a series "Modern 
Plays" in 1917 (London, Duckworth/Ifew York, Bretano's)
*The Heather Field was published in "Irish Drana Series" Vol 1 
and Maeve was published in the same series Vol 2. Intro, by 
V.J.Feeney (Chicago, De Paul Univ.Pr.1966 & 1967)
*Maeve was included in "Plays of the Irish Renaissance" ed.
Curtin Canfield(New York, Ives Canfield, 1929)
*The Heather Field was included in "The Field Day Anthology 
of Irish Writing" Vol 2(Derry, Field Day Publications,1991) 
♦The plays were published together again in a series "Irish 
Drama Selections". Intro, by D.B.Eakln & M. Case ((jerrards 
Cross, Colin Smythe, 1995)

1902 The Tale of a Town and An Enchanted Sea (Kilkenny,Standlsh
O'Grady/London, Fisher Unwin)

«The Tale of a Town was included in a series "Irish Drama 
Selections" Intro, by D.B.Eakln & M. Case ((Jerrards Cross,
Colin Smythe,1995)

The Place fluaters illustrated (The Leader 26,July)

1907 Eonulus and Reaus (Irish People. 21, December)

♦Romulus and Remus was included in series "Lost Plays of the 
Irish Renaissance" Vol 2: Intro, by V.J. Feeney (Delaware, 
Proscenium Press, 1979)

1912 Grangecolman (Dublin, Maunsel)

1914 The Dream Physician (Dublin, Talbot/London, Fisher Unwin)

♦The Dream Physician was reprinted in 1918(London, Duckworth)
♦ The Dream Physician was included "Irish Drama Series" Vol 7 

Introd. by P. McFate (Chicago, De Paul Univ.Pr. 1972)

3A: OCCASIONAL JOURNALISM(SELECTED)

1891 "Wagner's 'Parsifal' at Bayreuth” (Black and Vhlte 22 August)

1895 "Palestrina at Cologne"(The Speaker 23 February)

1896 "Vlttoria at Salnt-Gervais" (The Speaker 1 August)
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1899 "The Modern Drama in Germany" (Dublin Dally Express. 11 February)

1900

1901

1902

1903

1905

1906 

1908

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914 

1914

"A Comparison Between Irish and English Theatrical Audiences"  
(Beltaine. February)
"Mr.Edward Martyn and the National Anthem"(Dublin Daily Express  
24 March)

"The Use of a Provincial Feis"(Dublin Daily Express 1 September) 
"Catholic Church Music in Dublin"(The Leader 6 Oct.& 10 Nov.) 
"Ireland's Battle for Her Language"(Gaelic League Pamphlet no.4)

"The Palestrina Choir" (The Leader 20 April)
"The Feis Ceoil" (An Claidheamh Soluis. 4 May)
"Stained Glass" (The Leader. 18 May)
"Letterkenny Cathedral"(The Leader. 29 June)
"A Plea for a National Theatre of Ireland" (Sankalll., October)
"Two Irish Artists -J.B.Yeats & N.Hone (The Leader. 26 October)

"An Irish Composer: O'Brien Butler" (The Leader. 26 April) 
"Unmusical Dublin and the Dublin Orchestra"(The Leader. 6 Dec. )

"Art and Nationality" (The Leader. 21 February)
"The New Parish Church for Spiddal" (The Leader.13 June)
"Ireland and the King" (The All Ireland Revie w. 13 June)
"Mr.Martyn and the Leader"(The Leader. 10 & 17 October) 
"Murhgels-O'Brien-Butler’s Opera(An Claidheamh Soluis. 19 Dec.)

Report on Speech of the First President of Sinn Fein at the Irish 
National Council Cnnvp-ntl n-n (TTt)-! tp d  Tri fihinaT^. 9 December)

Preface to Art and Ireland (Dublin, Sealy, Byers & Walker)

"Limerick and Munich"(Sinn Fein III. 31 Oct)

"The Wooing of the Widow Moriarty"(The Leader. 4 June)
"The Abolition of Standing Bars” (The Leader. 12 Nov)

"The Present State of Irish Music"(The Leader. 11 Febuary)
"The Boom of the 'Come All Ye'"(The Leader. 1 April)
"The Gaelic League and Irish Music"(Irish Revie w. November)
"The Ghost of Robert" (The Leader. 6 fey)

"The Feis Ceoil"(The Leader. 13, July)
"An Irish Painter-Power O'Malley"(The Leader.19 October)

Review of Ibsen:"Little Eyolf and "The Lady from the Sea"(Irish  
Review. January)
"Wagner's Parsifal or the Cult of Liturgical Aesthetlclsm"(Irish 
Review. December)

Review of Ibsen: "Rosmersholm"(Irish Review. February)

"On Father Bewerunge's Appolnt-nie-nt" (Frepman' c; Journal. 3 March)
"A Plea for the Revival of the Irish Literary Theatre"(Irish 
Review. Aprl1)
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1918 "An Irish Church Artist:Patrick Tuohy"(The Irish Builder.30 Nov.)

1919 Preface to The All-Alone (Dublin, Kiersey)
Keview of Tchekoff: "The Cherry Orchard" (Ifew Ireland. 21 June)

1920 "Palestrina in Ireland;Reformed Choirs"(London Dally Telegpraph
4 December)

1921 "Astorea Redux" (Banba 1. May)

4A; EARLY VERSE CURIOSITIES 15 THE LEADER AND IN GVYITir

"The White Thurifer"(The Leader. 18 Feb, 1911;Gwynn p.325)
"The Knowledge of Spring"(The Leader.8 Mar,1911)
"The Last of the Kings"(The Leader. 25 Mar,1911)
"The Genius of the Villa Albanl"(The Leader.29 Apr,1911)
"Youth"(The Leader. 27 May, 1911; Gwynn p.323)
"The Death of Francis Xavier"(The Leader.19 Aug,1911;Gwynn p.324)  
"In the Woods” (The Leader. 11 Hov)
"Philip the Second of Spain” (The Leader. June 29,1912;Gwynn p.326)  
"The Singing Angels of the Nativity"(Gwynn p.324)

5A: PUBLISHED MARTYN IN GVYNN'S MEMOIR:

(1) Extracts from Paragrapiis fo r Xhs f e r y e r s e :

from the Introduction:30-3,164-7,211-220,255-8

from revised articles on the following topics:

"Modern Drama of Ciermany" : 139-141; " Ibsen's Plays" ; 142-9; 
"Actors”:152-3; "A Plea for the Revival of the Irish  
Literary Theatre":154-164; Preface to The All-Alone: 167- 
170;"Palestrina at Cologne”:173-8;"Vittoria at Saint- 
Gervais”:178-183);"Catholic Church Music in Dublin:183-  
188;"Letterkenny Cathedral": 225-9; "Stained Glass" : 229- 
235; Preface to Art and Ireland : 235-6; "Revival of the  
Irish Language":245-9;"The Abolition of the Standing Bar" 
(249-252); "Irish Dancing": 252-254; "School of National  
Music”:259-266; "How I was the First to Discover Tradit
ional Singing": 267-9; "The Tuam Pels”: 269-271; "O'Brlen- 
Butler”:271-4; "The Feis Cecil": 274-9.

(ii) Extracts from short story "Crofton Court": 61-73

(iii)Extracts from Martyn's Last Vill and Testainent: 335-343

(iv) Transcript of Black Prince's Epitaph in old French and  
English (Original ms in Martyn's handwriting) 343-4

(v) Extracts from Letters written by Martyn to:

H . Bailey,Secretary of Kildare Street Club:306,311-2,316 
H . Barnett, Editor of Court and Society: 79-80
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Dublin Town Clerk re Theatre Licence: 126 
Bishop McCorinack: 80-1
Dr.Kirby,Rector of Irish College,Rome:82-3
Sinn Fein Gort Court: 332
Sir C.Redington, Oranmore: 57-9
Rev.C.Ryan,Clarendon St: 345-6
John Sweetman, Catholic Landlord: 333-4

<vi) Extracts from Letters written to Martyn:

R.A.Anderson: 288-9; H.Barnett:74-5 C.de Basterot:29,  
100; Dublin Friend:120; Dublin Town Clerk:126; Rev. T. 
Finlay:289-290; Sir V.Geary: 59-61,76-9; Sir V.Gregory  
55, 99; Lord Gough: 102-3,294-5,313-5;Bishop Healy:130,  
221,286; J.J.Horgan: 299; A.Horniman:151; R.J.Kelly:  
284-6; Bishop McCormack: 81-2; E.KacNeill: 292-3; C.H. 
Meltzer: 134-5; M.Moore: 346-7; Bishop O'Dea: 298;
Mgr.Parkinson:54-5; Sir H.Plunkett:288; Rector of  
Ardrahan: 108-9; George Russell<AE>:127-8; F.Shawe-  
Taylor: 101-2; Stanbrook Benedictine Ifun(cousin): 51-2;
A.Symons: 104-5, 122; Archbishop Valsh: 191-210, 298;  
W.B.Yeats: 121, 139; V.P.Geoghegan:259.

B. COLLECTIOffS OF UNPUBLISHED LETTERS AND MSS OF MARTYN:

IB: DIOCESAN ARCHIVE, DUBLIN:

(i) 74 Letters to Archbishop V. J.Valsh(between 29 Nov,1899  
and 15 Dec, 1910)

(11) Printed Copies of the Palestrina Choir's Endowment Deed:  
first Deed dated:26 Nov,1902; and second Deed dated: 8,  
Dec, 1903.

2B: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF IRELAND:

33 letters to J.J.Horgan: Ms.18, 274  
6 letters to Sarah Purser: Ms. 10,201
4 letters to V.B.Yeats: Ms.13,068(12)
2 letters to C.M.Doyle: Ms. 3208
1 letter to Michael Valdron: Ms. 3208
1 letter to Vincent O'Brien: Ms.10,751(2)
Volumes with copies of Plaintiff Briefs for the case 
Martyn v Kildare Street Club: Ms. 19,476-80  
Irish Theatre Agreement, 1914: Ms.17,301
5 letters from Moore to Martyn: MS.18,275
1 postcard showing the organ being played in the Great Hall  
at Tulira from Arthur Brandreth with note: Ms. 3208 
1 letter from Sir H.Plunkett re. Martyn to Gwynn MS.3208
1 letter each to Martyn from Rev.J.O'Donovan, A.Horniman,
O'Brien-Butler, Archbishop Valsh, P.H.Pearse,R.Elliott,
KS.16,703
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3B: NEV YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY(BERG COLLECTlOI-LADY GREGORY PAPERS)

13 letters to Lady Gregory between 30 Dec, 1898 Sc 19 May, 1916
2 letters to Padraic Colum  
1 letter to Sir V. Gregory(1894)
1 letter to George Moore(1900)

4B: STANFORD UNIVERSITY: JAMES HEALY COLLECTIOIT:

7 letters to E.A.Boyd between 19 May,1914 & 27 July,1918

5B: DELAWARE UITIVERSITY: F. J. H. O'DONUELL PAPERS

I letter and 1 postcard to F.J.H.O'Donnell  
4 page ms of "Astorea Redux"

6B; UfflVERSITY COLLEGE, DUBLIff: CURRAff PAPERS

34 page typescript of "The Playboy of the Eastern Vorld":MS.7

7B: THE PROPERTY OF S. P. RYAITCFORMERLY OF SCRAffTOH UITI7ERSITY>:

Ms.copy of "The Privilege of Place" (performd 1915)
Ms.copy of "Regina Eyre"(performed in 1919)

8B: GORBALLY COLLEGE ARCHIVE, GALWAY: PAPERS OF REV. E. MACFHIM:

Ms. of Martyn's "Diary" 1859-1921: 6 handwritten pages

C. IMP0RTA5T SIGHTIUGS OF MARTYN Ilf MEMOIRS:

1C: DERMDT COFFEY:

Douglas Hyde (Dublin, Talbot, 1938)
"The Turret Room" in Capuchin Annual 1962 ed.Philip Rooney  
(based on Radio Eireann feature broadcast on 27 Mar, 1956)

Ms copy of "Dublin Days" among fandly papers(broadcast as
3 fifteen min. talks on Radio Eireann: August/Sept, 1961).  
Reminiscences of Martyn in 2."Mr.Moore and his Neighbours" and  
3. "The Great Talkers".

2C: COUNTESS DAISY FIFGALL:

Seventy Years Young (London, Collins, 1937)

3C: LADY AUGUSTA GREGORY:

Our Irish Theatre(New Yorfe. Putnam, 1913)
Seventy Years ed.C. Smythe(Gerrards Cross,Colin Smythe,1974)  
Lady Gregory's Journals ed.L.RDbinsan(London,Putnam, 1946)
Lady Gregory's Journals ed.D.J.Murphy(Gerrards Cross,Colin  
Smythe: Vol 1-1979;Vol 2-1987)
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Lady Gregory's Diaries 1982-1902 ed.J.Pethlca(Gerrards Cross. 
Colin Smythe,1995)

4C: MAUD GONHE:

A Servant of the Queen (London,Gollancz,1938)
Letter "Edward Martyn" in Fattier Kattliey Record June, 1943  
The Gonne-Yeats Letters ed.A.MacBride & A. N. Jeffares(London,  
Pimplico, 1993)

5C: J.J.HORGAIT:

Article "Edward Xartyn" (Catholic Young JIan, 1906) cutting in  
]TLI Ms. 18,274.
Parnell to Pearse (Dublin, Browne & Nolan, 1949)

6C; JOSEPH HOLLOWAY:

Ms.Diaries 1895-1944 "A Dublin Playgoer's Iiapressions" ITLI  
Joseph Holloway's Abbey Theatre ed.R.Hogan & M.J.O'Neill  
(Carbondale, S.111. Univ.Pr.,1967)

7C: JAMES JOYCE:

The Critical Vritlngs of Janes Joyce ed.E.Miason & R.Elliaann 
(London, Faber, 1959)

8C: GEORGE MOORE:

Primary:-

A Mere Accident (London, Vizetelly, 1887)
Mike Fletcher (London, Ward & Downey,1889)
(^libates (London, Walter Scott,1895)
Interview in Freeman's Journal 13 Nov, 1901  
Letter in Irish Times 24 June,1915
Hail and Farewell (London, Heinemann,1911/1912/1914)
Letters of George Moore ed.J.Eglinton(London,Sydenham,1942)  
George Moore on Parnassus:Letters 1900-1933 ed.H.G.Gerber 
(Delaware,Univ.Pr.,1988)
Letters from George Moore to Ed.Duiardin 1886-1922 (New York,  
Crosby-Gaice,1929)
In Single Strictness (London, Heinemann, 1922)
A CnTmniiTiication to My Friends (London, Nonesuch, 1933)

Secondary:-
Robert Becker “Artists Look at George Moore”-Article(Irish 
Arts Review Vinter 1985)
Malcolm Brown^George Moore: A Reconsideration (Seattle, Univ.of  
Washington pr.,1955)
R.A.Cave Introduction and Notes to Hail and Farewell(Gerrards 
Cross, Colin Smythe, 1976); also A Study of the Novels of  
George Moore (Gerrards Cross, Colin Smythe, 1978)
J.Egleson Dunleavy ed. George Moore in Perspective (Gerrards 
Cross, Colin Smythe, 1983)
John Freeman A Portrait of George Moore (London,T.Werner  
Laurie,1922)
E.Gilcher A Bibliography of George Moore (Dekalb,N.Ill.Univ.
Pr. , 1970)'’
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E. Harris"George Moore:'That Little Catholic Boy of That Jame'" 
Article in Eire-Ireland:Spring 1980
Joseph Hone The Life of George Moore (London, Gollancz, 1936);  
also The Moores of Moore Hall (London, Cape, 1939)
F. S. L. Lyons "George Moore and Edward Martyn" essay in  
Hermanthena: Spring 1964
P.McFate "'The Bending of the Bough' and 'The Heather Field'"  
Article in Eire-Ireland: Spring 1973
Charles Morgan Epitaph on George Moore(London. Macmillan. 1935)  
S.L.Mitchell George Moore (Dublin, Maunsel, 1913)
G.Owens ed. George Moore's Mind and Art (Edinburgh, Oliver &  
Boyd, 1968)
A.Saddlemyer"All Art is Collaboration? George Moore and Edward  
Martyn": essay in The Vorld of V.B.Yeats(Seattle. Univ.of Vash.  
Pr.,1967)
K.Schliefer, George Moore's Turning Mind": essay in The Genres  
of the Irish Literary Revival (Dublin, Wolfhound, 1980)
R.Velsh ed.The Vay Back (ITew Jersey, Barnes & Noble, 1982)

9C: THOMAS MACGREEVY

Article "Edward Martyn:An Irish Catholic Eccentric" in Father  
Matthew Record April, 1943
Typescript of "Apropos of the Death of Edward Martyn"(TCD  
MacGreevy Holdings MS.7995/28a)

IOC: F.J.H.O'DONNELL

8 p. typescript "Edward Martyn"(O'Donnell Papers in Delaware)

IIC: JOHN MACDONAGH

Article "Edward Martyn" in Dublin Magazine January, 1924  
Contribution to "The Turret Room" in Capuchin Annual 1962

12C: V.A.HENDERSON

"The Irish National Theatre Movement": Presscuttings on 
microfilm 1899 et seq. National Library of Ireland

13C: ARTHUR SYMONS

Cities and Sea-Coasts and Islands (London, Collins, 1918)  
which included the Savoy articles about the visit of Symons  
and Yeats to Tulira in 1896.

14C: V.B, YEATS

Primary:-
Autobiographies (London, Macmillan,1955)
Memoirs ed.D.Donoghue(London. Macmillan, 1972)
"The Cat and the Moon" 1917 one-act play in Collected Plays  
(London, Macmillan, 1952)

The Bounty of Sweden (Dublin, Cuala, 1924)
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The Letters of V.B. Yeats ed.A. Wade(London, Macmillan,1954) 
Collected Letters ed.J.Kelly & R.Schuchard Vol 3(Oxford,  
Clarendon, 1994)

Secondary:-

Letters to V.B.Yeats Vol 1 ed.R. J .Finneran.G.Mills Harper &
¥,M.Murphy(London, Macmillan,1977)
R.Ellmann^ Yeats: The Man and the Masks (Harmondsworth,Penguin, 
1979 ed.)
J.V.Flannery V.B.Yeats and the Idea of a Theatre (New Haven/  
London, 1976)
Ian Fletcher^ V.B.Yeats and His Contemporaries (London,
The Harvester Press, 1987)
J ■Hone^ V.B.Yeats 1865-1939 (London, Macmillan,1942)
A.N.Jeffares ed. Yeats the European (Gerrards Cross,Colin  
Smythe, 1989)
J .Ronsley^ Yeats' Autobiography(Harvard. Univ.Pr.,1968)

D. MAETYU'S AESTHETICISM

ID; PRIMARY SOURCES(TEITS AND EVEHTS) OF MARTYIT’S AESTHETICISM  

c.386 St.John Chrysostom's "On Virginity"

c.1532 Francois Rebelais "The Histories of Gargantua and Pantagruel"

1704 Jonathan Swift "A Tale of A Tub"

1764 J.J. Vinkelmann "History of the Art of Antiquity"

1834-5 Thomas Carlyle "Sartor Resartus"

1872 Samuel Butler "Erewhon"

1873 Valter Pater "The Renaissance"

1889 Richard Vagner's "Parsifal" at Bayreuth Festival

1891 Ibsen's plays in London Theatres: first English performances of
"Rosmersholm"(Feb);"Ghosts"(Mar); “Hedda Gabler"(Apr);"The Lady 
from the Sea"(May).5 Volumes of V.Archer's translations published 
Palestrina's polyphonic music in Cologne Cathedral for first time

1898 Gregorian Chant at Benedictine Abbey at Solemnes for first time

1903 Pope Pius X's "Motu Proprio"; 22 ITovember
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2D: SECONDARY SOURCES USED IN STUDY OF AESTHETICISM

<i) Aestheticism in Church Arts:-

J.Dillenberger, Style and Content in Christian Art(London:
SCM Press, 1986)
Dom A. Gatard, Pla lnsong(London; Faith Press,1922)
R.F.Hayburn, Papal Legislation on Sacred Music (Minnesota: The  
Liturgical Press, 1979)
Lyra Ecclesiastica Bulletin of the Irish Society of St.Cecelia  
1878-1893(Dublin, Gill)
P.Reyntiens, The Beauty of Stained Glass (London: The Herbert  
Press, 1990)
Z.K.Pyne, Palestrina His Life and Times(London: Bodley Head,  
1922)
A. Robinson, Music of the Catholic Church(London: Burns & Oates,  
1961); also Contrasts:The Arts and Religion (Worcester: Stan-  
brook Abbey, 1980)
The Arts. Artists and Thinkers ed.J.M.Todd(London:Longmans,  
1958)
Archbishop V. Valsh^Addresses 1885(Dublin: Gill, 1886)  
E.I.Vatkin, Catholic Art and Culture (London: Hol lis & Carter,  
1947)

(ii) St.John Chrysostom's Byzantium:-

D.Attwater, St.John Chrysostom (London: Harvill Press, 1959)
J,F.D'Alton ed. St.John Chrysostom:Selections in Greek with  
Notes in English(London:Burns.Oates & ¥ashbourne, 1940)
Dom Baur, John Chrysostom and His Times (London: Sands, 1959)  
P.Brovm, The Body and Society (London: Faber, 1989)
P.Sherrard. Athos:The Holy Mountain (London:Sidgwick & Jackson,  
1982)
V.R.V.Stephens, Saint John Chrysostom (London: Murray,1883)

(iii) Ibsenism and an Independent Theatre:-

G.Finney, Women in Modern Drama(Ithaca/London:Cornell,1989)  
R.Gray, Ibsen: A Dissenting View (Cambridge:Univ. Pr. , 1977)
J.Joyce Article "Ibsen's New Drama" in The Forthnightly Review  
April, 1900;also Exiles intro.J.C.C.Mays(Harmondsworth:Penguin  
1992)
D.Kiberd, Men and Feminism in Modern Literature(London; Mac
millan, 1985)
The Cambridge Companion to Ibsen ed. J.McFarlane (Cambridge;  
Univ.Pr. , 1994)
M.Meyer, LhsfiH (London: Cardinal, 1992)
A.W^cnll^Britiah Drama (London: Harrap, 1925)
S.H.G.Schoonderwoerd, J.T.Grein:Ambassador of the Theatre  
(Assen: Vangorcum, 1963)
K . Worth ̂ Draaaa of Europe from Yeats to Beckett
(London: Athlone Press, 1986)
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(Iv) Pater's Hellenism and After:-

B. Aldrich.^ The Seduction of the Mediterranean: Writing. Art and  
Homosexual Fantasy(London;Routledge,1993)
J.Adlard, Stenbock. Yeats and the ITlneties(London:C & A Voolf,
1969)
C.Bernheimer Essay "Fetishism and Decadence:Salome's Severed 
Heads" in Fetishism as Cultural Discourse(Ithaca/London; 
Cornell, 1992)
E. Croft-Cooke, Peasti-ng with Panthers (London: ¥. H. Allen, 1967)  
T.D'Arch Smith.Love in Earnest (London:Eoutledge & Kegan Paul,
1970)
S.Dellamora.Masculine Desire(Chapel/London:Univ.of If.Carolina,  
1990)
B.DUkstra.Idols of Perversity (Oxford;Univ.Pr.,1986)  
J.Dollimore, Sexual Dissldence (Oxford,Clarendon, 1991)
L.Dowling, Hellenism and Homosexuality in Victorian Oxford  
(Ithaca/London: Cornell,1994)
D.A,Downes, Victorian Portraits:Hopkins and Pater(New York:  
Bookman Associates,1965)
Decadence and the 1890s ed. Ian Fletcher(lew York:Holmes &  
Keier,1980)
V.Gaunt, The Aesthetic Adventure (Harmonsworth:Penguin,1957)
P.Healy Article "Uranisme et Unisexualite:A Late Victorian
View of Homosexuality" in Blackfriars Feb,1976
R.Jenkyns, The Victorians and Ancient Greece(Oxford:Blackwell.
1980)
P. Julian, PrpaiTiR of Decadence (London: Pall fell, 1971)
U. C. Knoe-pfliaacher. Religious Humanism and the Victorian Kovel  
(Princeton; Univ.Pr.,1965)
M.Leavy, The Case of Valter Pater(London:Thames & Hudson,1978)  
G.Monsman.Valter Pater's Art of Biography(New Haven;Yale,1980)  
Valter Pater, The Renaissance Intro.A.Phi Hips(Oxford: Vorld  
Classics,1986)
L.H.Peterson, Victorian Autobiography (Yale:Univ.Pr.,1986)
K. Praz, The Romantic Agony (Oxford: Univ.Pr.,1970)
B.V.Qualls.The Secular Pilgrim of Victorian Flction(Cambrldge:  
Unlv.Pr.,1982)
Sexual Heretics ed.B.Reade(London:Routledge S Kegan Paul,1970)
E.Showalter, Sexual Anarchy:Gender and Culture at the Fln-de-  
Siecle(London: Bloomsbury, 1991)
Fln-de-Slecle and Its Legacy ed.K.Teich & R.Porter (Cambridge:  
Unlv.Pr.,1990)
Oscar Vilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray Intro, by I.Hurray  
(Oxford: Vorld Classics,1981)
Oscar Vilde*s London eds. V.von Eckardt, S.L.Gilman & J.F.  
Chamberlain (London: Michael 0 ’Mara's Books, 1988)

(v) Satire, Comedy, Ideas of History:-

S.Butler, Srewhon Intro. P.Mudford(Harmonsworth: Penguin, 1970)
T.Carlyle, Sartor Resartus Intro.K.McSweeney & P.Sabor(Oxford; 
Vorld Classics,1987)
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p.A.Dale.The Victorian Critic and the Idea of History(Harvard: 
Univ.Pr.,1977)
D.J.DeLaura, Hebrew and Hellene in Victorian England(Texas;Univ  
Press,1969)
L.Einstein, Luigi Pulcl and tlie Morgante Magglnre (Berlin:
Emil Felber,1902)
T.M. Greene. Rabelais: A Study in Comic Courage (ITew York: Prentice  
Hall,1970)
G. Levine, The Boundaries of Fiction(Princeton:Univ. Pr. 1968)
F.Rabelais, The Histories of Gargantua and Pantagrual Intro.
J. M. Cohen(Harmonsworth: Penguin,1955)
M.A.Screech.Aspects of Rabelais' Christian Comedy(London: H.K. 
Levrts,1961)
E.Showalter Essay “The Apocalyptic Fables of H.G.Veils" in 
Fin-de-Slecle/Fin-de-Globe ed.J,Stocks(London:Macmillan, 1992)  
M.K.Starkman, Swift's Satire on Learning in 'A Tale of a Tub'  
(Princeton:Univ.Pr. ,1950)
J.Swift, Gulliver's Travels Intro,P.Turner(Oxford:World 
Classics,1986); also A Tale of a Tub INtro.A.Ross & D.¥oolley  
(Oxford: Vorld Classics,1986)
P.Turner Essay "Carlyle" in English Literature 1832-1890  
(Oxford: Univ.Pr.,1989)

(vi) Liturgical Wagnerism at Bayreuth:-

G.De Pourtales Chapter "Parsifal Among the Flower-Maidens"  
in Richard Vagner(London: Cape, 1932)
R.Hartford, Bayreuth:the Early Years(London:Gollancz.1980)
E.Newman Chapter"Parsifal"in Vagner Ifights(London:Putnam. 1949)  
C,Osborne Illustrated Chapter"Parsifal" in The Vorld Theatre 
of Vagner (Oxford: Phaidon, 1982)
G.Skelton, Vagner at Bayreuth(New York:Da C^po Press,1983)
R.Vagner, Religion and Art (Lincoln:ffebraska Univ.Pr. , 1994)

(vl) Cultural Theories about Vinkelmann's Aestheticism:-

E.M.Butler.The Tyranny of Greece Over Germany (Cambridge: Univ  
Pr.,1935)
J.Chytry, The Aesthetic State (Berkeley:Univ of Cal.,1989)  
V.Leppman, Vinkelmann (London; Gollancz, 1971)
A.Potts, Flesh and the Ideal (London: Yale, 1994)

E: MARTYU'S CULTURAL FATIOKALISM

IE: PRIMARY IITSPIRATIOIS OF HIS CULTURAL JTATIOITALISM:

1882 Michael Davitt, The Land League Proposals: Two Speeches(Glasgow:
Cameron & Ferguson)

1886 Standish O'Grady, Tory and Tory Democracy(London:Chapman & Hall)

1892 V.E.H.Lecky.A History of Ireland in the Eighteenth Century:5 Yols
(London: Longmans)
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1894 Douglas Hyde lecture "The Necessity for De-Anglicising Ireland"
in The Revival of Irish Literature and Other Addresses(London:
T.Fisher Unwin)

1899 Literary Ideals in Ireland ed. John Eglinton (London:T.Fisher
Unwin)

1901 Ideals In Ireland ed.Lady Gregory (London: At the Unicorn)
Jeremiah O'Donovan lecture "On Arts and Crafts in Ireland" in  
Ireland" in Irish Builder

1904 Arthur Griffith, The Resurrection of Hungary(Dublin: Duffy/Gill/  
Sealy Bryers & Valker)

1905 D,P.Moran, The Philosophy of Irish Ireland(Dublin: Duffy)

1906 Arthur Griffith, The Sinn Fein Policy(National Council Pamphlet)

1906 Robert Elliott, Art and Ireland(Dublin: Sealy Bryers & Valker)

2E: SECONDARY SOURCES USED IN STUDY OF CULTURAL NATIONALISM:
(i) Revival of the Arts in Ireland:-

Nicola Gordon Bowe.Harrv Clarke:MoTiograph and Catalogue (Douglas  
Hyde Gallery,TCD,1979)
Gazetteer of Irish Stained Glass ed.with D.Carron & M.Wynne 
(Dublin:lAC,1988)
The Life and Vork of Harry Clarke(Dublin:lAC,1989)
Article"The Irish Arts and Crafts Movement: 1886-1925 in Irish 
Arts Review 1990-1
ed.Art and the National Dream(Dublin:lAP,1993)
Brian de Breffny ed. Ireland:a Cultural Encyclopaedia(London:  
Thames & Hudson, 1983)
F.B.Carey Article "St.Mary's Place and the Palestrina Choir" 
in The Standard 7 May, 1954.
C.P.Curran Essay "Michael Healy:Stained Glass Worker" in 
Studies Spring 1942
K.A.Daly Lyra Eccleslastlca(Thesis. Queens Belfast, 1991)  
Article "Irish Society of St.Cecilia" in Sacred Music Summer 
1993. Catholic Church Music In Ireland 1878-1903 (Dublin:Four  
Courts Press,1995)
Rev.N,Donnelly, Short History of Dublin Churches(Pamphlet■nd)  
Rev.P.Egan, St.Brendan's Cathedral.Loughrea(Dublin:Eason.1986)  
Rev.J.Fahey, The History and Antiquities of the Diocese of  
Kilmacduagh(Dublin: Gill, 1893)
C.Fitz-Slmon.The Arts in Ireland(Dublin:Gill & Macmillan,1982) 
A. G. Fleishman, Music in Ireland(Oxford: Blackwell,1952)
G.Harrison.St.Eunan*s Cathedral Letterkenny(Dublin:Eason.1988)  
Paul Larmour.The Arts and Crafts Movement in Ireland (Belfast:  
Friar's Bush, 1992)
Rev.D.McCarthy St. Mary's Pro-Cathedral(Dublin: Eason, 1988)  
T.MacGreevy Article "Loughrea Cathedral" in Capuchin Annual 
1946-7; also Article "For Vincent O'Brien" in CA. 1945-6.
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J. C. M.Nolan, Article "Edward Martyn and Guests at Tulira" in 
Irish Arts Review 1994
O'Brien Butler . Kuirghels-Vocal Score(fTew York: Breitkopp &  
Hartel,1910)
Seven Original Melodies-Vocal Score(Dublin:Plgott,1903)
J.R.O'Connell The Honan Hostel Chapel(Cork: Guy, 1916)  
J.Sheehy, Essay "The Visual Arts" in The Irish Vorld ed.B.de  
Breffny(London: Thames & Hudson, 1977)
The Rediscovery of Ireland's Past(London.Thames & Hudson,1980) 
Jeremy Vllliams, A Companion Guide to Architecture in Ireland 
1837-1921(Dublin: lAC, 1994)

(ii) The Beginnings of Modern Irish Drama:-

E. A. Boyd, Ireland's Literary Renaissance (3few York: John Lane, 
1916)
The Contemporary Drama of Ireland(Dublin:Talbot/London:T,Fish
er Unwin, 1918)
C. P. Curran, UTider the Recedip-g Vavei(Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 
1970)
R.Fallis, The Irish Renaissance (ITew York; Syracuse, 1977)
F.Fay Towards a National Theatre ed.R.Hogan (Dublin: Dolmen, 
1970)
U. E. Fermor, The Irish Dramat-lr Movement (London: Methuen, 1939)
A.Frazier, Behind the Scenes(Berkeley:Univ.of California,1990)  
The Modern Irish Drama:A Documentary History ed.R.Hogan & J. 
Kilroy (Dublin: Dolmen various volumes 1975-1984)
The Story of the Abbey Theatre ed. Sean McCann(London. Four  
Square Books, 1967)
A. Malone, The Irish Draiiia (London, Constable, 1929)
P.L.Marcus Article "Literature and the Theatre" in The Irish 
Vorld ed.B.de Breffny(London, Thames & Hudson, 1977)
D.E.S.Maxwell, A Critical History of Modern Irish Drama 1891-  

Cambridge; Univ. Pr. , 1984); also ed. section "Irish Drama
1899-1929:The Abbey Theatre" in The Field Day Anthology of 
Irish Vriting Vol.2 (Derry: Field Day Publ.1991)
The Abbey Theatre: Interviews and Recollections ed.E.H.Mikhail 
(London: Macmillan, 1988)
M. 0 hAodha, Theatre in Ireland (Oxford: Blackwell, 1974)  
J.Setterquist, Ibsen and the Beginnings of Anglo-Irish Drama:
J.M.Synge(Upsala Irish Studies, 1952)
Mary Valker(Marie Nic Shiubhlaigh), The Splendid Years(Dublin:  
Duffy, 1955)
C.Veysandt, Irish Plays and Playwrights(Boston/New York:  
Houghton, Mifflin Co.,1913)

(Hi) The Irish Gentry in Cultural Transition;-

M.Bence-Jones, A Guide to Irish Country Houses(London: 
Constable, 1978)
The Twilight of the Ascendancy(London:Constable,1987)
The Houses of Ireland( ed B.de Breffny & R.Ffolliott(London: 
Thames & Hudson, 1975) & Castles of Ireland(London:Thames & 
Hudson, 1977)
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Section "The Big House" In Faces of the Vest 1875-1925 ed.
A.Byrne & S. McMahon (Belfast: Appletree Pr.,1976)
D. Cannadlne, Thg> DAcHne and Fall of the British Aristocracy  
(London; Picador, 1992)
M.Davitt, The Pall nf Feudalism in Ireland <London/New York;  
Harper, 1904)
The Big House in Ireland ed:J.Genet (Dingle: Brandon, 1991)  
W.E.Hall, Irish Writers of the 1890:the Literary Hero and  
Landed Gentry(Indiana thesis 1978)
Shadowy Heroes(New York, Syracuse, 1980);also article "Edward  
Martyn: Politics and Drama of Ice"in Elre-Ireland:Summer 1980  
P.Melvin, The Landed Gentry of Galway 1820-1880 (TCD Thesis  
1990)
T. V. Moody. Davltt and Irish Revolution (Oxford:Clarendon,1981)  
S.O'Grady, Selected Essays and Passages ed. E.A.Boyd(Dublin;  
Talbot/London, T.Fisher Unwin n.d.)
H. A. 0’Grady,Standish Q'Gradv:A Memoir(Dublin/Cork:Talbot, 1929)  
H.Plunkett, Ireland In the New Century (London: Murray, 1904)  
goblesse Oblige (Dublin: Maunsel, 1908)
Ancestral Voices:The Big House in Anglo-Irish Literature  
ed.O.Eauchbauer(Dublin; Lilliput, 1992)
T.West Horace Plunkett (Gerrards Cross; Colin Smythe,1986)

(iv) Quest for Irish Ideals:-

D.Corkery, The Hidden Ireland (Dublin: Cahill, 1924)
Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature(London: Longmans, 1931)
E. Coxhead. Daughters of E rin(Gerrards Cross:Colin Smythe,1979)  
J.E. & C.V Dunleavy Douglas Hvde(Berkeley:Univ.Pr..1991)
R.Dudley Edwards, Patrick Pearse:The Triumph of Failure  
(London: Gollancz, 1977)
D.Figgis, AE. (Dublin; Maunsel, 1916)
A.G.Gonzalez, The Motif of Paralysis; Studies in Martvn. Moore.  
Corkery and O'Flaherty(Oregon thesis, 1982)
D. Kiberd.Synge and the Irish Language(Dublin;Gill & Macmillan,  
1993)
E.MacITeill, Phases of Irish History (Dublin; Gill, 1920)
The Scholar Revolutionary: Eoin Maclfelll ed. F. X. Martin &
F.J.Byrne (Shannon: Irish Univ. Pr.,1973)
M. J.F.McCarthy, Five Years in Ireland:1895-1900 (London:  
Simpkin/Dublin; Hodges Figgis, 1901)
M.Mlc Conghall, The Blaskets (Dublin; Country House, 1987)
J.O'Donovan, O'Growney Memorial Lecture(Gaelic League Pamphlet  
26, 1902)
An Aran Reader ed. B.R.O'hElther(Dublin: Lilliput, 1991)
Rev.P.O'Leary, My Story trans. C.T. O'Ceirin(Cork:Mercier,1970)  
M. O'Sullivan.Twenty Years A-Growing(London: Oxford U. Pr.,1933)  
The Gaelic League:Thomas Davis.Lectures ed. S.O'Tuama (Cork:  
Mercier, 1972)
H. Summerfleld, That Mvrlad-Mlnded Man:AE(GC:CS,1975)
J.M.Synge, Collected Works 4 Vols. ed. R. Skelton(GC;CS,1982)  
The Book of Aran ed.J. Waddell,J.W.O'Connell, A.Kurff(Kinvara;  
Tir Eolas, 1994)
W.B.Yeats, intro K.Raine The Celtic Twilight(GC;CS.1981)
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(v) The Beginnings of the Sinn Fein Movement:-

P.Colum, Arthur Griffith (Dublin: Browne & Nolan, 1959)
R.Davis, Arthur Griffith and yon-7iolent Sinn Fein (Dublin:  
Anvil Boots, 1974)
Arthur Griffith Pamphlet(Dundalk:Dundalgan Press, 1976)
V.E.Glandon, Arthur Griffith and the Advanced Rationalist Press 
(New York: Peter Lang, 1985)
B.M.Henry, The Evolution of Sinn Fein(Dublin: Talbot■n.d.)
G.A.Lyons, Some Recollections of Griffith and His Times  
(Dublin: Talbot/London: T.Fisher Unwin, 1927)
Leaders and Men of the Easter Rising Dublin 1916 ed.F.X.Martin 
(London: Methuen, 1967)
V. P.Ryan.The Plough and the Cross(Dublin: Irish Nation Office,  
1910)

(vi) Key Cultural Tensions in Irish Fiction:-

Rev.S.J.Brown, Ireland In Fiction(Dublin:Hodges Figgis,1919)  
J.M.Cahalan, The Irish Novel (Dublin: Gill & Macmillan,1988)
E.Duffy, The Wasted Island(Dublin: M.Lester,1919)
W.J.Feeney Essay "D.P.Moran's 'Tom O'Kelly' and Irish Cultural  
Identity" in Eire-Ireland 1986
D.Foley Short Story "Dear Edward" in Dublin Magazine Vinter  
1970-1
J.Vilson Foster, Fictions of the Irish Literary (New York:  
Syracuse, 1987)
H.J.Heuser, Canon Sheehan of Doneraile(London:Longmans,1918)
J,Joyce, Dubliners Intro.T.Brown(fiarmondsworth: Penguin,1992)
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man Intro.S.Deane(Harmond- 
sworth: Penguin, 1992)
E.E.Lysaght, The Gael(Dublin: Maunsel, 1919)
A.Miartin ed. Section "Prose Fiction: 1880-1945" in Field Day  
Anthology of Irish Writing Vol 2(Derry: Field Day P.1991)
G.Moore, A Drama in Muslin(London:Vizetelly,1886)
Sister Teresa(London: T.Fisher Unwin, 1901)
The Untllled Field (London: T.Fisher Unwin,1903)
The Lake (London: Heineman, 1905)
A Story-Teller's Holiday(London:"Society for Irish Folk-lore",  
1918)
D. P.Moran, Tom O' Kelly (Dublin: Cahill/Duffy, 1905)
G.O'Donovan, Father Ralph (London:Macmillan, 1913)
S.O'Kelly, Vaysiders (Dublin: Talbot, 1917)
Rev.P.A.Sheehan, The Triumph of Failure(London:Burns & Oates, 
1899)

(vii) Grappling with Ireland's Imagined Future:-

A.De Blacam, Towards the Republic (Dublin;Kiersey,1918)
M.Brown.The Politics of Irish Literature(London: Allen & Unwin,  
1972)
T.Brown ed.Section "Cultural Nationalism:1880-1930" in Field  
Day Anthology of Irish Writing Vol.2(Derry:Field Day P.,1991)
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D.Cairns ed. with S.Richards Vritlng Ireland(Manchester: Univ. 
Pr.,1988)
A.Clery ,Dublia Essays(Dublin: Maunsel, 1919)
P. Costello, The Heart Grown Brutal (Dublin: Gill&JfeiciDillan, 1978)
E. Fleischman Essay"Catholicism in the Culture of New Ireland"  
in Irish Vrlters and Religion ed.R.Velsh(GC:CS.1992)
R.F.Foster, Kodern Ireland:1600-1972(London: Allen Lane,1988)  
Essay "Anglo-Irish Literature, Gaelic Nationalism and Irish  
Politics in the 1890s" in Ireland after the Union(Oxford:Univ 
Pr.,1989)
L.Gibbons ed Section "Constructing the Canon:Visions of  
National Identity" in Field Day Anthology of Irish Vritlng  
Vol 2 (Derry:Field Day P.,1991)
M.Goldring, Pleasant the Scholar's Life(London:Serif.1993)
J.Hutchinson, The Dynamics of Cultural NationalIsm(London:  
Allen & Unwin, 1987)
Modern Natlonallsm(London: Fontana, 1994)
ed.with A.D.Smith Nationalism:A Reader(Oxford:Univ.Pr..1994)
B. P.Kennedy Essay "The Irish Free State 1922-49:A Visual  
Perspective in Ireland:Art into History(Dublin: Town House/  
Colorado, Roberts Rinehart, 1994)
D.Klberd Essay "Irish Literature and Irish History" in Oxford  
Illustrated History of Ireland ed.R.F.Foster(Oxford:Univ.Pr., 
1991)
J.Lee, The Modernisation of Irish Society:1848-1918 (Dublin:  
Gill & Macmillan, 1973)
F.S.L. Lyons, Culture and Anarchy in Ireland 1890-1939(Oxford:  
Unlv.Pr.,1979)
Ireland Since the Famine(London: Fontana, 1985)
O.MacDonagh, States of Mind (London: Plmplico, 1992)
Julian Moynahan, Anglo-Irish (Princeton:Univ.Pr.,1995)
C.Cruise O'Brien, Ancestral Voices:Religion and Nationalism in  
Ireland (Dublin: Poolbeg, 1994)
G.¥atson, Irish Identity f̂ nd the Literar? T?evival-*^London: Croom  
Helm, 1979)

F SCHOLARLY STUDIES OF ASPECTS OF MARTYN'S LIFE AND WORK: 1930-1984.

IF: 1930 D.Gwynn, Edward Martyn and the Irish Revival(London:Cape)

2F: 1931 M.H. Wilde, Edward Ifartyn:Seine Dramen Und Daren Bezlehung Zur
Irischen Renaissance(Vienna Univ.Thesis) Not seen

3F: 1956 Sr.Marie-Therese Courtney, Edward Martyn and the Irish Theatre
(New York: Vantage)

4F: 1956 S.P.Ryan, Edward Martyn.Playwright and Man of the Theatre
(UCD thesis)

5F: 1961 Jan Setterqulst.Ibsen and the Beginnings of Anglo-Irish Drama:
2 Edward Martyn(Upsala Irish Studies)

6F: 1984 W:J. Feeney, Dra-ma ln Hardwicke Street (London/Toronto: Ass.
University Presses)
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G. APPENDICES

IG: MAKTYN AND MOORE AS COUSINS<A FAMILY TEEE>

The family connection through the Blakes of Ballinafad

17 7 7
M ark Blake = Christian Kirwan

? 1817
M aurice Blake = Anne Lynch

Mary

1815
M ary Blake = Andrew Browne  

of Moyvilla

1798
Edward Martyn = Mary Browne

of
Mount Hazell

1851
Blake = G.H. Moore

1842
Mary Browne = Oliver Dolphin

of Turoe

185 7 1863
John Martyn = Annie Smyth Andrew Martyn = M ary Dolphin  

of Masonbo'rook  
d. 1898

1897
Mary = Fitzroy Hemphill

George Moore Edward Martyn John Martyn

Martyn Hemphill  
b. 1901

<My thanks to Peter Costello of Dublin far this piece of research)

GEORGE M00KE<1852-1Q33) AND EDVAED MARTYN (1659-1<?2?.> WERE BOTH UNKARRIED 

AFD DliD CHILDLESS.
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2G: MARTYIT'S TOURS ABROAD (1880-1902)

(Compiled from "Diary: 1859-1921"-E. MacFhixLii Papers)

1880 OberAmmergau

1881 Rome

1887 Paris

1888 Greece

1889 Bayreuth.

1890 Egypt, Rome

1891 Bayreuth, Cologne

1892 Bayreuth

1893 Viesbaden, Cologne, Lourdes, Paris

1894 Biarritz, Paris, Wiesbaden, Cologne, Bayreuth, Cologne, Auchen

1895 Paris(St. (jervais)

1896 Hyeres, Lourdes, Freiburg, Viesbaden, Paris, Cologne, Auchen

1897 Hyeres, Rome, Bayreuth, Mainz

1898 Cannes, Paris, Solesmes, Hyeres

1899 Bayreuth, Antwerp, Bruges, Paris

1900 Paris

1901 Rome, Ratisbon, Bayreuth, Paris

1902 Ratisbon, Paris

(In unpublished family papers. Diarmid Coffey wrote about Martyn's tours:

"Such was his anti-English feeling that he refused to set foot  
in that country in later life. As a young man he enjoyed  
continental travel but as before the aeroplane it was difficult  
to get to the continent without crossing England, he preferred  
to give up the pleasure of travel.")
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3G: ARTISTS' IMPRESSIOITS OF EDWARD MARTYU BETVEEN 1899 AlfD 1920

(i) John B. Yeats: "Edward Martyn:PhilanthrDplst and Playwright"
Pencil and wash. Signed. ITGI cat. no. 2941  
Reproduced In Irish Arts Review 1994

<ii) Max Beerbohm: "Celtades Ambo" Caricature of Martyn and Yeats
Reproduced in Ulick O'Connor All the  
Olympians (ITew York, Atheneum, 1984)

(iii) Sarah Purser: Oil Portrait in Hugh Lane Municipal Gallery,
Dublin. Reproduced in Denis Gwynn Edward  
Martyn and the Irish Revival(London, Cape,  
1930)and in O'Connor Op.Cit.

<iv) Grace Gifford: "Edward Martyn 'having a week of it'in Paris"
Caricature in Hugh Lane Municipal Gallery, 
Dublin. Reproduced in George Moore Hai1 and  
Farewell ed.R.A.Cave<GC,CS,1976)

(v)Nornan McLachlan: "Edward Martjm;Dramatic Author,Ifationalist,
Philanthropist". Oil on canvas. NGI cat.no.  
975. Presented by Joseph Holloway in 1934.  
Reproduced in Gwynn Op.Clt. and in Irish  
Arts Review 1994.

(vi) Robert Gregory:"The Peasant Sinner,the Peasant Saint" Ink on
paper. Rough Sketch. In the Berg Collection  
New York Public Library.

(vii) Villiam Orpen:"Poor Edward with his pendulous Belly hanging
between his two fat legs". Illustration of  
Moore's Ave Chapter 5. Reproduced in Cata
logue 128(London. Elkin Matthews Ltd.1952)
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4G: MAETYIT'S BEQUEST OF HIS ART COLLECTION

Code: - NGI = Accepted, still in Gallery; (ITGI) = Accepted, not in Gallery  
MUir = Accepted, still in Gallery; (KUN) = Accepted, not in Gallery  
<CARM) = Transferred to Provincial of Discalced Carmelites, present  

■whereabouts unknown

1 - 6 ,  AE(George Russell):
The Enchanted Sea" Oil, CCAEM) "The Lake at Coole" Pastel (MITN)  
"Maeve" Poster (MUIT) "The Pool" Oil (KUIT) "A Vindy Day" Oil (KUIT)  
"View in a Wood" Unframed Pastel ItUN

7. H.B.Brabazon "Capri" Pastel NGI
8. R.van Brugen "Two Male Figures", Miniature <MUN)
9. J. B.C. Corot "Willows" Oil ITGI  
10 - 11, E. Degas:

"Ballet Girls" Pastel NGI "Harlequin" Pastel NGI  
12. A.D'Orsay "Walter Savage Landor" Drawing NGI  
13 - 14 M.Duffy:

"Sea Scape" Oil <MUN) "A Wild Sea" oil (MUN)
15 -19 Engravings

"Monte Parnasso" , "Adventus","Veturiae","Triumph Germanicus"
"Antonius Cavallicca" (CARM)

20. E.Ellis "In With the Flowing Tide" Oil MUN
21. M.Guinness "The Cathedral of Diest" Oil MUF
22. P.Henry "Cathedral Rock.Achill" Unframed Oil, MUN
23.C,E.Holloway "The Breakwater" Oil (MUN)
24 - 25 N.Hone:

"Coast of County Clare" Oil MUN "Strand,Portmarnock" Oil MUN
26. Ikon: "Madonna and Child", Metal ikon in repousse (CARM)
27. F.E.James "Kenane Bay, Cornwall" Watercolour (MUN)
2 6. W.J.Leech "Sutton Sands" Oil (MUN)
29. Lithograph: "Musical Entertainment" (CARM)
30. J.Looten "Landscape" Oil (CARM)
31. W.MacColl "Wind" Watercolour (MUN)
32. C.Markievicz "View of Farm Houses" Oil (MUN)
33. C. Monet "Autumn" Oil NGI
34. D.O'Brien "Ballylin" Oil MUN
35. F.O'Donoghue "Harvest Scene" Pastel (MUN)
36. Outamaro "In Love", Japanese Print (CARM)
37 - 39 Photographs:

"Large Mansion" "La Princesse de Berbancon-after von Dyck"  
Portfolio of 25 Subjects (CARM)

40. S. Purser "The Heather Field" Poster (MUN)
41. W.Rothenstein "W.B.Yeats" Oil <NGI)
42. S.Solomon "Before the Dawn" Drawing (MUN)
43. W.S.Strang "Robert Louis Stevenson" Oil (NGI)
44. Tapestry, large (NGI)
45. Watercolour-on-Ivory c.1810 "Mr.E.M." NGI  
46 Jack Yeats "Useful" Watercolour MUN

NOTE: Of the 46 items of Martyn's Art Collection bequeathed: 7 out of 10  
accepted are in NGI; 9 out of 24 accepted are in MUN; 0 out of 12  
accepted are in CARM.(This research was facilitated by A.Le Harlvel,  
Curator NGI and B. Dawson, Director MUN, during 1992.)
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5G: MASTYN'S BEQUEST OF HIS PAPERS AUD BOOKS TO THE CARMELITES

(i) The Mart yn Papers:-

In January, 1949, Denis GwynnCwho had deposited the Papers  
in the Carmelite Monastery in London after the completion  
of his Memoir on Martyn) wrote that the Papers were destroyed  
during the Second World Var: "I very much fear that they must  
have been still at the Church Street, Kensington, when the  
Church and the monastery were completely burnt out in the  
blitz." (Letter to Courtney quoted in Courtney: Appendix A 167)

This version of the fate of the Mart yn Papers was accepted by  
Courtney and has been repeated by other scholars as the  
last word on the matter.

In recent investigations, I have interviewed Father Anselm of  
Kensington and Father Phelim of Clarendon Street, Dublin about  
the Mart yn Papers. Father Anselm entered the Carmelite Order  
in Dublin c.1930 and remembered the great respect which Rev.  
Cyril Ryan, Carmelite Provincial, accorded to Martyn. Father  
Anselm moved to London during the Second World War and said  
that bomb damage to the Carmelite establishment in Church  
Street was very minor.The damage was restricted to the roof of  
the church where nothing would have been stored. Father Anselm  
believed that Rev.Cyril Ryan would have ensured the return of  
the Mart yn Papers to Dublin, A thorough search of Kensington  
Church Street monastery did not yield up the Mart yn Papers;nor  
did an equally thorough search of Clarendon Street, Dublin.  
Father Phelim's own theory was that the Mart yn Papers which  
were probably in a box or trunk might have been moved, or  
dumped, in one of the communit y's periodic tidying sessions in  
the late 1930s. A theory of unknowing destruction at the  
hands of a spring clearer in Dublin seems at present to be the  
most plausible account of why the Mart yn Papers were lost

(ii) The Mart yn Books:-

During my recent investigations,I asked Father Phelim:surely,  
if the Mart yn Papers had been returned to Dublin, the box or  
trunk would have been stored with the Mart yn Books? Father  
Phelim*s reply was that the Mart yn Books were kept in the  
Communit y's General Library for many years. Finally an  
enthusiastic priest Identified the books by the Mart yn  
bookplates and moved the Collection to a special room but did  
not take the obvious next step of drawing up a definitive  
catalogue of the Collection. ITo Carmelite priest has found  
time to compile a Catalogue in a communit y of priests whose  
main concern must always be the efficient dally running of a  
very busy Dublin cit y parish. It will remain in^ossible to  
establish if there are any books missing from the original  
collection, for whatever reason.
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